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The Auction Centre, 
10 Risbygate Street, 
Bury St Edmunds, 
Suffolk, IP33 3AA
WWW.LSK.CO.UK

Toys & Collectors’ Models
Friday 28th October at 9.30am

The Henry Room – 9.30am

Order of Sale                                                  

  1–100                Steam                                                          

  122–400             0 Gauge and Larger Scale                               

  401–800             00 Gauge, HO and smaller scale                     

  801–996             Modern Issue Diecast                                    

The JLS Room – 9.30am

   Order of Sale    

   1001-1068         Racing Models

   1101-1161        Dinky Toys

   1251-1302        Kits

   1351-1427        Corgi Toys

   1501-1565        Matchbox and Models of Yesteryear

   1601-1664        Other Vintage Diecast

   1699-1799        White Metal and Continental Diecast

   1801-2046        Tinplate and Juvenalia

   2101-2168        Britains and Figures

The sale is conducted in two sections in two salerooms, resulting in simultaneous selling during the day. The anticipated selling
rate should not exceed 120 lots per hour. Please note that there are gaps in the lot numbers between some sections
Open for viewing Thursday 27th October 10am-6pm & sale day from 8.30am

All enquiries to Oliver Leggett at the Auction Centre Tel:  01284 748 625   Email: oleggett@lsk.co.uk

RESULTS AVAILABLE ONLINE ONE HOUR FOLLOWING THE SALE
Buyer's premium 22.5% plus vat

EVERY LOT ILLUSTRATED & FREE LIVE BIDDING ON OUR WEBSITE 
Please note that we are no longer printing heavy illustrated catalogues – 
multiple images and condition reports can be found on our website where you can also 
leave bids and register to bid live online.
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KEY TO CONDITION GRADING 

B     BOXED In the manufacturers original box or container, in appropriate condition

M    MINT – As Purchased From Shop in Perfect Condition

NM  NEAR MINT - With One or Two Extremely Minor Blemishes

E     EXCELLENT – No Markings or Defects, with only small imperfections

VG  VERY GOOD – Better than Good Condition, with more than 1 or 2 minor blemishes

G    GOOD – In good general condition, with chips or scratches and marks for age, model
shows blemishes

F      FAIR – In Fair Condition with higher than average proportion of chips and marks for age,
may include repaints

P     POOR In only moderate condition, perhaps in-complete, significant paint loss, many
faults

R     Repainted – Has in Whole or Part Repainted

A/F  Damage to model, or box, items missing, Broken

STEAM 

1
A very well-engineered Emma Victoria 5”
Gauge Live Steam Locomotive, comprising of
black painted body with Number 90 to
cabsides and named “Retro”, built from model
engineer plans and sold with a collection of
hand-drawn plans from the builder, 0-4-0
configuration with Stephensons Motion, easy
access to back head controls with a regulator,
reverse lever, brake, sight gauge and other
expected fittings, for coal fire use, water tank
situated to one side of the boiler, with lever, an
excellent example that has been well
maintained and cared for
£1,000-1,200

2
From LBSC Designs a well-made live steam
“Juliet” 0-4-0 tank locomotive, hand painted in
black and named “Juliet”, of usual specification,
for coal use, 3.5” gauge, removable cab roof for
access to back head fittings, free running
example in well-maintained condition, sold with
a quantity of LBSC plans
£800-1,200

3
From Maxitrak Designs well-engineered 5”
gauge live steam coal fired model of a 0-4-0
Contractors Locomotive, hand painted in dark
red and named “Ruby”, 0-4-0 motion, easy
access to back head controls and coal door,
water pump situated to one side of the boiler,
well maintained example, sold with a collection
of Maxitrak Plans
£1,000-1,200

4
A well-engineered 3 ½ inch gauge model of a
Great Northern Railway Ivatt Atlantic Class 4-4-
2 tender locomotive No 4032, built to the
design of LBSC’s ‘Maisie’, with silver soldered
copper boiler having fittings including water and
pressure gauges, safety and other expected
fittings, hand painted in green and black, fitted
with named plates and numbered 4032 to
cabsides, sold with a quantity of LBSC Maisie
Plans
£1,000-1,200

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

5
A scratch built spirit fired live steam launch,
comprising of stained and hand-painted
wooden hull with removable superstructure, to
reveal a spirit-fired boiler with single take off
point, powering a twin oscillating steam engine
with single propeller propulsion, named Goa,
length 78cm
£200-300

6
A scratchbuilt hot air engine powered steam
launch, comprising of wooden hull with
removable super structure to reveal a hot air
engine powering a single propeller, model
requires restoration for completion, together
with a static display model of a ML20 True Vine
Sailing Boat
£80-120

7
5 inch gauge riding trolley, with removable
padded seat and foot rests
£40-60

8
Collection of mixed live steam plant
components to include boiler, water hand
pump, buners etc
£70-100

9
A nicely made Victorian Style spirit fired live
steam locomotive, 3 1/4 inch gauge, 2-2-2
configuration, hand-painted in green and black
with No.3 to cabsides, nicely polished brass
work with easy access to backhead controls and
burner, possibly restored with Model Dockyard
Parts, 17 inches long over buffers, 6 inches
wide, 9 inches high
£300-350

10
A South African Railways original cast iron
E.571 Class 5E diesel locomotive number plate,
oval example finished with red ground, original
condition
£240-400

11
A restored Mamod/Wilesco style stationary
steam plant comprising of horizontal spirit fired
boiler, with sight glass safety whistle and take-
off, powering a single oscillating cylinder, spoked
flywheel raised on a red tin plate base
£60-80

12
A restored stationary steam plant comprising of
spirit fired horizontal boiler, single point take-off
powering a single oscillating cylinder with small
spoked flywheel raised on a red tin plated base,
base plate measures 13cm by 17cm
£45-60
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13
An original LNER adveritsing strip enamel sign,
white on blue enamel to read LNER, length
71cm
£50-80

14
An original National Railway Leather Satchel,
together with a GWR Peaked Cap with enamel
badge,
£50-60

15
An original London Midland and Scottish
Railway bronze quota league competition shield
for the year 1936, housed on wooden board,
Manufactured by the Alexandra Clark Co.
£80-100

16
Wilesco and Mamod Live Steam Plant,
comprising a Wilesco D14 Horizontal Steam
Engine with burner, powering a Wilesco
Grinding Wheel, connected to a further fly
wheel, powering a Mamod WS1 Workshop,
with boxes
£100-120

17
An original framed and glazed railway carriage
print from a watercolour by F W Baldwin
depicting Aldeburgh, Suffolk, housed in the
original brown oak frame
£80-120

18
An original framed and glazed railway carriage
print depicting the River Blythe at Southwold
near Halesworth, Suffolk, from a watercolour by
Eric Scott, housed in a brown oak frame
£80-120

19
A Dobbie-McInnes, boxed No. 4 The Design
engine indicator, housed in the original stained
wood box with a number of fixtures, fittings,
and tools included, complete with card
specification sheet, overall in good well-kept
clean condition
£120-160

20
A framed and glazed Carthage & Burlington
Railroad Company share certificate framed
alongside a selection of Chicago Burlington &
Quincy Railroad Company tickets
£20-40

29
Collection of part built steam castings and
components, to include a part built 5” gauge 0-
6-0 Speedy Locomotive with display track,
together with a quantity of 1” scale Minnie live
steam traction engine castings, sold with a
collection of plans and drawings
£400-600

30
A PMR well-engineered water pump, working
order
£40-60

31
Blackgates Engineering by John Dickinson Twin
Cylinder Oscillating Cylinder engine, built to a
very high standard, working order, hand painted
in green and red with wooden clad cylinders,
raised on wooden base
£250-300

32
A well-engineered freelance design vertical
boiler, spirit fired with burner, hand painted in
black and red, wooden clad example with sight
glass and gauge, complete with weighted safety,
together with 2 sections of brass a copper
piping, height 41cm, the diameter of boiler 4
1/4 inches
£400-500

33
A well-engineered Stuart Turner 7A Compact
Vertical Steam Engine, green and red example,
finished in a very high standard, free running,
with unusual 2 piece steel curved A-Frame
supports as seen on the Stuart Turner 7 engine,
circa 1910, complete with a selection of
drawings, rare example, 1 inch bore and 1 inch
stroke
£400-500

34
Part built 3.5 inch gauge Juliet live steam
locomotive, project
£80-100

35
Collection of various mixed steam engine
castings, components and accessories, to
include casting for a Virginia Locomotive, 1000
Class Locomotive wheels and other related
effects
£80-120

36
Collection of live steam castings, frames, wheel
and related components to build a 3.5 inch
gauge Mountaineer locomotive, chassis frame
has been constructed, see images for full
contents
£500-800

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

21
Stuart Turner Stationary Steam Plant
comprising of a large Stuart Turner Babcock
boiler, spirit fired example with burner,
complete with sight glass, steam gauge, drain
cocks, hand water pump, powering a Stuart
Turner S50 Mill engine, housed on a square
base, to measure 44cm x 38cm
£300-500

22
Scatchbuilt stationary steam plant comprising of
spirit fired horizontal steam boiler, fitted with
water tank, sight glass, pressure gauge, safety
valve and other fittings, powering a vertical
stationary steam engine (17cm Tall) complete
with hand pump and dynamo, housed on
wooden display plinth to measure 53cm x
29cm
£300-500

23
Stuart Turner Stationary Steam Plant
comprising of a 504 Babcock gas-fired large
horizontal boiler, with expected fittings, fitted
with a handpowered water pump and water
tank, with burner, sold with a Stuart Turner
loose gas tank, quantity of rubber tubing and
copper piping, base to measure 38cm x 24cm
£250-300

24
Scratchbuilt stationary steam plant comprising
of the horizontal gas-fired boiler, powering a
vertical Stuart Truner No.10 Vertical steam
engine, fu ly raised on metal base to measure
64cm x 16cm
£300-500

25
A large vertical stationary coal fired steam
boiler, of freelance design, wooden clad
example, raised on sheet metal base, fitted with
pressure gauge, height 53cm
£200-250

26
A well made 5" inch gauge GWR 51XX 2-6-2T
copper boiler, complete with firehole door
assembly and brass cladding
£100-120

27
3.5 inch gauge Jubilee Live Steam locomotive,
2-6-4 outline, hand painted in LMS maroon, un-
lined, removable cab for easy access to
backhead controls
£800-1,200

28
5 inch gauge colonial style 0-8-0T stripped for
restoration, large heavy locomotive
£500-700
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37
SEL Limited London, model of a Standard No.
1530 Steam Engine, comprising of housed brass
boiler, connected to a single cylinder engine,
powering a small flywheel, on green painted tin
base, with maker’s plaque,
£50-60

38
Scratchbuilt stationary horizontal mill engine,
comprising single cylinder, fitted with slip
eccentric, powering a heavy un-spoked 13cm
flywheel, raised on wooden base to measure
18cm x 40cm, steam chest to read HR Plastow,
free running example
£150-200

39
Scratchbuilt stationary beam engine, of usual
specification, hand painted in green and raised
on a wooden base to measure 20cm x 38cm,
free running example
£150-200

40
Scratchbuilt stationary horizontal mill engine,
comprising of a single cylinder engine with slip
eccentric, with cast in exhaust and take off
points, free running example housed on
wooden plinth to measure 18cm x 41cm, hand
painted in black and red,
£150-200

41
Scratchbuilt stationary table engine, comprising
single cylinder with exhaust and take off points,
fitted with slip eccentric and full housed on
brass supports, fly wheel to measure 15cm, full
height 26cm, hand painted in black with
polished metal work
£150-250

42
A very well
engineered Stuart
Turner Triple
Expansion Marine
Engine, original
castings free running
to hand, hand-painted
in dark green and
black with base metal
components, raised
on wooden display
plinth, sold with a
collection of original
and later drawings.
excellent engine in
good clean condition
£700-1,000

43
Cheddar Models Ltd of Somerset, well-
engineered model of a Isis CME2 Twin
Oscillator, ree running example sold with a
collection of drawings and plans
£100-150

44
A well-engineered water hand pump, length
11cm
£40-60

45
A scratch-built stationary beam engine,
comprising of a single vertical cylinder engine,
fitted with drain cocks and take-off
point/exhaust, of usual specification powering a
un-spoked 5.5-inch flywheel, and a spoked 4.5
inch fly wheel, free running example, housed on
wooden base
£150-200

46
Mamod Steam Engine and Accessory group, 3
boxed examples to include Mamod Steam
Tractor, Lumber Wagon and Open Wagon, all
housed in original boxes, in good clean
condition with very little use
£100-150

47
An early Mamod SE2 stationary steam engine
comprising of copper housed boiler powering a
single oscillating cylinder with take-off point
raised on tinplate base with burner, sold in the
original pictorial labelled all-card box, together
with 2 Mamod lineshaft accessories,
£70-100

48
A well-engineered twin cylinder winch winding
engine, comprising of twin cylinders with central
steam inlet point, with manually controlled
on/off valve, well-made example with wooden
clad cylinder fitted with slip eccentric, nicely
detailed and raised on wooden plinth 20 x
12cm,
£200-250

49
A well-made stationary steam workshop
comprising of twin cylinder vertical steam
engine, with oscillating cylinders and nicely
detailed oil pot, powering a selection of Mamod
Line Shaft accessories, including polisher,
hammer, grinder and other related Mamod
workshop parts
£100-120

50
Josef Falk and Reeves Castings Stationary steam
plant, comprising JF Horizontal boiler raised on
brickwork effect tin base, with take off point
powering a Reeves Casting’s and built to a later
development of Edgar T Westbury’s designs, a
twin cylinder vertical stationary steam engine
titled “Warrior Mk 11”, all fully raised on Josef
Falk tinplate base to measure 33cm x 28cm
£300-500

51
A well-made stationary steam-powered model
workshop, comprising of single oscillating
cylinder vertical engine with cast in exhaust and
steam ports, powering a selection of Mamod
and similar workshop tools, including polisher,
grinder, saw and others
£100-120

52
A well-made stationary steam plant comprising
of spirit fired horizontal boiler, with safety, filler,
on/off valve and take-off point, powering a
single vertical cylinder oscillating engine,
powering a spoked 7.5cm flywheel, fully raised
on tin base
£80-120

53
A well-engineered station steam engine,
comprising of single vertical cylinder engine
fitted with slip eccentric, with central steam
inlet and exhaust ports, the engine is fitted with
a raised spoked flywheel 14cm diameter,
excellent engine is free running condition, raised
on wooden plinth 20cm x 10cm
£200-250

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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54
A Wilsesco D222 stationary steam plant
comprising of spirit fired horizontal boiler
powering a twin cylinder stationary steam
engine attached to various lineshaft pulley
wheels, sold in the remains of the original box,
together with one other Wilesco stationary
steam plant
£200-300

55
A very well made balsa wood with GPR hull,
German WWII Attack Torpedo patrol boat
finished in grey and red and numbered 117 to
rear and sides, removable superstructure to
reveal radio controlled components powering a
single propeller, length 90cm, sold with a boxed
Etronix Pulse EX2 sport radio control handset
£200-250

56
A wooden kit built model of a radio controlled
tug boat, hand painted in maroon and black
with yellow decking and white removable
superstructure to reveal servo rudder servo and
motor powering a single propeller, sold with
two radio controlled hand sets, length 100cm
£70-100

57
A kit built model of a wooden and GRP hulled
pond yacht comprising of white hull with lead
weighted keel and stained wooden deck,
complete with mast and full rigging, length
70cm, housed on a wooden display stand
£40-60

58
A Caldecraft kit built model of a River Man
Thames motor barge tug, comprising of blue
and maroon body with stained deck and
removable superstructure, to reveal motor
servos and rudder servos to power a single
brass propeller, well-made example complete
with working and navigation lights and powered
by a 540 electric motor, length 74cm
£60-80

59
A wooden scratch built model of a Taklift 6
2000 ton floating Sheerleg, constructed to a
good standard, hand painted in green and
cream with white superstructure, removable
sections to reveal radio controlled equipment,
max length 93cm, width 35cm
£70-100

66
A kit built radio controlled model of the
Yamato Japanese battle ship comprising of
maroon, grey and red lined hull, with grey and
stained deck, complete with removable
superstructure to reveal radio controlled
components powering twin propellers, fitted
with rudder servo and housed on plastic display
stand, nicely executed example that would
benefit from cleaning, length 102cm
£70-100

67
Two plastic kit built and scratch built naval
interest radio controlled boats, both models
require some minor restoration to
superstructure, and would benefit from cleaning
£60-80

68
A Caldecraft kit built model of a WWII
minesweeper titled Sirkay comprising of red
and grey body with removable superstructure
to reveal radio controlled components, model
requires some restoration but built to a good
standard, length 89cm
£70-100

69
A kit built wooden and GRP hulled Lady Diana
tug boat, built to a good standard with
removable superstructure to reveal radio
controlled components, length 45cm
£50-80

70
A collection of various radio controlled
handsets to include Hitec, JR Propo examples,
and others included
£40-60

71
A Mount Fleet Models ? wooden and GRP
hulled kit built model of a Clan Ross
passenger/cargo liner, built to a good standard
with red, brown and black painted hull with
removable superstructure to reveal motors,
servos, rudder servos and other expected
components, length approx 150cm, fully raised
on wooden display plinth, very well executed
model, built to a good standard
£80-120

72
A wooden and GRP hulled radio controlled
model of a cabin cruiser style boat, hand
painted with blue, red and white hull with
stained deck, complete with removable
superstructure to reveal twin motors powering
propellers, complete with speed control, rudder
servo, and other radio controlled equipment,
length 115cm, fully raised on wooden display
plinth
£60-80

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

60
A wooden scratch built model of a radio
controlled pusher tug, hand painted example
with removable superstructure to reveal
motors, servos, and can motor powering a
single propeller, sold with a Futaba T2ER digital
proportion radio controlled handset, nicely
made example
£70-100

61
A Caldecraft 1/32 scale kit built model of a
North Light Western Isles of Scotland model
boat (Clyde Puffer) comprising of GRP hull,
carrying full external detailing with wooden
deck and removable superstructure to reveal a
single can motor, servos, and other radio
controlled equipment powering a single
propeller, length 60cm
£70-100

62
A Billings Boats No. BB560 1/45 scale Calypso,
ocean research vessel, comprising of GRP hull
with wooden superstructure with removable
detailing to reveal motors, radio gear, etc,
housed in a wooden carry case, well executed
example
£100-120

63
A kit built radio controlled model of a Dumas
American Beauty Mississippi tow boat, well
executed example, hand painted in black, green
and white with removable superstructure to
reveal radio controlled components, model
requires motors to be finished, built to a good
standard, length 95cm
£70-100

64
A Model Slipways 1/32 scale kit built model of
a Tsekoa 2 twin screw boy layer, comprising of
GRP hull with wooden removable
superstructure to reveal radio controlled
equipment, housed on wooden display plinth,
model requires some restoration to rear crane,
otherwise built to a good standard
£70-100

65
A Robbe Paula 3 GRP hulled and wooden
construction works/rescue boat, hand painted
in blue and red and lined with yellow with grey
deck and removable superstructure to reveal
radio controlled components, named Seawolf,
length 69cm, width 23cm, housed on wooden
display stand
£50-80
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73
A Ripmax radio controlled prototype model for
a Rhode Island speedboat, comprising of GRP
hull and superstructure, to measure 84cm max
length, the removable superstructure to reveal
a single motor powering a single propeller with
rudder servo and steering servos etc, fully
housed on a polished metal two-wheel boat
trailer
£40-60

74
A wooden and GRP hulled kit built model of a
cabin cruiser boat, comprising of white GRP hull
with stained planked deck, featuring removable
superstructure to reveal radio controlled
components, model requires some restoration
to superstructure and is considered unfinished,
length 120cm, fully raised on wooden display
stand
£40-60

75
A kit built model of a wooden and GRP hull
Afon Wen Sea Star yacht, comprising of white
hull with blue lining and a removable
superstructure to reveal twin can motors
powering twin propellers with rudder servo,
and steering, and other expected components,
fully raised on wooden display plinth, length
88cm
£50-80

76
A London North Eastern Region standard 12-
ton 1926 Darlington wagon plate, No. 85439 in
what appears to be original condition with
white on black painted lettering
£30-50

77
Four pieces of original LNER silver plated
cutlery comprising of two knives and two forks
£20-30

78
An original early 20th century Meccano ‘Lend
to Defend His Rights to be Free’ National
Savings Certificates poster, interesting example,
in folded condition, depicting a boy playing with
a Meccano crane, measures 38cm x 25.5cm
£40-60

79
Original oil painting on canvas by Barry Price of
a BR Britannia Class 4-6-2 70023 Venus heading
north near Leamington Spa circa 1950’s In
original framed condition, painting measures
including frame 37cm x 52cm
£180-200

80
A static display model of a Bluenose Schooner
finished in black & white with full rigging and
sails housed in a perspex display case, display
case measures height 50cm, depth 14cm, width
59cm
£40-60

81
A kit built wooden static display model of a
twin deck ferry boat titled Madras, comprising
of red and black hull with wooden two-tier
deck, single funnel, housed in a glazed display
case to measure 90cm long, 51cm high x 20cm
deep, has slight cracking to one end of the glass
display case, model is in exceptional condition
£70-100

82
A pair of plastic kit built model boats, both
executed to a good standard and housed in
perspex display cases, to include HMS Bounty,
the largest case 38cm height, 15cm width, 40cm
length
£30-50

83
A very well made wooden static display model
of a Sam One Ipswich sailing boat housed in a
perspex purpose built display case, 54cm x
60cm x 14cm, hand painted and fully rigged and
sailed to a high standard
£40-60

83a
A very well made wooden and plastic kit built
model of Victoria 3 mast sailing boat housed in
a perspex and wooden display case, display
case measures 66cm x 110cm x 22cm
£50-80

84
A collection of model ship building books
together with a quantity of various postcards
and photographs of various ships built from the
vendor’s collection
£20-30

85
A Mamod boxed TE1A traction engine,
comprising of green and red body with white
painted canopy, housed in a buff coloured only
box with leaflets, steering rod and various
accessories
£60-80

86
A Stuart Turner stationary steam plant
comprising of Stuart Turner Babcock 500 spirit
fired horizontal boiler of usual specification,
powering a Stuart Turner S50 mill engine, fitted
with single horizontal cylinder with slip eccentric
and spoked 3½” flywheel, raised on wooden
chequer plate base with burner and hand water
pump
£200-300

87
A collection of Stuart Turner VDO and similar
steam engine components to include whistle,
spring safety valve, burner, psi meter and
mechanical lubricators
£40-60

88
A copper scratch built Stuart Turner and other
components spirit fired boiler, built to a good
standard with a raised spirit burner on feet
£60-80

89
A collection of various steam components to
include a water pump, flash boiler, spare grate,
oil can and other various components
£40-60

90
An unusual Doll et Cie spirit fired steam roller
comprising of a horizontal boiler with single
cylinder slip eccentric and a Marklin style
flywheel, housed in a tin plate body with black
and green lined canopy, red spokes and grey
wheels, with original burner, length 22cm, circa
1910
£150-200

91
A collection of Mamod stationary steam
components comprising of stationary steam
plant with horizontal boiler powering a single
fixed cylinder engine with slip eccentric and a 2”
spoked flywheel and take-off point, with an
additional Mamod hammer, lineside accessories
£30-50

92
An original 1920s Perth The Fair City Scotland’s
Holiday Centre railway poster depicting a
classic 1920s expansive landscape painting from
view of Kinnoull Hill, quad roll size to measure
approx 50”x40” or 127x101.5cm, the poster
has been rolled with some splits to the middle
section of the left hand side otherwise has not
been folded and is unfaded, taken from an
original oil painting by William Miller Frazer RSA
(1864-1961)
£200-300

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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93
Collection of various Eastern Region and Bus
related badges, ephemera, signs and related
effects to include an original vintage enamel
Eastern Counties Omnibus Co Ltd poster
board enamel sign red & cream example, a
FF7471 Public Service Driver badge, eastern
counties patches, Driving Instructor enamel
badge, various archives and ephemera relating
to Eastern Counties and more
£150-200

94
A very well made working model of Jacques-
Yves Cousteau research boat CALYPSO by
Billings Boats of Denmark. Model length 94cm
and made to scale 1/45th, Fitted with twin
propellers connected to twin motors, Twin
rudders connected to a servo plus internal
lighting,
£70-100

95
Seven railway related prints to include Terence
Cuneo and others
£40-60

96
An Accucraft gauge 1 gas powered 0-6-0 tank
loco finished in maroon and black, model has
been used but is in good clean condition,
housed in the original card box, together with a
British Model Supply Company Isle of Man four-
wheel coach finished in maroon and cream,
together with a Futaba Attack two channel
radio control system and a bundle of various
Lehmann and Peco gauge 1 track
£700-1,000

0 GAUGE & LARGER 

122
Kit built 3 rail electric Class N15 Southern
Region 4-6-0 locomotive and tender, painted in
dark green and named Sir Blain, Number 768
to tender sides, 3-rail pick up situated in tender,
well built example, course scale
£250-300

123
Kit Built 0 Gauge model of a LNER B17
Sandringham Class Locomotive and tender,
No.2869 and named “Barnsley”, 4-6-0 green
locomotive and tender, 3 rail course scale, fitted
with Bonds motor, well made and in very good
condition
£250-300

124
Bassett Lowke O Gauge Live Steam Enterprise
locomotive and tender, LNER Green, No.6285
to tender, original paintwork with some
touching in, good condition, working order
£250-300

125
Bassett Lowke 0 Gauge Live Steam “Super
Enterprise” complete repaint in Southern
Region Black, named Lord Nelson
£275-300

126
Scratch Built 0 Gauge 3-rail electric model of a
Coronation Class “City of Birmingham”
locomotive and tender, fitted with can motor,
course scale wheels, (F-G)
£150-250

127
Hattons 0 Gauge Electric model of an LNER
Class A4 4-6-2 Silver Link locomotive and
tender, housed in the original Hattons box,
paintwork poor on tender,
£300-350

128
Bassett Lowke Corgi 0 Gauge 3-rail electric BR
N Class Mogul No.31407, locomotive and
tender, very good to excellent condition, in the
original box
£200-250

151
Darstaed 35 cm non-corridor bogie coaches,
Southern, olive green, no.461 1st; no.1025 3rd
& no.825 br/3rd. All with electric lighting. (E-
NM) (BE)
£80-120

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

97
A Sonata A Class yacht built to Tony Abel
Designs comprising of red and yellow hull with
white decking, fully rigged example with nylet
sail and Sonata name plaque to rear of boat,
radio controlled example, fitted with weighted
keel and rudder servos to power single rudder,
full length 192cm
£100-120

98
2 boxes containing a collection of various
railway related hardback books to include
Garretts of Leiston, Driver Instruction Booklets,
Model Railway by Ian Allan and others
£70-100

99
2 boxes containing a collection of mixed region
Railway related hard back books to include
Hamilton Ellis
£70-100

100
4 boxes of mixed railway magazines, to include
Modern Railways
£30-50

Lot 96
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152
Three ACE Trains petrol tank wagons & goods
brake van: Tanks set 4 comprising Anglo
American Oil; BP Motor Spirit & Colas (red) all
(NM-BNM) with goods brake van for 3-rail
running with lighting, faded one side (G) box
missing some packing (BF-G).
£70-90

153
Three ACE Trains petrol tank wagons Set No.3
(but not stated on box) comprising Pratts High
Test orange; Pratts Spirit green & Pratts Spirit
brown. (E-NM) (BE). With Darstaed HRCA
45th Anniversary van (M-BM)
£70-90

154
ACE Trains Merseyside Express set of five
coaches LMS maroon, with coach-boards,
printed windows (E-NM) (BE scuffed) with
ACE Wight overlay LMS full brake no.30985
(NM-BE)
£90-140

155
Darstaed 6-wheel coaches, S&DJR. Set of 4 plus
one full brake in its own box. Deep blue. All
(NM-BNM)
£100-150

156
Two 1930-41 Hornby Saloon coaches LMS (E)
one in original box base (BE) lid (BF); other in a
Repro box (BE)
£40-60

157
Two 1930-41 Hornby Saloon coaches LMS, a
few chips (VG) in repro boxes (BE)
£30-50

158
Post-war Serie Hornby (France) No.4E ‘Etoile
du Nord’ streamlined 20 volt loco (reversing),
brown with gold badge and ‘wings’ on side of
casing. Some scuffs and marks each side of loco
casing but the 8-wheel tender is almost
unmarked. (overall VG). Each item in repro box
(BVG)
£100-160

159
Two Serie Hornby (France) No.4 coaches,
1st/2nd class, SNCF green with gold lined oval
windows, very few marks (E)
£70-90

160
1926-41 Hornby Riviera Blue Dining Car,
original celluloids and original paint on roof. A
few touchings-in to sides (VG) (BE repro)
£70-90

161
1926-41 Hornby Riviera Blue Sleeping Car,
original celluloids and original paint on roof.
Very few touchings-in to sides (VG) (BE repro)
£70-90

162
1921-3 Hornby No.2, 4-4-0 loco & tender,
clockwork, green, 2711 on number-plate,
MLLtd transfer on tender sides. Bogie fixing not
original, a few chips mainly to footplate,
tarnishing to brass dome. Coal rail tender with
thick nickel axles, nickel wheels and couplings.
(G-VG)
£80-120

163
Three Hornby 1921-4 Hornby No.2 green &
cream bogie coaches. Two Dining Saloons,
crests not readable, one almost totally
repainted other without couplings. One
‘Pullman’ on sides. Overall (F-G)
£50-70

164
Three 1937-41 LMS No.2 Corridor coaches -
two brake composites & one 1st/3rd. The sides
& roofs are (VG) but all silvering is marked &
deteriorating. Overall (G-VG) All original boxes,
two with LMS stickers, one lid split corners,
overall (G-VG)
£120-180

165
Two 1937-41 LMS No.2 Corridor coaches, one
each brake composite and 1st/3rd. The sides &
roofs are (VG) but all silvering is marked &
deteriorating. Overall (G-VG) All original boxes,
one lid corner split, one with LMS sticker.
£80-120

166
Collection of 15 x 4-wheel Hornby nos.1/41
coaches, mix of pre & post-war: 4 x NE
1st/3rd& one guards van; 5 x LMS 1st/3rd &
two guards; 2 x No.41 guards & one 1st/2nd;
Most silvering ‘going’ & scratches very apparent
on some. (F-G)
£50-70

167
Collection of Hornby 4-wheel coaches, mix of
pre & post war: GWR No.1 – 3 x guards & one
1st/3rd; ; Southern guards (P); 3 x No.51 –
guards, 1st/2nd; all 2nd; GWR 1926-8
clerestory long thin base. Four M1/2 Pullman
coaches. Overall (F-G)
£40-60

168
Large tray containing 45 Hornby 4-wheel
wagons, mix of pre & post war, condition varies
(P-VG) includes some SR open wagons &
goods brake van.
£70-90

169
Three 1936-41 Hornby High Capacity Wagons:
LMS coal (BG); GW loco coal & NE brick. (all
G-VG)
£70-90

170
Three 1936-41 Hornby High Capacity Wagons:
2 x LMS & one GW loco coal. All (G-VG) (one
BG) (one BP)
£60-80

171
Four Hornby bogie wagons: 1936-41 High
Capacity LMS coal (VG); Serie Hornby (French)
breakdown van & crane, plain brown SNCF (G-
VG); 1933-5 No.2 cattle truck NE green base,
bogies & roof, grey body, shadowed gold NE
(G); 1936-8 No.2 cattle truck GW, black
bogies, white roof, grey base & body, shadowed
gold GW (G)
£70-90

172
Three No.2 Hornby Pullman coaches, brown &
cream, with corridor connections, brown
‘Pullman’ name panel. All repaints to a very high
standard but one now showing some playwear.
Two with large crests, one with small. (2 x E,
one VG) as repaints.
£80-120

173
Three No.2 Hornby Pullman coaches, brown &
cream, with corridor connections, brown
‘Pullman’ name panel, opening doors, 2 large
crest, one small, one roof repainted. All show
playwear (G)
£50-70

174
Seven Hornby goods brake vans: 3 x NE; one
each GW, BR(E), & 2 x LMS. Overall (G)
£30-50

175
1936-41 Hornby No.1 tank loco, revised body
style 0-4-0 clockwork, LNER darker green
2900. Only very few marks but letters and
numbers slightly rubbed and lining worn away
around keyhole. (VG) (BE repro)
£50-70

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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176
1931-6 Hornby No.1 tank loco, revised body
style 0-4-0 clockwork, LNER black lined red
826. Noticeable playwear (F-G) (BErepro)
£40-60

177
1930’s Hornby No.2 tank loco, clockwork 4-4-2
LNER green 460. Almost a total repaint except
on tank sides. (F-G) (BE repro)
£40-60

178
Three Hornby No.0, 0-4-0 Great Western
clockwork locos & tenders: 1929, 2449, long
splasher, 5 boiler bands, ‘Great crest Western’
tender (VG-E); 1931-5, 2251, revised body
style, 5 boiler bands, ‘Great crest Western’
tender (G); 1937-8, 2251 revised body style,
with cylinders, ‘GWR’ monogram tender (VG).
All will benefit by cleaning.
£90-140

179
Two Hornby 0-4-0 clockwork locos & tenders,
Southern. 1931-3 No.0 green, no number on
cabside, revised body style, no cylinders,
‘Southern E793’ on tender, small area of
retouching on loco & some rubbing to lining
(G) tender (E); Southern black lined green 0-4-
0 loco paired with re-painted ’Southern 492’
tender (ie No.2 tank number). (F-G). All will
benefit by cleaning.
£50-70

180
Three Hornby 0-4-0 revised body style
clockwork locos & ‘LMS’ tenders: 1936-8 No.1
serif 5600 on cabside with cylinders, (G); 1937-
8 No.0, 500 on cabside, with cylinders, (G-VG);
1938-9 No.0, 5551 on cabside , missing rods
(F)
£60-80

181
1938-41 No.E320, 20vAC, Riviera Blue Train
loco & tender, loco 3.1290 on gold lined cab,
brown deflectors (lined in red), smokebox,
smokebox door, running plate & domes (VG-E)
tender shows no.31801 (1937-8) (G-VG) (BE
repro – one each loco & tender)
£100-160

182
1937-41 Hornby ‘Eton’ 900, clockwork 4-4-2
loco, small areas of retouching (G-VG) paired
with 850 tender for ‘Lord Nelson’ (F-G) which
will benefit by cleaning. Both in repro boxes
(BE)
£150-250

190
Three repro/repainted Hornby 4-wheeled
wagons: Horton repro SR refrigerator; total
repaint ‘Nestle’s Milk’ pale blue and white; GW
Gunpowder van, sliding doors, light grey, white
‘GW’ , ‘St.Andrews’ red cross on doors. All to
the highest standard. All in repro boxes.
£70-90

191
Two Hornby M3, 0-4-0 Southern E126 tank
locos, green: 1932-6 no cylinders or rods, 12
spoke wheels clockwork; 1936-41 with
cylinders & rods, 8 spoke wheels. Both show
some playwear and fading to colour, letters &
numbers. (F)
£40-60

192
Approx 15 Hornby & one other signals of
various types, lattice & solid post, single &
double arm & junction. With one single yard
lamp and 2 x double missing lamp holders. All
require cleaning and most some minor repairs.
£40-60

193
A Hornby ‘Neverwazza’ SR ‘Queen Mary’
goods brake bogie van on a similar chassis to a
Hornby No.2 goods vehicle on which is
mounted a Hornby brake van body to which
have been added the SR sandboxes. (M) as a
repro.
£40-60

194
ACE Trains E/5 0-6-0 loco & tender SR ‘Q’
class no.541 satin black. (E-NM) (BNN) with
instructions
£140-180

195
A small quantity of very early Hornby
clockwork track including 3 points, a buffer with
‘Meccano’ across the beam, some curves &
straights. Also a couple of pieces of Brimtoy
track. Some corrosion but cleanable. Very rare
items.
£25-40

196
Hornby 0 gauge 3-rail electric track: Approx
quantities – 28 straights, 22 x 2’ curves, 3 half
straights & 2 half curves. All (G-VG) but will
benefit by cleaning.
£25-40

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

183
Total repaint Hornby ‘Bramham Moor’ 201
clockwork loco with an original tender. Loco
repainted to LNER lighter green (VG) tender
also lighter green (E). both in repro boxes (BE)
£200-300

184
Three 1931-6 Hornby black lined red 0-4-0,
revised body style, locos & tenders: 1931-6
No.0 LMS 600 on cabside, without cylinders,
‘LMS’ on tender (G); 1931-6 No.1 LMS 2290,
‘LMS’ on tender (G); LNER 6380, without
cylinders ‘LNER’ on tender (F)
£60-80

185
1936-41 Hornby No.3C clockwork loco &
tender ‘Royal Scot’ shadowed 6100 on cabside,
black smokebox & deflectors, 4 boiler bands,
outline rear splasher lining, lined No.2 special
tender. Both show fading to brown & a few
marks, no dents. Tender has marks suggesting it
might have been rubbed with coarse
sandpaper. (G)
£70-90

186
1929-33 Hornby No.3C Caerphilly Castle,
4073, number not on a plate, black smokebox,
4 boiler bands, solid rear splasher lining, brass
svc & whistle, ‘Great crest Western No.2
Special tender. Loco just a very few marks (VG-
E). Tender noticeable re-touching. Both will
improve by cleaning.
£70-90

187
1933-41 Hornby No.1 clockwork tank loco,
‘Southern 29’ revised body style, green. A few
chips to lining – but not around the keyhole.
Light corrosion to rods. (VG-E) with another
totally repainted black lined green as ‘Southern
111’ missing front coupling (G) as repaint
£70-90

188
Two Hornby 0-4-0 clockwork tank locos LMS:
1931-7 No.1, 2115, slight corrosion on one set
of rods, otherwise (E); 1936-41 M3 tank 2270,
with cylinders & rods, 8 spoke wheels, some
corrosion to rods (VG).
£70-90

189
Three Hornby 0-4-0 LNER clockwork locos,
green: 1948-54 No.501 1842 with tender, a
few chips to lining, slight corrosion to rods, will
benefit by cleaning (VG-E); 1936-41 M3 tank
460, with cylinders & rods, 8 spoke wheels,
noticeable playwear (F-G); 1936-41 No.1,
2900, darker green, loss of paint to dome, slight
corrosion to rods, rear of bunker requires
refixing (F-G)
£60-80
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197
Collection of Hornby 0 gauge: Nos 1 & 2
turntable, No.1 level crossing; platform crane;
post-war junction signal and single arm distant
signal, 6 points, 4 No.1 buffers; No.1 tunnel, 4
post-war MO straight rails, M station, M
footbridge, with non-Hornby level crossing and
two Bing signals.
£30-50

198
Large tray containing approx. 22 Hornby
assorted 4-wheel wagons from all eras, two
home-made bogie coaches painted in army
green and an incomplete box of Walther’s
Stabil Metall-Baukasten.
£50-70

199
Hornby 1920-3 green and cream Pullman bogie
coach Dining Saloon brass buffers, nickel
wheels, thick axles & couplings, fixed doors,
large amount of repainting (G); another
‘Pullman’ on sides, brass buffers, black couplings,
nickel wheels & thick axles, fixed doors (F-G);
with 1926-41 Riviera Blue sleeping car in need
of restoration (P).
£40-60

200
Hornby 3C clockwork loco & tender totally
repainted satin black as partly lined LMS with
coal rail tender 2711 repainted to match. Bogie
& pony wheels are replacements. As a repaint
(E) Repro (BM)
£60-80

201
Two LMS tank locos, unidentified make, both
black, both electric 3-rail: 0-6-2 tank 11643,
with motor not connected to the drive gearing;
4-4-2 10934. Both locos well made but very
dusty. Voltage not known.
£70-90

202
Two Serie Hornby (France) No.4 coaches,
1st/2nd class, SNCF green with gold lined oval
windows, one (VG) the other (G) one side (F)
the other. Each is in a high quality repro box
(BE)
£50-70

203
1938-41 Hornby Palethorpe’s Sausage van,
black standard base, maroon body, sliding
doors, grey roof. Very few marks, no re-
touching (VG) repro (BVG)
£80-120

204
Tray containing eleven Hornby goods wagons,
original, repro and ‘neverwazzas.’ Original – two
LMS high capacity (G-VG); ‘Jacobs Biscuits’ van
early open axle guard, noticeable marks (F);
‘Fyffes’ banana red roof and base (VG); repaints;
‘Fyffes’ banana green base white roof; ‘Cadbury
Chocolates’; Neverwazzas: ‘Tesco’ van;
‘Robertson’s Golden Shred’ van; ‘Evening News’
van; ‘Huntley & Palmers Biscuits’ van; ‘Fox
Transfers’ Hornby base with bakelite body.
Overall (VG-E)
£80-120

205
Seventeen Hornby wagons: No.1 tank
Manchester Oil Refinery; Southern Milk van;
McAlpine tipper – these three (E-BVG). LNWR
Gunpowder – long ago repainted; NE high-
capacity brick; 3 other bogie wagons; ten other
wagons, overall (G)
£70-90

206
1933-8 Hornby No.2 clockwork double track
level crossing, standard spacing. A few chips to
gates & posts but otherwise no marks (E) (BP)
£40-60

207
Three Hornby 0-4-0 clockwork locos &
tenders: 1935-7 No.0 GW lined green 2251 on
cabside, monogram tender (G); No.1 LNER
black 6097 on cabside, revised body style,
‘LNER’ on tender noticeable loss of paint (F);
green loco 205 on cabside, four boiler bands,
damage & loss of paint to cabside paired with
incorrect tender for earlier loco, missing buffers
(F)
£50-70

208
Three Hornby clockwork 0-4-0 locos: 1936-41
M3 GW green tank 6600 with cylinders & rods,
8 spoke wheels, matt finish, only a few marks
(VG); 1931-7 No.0 loco & tender, LMS red 500
(VG-E) tender, a few marks (G); 1938-41 No.1
loco & tender GW green 9319 (E) tender
monogram (E)
£60-80

209
Four Hornby 0-4-0 clockwork locos: 1931-6
green No.1 LNER 2810 revised body style,
LNER tender (VG-E); No.101 1947-54 LNER
460 tank (VG); Type 50 loco & tender BR lined
black 60199 (F-G); Type 40 tank BR 82011
heavily marked (P)
£60-80

210
Five Hornby clockwork 0-4-0 tank locos, 3 x
LMS and one each GW & LNER. (P-G)
£50-70

211
Three 1938-41 clockwork Hornby No.1 locos
& tenders LMS No.5600 sans serif, revised body
style, LMS tender. One loco fading to brown.
Overall (G-VG)
£60-80

212
JEP 0-4-0 loco & tender, electric, Nord brown
with three gold boiler bands, 8-wheel tender.
Noticeable marks (F-G)
£40-60

213
Sutcliffe Comet clockwork Speedboat, yellow,
complete with red bung, almost unmarked
apart from a few chips around keyhole and
where the tiller has rubbed over the rudder
fixing (E) (BF-G)
£40-60

214
A large quantity of Hornby electric track,
recently taken from a layout, very clean and
ready for use: 73 straights, 32 x 2’ curves; 4 x
r/h 2’ points & 5 x l/h points; 12 x 2’ half curves;
18 half straights; approx. 20 quarter straights; a
few cut pieces. (VG)
£80-120

215
Hornby buildings and accessories: Two post-
war stations, green roofs; another with platform
and building separated; post-war goods
platform with yard crane & sliding doors,
building and platform separated; one each No.1
and No.2 water cranes; 1924-6 No.2 signal
cabin, ‘Windsor’ cream steps (E). Overall,
accepting the separated items, (VG-E)
£80-120

216
Mid 1930’s Breakdown van & crane, GW. Blue
base, green bogies, green body with small ‘GW’,
blue sliding doors on sides and green opening
door at front. repainted grey/blue roof. With a
red crane/jib which is probably a later
replacement. Only two small marks. (E)(BG)
with GW sticker.
£40-60

217
Early 1930’s Breakdown van & crane, NE. Blue
base, black bogies, brown body with brown
sliding doors on side, hinged door on front,
white roof, red cross one side, small gold/red
‘NE’ other side, brown jib lined red. Almost
unmarked. (E) (BG) with LNER sticker.
£50-70

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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218
Two reproduction Hornby platform extensions,
buff platform with lined paving, white edges.
(M) as repros.
£40-60

219
Large tray containing: 1931-3 No.2 Water Tank,
blue base & column, yellow tank, red inside,
hose drain all blue (E) (BVG) taped edges on
lid; two 1954-5 Island platforms ‘Trent’ white
posts, green roof, only one ramp (VG); 1932-4
No.2E signal cabin, blue square tiled roof, blank
name panel, brown & yellow woodwork (G-
BG); another 2E signal cabin amended with a
speed control (F); 1936-41 Platelayer’s hut fixed
plank door (G)
£60-80

220
Large tray containing: 1949-55 No.3 station,
green roof, with both ramps (G); 1952-4 Island
platform ‘Wembley’ shorter non-lattice posts,
scratch on roof, only one ramp (VG); two post-
war orange roofed signal cabins joined together
(G); 1936-41 Platelayer’s hut fixed planked
door (G); 1949-69 Platform crane (M-BE);
No.2E Signal cabin, blue grey square tiled roof,
cream steps; totally repainted signal gantry
No.1.
£70-90

221
Hornby solid steel curved electric track. Two
boxes each five pieces providing a complete
circle. Appearance is that it has not been much
used but there are a couple of rust spots –
appears easily cleanable (VG-BF)
£70-90

222
Unboxed Hornby steel electric track. Nine
curves and one straight. Will benefit by cleaning.
(G)
£50-70

223
Tray of Hornby electric track: 4 double track
curved rails (BG); 1933-41 No.2E turntable red
with green lining (in repro box BE); 2 x 2’
curves; ECA2 French Serie Hornby acute
crossover (BF); 6 x No.1 buffers of various eras,
most boxed; one No.2 blue buffer; 2 x quarter
straights; 2 x 2’ curves. Overall (G-VG). With an
electrically operated 3-rail l/h point, compatible
with Hornby, no maker’s name but ‘made in
Taiwan’ (E)
£50-70

224
Shoebox full of Lionel electric 3-rail track: 24
straights; one half straight; 9 small radius curves
and four cut pieces. All (VG)
£40-60

232
Approx 18 Hornby 0 gauge wagons including
1926-7 LMS Gunpowder van, GW breakdown
van & crane; SR breakdown van & crane and six
bogie wagons plus others. Overall (F).
£40-60

233
Two mainly empty Hornby pre-war set boxes:
No.2 mixed goods set NE, probably 1929-41
with 3 x NE wagons & a Shell tank (G) no loco,
with the corrugated orange wrapper used for
the loco. With track but very rusty – fit only for
scrap metal. (BG) edges scuffed and with all
internal fitments. Also blue box with Royal Scot
on label. All contents missing. All lid sides
missing, base with fitments and corrugated
wrapper for loco, overall (F-G)
£40-60

234
VEB tinplate continental outline train set
comprising of 0-4-0 tank locomotive, 2 DR
Passenger Coaches and DR Luggage Van, in the
original card box
£40-60

235
1933-6 Hornby E320, 20v AC, 4-4-2 ‘Lord
Nelson’ loco & tender, Southern green lined
white, no deflectors, outline rear splasher lining,
3 boiler bands (E). Tender ‘Southern 850’ on
tank sides. (E). Loco in red plain repro box with
writing on ends (BE) tender in red repro box
for No.2 Special tender (BE)
£200-280

236
A collection of Hachette Partworks Ltd 0 gauge
kits to build the Flying Scotsman locomotive, all
appear complete with original brochure and
various spare parts, unchecked for full
completeness
£320-400

237
Ten 0 Gauge tinplate buildings by Bing: very
faded redbrick station building with centre
booking hall and a ‘house’ at each side on grey
platform with rear walls, plenty of adverts
printed on the tinplate (G); lattice girder viaduct
with ramps, couple of girders need re-fixing;
two ‘Victoria Station’; garage; signal cabin;
house; three small stations. All items in very
good condition without scratches
£60-80

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

225
Three Hornby Southern clockwork locos &
tenders, two green lined white and one black
lined green all with matching tenders. All will
benefit by cleaning. (F-G)
£60-80

226
A tray of Hornby loco bodies, no mechanisms
or wheels. ‘Flying Scotsman’ & tender;
Compound; L1; LE120; 4 x LMS Special tanks;
LNER 2900, LNER 460; LNER 5508. Various
condition from paint stripped to (VG)
£50-70

227
Two items: Gateneal Ltd 0 gauge etched brass
kit GKL 7052 Manning Wardle 0-6-0 tank (ex
GWR 704) box is unsealed, completeness
cannot be guaranteed; with unidentified make
clockwork body only LMS 10950 2-6-2 tank
loco complete with buffers, ponies but no
mechanism or motor.
£40-60

228
Hornby 0 gauge clockwork track: 24 full
straights; 24 x 2’ curves; two parallel points;
two double symetrical points, CR1 acute
crossover; quantity of track clips. Overall (G-
VG) (BG)
£30-40

229
1931-41 Hornby EM320 Tank Goods set
comprising EM320 LNER 0-4-0 No.460 green
loco with M3 wagons – wagon, tank & timber
wagons. All (E). Track is included but it is very
rusty. Box lid & base heavily taped and torn
(BP)
£70-90

230
Late 1930’s, probably transitional model, E320
20v AC Riviera Blue Train, loco & tender
3.1290, apart from smokebox door all brown,
no deflectors, some chips, slight damage to rear
of cab roof. One front buffer missing. Overall
(G) repro (BE). Tender ‘Nord 3.1290’ revised
bogies, some overpainting. Wheels might be
replacements (G) repro (BG)
£100-160

231
Hornby accessories: Station Hoardings – 4
original buff; one original blue & 4 repro blue,
all with posters; sack barrow, trolley,
Watchman’s hut without tools; Furniture
Container complete with chain (M-BE); eleven
figures (mainly repro). Overall (E)
£30-50
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238
A large box containing
approx. 30 tinplate
buildings by Mettoy,
KBN, Brimtoy; JeP;
Chad Valley; and
some un-identified.
Includes stations,
goods depot, engine
shed (Mettoy), signals,
tunnels and other
items for a railway
layout. Overall the
condition is (VG)
without scratches,
marks or dents.
£50-70

239
Hornby 1928-30 NE No. 1 luggage van on
open axle guard base with large gold ‘NE’ -
sides (VG) but marks to roof, 1936-41 NE Flat
truck with container (G), and a 1934-6 NE No.
2 luggage van with black base and smaller gold
‘NE’ (G)
£40-55

240
Hornby 1937-41 GW No. 0 fish van - sides
(VG) but marks to roof, with a 1937-41 GW
No. 0 Mica B Refrigerator van (G)
£40-55

241
Two Hornby clockwork locos with three
tenders. 2 x 1949-54 No.501 LMS 0-4-0 5600
sans serif numbers with three tenders with serif
letters. A few marks (G-VG)
£45-60

242
Gauge 1 Kit Built Model of a British Railways BR
Hymek Class 35 Locomotive, D7018 to sides,
radio controlled electrically operated, fitted with
2 sound speakers to underside, sold in a
wooden purpose built carry case
£320-480

243
Lima 0 gauge 4F loco & tender LMS black
without running number. fitted with a brass
chassis, can motor, finescale wheels, sprung
buffers, extra detailing added to body, 3-link
couplings, painted matt black (E)
£100-120

244
1930-4 Hornby Platelayer’s Hut, opening
planked door, missing chimney pot, otherwise
(E) (BE)
£35-45

245
Marklin Gauge 1 live steam loco & tender 4-6-
2, green lined black & white, LNER no.4021.
Evidence of heat damage above the burner
area, spread to cab roof. Coal rail 8 wheeled
bogie tender green with brown chassis lined
red, green body lined black & white with LNER
4021 in gold shadowed red. Small tray of ‘tools.’
Metal can of Lowko ‘Rocket’ cylinder oil.
Overall condition is (VG-E). With a folder of
paperwork instructions for use as supplied from
a previous owner.
£2,400-3,200

246
LGB 20670 G gauge articulated Schoema track
cleaning loco 2067 yellow, 0-24 v DC (E) (BE)
£300-500

247
Marx Toys USA Trainset 41821 comprising
twin diesels with headlight, car carrier with cars,
freight car, car carrier without cars. No track.
Controller. Overall (G-VG) (BG) without some
fitments
£50-70

248
Hornby 0 gauge track: Electric: 36 straights
(VG) (BVG) will not require much cleaning; 6
solid base L/h & 2 R/h points, one parallel point
and one each L/h & R/h points. The points will
require cleaning, but otherwise (VG);
Clockwork track: 9 assorted points
£70-90

249
Large tray containing 24 assorted (mainly LMS)
pre & post-war Hornby 4-wheel coaches. Many
have silvering in poor condition. Overall (F-G)
Eight are boxed (BG)
£50-70

250
Approx 45 Hornby 0 gauge goods wagons, a
wide variety from 1940’s onwards, a few
boxed, a few without wheels. Overall (G). with
M1 green loco only, missing tender and MO
green with tender 2595, both (F)
£70-90

251
Flying Scotsman Hornby clockwork 0 gauge
model missing bogie, missing tender, and in
serious need of total renovation. (note – the
driving wheels are good and not cracked.)
£30-40

252
Bassett Lowke 0 gauge 1931 series coach by
Winteringham (1932) LMS 3490 maroon 1st
corridor. A few chips one side and slightly more
on the other. Roof repainted (G-VG) repro
(BVG)
£60-80

253
Five 0 gauge items: Bing turntable, 4 roads, with
winding mechanism in working order, green &
brown (VG); B/Lowke colour light signal home
2 aspect 8152/0 (VG-BP); two repainted Lima
goods vans; one plastic kit built coal wagon.
£60-80

254
Wooden home-made model of a ‘make
believe’ 4-4-0 tank loco powered by a large,
heavy motor, voltage not ascertained. Crazed
light green paintwork with gold & red lining.
Coarse scale wheels. Offered as seen
£30-50

255
0 gauge probably kit-built model of GER 77, 0-
6-0 tank loco, blue with red lining. Coarse scale
wheels with a large electric motor not engaging
with the drive axle. Opening water filler covers.
Sprung buffers. Opening smokebox door. A
well-made model that needs only a small
amount of renovation
£80-120

256
A wooden 0 gauge model of a LMS driving
motor coach powered by a large heavy electric
motor driving two axles on one bogie, voltage
not identified, centre rail current collection,
coarse scale wheels. Heavily painted LMS red
body with grey roof. Sprung buffers. Included
with the coach is Model Engineer Exhibition
‘Diploma of Merit’ dated 15th September 1934.
£50-70

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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257
Three Hornby 0 gauge locos suitable for
restoration or spares: 1936-41 E220 Special
tank, LNER 1784 darker green, motor does not
turn, missing pony, rods; 1936-41 M3 0-4-0
tank LNER 460, fitted with replacement wheels
but no rods, motor turns; 1931-6 No.0
clockwork loco LNER 5508 without tender,
without one wheel, rods or handrails. All
offered as seen
£70-90

258
Hornby 0 gauge – 10 goods wagons and two 4-
wheel coaches. A wide assortment but none in
good condition. Many boxed but boxes are
very poor. Offered as seen
£25-40

259
A tray containing 0 gauge wooden models: A
very well-made signal box with removable roof
& floor, glazed windows, painted brown, named
‘Station Box.’ With a part built but roofless LMS
Large Cattle truck, and open wagon and a
goods brake (incomplete) fitted with a form of
lighting. All for coarse scale
£40-60

260
A well-made, partly assembled brass 0 gauge 4-
6-2 loco with 8 wheel corridor tender ‘Flying
Scotsman.’ Unpainted. One cylinder and both
piston rods missing but con rods in place. Fitted
with a heavy motor, voltage not identified.
More coarse than fine scale.
£60-80

261
Late 1920’s No.1 Hornby 0-4-0 clockwork tank
loco totally repainted. ‘Great crest Western’ on
side tanks lined gold, four boiler bands, with
headlamps, no running number or Meccano
transfer. Immaculate as a repaint
£70-90

262
An early Hornby No.3C body Royal Scot loco
& tender fitted with an electric motor voltage
not ascertained. A total repaint, gloss, 4 boiler
bands, black smokebox, red dome, solid rear
splasher, no deflectors, headlamps, lined crest
on cab-sides. With a Bernard Ridgley ‘nut &
bolt’ coal rail lined tender ‘6100.’ Believed both
loco & tender were re-painted by Bernard
Ridgley LMS red. As a repaint/rebuild (VG-E)
loco in a repair box (BP-F). Tender unboxed
£100-150

270
Tray containing: Six No.51 maroon & cream
coaches joined together on new chassis’ in
two’s to form three bogie coaches, (2 x br/3rd
& one all/1st). The engineering is very well
done. (VG). Metropolitan br/3rd coach missing
wheels, heavily marked. KBN short bogie coach
(G)
£30-50

271
Four Hornby 4-wheel wagons: 1933-5
Cadbury’s Chocolates green standard base,
lighter blue body serif letters, repainted white
roof (VG); 1934-8 Crawford’s Biscuits, black
standard base, red body, red roof, sliding door,
revised transfer ‘By Appointment’, moderate
chips but wagon is all original (G); 1935-8
Cadbury’s Chocolates, black standard base,
sliding doors, lighter blue body, serif letters,
repainted white roof (G); 1922-4 LNWR
Gunpowder Van, black open axleguard base,
nut & bolt construction, red body, white
‘Gunpowder Van’ on doors, white repainted
roof (G-VG)
£100-150

272
Three totally repainted 4-wheel Hornby
wagons, all standard base, sliding doors & auto
couplings: Seccotine; Cadbury’s Chocolates,
serif letter; Carr’s Biscuits. All (E) as repaints.
£70-90

273
Three 1933-9 Fyffes Banana vans, yellow
bodies, red standard bases, sliding doors, yellow
bodies, red roofs (one repainted). Two (G-VG)
one (G)
£60-80

274
Seven Hornby 4-wheel wagons: Fyffes Banana;
SR refrigerator; 2 x BR Insul Meat; NE Fish; NE
Perishable; GW Mica B. Some with repainted
roofs. Overall (VG-E)
£60-80

275
Four Hornby 4-wheel wagons, all repro or
repainted: SR refrigerator; NE goods van; GW
cattle; Crawford’s Biscuits with ‘By
Appointment’ transfers. All (VG-E) as
repaints/repro
£60-80

276
Two Hornby 1929-32, No.2 Lamp standards.
One (VG) other in need of renovation. Blue
base & finial, blue ratchet panel. One original
glass globe, three others appear to be repro.
Box base only with internal fitment, no lid.
£50-70

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

263
Three Hornby private owner goods wagons all
possibly repainted and certainly over-varnished:
open axleguard Carr’s Biscuits, opening hinged
doors, grey blue body, creamy white roof;
Crawford’s Biscuits, black standard base, sliding
doors, early transfer, red roof; Cadbury’s
Chocolates, black standard base, blue body
white roof, sliding doors, serif letters. All (VG)
as amended wagons
£60-80

264
Eleven Hornby goods wagons: No.50 Saxa Salt
(E) (BE) green; Castrol green tank, pressed
filler, embossed top, narrow flanges, possibly a
repaint (E); GW goods brake and GW open,
open axlequard, large shadowed GW, both
over-varnished (VG-E); 1923-3 Fyffes Banana
green base, yellow body, sliding doors,
repainted roof (VG-E); with two red Shell tanks
and four other wagons.
£60-80

265
Two Hornby No.2 Special Pullman coaches:
1935-40 Composite ‘Verona’ grey repainted
roof, brown luggage doors, two roof vents
missing (G-VG); 1934-41 ‘Loraine’ grey
repainted roof, some retouching to body (G)
£70-90

266
Two Hornby No.2 Special Pullman coaches:
1930-2 ‘Arcadia’ grey roof, brown/cream across
luggage doors (F); 1930-4 repainted grey roof,
two vents missing, plastic wheels (F)
£50-70

267
1935-41 Hornby No.2 Passenger coach
Southern br/3rd, green, silvering shows some
deterioration, couple of chips to roof, but
green paintwork and lining (E). Overall (VG)
£60-80

268
1935-41 Hornby No.2 Passenger coach,
Southern 1st/3rd green, silvering slightly more
deteriorated than the coach in lot 267, couple
of chips to roof, but green paintwork and lining
(VG) Overall (G)
£50-70

269
ACE Trains set of five ‘Merseyside Express’
LMS coaches, plated buffers & couplings. (E) In
original maroon box but scuffed (BG)
£60-80
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277
Two Hornby stations: buff building, tinprinted
speckled platform, round top arch over booking
hall, blue lamps, some marks particularly to roof
(G); with No.2 red brick building, blue round
tiled roof, (F-G); with four sets of two (L/H &
R/H) ramps, 2 sets Windsor, one Wembley.
£60-80

278
Two Island Platforms: 1954-5 ‘Trent’ white
posts, green roof; 1955-7 ‘Trent’ orange posts,
orange roof. Neither station is with ramps. Both
have some marks and will benefit by cleaning
(G-VG). With 1930-3 Goods Platform No.2,
yellow/cream platform, tinprinted building, blue
crane with red base, roof has some distortion
(F-G)
£50-70

279
Trains Hornby (French) three solid base points
with levers on the inside. Two L/h and one R/h.
Very small amounts of corrosion on rail tops
(E) In a box for a pair, some graffiti on the lid
(BG)
£70-90

280
Trains Hornby (French) three solid base points
with levers on the inside. Two r/h and one L/h.
More corrosion than the points in lot 279, but
cleanable (VG) in a box for a pair (BG)
£50-70

281
Large tray containing a variety of Hornby items:
1930-3 No.2 Level crossing, darker green
gateposts, standard double track spacing (VG-E)
(BP); eight No.1 buffers (G) one boxed (BG);
two No.2 buffers (one broken) (G) one boxed
(BG); 2 Steel points r/h each with two pieces
track missing and corroded with two short
pieces of track also corroded (P); one grey and
one cream roofs for No.2 Special Pullman
coaches, in need or renovation; large shoebox
containing mainly broken signals and pieces of
signals and some non-Hornby telegraph poles.
£60-80

282
Tray containing: 1938-41 No.E1E level crossing,
single track, light brown gateposts, missing one
lamp and top of the other (G) (BF-G); 1931-3
E1 single track, green gateposts, missing gate
handles (G); Trains Hornby (French) pair (one
each R/h & L/h) non-solid base points (E) (BG);
18 x 2’ electric curves (VG-E)
£60-80

283
Three Hornby bogie coaches: 1930-41 No.2
Special Pullman coach, ‘Zenobia’ grey roof, will
benefit by cleaning (F); 1937-41 No.2 corridor
coach GW br/3rd with 1st/3rd coach, on both
silvering marked and roofs repainted (G)
£80-120

284
Three 1937-41 No.2 Hornby bogie coaches
GW 1st/3rd, one repainted roof, other two
roofs small chips, all silvering shows some signs
of deterioration but still acceptable (G-VG)
£80-120

285
Two totally repainted Hornby Colas tank
wagons: blue on open axleguard base and red
on a standard base. The red is signed ‘JMM
3.92’ (M) as repros. Both in repro boxes (BNM)
£80-120

286
Two original Hornby Colas blue tank wagons:
1929 blue, open axleguard base (F-G); 1930-3
standard base (F-G)
£60-80

287
Two Hornby Milk tank wagons: 1929-30 United
Dairies, grey/blue open axleguard base, white
tank, missing one filler – which is present in box
(P) (BP); 1939-41 Nestles, black standard base,
light blue ladder & ends, white tank, one filler
missing one broken, auto coupling replaced by
short drop link style (P) (BNM repro). Both
tanks are candidates for full restoration.
£60-80

288
Two 1929-30 United Dairies Hornby Milk Tank
wagons, grey/blue open axleguard base, white
tank. Both with replacement plastic wheels.
One tank heavily chipped, the other severe
paint loss. Overall (F-P) one in repro (BNM)
£60-80

289
Three 1920’s No.1 LMS passenger coaches and
one passenger guard’s van. Red lined gold. Long
thin crimped bases. All door handles present
but one coach missing roof. Silvering is good.
Overall (G)
£30-50

290
Five Hornby coaches: 1935-41 No.2 Passenger
coach NE 1st/3rd, silvering totally ‘gone’ but
teak finish (G) roof repainted, overall (F-G);
1937-41 No.2 Corridor coach LMS 1st/3rd no
dents but very dull, silvering ‘gone’ (P); post-war
No.1 LMS Passenger brake (VG) in box for
No.1 coach (BG); No.51 maroon & cream 1st
class coach (E) in box for No.41 (BF); No.31
maroon & cream 1st/2nd coach (E) (BE).
£50-70

291
Three Hornby 4-wheel wagons: 1928-30 No.1
Luggage van SR open axleguard base, brown
body, large gold shadowed ‘SR’ roof repainted
(VG) repro box for a different wagon (BE);
No.1 Manchester Oil Refinery tank (E-NM)
(BVG); Trains Hornby (French) ‘Reservoir’
(Tank) ‘Esso’ (NM) (BVG-E) one repro;
Southern milk van (G-BVG)
£40-60

292
Ten Hornby goods wagons; Rake of 5 x No.50
McAlpine side tipping (VG-E) (4 x BVG-one
repro); Southern milk van (VG-BVG); 1932-3
Snowplough, red standard base, grey body,
green lined plough, ‘SNOWPLOUGH’ on
green tinprinted doors, L/h throw (VG); with
three other wagons (F)
£40-60

293
Large tray containing eight repainted or
Neverwazza items, all based on Hornby: LMS
motorised plough Snowplough ‘Crewe No.1’
with M1 clockwork motor; GW snowplough;
barrel wagon with Castrol barrels and other
items. All (VG-E) Repro boxes (BG-VG)
£50-70

294
Late 19th or early 20th century Bing Gauge 1
live steam 4-4-0 loco & tender Midland Railway
(MR). Heavily playworn, some repainting to
footplate and cab. Piston rods present but con
rods missing. Burner present. 4-wheel tender,
replacement drawbar, brass buffers. The
condition suggests it has not been steamed for
many years.
£80-120

295
Two Bing Gauge 1 items: GNR 4-wheel 2
compartment coach 3rd class, circa 1907, light
brown/teak with gold lining, grey roof, approx.
6” long over buffers (VG-E) considering its age;
Bing 5-plank LNWR open wagon, No.4123
grey (VG)
£60-80

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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296
Gauge 0, 0-4-0 live steam loco with a body
nearer Gauge 1 and in the style of Bowman.
However, there is no Bowman identity. Loco
appears to have been black, LNWR is just
visible of side tanks & no. ‘6’ on cabsides.
Complete with burner. Missing handrails, front
buffers & coupling. Corrosion showing all over
but appears easily restorable
£40-60

297
Bassett-Lowke Gauge 0 live steam 4-4-0 loco
only, missing tender, black but with much paint
loss. With burner, pistons and rods. Some
soldering repairs to safety valve and dome. Light
corrosion to footplate.
£60-80

298
Believed to be Bassett-Lowke 0 Gauge electric
LMS Hughes ‘Crab’ ‘Mogul.’ 1300 not 13000 on
cabsides. Unlined black but with one red line
immediately behind smokebox. Tender gold
shadowed red ‘LMS’, plain black, slight damage
to front l/h. Will benefit by cleaning.
£100-200

299
Part built live steam loco (no tender) 4-6-0,
spirit fired. Footplate, boiler, cab, chimney,
safety valve and some control gear in situ. 4-
wheel bogie but no driving wheels or rods. No
pistons or rods. With another smaller boiler
barrel part completed
£50-70

300
1933-6 Hornby E320 ‘Flying Scotsman’ loco
only no tender. 20v AC motor. Darker green, 4
boiler bands, black/white outline rear splasher
lining, black/gold nameplates, shadowed gold
4472 on cabsides. The loco is partly dismantled.
Body is original electric not clockwork, with
only a couple of small marks. Motor fixing
brackets, control rod, piston rods, pony frame
loose & pony wheels
£80-120

307
10 mm scale LNER Gresley 1st/3rd composite
coach, wooden construction, No.1534, teak
sides, light brown chassis, white roof, sprung
buffers, 3-link couplings. Built by J.Haynes to the
very highest quality
£150-250

308
10 mm scale LNER Gresley all/3rd Corridor
coach, No.1019, eight compartments, wooden
construction, very well built to the highest
standard from a Kevin Almond kit. Teak sides,
light brown chassis, white roof, sprung buffers,
3-link couplings
£150-250

309
10 mm scale set of three Gresley articulated
Restaurant cars. Teak sides, light brown chassis,
white roofs, non-sprung buffers. 1st class
No.16491; kitchen car 16492; 3rd class 16493.
With internal tables. Built to the very highest
quality
£400-600

310
10 mm scale live steam spirit fired brass model
of Great Northern Railway 4-2-2 loco & tender.
Built by Ian Nugent. Axleboxes not yet affixed
to tender but present in box. Also present is
the front bogie splasher kit. Sprung buffers. The
high quality of this model is very apparent even
without it being painted. In a specially built
wooden carrying case.
£1,250-1,500

311
Brass parts to make the underframe but not
body or bogies for a LMS Suburban coach.
Quantity of LMS letter and number transfers.
Approx 20 plastic figures correct size for 10mm
and five figures to a much larger scale.
£70-90

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

301
Body only for K5 Exley 50’ bogie coach, LMS
Composite No.181141. With buffers &
couplings but without bogies & wheels (G);
with an early Hornby 0-4-0 loco body & coal
rail tender LMS 2710. Three clockwork motors,
with some wheels.
£40-60

302
10 mm scale GWR Auto Coach No.170 made
by Barrett Engineering. Chocolate & cream. No
internal seats or fitments. ‘GWR’ and crest on
sides. (NM)
£300-400

303
10mm scale LNER ex GER suburban corridor
brake composite coach no.63635, teak sides,
black chassis, grey roof, sprung buffers, 3-link
couplings. Built by Fred Newman
£150-250

304
10mm scale LNER ex GER suburban corridor
all/3rd coach no.61456, teak sides, black chassis,
grey roof, sprung buffers, 3-link couplings. Built
by Fred Newman
£150-250

305
10 mm scale LNER full brake, wooden
construction, No.4041, teak finish, black chassis,
grey roof, sprung buffers, 3-link couplings. Roof
board each side ‘Marylebone – Sheffield-
Manchester.’ Built by J.Haynes to the very
highest quality
£150-250

306
10 mm scale LNER full brake No.141, teak
sides, black chassis, white roof, 3-link couplings.
Built by G.Newman
£150-250
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312
Collection of 0 gauge: Hornby No.501 post-war
clockwork 0-4-0 loco & tender LNER 1842 light
corrosion on rods (VG); No.30 goods van &
No.30 open wagon (G). Signals: Hornby Home
Junction; single home; lattice post single home;
distant and double arm; Marklin auto single
home all (G-VG); Britain’s Auto Railway Signal
home & red distant (VG) in original box (BVG)
£70-90

313
1926 Hornby No.1 tank loco, 0-4-0, clockwork,
LMS black, brass dome, detailed smokebox
door, ‘LMS 0-4-0’ in shadowed gold on side
tanks, unlined cab windows. Only a few marks.
(VG)
£60-80

314
1936-7 Hornby No.1 Special tank loco, 0-4-0,
clockwork, LMS red No.70, shadowed serif
letters & numbers. No dents but many areas
retouched, wheels excellent. Rods appear to be
replacements. (F-G)
£40-60

315
1935-41 Hornby No.1 Tank loco, 0-4-0,
clockwork, GWR green No.4560 on black/gold
plate, revised body style, ‘GWR’ monogram.
Wheels repainted red. Very few marks. (VG)
£60-80

316
1931-7 Hornby E120, 20v AC, 0-4-0 tank loco,
LMS 2115 serif shadowed letters & numbers.
Motor runs freely, wheels excellent. Body is
playworn with some retouching, chips & marks.
(G)
£50-70

317
Totally repainted to a very high standard
Hornby No.1 tank loco 0-4-0, clockwork body
now fitted with 20v AC motor. Black lined red
‘LMS 7140’. Motor turns freely, wheels
excellent. (E) as a repaint. In repro M3
clockwork box (BM)
£60-80

318
1936-41 Hornby E320 loco & tender. 4-4-2
‘Flying Scotsman’ shadowed 4472 on cab-side,
LNER darker green, black smokebox, 4 boiler
bands, outline rear splasher lining, black/gold
nameplate. (E). With No.2 special tender, only
a few marks (VG)
£150-200

319
No.2 Hornby 4-4-2 clockwork body totally
repainted LMS unlined red, fitted with a motor,
stating ‘Alan Middleton’ on the pick-up main
beam. One driving wheel cracked. Cab roof
requires re-fixing. The repainting is not of
highest quality. (F-G)
£50-70

320
1931-36 Hornby E020 loco & tender, 0-4-0,
LNER green 5508 on cab-side, 20v AC, revised
body style, no cylinders, ‘LNER’ on tender.
Driving wheels repainted red. A few marks on
each item. (G-VG)
£70-90

321
Hornby totally repainted ‘Bramham Moor’
clockwork 4-4-0 loco. Shade of green is
incorrect and lining not even. Cab-sides are
slightly bent. (F-G) (BVG repro); Hornby LNER
6-wheel tender original paintwork, brake
handles missing, some marks (G-VG) (BVG
repro)
£150-250

322
ACE Trains E/7-C Castle class loco & tender
made up as ‘Pendennis Castle’ Great Western
4079. 0-20v DC motor. The construction of
the kit is excellent but the painting and lining
spoils it. One nameplate has lost the name.
Overall (F-G) (BE) with instructions.
£300-500

323
Two Hornby bogie goods wagons: 1937-9
Trolley wagon, plain, red base, green bolsters,
black bogies with two ‘Liverpool Cables’ drums.
Wagon is (E-NM), drums paper sides peeling
away; (BG) some tape strengthening; 1935-9
No.2 Lumber wagon, plain, yellow base, green
bolsters, black bogies, with what appears to be
original load of 5 poles, one retaining chain is
missing, otherwise (E) (BG-VG) with some tape
strengthening.
£50-70

324
Four Hornby 4-wheel goods wagons: 1957-69
No.50 Goods brake van, with lamps, (M)
orange (BE); 1954-7 Milk Traffic van BR
maroon, body (M) but some marks to roof (G-
VG) (BNM); 1954-7 No.1 Goods van BR,
minute indentation to roof, otherwise (M) (BE);
1957-69 No.50 Goods van BR, brown body,
opening doors, axles & brake levers rusty,
otherwise (VG-E) in green box for No.50
goods van.
£70-90

325
Collection of 17 Hornby 0 gauge goods
wagons, all (E) (BVG-E) unless stated otherwise:
BR grey hopper wagon; 2 x BR(E) brown goods
brake van; another (VG); BR(E) goods van No.1
BR cattle truck; NE goods brake van (VG); NE
goods brake van, brown (VG); LMS goods
brake van, brown; pre-war milk traffic van; LMS
No.1 open wagon, brown; fibre wagon, blue,
with load; pre-war No.1 timber wagon with 3-
plank load; post-war unboxed BR flat wagon;
LMS post-war cattle wagon; NE goods brake
van (VG); BR grey 5 plank open wagon (G).
£100-200

326
Gauge 1 rolling road, aluminium base, six sets of
rollers, electric feed one end. (E)
£70-90

327
1954-61 Hornby Type 51, 0-4-0 clockwork
loco & tender, BR lined green 50153, minute
chips to bodywork, light corrosion to rods (VG)
tender, a couple of marks (VG)
£60-80

328
1954-61 Hornby Type 50, 0-4-0 clockwork
loco & tender, BR lined black 60199 very few
marks to loco (VG) tender has noticeable chips
& light corrosion (F)
£40-60

329
1931-6 Hornby E120, 0-4-0 loco & tender 20v
AC, LMS red 1000. Just a few marks to body,
light corrosion on rods, control knob missing
(VG-E) tender very slight crease one side, some
chips to edges, plastic wheels (G-VG) Repro
one piece (BE) with a very small amount of
moisture damage
£70-90

330
1931-5 Hornby No.1, 0-4-0 clockwork loco &
tender, GWR, green lined gold, revised body
style, 4300 on cab-side, noticeable playwear,
light corrosion to rods, drop link missing from
front coupling, non-Hornby buffers on front of
loco (G) tender ‘Great crest Western’ (E)
£40-60

331
1931-5 Hornby E16, 0-4-0 6v AC loco &
tender, GWR, green lined gold, revised body
style, 4300 on cab-side, very light corrosion to
rods (E) tender ‘Great crest Western’ (VG)
£80-120

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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332
1931-6 Hornby No.0, 0-4-0, loco & tender,
clockwork, revised body style, LNER lined
green, 5508 on cab-side, LNER on tender.
Reasonable amount of playwear to both items
(G)
£40-60

333
1930’s E120 Hornby 0-4-0 tank loco 20v AC
repainted as Southern B29 (not a Hornby
number) wheels also repainted. Transfers very
feint. (F) as repaint. Repro (BG-VG) but faded.
£70-90

334
Totally repainted Hornby No.2, 4-4-0 loco with
coal rail tender, clockwork body fitted with a
Hornby 4-wheel electric mechanism marked
‘20v DC’ (not AC). Painted satin black with
green lining. No name or numbers. Top of
boiler shows some light corrosion. (VG) as
repaint. Each item in separate repro box (for
clockwork version) (BE)
£80-120

335
1935-41 Hornby E120 Special 0-4-0 loco &
tender 20v AC, Southern lined green. ‘1179’ on
small numberplate on cab-side. Some re-
painting and re-touching. (G). ‘Southern 1179’
tender matt finish (G). One piece repro box for
both items (BE).
£80-120

336
Totally repainted Hornby No.1 Special 0-4-0
loco with an electric body and mechanism
marked ‘6v’ no control rod, painted gloss black
with green lining, small numberplate on cab-side
‘343’ tender matches loco ‘Southern B 343.’
Paintwork is not of the highest quality but looks
attractive. Repro box for E120.
£70-90

337
1931-6 Hornby E120 Special 0-4-0 loco &
tender 20v AC LNER lined green 1368. Small
areas of retouching, a few chips (G). Tender
LNER lined green (E) One piece repro box
(BE)
£80-120

338
1936-41 Hornby EM320, 20v AC, tank loco 0-
4-0 SR lined green ‘Southern E 126’ with
cylinders & rods, 8 spoke wheels (partly
repainted red), buffer beams repainted,
paintwork shows crazing (G). In blue box for
M3 version with repair label 9520 (BG)
£80-120

346
Hornby E220, 4-4-2 Special tank loco 20v AC
with replacement spoons. Totally repainted
black lined green ‘Southern E 492.’ Small dent in
r/h tank. Paintwork is neither matt, gloss nor
satin – almost a mix of all – not of the highest
quality, nevertheless attractive. (G) Repro box
showing some previous damp damage (BE)
£60-80

347
1933-6 Hornby E320, 4-4-2 ‘Lord Nelson’ loco
& tender, black smokebox, 3 boiler bands,
outline rear splasher lining, no deflectors,
‘Southern 850’ on No.2 special tender. Small
areas of retouching. Overall (VG). Loco
unboxed, tender in repro (BE).
£140-220

348
Hornby E220 LMS Compound loco & tender
20v AC totally repainted black gloss lined gold,
‘900’ on cab-side, ‘LMS’ on tender. Repainted to
a high standard. (VG-E) as repaint. Each item in
repro box (BE)
£120-180

349
1928-9 Hornby No.2 clockwork loco & tender
LMS red, lined crest on cab, unlettered
splashers, maroon running plate, black
smokebox, 3 boiler bands, red dome, lined
2711 coal-rail tender. No dents but all
paintwork is very distressed, the mechanism in
need of cleaning. Very suitable for total
restoration. In repro boxes (BE)
£50-80

350
1933-6 Hornby E320, 20v AC, ‘Flying Scotsman’
4-4-2 loco & tender, LNER green shadowed
4472. Black smokebox, 4 boiler bands,
black/white outline rear splasher lining,
black/gold nameplate, LNER on tender. Small
amount of retouching. Overall (G-VG). Each
item in repro box but loco box shows signs of
previous dampness.
£140-180

351
1929-33 Hornby E3/20, 20v AC ‘Caerphilly
Castle’ 4-4-2 loco 4073 on cab-side not on
plate, black smokebox, 4 boiler bands, solid rear
splasher lining, brass SVC & whistle, red/gold
nameplate, some retouching and a few marks
(VG). With a No.2 Special tender of later date
showing GWR monogram instead of ‘Great
crest Western’ with added coal (VG-E). Items
in individual repro boxes, loco box shows some
signs of previous dampness (BE)
£140-180

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

339
1936-41 Hornby EM320, 20v AC, tank loco 0-
4-0 SR lined green ‘Southern E 126’ with
cylinders & rods, 8 spoke wheels, buffer beams
repainted, paintwork shows crazing, noticeable
playwear (F-G).
£60-80

340
1936-41 Hornby EM320, 20v AC, tank loco 0-
4-0 LMS red 2270 with cylinders & rods, 8
spoke wheels, buffer beams & heads repainted,
a few marks and light playwear (G). Repro (BE)
£60-80

341
1932-6 Hornby EM320, 20v AC, tank loco 0-4-
0 LMS red 2270, no cylinders or rods, 12 spoke
wheels, some light crazing to paintwork (VG)
£60-80

342
1931-6 Hornby E120, 20v AC, 0-4-0 tank loco
LNER green 2900 revised body style, with
cylinders & rods. Transfers have very indistinct
edges and are blurred, otherwise (VG)
£60-80

343
Hornby 3C 4-4-2 loco & tender, clockwork.
Black lined white. 1368 on cab sides. Bogie &
pony wheels are replacements. LNER on
tender. Appears to be a total repaint rather
than a Hornby original. The quality of the
paintwork is not the highest (G). Each item in
repro box, each showing signs of previous
damp damage. (BVG)
£70-90

344
Post-war Hornby No.501, 0-4-0 loco & tender
LNER green 1842. Fitted with 20v AC
mechanism. Creases to each cab-side, one front
buffer missing, wheels repainted, small areas of
retouching, lining rubbed. Tender wheels are
replacements. (F-G) one piece repro box for
E120 showing some damp damage (BVG)
£60-80

345
1931-6 Hornby E120, 20v AC, 0-4-0 loco &
tender LNER green 2810, loco paint is very
dull, transfers & lining have very indistinct and
blurred edges. Suitable for restoration/repaint.
(F). Tender (E). Repro one piece box showing
some previous damp damage (BE)
£60-80
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352
1930-1 Hornby E220, 20v AC, 4-4-0 loco
‘Yorkshire’ 234 on cab-side, green running plate.
Possibly a transition version (VG). With No.2
Special tender LNER, a few marks & chips.
Note centre wheels of tender are replacements
and slightly smaller diameter than the original.
(G). Loco repro box (BE) The loco box shows
signs of previous dampness. Tender in original
No.2 Special tender box (BVG-E) with LNER
sticker.
£240-360

353
1935-6 Hornby E220, 20v AC, ‘Bramham
Moor’ 4-4-0 loco & tender, 201 on cab-side,
green with black running plate, spoons have
been amended & control rod is missing
suggesting some amendment to the electric
mechanism. Small areas of retouching on loco &
some rubbing to numbers (VG). LNER on
tender and a few marks (G). In Millibox one
piece repro box (BVG)
£200-300

354
1930-4 Hornby 3E 6V Riviera Blue Train loco
4-4-2 no deflectors, black smokebox & door,
brown running plate, red/gold lined cab, brown
domes. This might be a transition version. One
scratch to l/h cylinder cover (E) Original green
box, taped, with orange corrugated wrapper
(BG). Tender ‘Nord 31801’ red/gold letters &
numbers, a few marks (G-VG) in remains of
original box (BP)
£200-300

355
1936-41 Hornby E320 ‘Royal Scot’ 4-4-2 loco
& tender, shadowed 6100, black deflectors &
smokebox, 4 boiler bands, outline rear splasher
lining, probably a mostly repainted loco (VG)
with No.2 Special tender, shadowed LMS, slight
damage to l/h leading edge of tank (G-VG).
Both items in individual repro boxes (BE) loco
box showing signs of previous moisture
damage.
£90-140

356
1935-41 Hornby E220 20v AC 4-4-2 Special
Tank loco Southern 2091, green, buffer beams
repainted, some retouching to body (VG)
£120-180

357
1930’s Hornby E220 20v AC 4-4-2 Special
Tank loco GWR green 2221, appears to be a
long-ago repaint, ‘GWR’ monogram on tank
sides, number on cab-sides not on a plate, slight
damage to front buffer beam, otherwise (VG-E)
£100-140

358
1937-9 Hornby E220 20v AC 4-4-2 Special
Tank loco LMS red 6954 sans-serif shadowed
letters & numbers, some retouching particularly
to edges of footplate, cab handrails missing
from l/h side, a few other marks (G-VG)
£60-80

359
1930’s totally repainted E220 20v AC Special
Tank loco 4-4-2 as LNER 5154 black with red
lining, one cab handrail missing, one front buffer
missing, not the highest quality repaint (F-G)
£60-80

360
1931-5 Hornby E120, 20v AC Special Tank
loco & tender, LMS 8712 red largely faded to
brown, signs of playwear with some marks (F)
with unlined tender and plain ‘LMS’ (G). In
repro one piece box (BE)
£60-80

361
1938-41 Hornby No.1 loco & tender,
clockwork, revised body style, sans serif LMS
5600 on cab-side, (VG-E) with serif LMS on
tender (G-VG)
£40-60

362
Two Hornby 0-4-0 clockwork locos & tenders:
1938-41 No.1, revised body style, sans serif
LMS 5600 on cab-side, with serif LMS on
tender, noticeable wear to both; 1929-31 No.0
LMS red, 8324 on cab-side, long splasher, red
dome ‘L.M.S.’ on coal rail tender, noticeable
wear. Both locos suitable for restoration.
£50-70

363
1937-8 Hornby 0-4-0 No.0 LMS loco & tender,
‘500’ on cab-side revised body style with
cylinders & rods, LMS on tender. Loco with
some marks & chips (G) tender (G) (BF-G)
£40-60

364
1937-8 Hornby 0-4-0 No. 0 clockwork LNER
loco & tender, shadowed 5508 on cab-side,
revised body style, with cylinders & rods, ‘LNER’
on tender. Very few wear marks to loco (VG-
E). Tender, very small crease on one corner (E)
(BE) with NE sticker.
£50-70

365
Two Hornby clockwork 0-4-0 LNER locos:
1927-8 No.1 tank, green, brass dome, 2 pairs
boiler bands, paintwork heavily crazed with
some missing, suitable for complete restoration
(P-F); with post war No.501 loco only, no
tender, Brunofix rods, dull appearance, lining
and transfers faded and worn (F)
£50-70

366
Two non-Hornby 6-wheel tenders, possibly kit
built, fine scale wheels, both unlined, well made:
‘Great crest Western’ on gloss green (E); LMS
black matt finish hand painted, transfers poor
(F-G)
£50-70

367
Small tray Hornby locos all in need of repair or
restoration: French SNCF 0-4-0 20v missing cab
and l/h rods; body for 0-4-0 tank painted green
& red; 4 or 6v 0-4-0 black painted body,
mechanism appears complete and good; body
only for French ETAT 0-4-0, 020511 with
tender 25511; body only for No.1 Special loco
LMS 8712; body only for LNER No.1 special 0-
4-0 loco 1368.
£50-80

368
Three Hornby Gunpowder vans, all red bodies
on black standard bases: 1932-4 large-
shadowed gold ‘LMS’, white ‘Gunpowder Van’
on sliding doors, noticeable marks to body,
white repainted roof overall (G); NE version
repainted on what appears to be a ‘Carr’s
Biscuits’ body, repainted roof (G); SR total
repaint, shadowed ‘SR’ Gunpowder van in
white on sliding doors (VG) as repaint.
£60-80

369
Fifteen assorted Hornby 4-wheel goods
wagons: 5 LMS Fish vans; 2 LMS refrigerated
vans; No.50 gas cylinder wagon; SR brown
open wagons white ‘SR’; fibre wagon blue base,
with load; double wine wagon; single wine
wagon with vigie; No.1 lumber wagon, NE
Goods van; NE fish (missing wheels); Overall
(G-VG)
£50-70

370–384
No lots

385
Control frame for Hornby Control System. This
is probably a repro item, it does not show any
Meccano or Hornby trademark or transfer. The
frame itself is painted in green with an area of
orange/black lining. The frame is for 6 levers but
only three are fitted. Complete with the rods
and bell-cranks. Levers, rods & cranks appear
original Hornby. Base painted black. (E)
£40-60

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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386
Large tray containing various Hornby 0 gauge
accessories: pre-war station; grey platform with
paling fence; two grey ramps with ‘Windsor’
station nameboards; platelayer’s hut green non-
opening door; six hydraulic buffers; six No.1
buffers; No.1 water tank. Most items (G-VG)
£40-60

387
Hornby E120 Special 0-4-0 tank loco, 20v AC
total repaint in Southern green, white lined,
‘Southern 516’ on side tanks but hardly visible.
Motor runs very freely. Wheels are in excellent
condition. (VG) as repaint
£70-90

388
1936-41 Hornby E120 Special 0-4-0 tank loco,
20v AC, GWR monogram, 5500 on cab-sides,
buffer beams repainted, transfers & lining
chipped as is the body overall. Motor runs
freely. Wheels are excellent condition. (G)
£70-90

389
1936-7 Hornby E120 Special 0-4-0 tank loco,
20v AC LMS 70 maroon. Just a few marks on
the body & cab roof. The cylinders have been
sleeved and the rods run through those sleeves
but do not protrude in the front of the
cylinders. The remains of some Blu-Tak show
on the front of the cylinders, purpose unknown.
Motor turns freely and wheels are excellent
(VG)
£90-140

390
1934-6 Hornby E120 Special 0-4-0 tank loco,
20v AC LMS 15500, maroon. L/h side tank has
some dents but there are very few dents
overall. Motor runs freely and wheels are
excellent. Motor might have been amended
because there is no control rod. (G)
£70-90

391
1937-9 Hornby E120 Special 0-4-0 tank loco,
20v AC, LMS 70, maroon slight fading towards
brown. No dents but noticeable chips
particularly to transfers. Motor turns freely and
wheels are excellent. (G)
£70-90

392
1929-35 Hornby E120 Special 0-4-0 tank loco
20v AC LNER 8128 green. This loco is possibly
a long-ago total repaint, with 8 boiler bands.
Paint is peeling on both side tanks. Motor runs
freely and wheels are excellent. (G)
£60-80

00 GAUGE 

401
Heljan 3506 Hymek Bo-Bo diesel hydraulic
D7044 BR green with lime green band & grey
roof, small yellow warning panels (E-BVG)
£40-60

402
Anbrico Single Unit Parcels van BR green
M55988 GRC&WCo.
£80-120

403
Hornby Top Link R2021 4-4-0 loco & tender
BR lined black ‘Cattistock’ (NM-BE)
£70-90

404
Two Hornby BR lined black locos: R2178A 0-6-
2 N2 tank 69546; R2102B 4-6-0 B12/3 61553.
Both (NM-BNM)
£40-60

405
Six diesel locos: Bachmann Branchlines 08
D4192 BR green (NM-BNM); Lima Bo-Bo class
20 D8138 BR green; Lima D6754 BR green;
Hornby Western Courier maroon D1062; Lima
E6003; Hornby Hymek D7063. Overall (E)
(BVG some plain repro).
£80-120

406
Four tank locos: Farish 2-6-2 GWR 8103
unlined green, body loose on chassis (G-BVG);
Gaiety 0-6-0 GWR on Dublo chassis (VG); two
Dublo 3-rail 0-6-2 tanks BR 69567 (P-F)
£50-80

407
Six locos: Hornby R364 ‘Lord of the Isles’;
Hornby R759 ‘Albert Hall’ missing smokebox
door; Airfix M7 tank 0-4-0 BR 30027; Mainline
‘Erlestoke Manor’ loco & tender BR 7812;
Mainline class 4 loco & tender black 75006,
tender requires repair; Triang Hornby Bullied
Pacific ‘Winston Churchill’.
£50-70

408
Six locos: two Triang 2-6-2 BR tanks; BR 68920
tank on a Dublo 0-6-0 chassis; Dublo 0-6-0 R1
tank overpainted; and three other tank locos.
Offered as seen.
£50-70

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

393
Clockwork bodied totally repainted Hornby
E120 Special 0-4-0 tank loco fitted with 20v
AC mechanism. Black lined red LNER No.226.
Motor turns freely and wheels are excellent.
Motor might have been amended because
there is no control rod.
£50-70

394
Two No.1 Special tank locos, clockwork, 0-4-0.
1929-35 LNER green 8123, a few dents,
transfers badly worn, noticeable chips. Wheels
excellent. With 1929 GW green 3580, similar
condition to the LNER. Piston rods might be
replacements. Both locos suitable for
restoration.
£50-70

395
Two No.1 Special tank, locos, clockwork, 0-4-0.
1936-7 LMS 70 maroon, a few marks, some
light corrosion on rods, wheels excellent (G-
VG); with 1935-6 LNER 2162 green, loss of
paint around keyhole and running number
rubbed away on same side, rods show some
corrosion, wheels excellent (G-VG)
£80-120

396
1931-3 Hornby E120 Tank loco 20v AC
Southern 29, green, revised body style, small
amount of retouching to boiler top (VG-E)
£80-120

397
1931-5 Hornby E120 tank loco, 20v AC, 0-4-0,
‘Great Western’ on side tanks, 4560 on
black/red/gold plate. Very few marks. Slight
corrosion to l/h rods. (VG-E)
£80-120

398
1936-41 Hornby EM320 20v AC, 0-4-0 tin-
printed tank loco, with cylinders, 8 spoke
wheels, with rods. Buffer beams repainted.
(VG-E)
£80-120

399
1929-30 Hornby No.1 Special loco & tender,
0-4-0, clockwork, LMS black lined red. A few
chips & marks to loco (VG). Tender more
noticeable chips and scratches (G)
£100-150

400
1931-6 Hornby No.1 clockwork tank loco
LNER green No.2900. Very slight distortion to
body l/h side along footplate. Small dent & chip
to top of boiler. (VG)
£50-70
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409
Thirty-two Lima coaches, varied liveries and
companies. All appear to be (E-NM) (BE)
£100-150

410
Twenty-six bogie coaches – 14 Replica
Railways; 5 GMR; 7 Airfix. Variety of liveries and
companies – but many Southern & BR(W). (E-
NM) (BE)
£80-120

411
Lima DMU 4-coaches comprising 149814
Motor and trailer SC51800 & SC 51808 with
two centre cars one each E 59523 & SC 59553.
(NM-BVG)
£40-60

412
Bachmann Branch-Line bogie coaches: 9 x 57’
Mk1 suburban, maroon; (E-NM) (BE)
£70-90

413
Twenty-one Bachmann Branch-Line bogie
coaches: 13 maroon & cream; 5 Southern green
& 3 brown & cream. (E-NM) (E-NM)
£80-120

414
R2300 & R4169 Hornby Bournemouth Belle
Train Pack with the three car Pullman Cars
Pack. ‘New Zealand Line’ 35021 rebuilt
Merchant Navy class loco & tender with a total
of six Pullman cars. (M-BM)
£80-120

415
Approx forty-three unboxed Wrenn wagons
including some long wheelbase vans. A wide
variety, some duplicates. Overall (VG-E)
£60-80

416
Approx 40 Hornby-Dublo tinplate pre-
Nationalisation goods wagons. Some duplicates.
Condition varies (F-VG). All unboxed.
£40-50

417
Approx 70 Hornby-Dublo tinplate post-
nationalisation goods wagons including bogie
bolsters, brick wagons, vans and open wagons.
Some duplicates. Condition varies (F-VG). All
unboxed
£60-80

418
Various Hornby buildings: R179 Grand
Suspension bridge; R528 Operating Tipper Set;
R515 Operating Conveyor set; R331 London
Road Station; R415 Operating Ore Wagon set;
one box each R642/3 large & small radius
curved platforms; R417 coach siding platforms;
box of oddments/building parts etc (in R8072
points box); R530 Three Pylon set; R086 single
signal set; R503 signal box. All boxed. Note
contents of boxes have not been checked and
completeness cannot be assured. Sold as seen.
£50-70

419
Two large trays containing 00 gauge items: 3
Lima diesels, one Lima LMS 13000; other locos;
Airfix Evening Star un-made kit; various wagons
& coaches; Dublo island platform with ramps;
Many other items and a trayful of track of
various makes including large quantity of points;
with approx. 20 on/off switches.
£70-90

420
One box of Leuke Herr TT gauge boxed
locomotives and train sets to include a 12v
electric DBV 200027 diesel locomotive, a 12v
2-6-2 locomotive and tender, together with
various other boxed examples
£100-150

421
A large and extensive collection of Rokal of
Germany TT gauge continental locomotives
and associated rolling stock, to include an Old
Timer T3 locomotive No. 897314, a Rokal
diesel DBV60118 locomotive, together with
other loose, part boxed, and associated boxed
Rokal train sets, rolling stock etc
£200-300

422
One box of Piko HO gauge boxed steam
locomotives and diesel outline locos to include
a Class BR 42 2-6-0 locomotive and tender, a
three piece SVT 137 gift set, a V1802 125 red
& cream diesel locomotive together with
various others
£150-200

423
One tray of Piko N gauge boxed locomotives
and rolling stock, mixed examples to include
German Outline passenger stock, various
Arnold Romanian freight stock, and others
£80-120

424
One tray of various H0 scale mixed
locomotives and rolling stock to include Roco,
Permot, Piko and others, examples to include a
repainted Piko BR42001 locomotive and
tender, and other Dutch and German outline
passenger stock, to include Mitropa
£80-120

425
A collection of Roco Liliput and other H0 scale
boxed rolling stock to include Gosser Beer
wagon, together with various German outline,
green parcel coaches and passenger stock all
housed in original packaging
£100-120

426
A collection of Berliner Bahnen, Leuke, and
other associated TT scale loose locomotives
and rolling stock, large and extensive quantity
£250-300

427
One tray of ten Berliner Bahnen TT gauge
boxed steam outline and diesel locomotives to
include a BR50 2-10-0 locomotive and tender
together with others
£100-150

428
A collection of Brawa H0 scale trolley bus gift
sets and associated lineside accessories, to
include No. 6102 trolley bus gift set, No. 6108
trolley bus set and others
£80-120

429
One box containing a collection of Leuke
Bahnen TT gauge boxed locomotives and a
train set to include a BR 91 0-8-0 tank
locomotive and others
£120-150

430
A collection of Athearn & Walthers H0 scale
American Outline DCC Onboard locomotives
and passenger stock to include an Athearn
80195 Chesapeake & Ohio F7A-F7B
locomotive, together with various other
associated items
£100-120

431
A collection fo four various boxed Piko and
Russian H0 scale boxed train sets, to include a
diesel 106-256-1 locomotive and commercial
goods stock gift set, together with a Piko
Express early BR Class 80 0-6-0 locomotive and
tender, together with two other boxed gift sets
£100-120

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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432
A collection of Liliput and Roco boxed train
sets and coach packs, to include a Liliput No.
896 German BR Class 95 2-10-2 locomotive
and goods stock gift set, together with a Liliput
No. 895 H0 scale German BR class 77 001 2-
10-0 tank loco and a box set Roco DR No.
44025 passenger and rolling stock coaches
£100-120

433
A collection of Liliput, Roco and H0 scale
boxed coach packs and train sets to include a
Roco No. 4306 coach pack, a Liliput H0 scale
German Outline BR Class 91 2-6-0 locomotive
and commercial goods stock gift set, together
with a Liliput German Outline No. 811 coach
pack all housed in original packaging
£100-120

434
One tray of Piko N gauge continental outline
locomotive rolling stock and passenger stock,
the majority housed in the original packaging,
others loose, mixed examples to include CSD
and Mitropa coaches
£100-120

435
A collection of Gutzold H0 scale boxed three
piece gift sets to include article Nos. 108/1048,
5121/190, and a No. 108/1048, all housed in
the original sliding tray card packaging
£100-150

436
One crate containing a collection of Berliner
Bahnen and associated TT gauge locomotives,
diesel locomotives, loose rolling stock, boxed
trackside accessories, and a collection of various
track, mixed content to include German
Outline and DR passenger coaches
£100-150

437
A collection of Berliner Bahnen and Leuke
Bahnen TT gauge boxed locomotives to include
a F49901 electric locomotive, a TT Tillig V200
DR diesel locomotive together with various
other examples
£120-150

438
One box containing a collection of mixed H0
scale continental outline passenger stock and
rolling stock to include Piko, Bausatz, Scheicht,
and others, mixed lot
£80-120

446
One tray of Gutzold H0 scale continental
outline locomotives to include a Gutzold G13
BR Class 75 2-6-2 tank loco together with
various other boxed examples
£100-120

447
One tray containing boxed and loose Piko H0
scale continental locomotives to include an
early Piko E44 0901 electric locomotive
together with a Piko DB red railbus and other
associated locomotives and stock
£80-120

448
A collection of Gutzold diesel and steam
outline box locomotives to include H0 BR 120
diesel loco, a V180 diesel loco, together with a
BR52 Gutzold steam outline locomotive and
tender, together with one other diesel loco all
in original packaging
£80-120

449
Wrenn W2228 ‘City of Birmingham’ loco &
tender, BR lined green. Very small chip near to
top of tender one side. (E) (BVG) No packer
number. Tape marks match
£50-70

450
Wrenn W2229 ‘City of Glasgow’ loco &
tender, BR lined blue. Chips to footplate edge,
tender axles rusted. Wheels will benefit by
cleaning (G) (BG) without details as to contents
£50-60

451
Wrenn W2229 ‘City of Glasgow’ loco &
tender, BR lined blue. Both loco & tender have
been over-varnished – very well done. Bogie
wheels replaced with those of a finer scale. (G)
(BVG). No packer number. Tape marks match.
£40-60

452
Wrenn W2241 ‘Duchess of Hamilton’ loco &
tender, LMS lined black. (E) (BE)
£50-70

453
Wrenn W2225A 2-8-0 8F freight loco &
tender, black with unshaded yellow transfers (E-
NM) (BVG-E) no packer number. Tape marks
match. With instructions
£60-80

454
Wrenn W2235 ‘Barnstaple’ loco & tender, BR
lined green (E) (BF-G) not be the original box,
hand-written description, packer number torn,
tape marks don’t match
£60-80

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

439
One tray containing a collection of Piko and
associated H0 scale boxed and part boxes
locomotives, to include a Piko BR class 81 0-8-
0 tank locomotive, a Piko ? Sonneberg to
Leipzig electric powered passenger coach, a
Piko BR class 80 0-6-0 tank loco and others
£100-120

440
Two trays containing a collection of Piko N
gauge locomotives and passenger stock to
include German and Russian outline
£150-200

441
A collection of Sachsen Models and Piko boxed
train sets and coach packs to include a Piko H0
scale BR class 38 4-6-0 locomotive and tender
with associated goods stock, together with a
Piko H0 scale Class 130 005-2 diesel
locomotive and container stock gift set, two
other boxes examples
£120-150

442
A collection of TM continental outline TT scale
? associated German outline locomotives and
passenger stock together with a quantity of
goods wagons
£50-80

443
A collection of Gutzold boxed diesel outline
locomotives to include a Gutzold VEB Class 95
diesel locomotive, a Gutzold V200 G13 diesel
locomotive and various others, one example
loose, the others all housed in the original
slightly worn card boxes
£100-120

444
A collection of Gutzold boxed diesel and steam
outline locomotives and gift sets, to include a
BR 229 Class diesel locomotive No. 181-3,
together with a No. 126300 BR Class 64 2-6-2
tank loco, together with a Gutzold Personenzug
BR Class 64 box locomotive and passenger
stock gift set, all housed in original packaging
£100-120

445
A collection of H0 scale Gutzold early tin plate
Piko and Trix continental outline locomotives
and passenger stock to include a Gutzold G10
BR Class 24 004 locomotive and tender,
together with a quantity of Trix German
outline maroon and cream passenger
locomotives and coaches, together with various
other associated H0 scale items of similar age
£150-200
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455
Wrenn W2212 ‘Sir Nigel Gresley’ loco &
tender, LNER blue No.7, coupling from tender
to loco broken (VG-E) (BF-G) no packer
number, tape marks match
£40-60

456
Wrenn W2223 ‘Windsor Castle’ loco & tender
BR lined blue (E) (BE) with instructions. No
packer number, tape marks match.
£50-70

457
Wrenn W2230 Bo-Bo diesel loco, D8017 BR
green, all bogie sideframes loose in box. (G)
(BVG) packer number 3, tape marks match
£30-40

458
Four Airfix locos: ‘Royal Scots Fusilier’ LMS lined
black; ’Royal Scot’ BR lined green; ‘4F’ 0-6-0 BR
black; 31401 diesel BR blue. All (E) (BG-VG)
dusty
£50-80

459
Four Mainline locos & tenders: Standard class 4
75001 BR lined green; Royal Scot ‘Prince of
Wales Volunteers’ 46137 BR lined green;
Jubilee 45691 ‘Orion’ BR lined green; Jubilee
‘Scots Guardsman’ LMS 6115 lined straw (in
incorrect box). Overall ((E) (BG-VG) dusty
£60-80

460
Four Mainline & one Airfix GMR locos:
‘Caerphilly Castle’ GWR green; ‘Royal Scot’
LMS maroon; 0-6-0 class 2251 BR black 2213;
N2 0-6-2 tank BR lined black 69531; 1Co-Co1
D45 ‘The Manchester Regiment’ BR green.
Overall (G-VG) (BG-VG) dusty
£60-80

461
Ten Hornby/Triang locos, all except ‘Evening
Star’ which is heavily weathered are (VG-E) but
boxes (BP-G): R550 9F 92166; ‘Evening Star’;
R259NS ‘Britannia’; R840 Black 5; R150 B12/3;
R845 ‘Flying Scotsman’; R053 B17 ‘Manchester
United’; R074 Hymek diesel; R357 D5572 and
R52 0-6-0 3F tank.
£90-140

462
Ten Playcraft H0 gauge bogie coaches including
French suburban green, Wagon Lit & silver
coaches. All (VG-E) (BG-VG)
£30-50

463
Lima H0 gauge Continental EMU train set
comprising motorised driving car, dummy car
and two centre cars. Blue & cream. With track
and controller. (VG-E) (BF) dusty
£30-50

464
Twenty-four 00 gauge passenger coaches with
four goods wagons: 5 x Airfix LMS maroon; 3 x
Airfix BR blue & grey; 5 x Airfix maroon &
cream; 4 x Airfix BR non-corridor maroon; 4 x
Lima brown & cream; plus four goods wagons.
All (E-NM) but boxes very dusty(BG)
£80-120

465
Twenty-two assorted goods wagons & one
Hornby-Dublo 4620 breakdown crane, matt,
complete with all 4 jacks, jib raising string
requires replacement, otherwise (E-BE) with
fitments; Wagons – 8 x Airfix; 5 x Mainline, 9 x
Triang Hornby. Many duplicates. Wagons (VG-
E) (BG) dusty
£60-80

466
Fifteen kits for American bogie wagons (mainly
box-cars), by Inter Mountain Railway Company,
Athearn, McKean, Accurail & Branchline. (M)
(BM)
£60-80

467
Approx forty-nine American goods wagons
including grain & box cars. Some will benefit by
cleaning. (G-VG)
£80-120

468
Approx 34 American goods wagons including
box cars and some tanks. Some will benefit by
cleaning. (G-VG)
£50-70

469
Five American diesel locos, various makes:
Conrail Bo-Bo No.2247 blue with white stripes;
Bangor & Aroostook Bo-Bo No.54; Maine
Central switcher No.16 black with red/white
stripes: an unpainted Bo-Bo switcher type, no
markings, by Walthers; Boston & Maine railcar,
silver with blue stripe. Overall (VG)
£60-80

470
Six American diesel locos, various makes: Bo-Bo
No.2016 blue with white stripe; Boston &
Maine Bo-Bo No.314 black with orange band;
Co-Co Burlington Northern No.6254 green &
black; Boston & Maine Bo-Bo no.213 black with
red/white stripes; CP rail Bo-Bo 5008 red with
white; Bangor & Aroostook Bo-Bo No.36
grey/red/black No.36. Some will benefit by
cleaning. Overall (VG)
£60-80

471
Five American/Canadian diesel locos: Proto
SW9/1200 Bo-Bo Boston & Maine No.1231
red & yellow (BE); CP Rail Bo-Bo 5005
red/black; another 8565; Maine Central Bo-Bo
no.230 yellow & black; Amtrak Bo-Bo no.206
silver with red/white/blue bands. Overall (VG)
£60-80

472
Four American diesel locos: Proto SW9/1200
Bo-Bo Boston & Maine No.1233 red & yellow
(BE); Spectrum Boston & Maine switcher, black
with red/white stripes (BE); Bachmann EMD
F7A (Black Widow) Southern Pacific No.6444
black with orange band (BE); Maine Central Bo-
Bo No.556 green & gold. Overall (G)
£70-90

473
Large box containing mainly American outline
buildings and accessories – including an engine
shed. Many packets of spare parts mainly H0
gauge
£50-70

474
Various Great Western/BR items: Wrenn loco
& tender ‘Cardiff Castle’ (VG-E); Hornby 4-4-0
loco with motorised tender; Mainline 0-6-2 tank
loco no.6697; Lima 2-6-2 tank loco no.4520;
with two Triang clerestory coaches; Hornby
Dublo BR(W) restaurant car and same make
all/1st open coach. Coaches will benefit by
cleaning (VG). Locos (VG)
£80-120

475
Six ‘Southern’ locos: kit built 4-4-2 tank no.2091
green lined white; kit-built 0-6-0 loco & tender
No.962 black with yellow lettering and Triang
chassis; probably kit built 0-8-0 tank loco
no.953 black with yellow lettering, appears to
have the driving wheels part of a Wrenn 2-8-0
chassis; Dapol ‘Terrier’ 0-6-0 tank ‘Boxhll 82’
umber; kit built ‘Terrier’ no.2661 green; kit-built
0-6-2 tank no.67 green with white lining,
appears to be a Dublo 0-6-0 chassis
£100-160

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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476
Five locos & a dozen wagons: kit-built GWR 0-
6-2 tank no.502 green with white lining, appears
to be a Dublo 0-6-0 chassis; Mainline 0-6-2 loco
& tender GWR no.6351; 0-6-0 loco & tender
GWR 2516; Bachmann 0-6-0 diesel shunter
no.D2083 BR green with yellow & black
warning stripes; Dapol 0-4-0 industrial tank
blue. Overall (VG-E); with a dozen goods
wagons
£60-80

477
Four ‘Country Artists’ Steam Memories: 03572
‘Princess Alice’; 03579 ‘Western Star’; 03570
‘City of Birmingham’ and 03576 ‘Manchester
United’. All (M) (BM)
£50-70

478
Large plastic box containing 47 Bachmann
Branch-Line 4-wheel wagons. (NM) (BNM)
£140-200

479
Twelve Hornby Pullman coaches: R4143;
R4144; R4144A; R4145; R4145A; R4146;
R4150; R4162; R4163; R4164; R4165; R4166.
(NM-M) (BNM)
£180-240

480
Nineteen Hornby coaches: Top Link brown &
cream R4051 & R4050; maroon & cream –
R409, R410, R424, R437, R4088 dining car;
Pullman 3 x R233, R223 & R229; 3 x
R4131A,B&C Restaurant cars; LNER clerestory
teak R024 & R449; BR comp R483; BR
malachite luggage R178. Overall (E- NM) BVG-
E)
£100-150

481
Broadway Limited Imports Paragon Series HO
Gauge No. 759 Pennsylvania GG1 electric in
Brunswick Green ‘4896’, DC and DCC
quantum sound, as new in its original foam
packed box
£120-150

482
Broadway Limited Imports Paragon Series HO
Gauge No. 016 Pennslyvania Railroad, (PRR),
T1 ‘5517’, DC and DCC, quantum sound, as
new in its original foam packed box
£100-150

483
Precision Craft Models HO Gauge No. 017
N&W Y6b 2-8-8-2 unnumbered, with 221
tender, modern bell, with LokSound, as new in
its original foam packed box
£100-150

490
A Piko H0 gauge boxed diesel and steam
outline locomotive group to include a BR110
diesel locomotive, a BR52 19-20 locomotive
and tender, an E42 electric locomotive, another
BR 52 19-20 loco and tender, and a BR 015 4-
6-2 loco and tender, all in original packaging
£120-150

491
A collection of Piko H0 gauge Old Timer
boxed trainsets to include 150 Years K Sachs
EM16 locomotive and Three Coach gift set, a
1913 Lander Bahnzug 1913 gift set, together
with one other K Sachs 3-piece EM16S
locomotive and coach gift set, all housed in
original boxes
£120-150

492
A Brawa No. 0210 H0 gauge E95 boxed
electric locomotive finished in green with No.
E9502 to sides, excellent example, appears
complete in the original packaging
£100-120

493
A Piko H0 gauge boxed steam outline and
industrial diesel locomotive gift set group to
include a Piko Professional Sonnerberg-
Neustadt Class BR95 locomotive and four
accompanying coaches, limited edition, together
with a Class BR95 DR locomotive and three
accompanying DR coaches, and a Kompalett
Anlage diesel Class 106 locomotive with three
accompanying stone wagons housed in the
original packaging
£150-200

494
A collection of Piko HO gauge gift sets and
associated rolling stock to include a Piko BR015
boxed steam locomotive and accompanying
coach gift set, together with a Piko IKA box
containing a quantity of DR rolling stock and a
Piko modelbahn BR Class 52-10-0 steam
locomotive and tender with five accompanying
Mitropa and DR coaches, possibly in the
associated box
£100-120

495
A Roco H0 gauge continental outline Tee
boxed Highspeed Train gift set and
accompanying coach pack group to include Ref.
Nos. 04183A comprising of a BRVT11.5
locomotive and four coaches, together with a
No. 0407A 3-piece coach accompanying gift
set, both housed in the original red ground
window boxes
£100-120

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

484
A Piko H0 gauge boxed locomotive group, to
include a BR86 2-8-2 tank loco, a BR Class 015
4-6-2 locomotive and tender, a BR Class 95 2-
10-2 tank loco, a BR Class 41 2-8-2 locomotive
and tender, and a BR Class 52 19-20-2-10-0
locomotive and tender, all housed in the
original sliding tray and lift-off lid card boxes
£120-150

485
A Piko H0 gauge boxed locomotive group, five
various boxed examples to include a BR75 2-6-
2 tank loco, together with an M61 diesel
electric locomotive, a BR Class 52 19-20-2-10-
0 locomotive and tender, together with a
BR015 2-6-2 locomotive and tender, and a BR
41 2-8-2 loco and tender, all housed in the
original blue and yellow card boxes
£120-150

486
A Piko H0 gauge boxed locomotive group, to
include a BR66 2-6-4 locomotive, a BR211
diesel electric locomotive, a BR66 2-6-4
locomotive, a Piko E42 electric locomotive
finished in Deutsche Bahn green, and a Piko
BR015 4-6-2 loco and tender, all in original
packaging
£120-150

487
A Piko H0 gauge boxed diesel and electric
locomotive group to include a E499.2 CSD
electric locomotive, a BR244 electric
locomotive, a ES499 electric locomotive, a Piko
BR118 059-5 blue & cream diesel locomotive,
together with one other ES499 electric loco, all
in original packaging
£150-200

488
A Piko H0 gauge boxed locomotive group, five
various examples to include a Piko BR 118
diesel locomotive, an E44 electric locomotive, a
BR Class 55 0-4-0 locomotive and tender, an
E11 022 electric loco together with an
M61.001 diesel loco, all in original packaging
£120-150

489
A Piko/Gutzold H0 gauge boxed locomotive
group to include a Piko BR56 2-4-0 locomotive
and tender, together with one other, together
with a Piko No. 38262 4-6-0 locomotive and
tender, together with a 01 1531-1 4-6-2 loco
and tender, together with a BR 106 diesel
locomotive, all in original packaging
£150-200
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496
A Roco H0 scale No. 43048 train set
comprising of E32 No. 20011 electric
locomotive with four various accompanying
green ground passenger coaches
£80-120

497
A Roco H0 gauge boxed electric locomotive
group, four various examples to include Ref.
Nos. 04191A, 04129A, 0415S, and 43530 all
housed in original packaging
£150-200

498
A Roco H0 gauge International continental
electric locomotive group, four various
examples to include Ref. Nos. 4141C, 04139B,
4143, and 4139, all in original polystyrene tray
type boxes
£120-150

499
A Roco H0 scale International electric
locomotive group to include No. 04187 DE
626 electric locomotive, 04196A BR E71
electric locomotive, a DBE144 electric
locomotive, and a BR118 No. 4141B loco, all in
original boxes
£100-120

500
A Roco H0 scale continental steam locomotive
group to include a No. 43283, 43282, 4112
BR58 2-10-0 loco and tender, and No. 04120A
BR23 2-6-2 loco and tender, all in original
boxes
£100-120

501
A Roco H0 scale boxed locomotive group, four
various boxed steam Outline and diesel
locomotives to include Ref. Nos. 43524, 43508,
45151 V215, and a No. B4151V215 diesel loco,
all in original boxes
£100-120

502
A Roco H0 scale continental Outline
locomotive group, all housed in original
packaging and all steam outline, to include Ref.
Nos. 43230, 43203, 43275 and 04115A, all in
original pakaging
£120-150

503
A Lima H0 scale Classic Line boxed Berliner S-
Bahn tram group, two identical examples,
finished in maroon and cream, together with
one other finished in maroon No. ES1821, all in
original packaging
£100-120

504
A Roco H0 scale boxed diesel electric and
steam continental outline locomotive group,
three various boxed examples to include Ref.
Nos. 43230, 43416, 43427, all housed in
original packaging
£150-200

505
A Lima H0 and 00 gauge boxed continental
and British Outline locomotive group to include
a Great Western Railways No. 34 Express
Parcels coach, a No. 201644L Krauss-Maffei
diesel locomotive, together with a Lima No.
208286 LP DBE03001 electric locomotive, and
two others, all in original window display
packaging
£120-150

506
A Roco H0 scale boxed continental outline
locomotive and tender group, three various
boxed examples to include Ref. Nos. 43307,
43243 and 43239, all in original polystyrene
trade type boxes
£100-120

507
A Roco H0 scale Continental Outline diesel
and steam locomotive group to include a BR93
2-8-2 tank loco, a E1445 electric locomotive, a
No. 43704 DR BR 232 diesel loco, together
with a No. 43209 BR 80 tank loco all in original
boxes
£100-120

508
A Trix H0 scale Continental Outline boxed
locomotive group to include a No. 22707 Class
K 2-12-0 locomotive and tender, together with
a No. 22526 BR52K 2-10-0 locomotive and
tender, and a No. 2470 2-piece diesel Furth
diesel loco and accompanying coach, all housed
in the original window display and tray type
packaging
£120-150

509
A Piko H0 scale boxed steam locomotive and
diesel with associated coach group to include a
Piko BR38 2-3 locomotive and tender, a BR130
diesel locomotive, together with three
accompanying BR 185 and BR 195 coaches, and
also a Piko BR130 005-2 diesel loco, all in
original packaging
£100-120

510
A Berliner Bahnen TT gauge boxed gift set
group, to include a Dresden HDF Varna Tourist
Express gift set, together with one other
containing different stock, and a Berlin 1990 gift
set, all housed in the original plastic foam
packed display cases
£100-120

511
A Berliner Bahnen TT gauge boxed gift set
group to include a Reisezug Um 1969 gift set,
together with a Berlin 750 gift set, and a 30
Jahre 1958-1988 commemorative gift set with
collectable coin, housed in the original plastic
display cases
£100-150

512
Four various boxed Berliner Bahnen TT gauge
boxed gift sets, including No. 1617, 1128,
together with two other mixed examples, all
housed in the original polystyrene packed box,
each containing different locomotives and
rolling stock,
£100-150

513
A collection of H0 scale trams to include a
Liliput 25 Years Strassebahnen tram & coach
gift sets, an unmade Bec Kits Presidents
Conference Committee Street Car box tram
kit, together with various other examples
£80-120

514
Five various loose Liliput Fleischmann and
similar H0 scale German continental outline
locomotives to include a German outline Class
05-0034-6-4 locomotive and tender, finished in
grey and black, together with a DR Class 45
001 2-10-2 locomotive and tender finished in
grey and black, together with three other loose
examples
£120-150

515
A collection of Piko Fleischmann and Roco, and
associated H0 scale manufactures collection of
various locomotives, rolling stock, and
passenger stock to include DR Railways MAV
and DR blue & cream passenger coaches, 20
various examples
£100-150

516
Collection of mixed HO scale, TT and similar
gauge locomotives, boxed Spectrum stock,
Fleischmann and others, to include a Bulli
Electric “Salt Box” Locomotive marked DR,
Lilliput Vindobona 3 car unit, and others
£100-120

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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517
Tray of mixed scale continental outline
locomotives, rolling stock and passenger stock,
to include Berliner Bahnen, Roco, Piko and
others A/F
£80-120

518
Tray of various continental HO scale outline
rolling stock and wagons, to include Roco,
Fleischmann, Piko and others, to include Roco
SBB CFF FFS Passenger Coach in blue, CSD
Four Car Unit and others
£100-120

519
4 trays containing a collection of Lima, Piko,
Fleischmann and similar HO scale rolling stock
and goods wagons, together with a quantity of
tenders and boxed HO vehicles etc
£80-120

520
Collection of HO scale Piko and Russian train
sets and accessory sets to include Piko 0726
Diesel Locomotive and wagon set, in-complete
Piko 5/0591 Diesel Locomotive Train Set
(Missing Loco), Piko Girder Bridge Set, 2x Piko
BR185+BR195 Gift Sets and a Russian HO
scale train set
£100-120

521
Collection of Berliner Bahnan TT Gauge Train
Sets, boxed locomotives, track, loose track,
points etc, mixed examples to include Diesel
and Steam Outline Locomotives
£100-120

522
Collection of HO scale boxed locomotive and
passenger stock group, to include KATO
Corrugated Business Car, Fleischmann No.4016
2-4-0 tank locomotive, Rivarossi No.1360 BR
77 122 DB Locomotive, and a Trix BR 18 447
4-6-2 Locomotive and tender in the original
plastic case
£70-100

523
One tray containing a collection of mainly H0
scale white metal and kit built passenger stock
and locomotives to include various four
wheeled teak coaches, etc
£40-60

524
A shoebox containing miscellaneous brass wire,
solder & lead for ballast together with fine strips
of wood as could be used for detailing the
exterior of Gresley teak coaches.
£20-40

534
Two curved points marked 438. One of each
hand. Overall length 17”
£55-70

535
Two curved points marked 438. One of each
hand. Overall length 17”
£55-70

536
Jouef Rame Inox ‘Budd’ ref m761E 2-car EMU
set, silver (NM) (BE) a couple of cracks in
polystyrene inner tray and one split corner on
lid
£50-70

537
Post-war Hornby-Dublo 3-rail EDG7 goods set
comprising EDL7 0-6-2 LMS 6917 tank engine
black (E) with three LMS goods wagons – open,
goods van & goods van (all G), with track (G)
and D1 controller (P). Box base & lid heavily
taped and damaged (BP)
£40-60

538
Pre-war Hornby-Dublo CLOCKWORK 0-6-2
goods set DG7 box incomplete contents – no
loco. Complete circle of clockwork track with
one full and one half straight (all VG-E). GW
open wagon (VG) GW goods brake (F). Box
base is original but with three repro fitments.
Lid is totally repro but with original box label
on the top. End label ‘DG7’ and GW sticker
appear to be repro.
£50-70

539
Post-war Hornby-Dublo 3-rail EDG7 GWR 0-
6-2 tank loco 6699, green. Transfers very faded
and overall dull appearance (G-VG)
£50-70

540
Hornby-Dublo 3-rail 3218, 2-6-4 tank loco BR
80059. Nickel silver driving wheels, pony &
bogie wheels plastic. Front coupling metal, rear
coupling plastic. Transfers faded and with small
chips. Overall shows some playwear (G) (BVG).
Instructions and guarantee.
£90-140

541
Two Hornby-Dublo 2-rail locos: 2232 Co-Co
diesel electric, plain green, couple of chips to
roof, otherwise (E) (BE) except for a small tear
to lid, with instructions; 2218, 2-6-4 tank BR
80033, pipework has been highlighted in gold,
otherwise (E) plain red (BE)
£60-80

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

525
2250 Hornby-Dublo 2-rail Electric Motor coach
only (no trailer coach) green, leading coupling
has been removed but nut/bolt are present in
box. Couple of marks each side, and one small
dent. Will benefit by cleaning (VG). Original
box with tear over the Ringfield print area
(BVG)
£80-110

526
EDL7 Hornby-Dublo 3-rail 0-6-2 post-war tank
loco 1/2” motor GWR on tank sides 6699 on
bunker sides, both slightly faded on r/h side,
otherwise (VG-E) pale blue repro (BE)
£45-60

527
EDL7 Hornby-Dublo 3-rail 0-6-2 post-war tank
loco 1/2” motor Southern 2594 slight scuffing
to lettering. A few marks to body and very
slight corrosion to handrails (VG-E) Non-
original picture box (BE)
£240-320

528
Brawa HO Gauge No.44138 ET89 DRG 1014
Electric Railcar, boxed example (ENM-BVG)
£80-100

529
EDL11 Hornby-Dublo 3-rail 4-6-2 loco &
tender ‘Silver King’. Matt finish. Fine handrails.
Just a couple of small chips to footplate. (E)
repro plain blue (BE) tender (E) repro blue
white stripe (BE)
£45-60

530
1321 Fleischmann H0 Loco 0-6-0 black loco
No.80-005 (E) (BVG)
£45-60

531
Shoebox containing many packetted items for
wagon & coach kits with some fine chains, small
nuts, buffers etc. Vendor has affixed list to lid
showing 30 items many in duplicate or more. A
visual inspection confirms most items
unopened. Suppliers include Roxley, Masokits,
MJT, Cavendish & others
£60-95

532
No Lot

533
Half-size supermarket tray containing Hornby-
Dublo 3-rail track (sufficient for a moderate
size layout) including points, short lengths,
buffers and a turntable. All in need of cleaning.
With some Dublo switches , a few signals
including a couple electric semaphores. (F -G)
£70-110
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542
Two Hornby-Dublo 3-rail locos: 3232 Co-Co
diesel electric, plain green (E) (BE) couple of
tape tears, instructions; with EDL17 0-6-2 tank
loco BR 69567 slight shininess to top of boiler
(VG-E) (BVG-E)
£60-80

543
Two Hornby-Dublo 3-rail locos & tenders:
EDL12 ‘Duchess of Montrose’ gloss (E) (BE)
tender (E) (BE), with EDL11 ‘Silver King’ gloss
(E) (BE) tender a few marks (VG) (BF)
£60-80

544
Three Hornby-Dublo 3-rail locos: Totally
repainted L12 A4 as ‘Mallard’, unlined black
No.22, with tender, nickel silver driving wheels,
plastic pony & bogie wheels (E) as repaint;
EDL2 ‘Duchess of Atholl’ with tender, a few
chips to number and body; EDL17 0-6-2 BR
69567 tank (E) (BG)
£70-90

545
Hornby-Dublo 3-rail 3218, 2-6-4 tank loco BR
80059. Nickel silver driving wheels, pony &
bogie wheels plastic. Plastic couplings. Transfers
faded and with small chips. (VG-E) (BG).
Instructions
£150-200

546
Hornby-Dublo 3-rail 3250/4150 EMU
comprising electric motor coach br/2nd and
driving trailer coach. Both show early small signs
of the usual corrosion, otherwise (VG) 3250
(BG) Incorrect box for trailer. Photocopied
instructions
£140-180

547
Three Hornby-Dublo 2-rail diesel electric locos:
2234 ‘Crepello’ D9012 Co-Co green with light
green band (E) in box for plain green version
2232 (BVG-E) with instructions; with 2233 Co-
Bo D5702 (E) in box for 3233 the 3-rail version
(BF) and 2230 Bo-Bo D8017 (G) (plain red
(BG) photocopied instructions
£80-120

548
Two Hornby-Dublo 2-rail unboxed locos: 2235
‘Barnstaple’ 4-6-2 loco & tender, BR lined green
(VG-E); with 2217 0-6-2 tank BR lined black
69550 coal in bunker, cab roof scuffed
otherwise (E)
£70-90

549
Five Hornby-Dublo 3-rail locos: heavily chipped
pre-war ‘Sir Nigel Gresley’, with valences (P),
post-war tender, coal slightly distorted (VG);
two 3217 0-6-2 tank BR 69567 with coal (E);
EDL7, 0-6-2 tank BR 69567 (G-VG); EDL18 2-
6-4 tank BR 80054 (F)
£80-120

550
Three Hornby-Dublo 3-rail 4-6-2 locos &
tenders: EDL2 ‘Duchess of Atholl’ and two
‘Silver King’ (G-VG)
£70-90

551
Four Hornby-Dublo EDL7 3-rail 0-6-2 tank
locos: LNER 2690 black gloss with shadowed
gold letters & numerals, heavily chipped (F);
LMS 6917 shadowed serif (VG) another sans-
serif, missing front coupling (VG); LNER green
9596 (E).
£70-90

552
Three Hornby-Dublo 3-rail A4 locos & tenders,
all ‘Mallard’ 60022 BR lined green L11/3211.
One with plated wheels. Overall (VG)
£80-120

553
Four Hornby-Dublo 2-rail and one other make
small locos: Starter set 0-4-0 steam outline
black; two 0-4-0 yellow diesels; one 0-6-0 2231
diesel shunter one-piece rods (one bent) and
an 0-6-diesel shunter 13012. All (VG)
£70-90

554
Hornby Dublo 2-rail EMU & 2-6-4 tank locos:
Export version 2350 motor coach, missing front
coupling, noticeable corrosion (P-F) plain red
box with export label (BVG); 4150 trailer
coach, only slight corrosion (G); 4081 suburban,
green S46291 only slight corrosion (G); 2218
loco BR 80033 (E-NM) plain red (BG-VG) with
instructions
£90-140

555
Plastic crate containing many Hornby-Dublo
locos in need of repair, bodies etc: 2 x Co-Co;
2 x Bo-Bo; Montrose; Mallard; 8F; 0-6-2; 0-6-0;
0-6-0 shunter; Lima Co-Co ‘Meld’; unidentified
4-6-0.
£60-80

556
Empty boxes: Dublo:- two 2232 Co-Co; 2221
Cardiff Castle; 2225 plain red 2-8-0; L30 Bo-Bo;
Wrenn 0-6-0 Shell tank; two plain blue 2-6-4
tank size. Overall (G)
£30-50

557
A small supermarket tray containing approx. 42
Hornby-Dublo 3-rail goods wagons. Contents
of each box have not been inspected. Overall
condition (VG) (BG)
£80-120

558
Three Hornby-Dublo goods wagons, for 2/3 rail
running: 4685 Caustic Liquor bogie wagon,
diamond bogies; all transfers intact (NM-BE);
4315 Horse box (BR) maroon, doors one side
are replacements, missing horse (E); 4316
Horse Box (SR) green, one door has been
glued shut, missing horse (VG)
£60-80

559
Sixteen Hornby-Dublo 2/3 rail goods wagons,
mainly long wheelbase including horse boxes,
fruit wagons; Caustic Liquor tank (plate bogies);
Traffic Services tanks & others. Not all boxes
have been opened and checked. Overall
(VG)(BE)
£80-120

560
Two Hornby-Dublo 3-rail locos: 3224 2-8-0 8F
loco & tender, unlined BR black 48094, Ringfield
motor (E-BF); EDL17, 0-6-2 tank loco BR lined
black 69567 without coal, front is noticeably
chipped (G) (BVG)
£90-140

561
Two Hornby-Dublo 3-rail diesel electric locos:
3231 0-6-0 shunter, one-piece rods, some extra
soldering on the rods cranks (G); 3232 Co-Co
totally repainted BR blue with full yellow panels
at each end ‘Crepello’ D9012 (G as repaint-
BVG)
£50-70

562
Three Hornby-Dublo 2-rail locos: 2231 0-6-0,
D3302 diesel shunter, 2-piece rods (VG-BF-G)
with instructions; 2206 0-6-0 BR 31337, all
steps present, decals faded, front buffer
chipped, metal couplings (G-VG) repair box
36031; 2217 0-6-2 BR tank 69550, coal in
bunker, decals faded (G-BF-G)
£70-90

563
Three Hornby-Dublo 2-rail locos: 2218 2-6-4
tank BR lined black 80033 (E-NM) (BE); 2217,
0-6-2 BR tank lined black 69550, with coal,
slight fading to decals (VG) (BE); 2231 0-6-0
diesel shunter D3302 BR green one-piece rods,
small marks to rear of cab roof, otherwise (VG)
(BG) except tape tear across illustration and on
end, with instructions.
£70-90

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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564
2211 Hornby-Dublo 2-rail loco & tender
‘Golden Fleece’ BR lined green, small chip l/h
side of cab roof, with spanner, with ‘Flying
Scotsman’ headboard (E) (BE) with instructions
£70-90

565
Two Hornby-Dublo 2-rail locos: 2220 ‘Denbigh
Castle’ a few chips, SVC slightly dull (G-VG)
plain red box (BG) instructions & guarantee;
2231 0-6-0 diesel shunter D3302 one-piece
rods (E) (BE)
£60-80

566
Two Hornby-Dublo 2206, 2-rail 0-6-0 tank
locos, black BR 31337. Both with plastic
couplings, one with red buffers, one with faded
decals, one with test tag. (G-VG) (BG) one
strengthened
£50-60

567
3250/4150 Hornby-Dublo 3-rail EMU and
trailer. Motor coach has some corrosion and
noticeable re-touching but plain green front end
(F-G) repro box for 2-rail version; trailer car (E)
(BE)
£120-180

568
Southern ‘Restaurant Car’, green 7998. Total
repaint by Don Holder of a Super Detail 4051
br/2nd coach. Beautifully painted and lettered.
Internal fittings for the br/2nd remain in place –
ie no tables. (M as a neverwazza) over-labelled
Dublo box (BG)
£60-80

569
Two Hornby-Dublo Super Detail Restaurant
cars: 4070 BR(W) brown & cream, 4071 BR
maroon. Both (NM) (BE) one strengthened
£90-140

570
Two Hornby-Dublo Super Detail Restaurant
cars: 4070 BR(W) brown & cream, very slight
area of corrosion (E) (BE); 4071 BR maroon,
small area of corrosion and one area of
touching-in (VG-E) (BE-NM)
£70-90

571
Five Hornby-Dublo Pullman coaches: 2 x 4035
Aries; one 4036 Car 74 (Gresley bogies) & 2 x
4037 Car 79. Overall (E) All in Dublo Pullman
boxes but not necessarily correct to the
contents. (BF-G)
£30-40

579
Various Hornby-Dublo accessories: : 4620
Breakdown crane, gloss, all jacks present (VG)
picture box with fitments (BVG-E) repro
instructions; 5005 Engine Shed kit with two
5006 extension kits (G-VG) (BG-E); Unboxed
Terminal station kit; two 5020 Island platform
kits (VG-E) one (BE); 2400 TPO Mail Van set
with switch & bags (E) (BVG); 2460 2-rail level
crossing (VG)(BE) Contents of boxes
containing kits have not been individually
checked.
£80-120

580
Various Hornby-Dublo accessories: 5005
Engine Shed kit, used and dismantled (G) (BG);
another same condition in repro box; 5006
Engine Shed extension kit, used & dismantled
(VG-E) (BE); 5030 Island platform kit (E) (BVG)
red, faded; parts to make the building for
suburban station missing platform; 2475 TPO
Lineside apparatus with switch but no bags,
instructions (E) (BVG-E) 4401 TPO Mail van
with bags (E)(BE); 2460 2-rail level crossing
(VG) (BE); 5010 footbridge (G) (BG); 1080
Battery Controller (G) (BVG).
£60-80

581
Various Hornby-Dublo 3-rail accessories:
Uncommon 3460 plastic level crossing, red
roundel on one gate chipped (G-VG) (BE); two
TPO Lineside apparatus with coach, switch &
bags. One (G) one (E) both (BVG) with
instructions; TPO Mail Van (VG) with bags (BE);
D1 Turntable (E) (BE) small illustration,
instructions; another (G) (BF-G) large
illustration
£50-70

582
Large plastic tray containing 00 gauge 2-rail
track, 2 small locos (one damaged); 3 Trix
tinplate NE coaches boxed; 2 BR blue/grey
coaches, 9 wagons
£40-60

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

572
Four Hornby-Dublo Super Detail maroon
suburban coaches: 2 x 4083 1st/2nd & 2 x
4084 br/2nd. Small signs of early corrosion
noticeable on all otherwise (G-VG) (BVG-E)
£50-70

573
Four Hornby-Dublo Super Detail suburban
coaches, BR(S) green: 4081, 3 x 1st /2nd and
one 4082 br/2nd. Very early small signs of
corrosion beginning to appear, otherwise (E)
(BE)
£60-80

574
Two 4076 Hornby-Dublo 6-wheeled passenger
brake. Slight marks on each (VG) (BE)
£60-80

575
Fourteen Hornby-Dublo tinplate coaches: 5 x
4057/8 & 9 restaurant cars including two
maroon versions with red windows & one with
white. Four BR(W) corridor brown & cream,
one maroon & cream and 4 x D14 suburban
two of which have been ‘cut & shut.’ Condition
varies from (NM-G) All boxed (BG-E)
£50-70

576
Tray of eight Hornby-Dublo Super Detail
coaches: one each 4054/5 BR(S) green corridor
coaches; 2 x 4075 full brakes; 3 x 4078 sleeping
cars with another repainted BR grey & blue.
Overall (E) (BG-E)
£50-70

577
Tray of fourteen Hornby-Dublo Super Detail
coaches: seven each maroon and brown &
cream. Includes 4070 BR(W) Restaurant car
showing corrosion. Overall (G-E) all but two
boxed (BVG-E)
£60-80

578
Various Hornby-Dublo accessories: 4620
Breakdown crane, matt, some corrosion to
roof, all jacks present (VG) plain red box with
fitments (BVG-E) repro instructions; 5005
Engine shed kit (VG) repro (BVG); 5006 Engine
shed extension kit missing the four legs and
two vents (BVG); 5020 Goods Depot kit (VG-
E)(BE); 5030 Island Platform kit (VG-E) (BE);
another in a non-Dublo box (VG); 2900 railer
(E) (BVG); 2400 TPO Mail van set with switch
& bags (E) (BVG); 2475 TPO Lineside
apparatus with switch & bags (M) (BE); 4401
TPO Mail van (E) (BE). Contents of boxes
containing kits have not been individually
checked.
£80-120
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583
Small Hornby-Dublo 3-rail collection: EDL7 0-
6-2 LNER tank loco 9596 appears to have been
an attempted conversion to 2-rail it but remains
with non-insulated axles. Body is (E) (BVG);
EDL2 ‘Duchess of Atholl’ loco only, weight
added to pony and spring to bogie, otherwise
(E) pale blue (BE) missing fitments; Atholl
tender severe loss of paint (P) pale blue (BVG-
E); D3 LMS br/3rd coach (VG); D1 NE br/3rd
teak coach; Southern Meat van (VG); GW
cattle truck 4 windows (F-G); 13 assorted other
wagons, (F-G). All wagons have been changed
to plastic wheels. All rolling stock is boxed but
nearly all boxes have severe fading. Five empty
accessory boxes. Dinky Toys telephone box
(VG)
£60-80

584
EDG16 Hornby-Dublo 3-rail Tank Goods set
comprising EDG17 0-6-2 loco BR lined black
69567, just a couple of small chips (E) with 2
open wagons & goods brake van all (E), with
track. Box base (BE) with all fitments but lid
(BP) shows heavy wear
£40-60

585
Three Hornby-Dublo 3-rail locos: Total repaint
‘Duchess of Atholl’ with tender; ‘Duchess of
Montrose’ repainted as ‘King George VI’,
appears to be a ‘Liverpool’ chassis. Both are not
high quality repaints. 2-6-4 tank 80054,
playworn (F)
£40-60

586
Six locos: Mainline 2251 0-6-0 Collett loco &
tender GWR green 3205 (E-BVG); Hornby
‘Royal Lancer’ 4-6-2 loco & tender LNER 4476
(G); Hornby Class 37 diesel 37073 blue (VG)
(BG); two R3091 BR 0-4-0 tank locos
Collectors’ Club both distorted by heat (P)
(BG); Triang 2-6-2 black tank, pony detached
but present (P)
£40-60

587
W2211 Wrenn loco & tender ‘Mallard’ BR lined
green, TLC, slight tarnishing to handrails (E)
(BVG-E) packer no.3. Tape marks match.
£100-120

588
W2227 Wrenn loco & tender ‘City of Stoke-
on-Trent’ LMS lined black, two small chips to
cylinder cover lining l/h side, otherwise (E).
Tender Dublo coupling. In box for W2228 City
green. (BE) No packer number. Tape marks
match
£100-120

589
W2226 Wrenn loco & tender ‘City of London’
BR maroon, unlined tender (E-NM) Dublo
coupling in box. (BE) Packer no.3. No tape
mark on base of box
£80-120

590
Four Wrenn items: W2213 loco & tender
‘Peregrine’ NE wartime black, light tarnishing to
handrails and chips to tender (G); Pullman
brown & cream coaches W6002A ‘Vera’ and
W6000 ‘Car 77’ both (E) (BVG); with BR blue
Pullman W6003 (E) (BVG)
£80-120

591
Five Hornby Canadian items: R0553 CP diesel
red; R1151 CN caboose; R1291 CN
Refrigerator car; R1343 CP Box Car; R1293 CP
Refrigerator car. All (E) (BE)
£30-50

592
Six car HO gauge Lima/Jouef Continental EMU
white & blue, some on the white has
discoloured to cream/buff. Maker’s mark Lima
but packed in Jouef boxes. (VG-E)
£40-60

593
Two Hornby-Dublo 2-rail locos: 2211 ‘Golden
Fleece’ with tender, chips to lining on loco,
some retouching (G); with 2232 Co-Co diesel
plain green, one bogie detached but present,
bodywork (E)(BG)
£50-70

594
Seven locos: Mainline diesel 45044 Royal
Inniskilling Fusilier (E-BE); Mainline 0-6-2 LNER
9522 (E-BG); Hornby LMS class 5 4657 (E-BP);
Hornby 3F Jinty 0-6-0 (E-BG); Hornby 4-6-2
loco & tender LNER green 8509 (G-VG);
Hornby R770 0-4-0 saddle tank (E-BVG);
Hornby Stephenson’s Rocket with tender and
three coaches (E-BVG)
£80-120

595
Large tray of Hornby Accessories: Labels read
R146 Engine shed; R576 single track tunnel;
R657 Girder Bridge; R400 Signal Control set;
R004 Suburban station; two R663 point remote
control. Contents of each box not individually
checked but appear (G-E) (BG-E)
£40-60

596
A large tray containing six small locos, 9
coaches and approx. 16 goods wagons. Locos:
Mainly Hornby: 0-4-0 LMS 16032; 0-6-0 LMS
16440; GWR 8775; Industrial red 0-4-0; 25550;
08 shunter 13012 and an 00 gauge ‘narrow
gauge 0-4-0 saddle tank reminiscent of Welsh
slate railways, motor not meshing with axle
gear. Coaches include BR Mail van and 4 LMS
corridors. Overall quality (E) Some is boxed
£100-120

597
Two Hornby Train sets: ‘Lord of the Isles’
comprising 4-2-2 loco & tender with 3
clerestory coaches in presentation box (BE);
with Advanced Passenger Train comprising
Driving motor coach, trailer coach, power car &
two coaches. Some track. Controller (VG-E)
(BP)
£70-90

598
Three Hornby Train sets: RS51 ‘The
Freightmaster’ without track; R778; The Flying
Scotsman’ comprising loco, tender, 3 coaches,
some track but no controller; R549 ‘The Flying
Scotsman’ comprising loco, tender, 3 coaches,
some track, platform. Overall (VG) Boxes (BG)
£100-120

599
W2212 Wrenn ‘Sir Nigel Gresley’ loco &
tender LNER blue, will benefit from cleaning
(VG) (BVG) no packer number. No tape marks
£30-50

600
Two Wrenn locos: W2226 ‘City of London’
with unlined tender, chips to loco body and
running plate (G); with W2232 0-6-0 diesel
shunter D3464 BR blue will benefit by cleaning,
corrosion to handrails (G) in box for W2230
Bo-Bo diesel (BVG)
£50-70

601
Hornby Legends Collectors Edition ‘’Nunney
Castle’’ engine and tender with certificate
0279/1000 (NM-BNM)
£70-100

602
Hornby R3074 Limited Edition GWR 4-6-0
King William IV locomotive and tender, housed
in the original card box, limited edition
0371/1200 released, as issued
£70-100

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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603
Bachmann 00 Gauge GWR Locomotive and
Coach group, to include a Bachmann 31-809
3200 Earl Class No.3214 Locomotive and
Tender with 4 GWR Bachmann Collett
Coaches in the original trade carton
£80-120

604
Bachmann and Hornby boxed 00 Gauge
locomotive group, 3 examples to include
Hornby R2928 GWR Class DCC Ready
No.5108 Class 61XX locomotive, a Hornby
R2937 No.1006 County of Cornwall
Locomotive and Tender, and a Bachmann 31-
727 City of London GWR 3439 Locomotive
and tender, all in the original boxes
£100-120

605
Eight locos, mainly Hornby, all with something
missing, broken or separated. Offered as seen.
R2630X ‘The Rifle Brigade’ DCC fitted marked
‘for spares’; “2675 ‘Flying Scotsman’ marked
DCC fitted & ’for spares.’ Both preceding locos
in original packaging (BVG). Unboxed – ‘Oliver
Cromwell’, 37130, ‘The Princess Royal’; ‘Golden
Plover’; LNER 8920 & industrial loco 256.
£40-60

606
Hornby goods wagons: 13 boxed, 16 unboxed.
All appear (VG-E)
£40-60

607
Hornby loco & coaches: R084 class 29 diesel
blue; 4 blue/grey coaches- 2 x R439, one R921
and one R922; Southern green – R4125E,
R339, R424, R627, R4304B and R425. All (G-
VG-E) (BG) with R739 Operating Breakdown
crane (E-BVG)
£60-80

608
Large tray containing a variety of Hornby items:
R3953 BR 0-4-0 loco No.42021 (E-BE); R355G
0-4-0 loco green; 0-4-0 loco black no.254 –
unidentified make; Control Centre (note this is
untested); Goods shed; girder bridge, level
crossing, water tower (note all kit boxes
unchecked for contents), small amount of track
including points but with green paint on edges.
Some plastic bags containing small accessories
£50-70

609
2250/4150 Hornby-Dublo 2-rail EMU. 2250
br/2nd motor coach, (E) (BVG); 4150 Driving
Trailer coach, no sign of corrosion (E) (BVG)
graffiti on label ends
£120-160

616
2233 Hornby-Dublo 2-rail Co-Bo diesel electric
loco D5702, non-strengthened battery boxes
and one broken off, mild signs of playwear,
chips to roof. (G-VG) (BVG)
£50-70

617
Collection of 3 boxed Hornby OO Gauge
locomotives to include R2282 West Country
Class Weymouth, a R2204 Rebuilt Merchant
Navy Class Locomotive and tender, together
with a R2221 Streamlined Battle of Britain Loco
and tender, all boxed
£100-150

618
Hornby 00 Gauge Boxed Locomotive group to
include Monmouth Country Class locomotive
and tender together with a number R2355
Class Q1 locomotive No.33037 and a No.
R2344 weathered edition Class Q1 locomotive
No. 33009, all housed in original boxes
£120-180

619
A Hornby Railways 00 gauge boxed locomotive
group, three examples to include the No.
R2268 Merchant Navy Class Portline, No.
35027 locomotive and tender, together with a
No. R2180 Clive of India Class 7MT
locomotive, and a Brockelbank line No. R2267
Merchant Navy class loco and tender, all
housed in original packaging
£120-180

620
Four various boxed Hornby Railway 00 gauge
locomotives to include a No. R2121A Class 25
diesel electric locomotive, a No. R324 Lady
Godiva BR black locomotive and tender
together with two others, all housed in original
boxes
£100-120

621
Mainline 00 Gauge boxed locomotive and
diesel group, 5 examples all in original boxes to
include Type 4 Diesel Locomotive, Intrepid
Warship Diesel BR Green, 6100 Class 2-6-2
Prarie Tank Locomotive, and others
£100-150

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

610
2250/4150 Hornby-Dublo 2-rail EMU. 2250
br/2nd motor coach, front coupling broken,
very early signs of corrosion starting to appear,
will benefit by cleaning (VG-E) (BVG); 4150
Driving Trailer coach, one small area of
corrosion (E) (BVG) graffiti on label ends.
£90-140

611
3250/4150 Hornby-Dublo 3-rail EMU. 3250
br/2nd motor coach, green end, three side
frames missing, some scratches to body, rear
coupling missing (G); 4150 Driving Trailer
coach (VG). Both items unboxed
£90-140

612
Pre-war Hornby Dublo 3-rail EDL1 ‘Sir Nigel
Gresley’ LNER 4498 loco & tender. Horseshoe
motor. With valences. Very little sign of wear,
slight box scuff to top of boiler. Tender has
only very small distortion to coal. Some marks
to the rear of tender both sides. Loco & tender
(E) in pale blue boxes, both (BVG) loco keeps
not original to box. Both boxes dated 1948 –
so not original to contents.
£250-350

613
2235 Hornby-Dublo 2-rail ‘Barnstaple’ 4-6-2
loco & tender (E-NM) (BE) with instructions &
guarantee
£90-140

614
2211 Hornby-Dublo 2-rail A4 loco & tender
‘Golden Fleece.’ Handrails tarnished, slightly dull
appearance overall (VG-E) tender has a chip
adjacent to coal at top on l/h side (E)(BVG)
£70-90

615
2233 Hornby-Dublo 2-rail Co-Bo diesel electric
loco D5702, strengthened battery boxes,
buffers painted red (VG-E) (BE)
£60-80
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622
Mainline 00 Gauge boxed locomotive group, 5
examples to include Class 43XX Mogul
Locomotive, 4-6-0 Jubilee Class 6P Locomotive,
No.37091 2-6-0 Locomotive and tender, and
others
£100-150

623
Mainline Boxed Locomotive and tender group,
5 examples all in original packaging to include
No.37093 Prince of Wales Volunteers
Locomotive and tender, Jubilee Class
Locomotive with fowler tender, Patriot Class
6P Locomotive and tender and others
£100-150

624
Mainline 00 Gauge Boxed Locomotive group, 5
examples to include N2 Class 0-6-2T
Locomotive, No.2301 Dean Good Class 0-6-0
locomotive and tender, No.37-059 No.2251
Collett class locomotive and others
£100-150

625
Mainline 00 Gauge Boxed Locomotive Group,
5 examples to include Class 57XX Pannier
Tank Locomotive, Class J72 Tank Locomotive,
Class 6600 0-6-2T Locomotive BR Black and
others
£100-120

626
Replica and Dapol 00 Gauge boxed locomotive
group, 5 examples to include No.11152
Modified Hall BR Green Lady Margaret Hall,
Replica Ourebi Class B1 Locomotive and
tender and others
£100-120

627
Dapol, Replica and GMR 00 Gauge boxed
locomotive group, 6 examples to include Dapol
D2 L&Y Pug 0-4-0, Replica Ourebi Class B1
No.11011, Dapol D-71 0-6-0 Terrier BR Black
and others
£100-120

628
Dapol, GMR and Replica railways boxed 00
Gauge locomotive group, 6 examples to include
Dapol J94 BR Black Bunker Saddle Tank
Locomotive, No.11021 BR Green Shunter 03, J-
94 Warrington 0-6-0 Tank loco and others
£100-120

629
Six various boxed Graham Farish and Airfix 00
gauge locomotives and tenders, various
examples to include an Airfix No. 54123 4F
Fowler locomotive and tender, an Airfix
Pendennis Castle British Railways green 4-6-0
loco and tender, together with others
£100-120

630
Six various boxed Dapol and Hornby 00 gauge
locomotives to include a Hornby R053 Class 3F
BR 0-6-0T tank loco, a Hornby R782 Smoky
Joe loco, a Hornby R2094A Class J 94 No.
68049 locomotive, all housed in the original
box together with others
£100-120

631
A Lima and Jouef boxed diesel locomotive
group to include a Lima Western Gladiator
D106 diesel locomotive, a Lima D6506 British
Railways green diesel locomotive together with
three others
£100-120

632
12 various boxed LMS and maroon mixed
Bachmann and Mainline Coaches to include a
Bachmann No. 39-151 British Railways Mk1
corridor maroon First Class Coach, together
with others
£100-120

633
Ten various boxed Mainline and Bachmann
Great Western Region passenger stock all
chocolate and cream examples to include a
Bachmann No. 390079 BR Mk1 brake corridor
coach together with others
£100-120

634
Ten various boxed Bachmann and Mainline
Southern Region passenger coaches all housed
in original boxes to include a Bachmann No.
39078A British Railways Mk1 brake/Corridor
coach together with various others in the
original boxes
£100-120

635
40 boxed and loose Mainline and similar 00
gauge items of rolling stock to include Well
Wagons, bolster wagons and other various
commercial goods stock
£150-200

636
A Minitrix N gauge No. 1907 locomotive and
goods gift set comprising of locomotive with
three carriages, various track, trailer and control
unit, together with a briefcase containing a
miniature N gauge layout
£80-120

637
One box containing a large collection of
Hornby Dublo 3-rail track to include points,
curves and straights
£50-80

638
One box containing a large quantity of various
railway and model railway collecting books to
include volume 2 The Story of Rovex by New
Cavendish Books and others
£80-120

639
Bachmann Presentation Set 30-090 (Limited
Edition) 15th Anniversary Steam/Diesel
Presentation Set containing 4-6-2 BR green A1
Class No.60143 “Sir Walter Scott, and a Class
40 BR Green No.D369, in the original box with
certificate (M-BNMM)
£100-120

640
Bachmann Presentation Model of a
“Hartebeeste” No.61009, BR Black Locomotive
and Tender, with certificate and name plates, in
the original wooden box (NMM-BNM)
£80-120

641
Bachmann Presentation OO Gauge Set,
comprising 4-6-2 LNER 4468 Mallard
Locomotive in pre-war outline with valance and
a 4-6-2 BR 60022 Mallard in post-war outline,
limited edition with certificate, in the original
box (NMM-BNMM)
£100-120

642
Bachmann 31-275Y “The Mancunian” Gift Set,
comprising of 2 Locomotives in wooden case,
to include No.46168 The Girl Guide, and
No.46169 The Boy Scout, with original
certificate (NM-BNM)
£200-250

643
Bachmann Presentation Model of a Green
Arrow, LNER Green with No.4771 to cab
sides, 6 wheel tender, with 9ct Gold Name
Plate, Limited Edition with certificate (NMM-
BNM)
£100-120

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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644
Bachmann 31-2000 (Limited Edition)
“Cambrian Coast Express” presentation set
containing 4-6-0 BR green Manor Class Loco
No.7828 “Odney Manor”, 2-6-0 BR green Class
43XX Mogul No.5358 along with 6 x brown
and cream Mk.1 Passenger Coaches including
Auto Buffet Car, sold with Cambrian Coast
from the footplate booklet and certificate
(NMM-BNMM)
£150-200

645
A collection of various Hornby, Dapol, Mainline
and similar 00 gauge Great Western Region
passenger coaches and stock, to include a
Hornby No. R4524 Great Western Railway
brake coach No. 5121 together with others
£100-150

646
A collection of 40+ various boxed and loose
00 gauge items of rolling stock by Bachmann,
Hornby, Dapol, and similar, specific examples to
include a Hornby Railways Great Western
Region Shunters Truck Gloucester, a Corey
Brothers & Co 7-plank wagon with coke bails
and others
£150-200

647
A collection of 30+ various boxed and loose
items of 00 gauge rolling stock and accessories
to include Bachmann, Hornby, Oxford and
others, specific examples to include a
Bachmann set of three Northern Private
Owner wagons and others
£150-200

648
Three boxes containing a collection of various
00 gauge track, lineside accessories, card kits,
etc to include Hornby 00 gauge, Hornby
extension pack E in the original box, a quantity
of Metcalfe card kits and other examples
included
£80-120

649
A collection of Great Western Region Hornby
and Mainline 00 gauge box locomotives, five
various examples to include a Hornby R2390
King Class locomotive King Henry II, together
with others
£100-120

658
Two Hornby-Dublo 2-rail diesel electric locos:
2232 Co-Co plain green (E-BG); 2230 Bo-Bo
D8017 (E-BG)
£70-90

659
Large shoebox containing approx 40 Hornby-
Dublo goods wagons, some duplicates, mix of
metal and plastic wheels. Overall (VG-E) all
unboxed
£70-90

660
Three Hornby-Dublo unboxed 2-rail locos:
2218, 2-6-4 tank BR lined black 80033 (VG-E);
2225, 8F loco & tender as LMS 48109 (VG);
2226 totally repainted ‘City of London BR partly
lined maroon with unlined tender (VG-E)
£90-140

661
Three Hornby-Dublo 3-rail locos: EDL7 tank 0-
6-2 superbly repainted in a slightly lighter shade
of GWR green as GWR 6699 (M) as a repaint;
EDL18, 2-6-4 tank repainted in unlined LMS
red, no number, LMS on tank sides (VG) as a
repaint; EDL17, 0-6-2 tank BR lined black
69567, original (E).
£70-90

662
Four 2-rail unboxed locos: Hornby-Dublo 2224,
2-8-0 8F BR black 48073 Ringfield Motor (VG-
E); 2217 tank 0-6-2 BR lined black 69567 (VG);
2218 BR lined black tank 80033; Wrenn
W2217, 0-6-2 tank LNER 9522 green (NM)
£80-120

663
Four Hornby-Dublo 3-rail tank locos: two
EDL7, 0-6-2 LNER 9596 green (G-VG); EDL17,
0-6-2 BR gloss lined black (E); EDL18, 2-6-4 BR
lined black 80054 (E).
£60-80

664
Four Hornby-Dublo/Wrenn 0-6-2 tank locos, all
repainted black: 3-rail LMS 2385 (E); 2-rail
L&NER 1571 with condensing pipes (E); 2-rail
‘British Railways’ 69538 (G); 2-rail LMS 2385
(VG).
£50-70

665
Tray of six Hornby-Dublo/Wrenn locos: 3-rail
4-6-2 ‘Mallard’ totally repainted unlined green
(also the tender) and fitted with fine-scale
wheels, Dublo wheels on tender; 3-rail ‘Silver
King’, matt loco, gloss tender; LMS 0-6-2 tank
6917; 3-rail D8017 Bo-Bo diesel, roof chipped;
Bo-Bo D8005, one sideframe loose but present;
Bo-Bo diesel D8017. Overall (G)
£60-80

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

650
A collection of Hornby boxed Great Western
Region locomotives and passenger stock, seven
various boxed examples to include a Hornby
R2916 GWR 2-8-0 Class 2 800 locomotive,
together with a No. R2547 Grange Class
locomotive Llanfair Grange, and a quantity of
Great Western Railway Hornby passenger
stock and accessories
£100-150

651
A tray of various mixed 00 gauge railways to
include Hornby and others, specific examples
to include a Hornby Intercity gift set,a Hornby
Lion Works of Sheffield, tank loco and others
£50-60

652
One tray of mixed 00 gauge and Hornby
Dublo box sets and loose rolling stock to
include a Hornby 00 Duchess of Montrose gift
set and other related items
£50-70

653
One tray containing a quantity of various 00
gauge white metal spares and parts for
locomotive and model making
£30-50

654
One tray containing a collection of various 00
gauge Hornby Dublo boxed locomotives and
passenger stock to include an EDL 18 Standard
tank locomotive together with a playworn and
later repainted Duchess of Montrose and
others
£50-70

655
3234 Hornby-Dublo 3-rail ‘St.Paddy’; Co-Co
diesel electric loco D9001. Numerous chips to
raised edges, coupling missing one end, roof
grubby. (VG) Box base only (BP)
£80-120

656
Hornby-Dublo Castle class loco. ‘Bristol Castle’
body on a 2-rail chassis, tender partly repainted
with a Great Western transfer. (Technically
incorrect as Bristol Castle was built by British
Railways). (F-G) (BP) base only
£50-70

657
Hornby Dublo 2-rail Crepello diesel electric
loco D9012 body, with 3-rail chassis, moderate
chips to raised edges (VG-E)
£70-90
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666
Five Triang/Hornby locos & tenders: Battle of
Britain ‘Sir Winston Churchill 34051’ (E-BE)
with outer carton sleeve; two others of same
class, overpainted; ‘Princess Elizabeth’ 46201
green (VG); ‘Princess Victoria’ black 46205.
£50-70

667
Four Hornby ‘Coronation’ class streamlined
locos & tenders: LMS red with gold stripes
‘Duchess of Devonshire’ 6227; LMS blue lined
silver ‘Coronation’ 6220; another, tender drive;
unlined black ‘City of London LMS 6245
without tender. All (E).
£100-150

668
Shoebox containing diesel locos: Two Triang
R357 D5572; Triang 0-6-0 shunter D3035;
Triang black shunter without number; Wrenn
0-6-0 shunter D3763 weathered. All (G-VG)
£60-80

669
Nine small (0-4-0 or 0-6-0) steam outline locos:
Hornby LT pannier tank; Triang Saddle tank; 3
Triang dock tanks, one each black, red & yellow;
Hornby No.9 red, black un-numbered & blue 7
with names obliterated; a Triang ‘Continental’
black tank 6042. (All (G-VG)
£40-60

670
Four Triang locos: ‘Electra’ (E); ‘Princess
Elizabeth’ loco & tender repainted in blue (G);
diesel D5572 (E); diesel shunter D3035 blue
(VG-E)
£60-70

671
Four ‘boxed sets’: GMR Suburban Passenger
Set, GWR consisting of 14xx loco, 2 coaches,
water tower & signal gantry (contents of latter
two boxes not checked) (VG-E) (VG); RS52
Triang ‘The Blue Pullman’ set (E) (BVG); RS81
Triang Station Set (E) (BG); Triang R135
Operating Ore Wagon Set (G) (BF).
£60-80

672
Thirteen Hornby Dublo coaches: 4071 BR(S)
Super Detail suburban 1st/2nd green (NM-BE);
4082 BR(S) Super Detail suburban br/2nd
green (NM-BVG); 4063 maroon open corridor
2nd class BR (G-BG); 4036 2nd class Pullman
‘Car No.74’ TLC one end (E) (BVG); 4026
BR(S) tinplate suburban green br/2nd (VG-E)
(BE); two others (VG-G); 4025 BR(S) 1st/2nd
tinplate suburban green (E); six other tinplate
coaches (P-F)
£60-80

673
Various Hornby-Dublo accessories: 4620
breakdown crane, gloss, complete with all jacks,
replacement hook, noticeable chips (G) picture
(BVG) missing top fitment; D1 items: TPO Mail
van set with switch and bag (E) (BG) missing
fitments; Island platform white edges (E) (BG);
Through station (VG) in need of cleaning (BG),
with one extra ramp; level crossing – gates only;
footbridge; signal cabin. 6 standard curves; 2 full
straights; 6 manual points and 3 electric; 8
buffers; ED1 single arm home electric
semaphore signal; loading gauge; water crane.
£80-120

674
Triang R157,158 & 334, 3-car Diesel unit
(includes centre car). All (E) (BE) With
instructions & oil. With R119 Operating T.C.
Mail Coach set (E) (BVG)
£50-70

675
Triang rolling stock. Coaches – 3 x R321
maroon & 2 x R28 maroon & cream, all (E-BE);
Eleven assorted wagons (G-VG, BF-G); three 0-
6-0 Jinty locos (G)
£50-70

676
Triang locos: R871 ‘Coronation’ streamlined
loco & tender, red with gold stripes (VG-E) box
base & polystyrene fitment only’; R150 B12
loco & R39 tender, black (E-BE); R259
‘Britannia’ loco only no tender (G-BG); R153 0-
6-0 saddle tank, number transfer scratched (G-
BVG) with oil; two 0-6-0 Jinty locos (G-VG).
With two copies Triang Hornby Edition 17
catalogue, one copy Hornby-Dublo 1956/7
catalogue & some other pieces railway
literature
£70-90

677
Nine Triang/Triang-Hornby locos: ‘The Princess
Royal’ BR maroon (missing one bogie wheel);
‘The Princess Elizabeth, BR green; another BR
black; another LMS red; 0-6-0 43775 loco &
tender; with four 0-6-0 Jinty locos. Overall (G-
VG)
£70-90

678
Three controllers – H&M Clipper; H&M Victor
& Meccano Marshall II. All untested - but look
on good order. 0-6-0 diesel shunter BR blue
09-002 fitted with a Dublo 3-rail chassis (F-G)
with eight boxed Dublo wagons (G-BG).
£40-60

679
2226 Hornby-Dublo 2-rail 4-6-2 loco & tender
‘City of London’ BR maroon, unlined tender,
couple of chips to l/h cylinder cover (E)
£50-70

680
Two 3-rail Hornby-Dublo 4-6-2 locos &
tenders: 3226 ‘City of Liverpool’ BR maroon,
noticeable chips especially to footplate, paint
peeling away on r/h smoke deflector, overall
dull appearance (F); with EDL2 total repaint in
LMS maroon as ‘Duchess of Hamilton’ 6229
boiler unlined as is tender. (E) as repaint.
£80-120

681
Three 3-rail Hornby-Dublo 4-6-2 locos &
tenders: EDL12 ‘Duchess of Montrose’ matt
lined green, a few small chips to footplate lining
and cylinder covers (VG-E) picture (BG) tender
(E)(BG); un-coded body ‘Duchess of Atholl
both cylinder covers chipped, 6231 chipped (G)
tender (VG) with shrunken coal (VG); another
EDL12 body (Montrose) totally repainted LMS
maroon, new nameplates (VG) tender also
repainted (ex London/Liverpool) ‘LMS’ with
plastic wheels
£60-80

682
Three 3-rail ‘Duchess of Atholl’ locos & tenders
all LMS 6231. One has nickel silver driving
wheels & plastic pony wheels with plastic
wheels on tender, otherwise all appear to be
original
£50-70

683
Triang Railways items: R3.E electric Model
Railway Set comprising 0-6-0 BR 47606 Jinty
loco, 4 wagons & track, missing controller (E)
box base (BE) lid (BF); Dock shunter black loco
(E) (BE); 12 goods wagons (G-VG) (BP-G);
footbridge, two signals
£70-90

684
Gaugemaster Model Q four track controller.
(NM) (BNM). Note – this is an untested item
and should be professionally tested prior to use.
£150-200

685
Three N gauge locos: Minitrix 206, class 42
diesel ‘Hermes’; Farish 1656 2-6-4 tank BR
80079; Farish 1735 0-6-0 tank BR 47394. All (E)
(BVG-E)
£60-80

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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686
Two N gauge Farish by Bachmann locos &
tenders: 372-379 ‘Flying Scotsman’ and 372551
‘King James II’, both (NM) (BNM)
£70-90

687
Two N gauge Farish by Bachmann diesel locos:
371156 D6607 ‘Ben Cruachan’ (NM) (BE);
371276 Deltic 55006 ‘The Fife and Forfar
Yeomanry’ (NM) (BNM)
£60-80

688
N gauge Farish by Bachmann 371-626 GWR
railcar, brown & cream, shirt button logo (NM)
(BNM)
£40-60

689
Four N gauge Farish locos: 8304 D7645 duo
tone green (E) (BG); 8004, class 47 D1652
‘Isambard Kingdom Brunel’; duo tone green
(E)(BVG); unboxed 08113 shunter blue, yellow
wasp stripes; Farish by Bachmann ‘Clan Line’ (E)
unboxed.
£90-140

690
Fifteen N gauge bogie coaches: Farish – 6 BR
blue/grey (E) (BE); 4 Pullman’s unboxed (E); 2
Southern suburban’s (E) (BVG); 3 Lima BR
blue/grey (E) in box for 4 (BVG)
£50-70

691
N gauge: 25 boxed wagons, 22 unboxed
wagons. Mostly Farish & Peco & some others.
Mostly (VG-E) (BF-E)
£60-80

692
Small box containing various N gauge items and
model road vehicles (Tomix 3509/3510 & 3502
– Oxford bus, coach, fire engine & BR Scarab
lorry), Peco servicing cradle; Gaugemaster HF2
de luxe electronic track cleaner; Farish GWR
signal box. Plus other items from a modeller’s
workbench. Overall (VG-E)
£40-60

693
Two Hornby locos & tenders both DCC ready:
R2921 4-6-0 B17/1 ‘Thorpe Hall’ BR lined
green and R3242 2-6-0 K1 ‘62015’ unlined
black. Both (E) (BE)
£70-90

694
Three Hornby locos R2183A Class 2P ‘40610’;
RB2320 4-6-0 class B12/3 ‘61520’ both (E) (BF-
G) with R3126 2-8-0 tank ‘5428’ BR black DCC
ready (M-BM)
£80-120

702
Shoebox of passenger & goods rolling stock: 2
x Airfix BR maroon suburban stock (E-BE); 7
assorted Hornby 4-wheel coaches including 2
Clarabel; 2 ratio kit-built GW brown & cream
coaches; 5 Wrenn wagons (E-BE); Dapol LMS
goods van (E-BE); 2 unboxed wagons.
£40-60

703
Shoebox containing mainly signals: 2 x Ratio
single arm (M-BM); H&M Relco track cleaner
(M-BE); 6 Crescent signals various types;
approx. 15 Dublo signals various types. Also a
Hornby Trakmat (M)
£30-50

704
Six American items: Bachmann H0 Co-Co
diesel ‘Union Pacific’ 3808; Bachmann H0 ‘Santa
Fe’ Bo-Bo diesel 6067; unidentified make un-
motorised ‘Union Pacific’ Co-Co; Florida East
Coast Bo-Bo; Atlas H0 SD24 diesel ‘Santa Fe’
7001; Bachmann Silver Series 17228 caboose
‘Erie Lackawanna’. Overall (VG)
£80-120

705
A Bachmann 00 gauge boxed National Railway
Museum release locomotive group to include
No. 31-145 NRM Class D 11506 Butler
Henderson locomotive and tender, together
with a No. 31-930 NRM Midland Compound
1000 both 21DCC fitted housed in the original
packaging
£150-200

706
A Hornby 00 boxed locomotive and tender
group, four examples to include a No. R284
LNER Class B12 4-6-0 locomotive together
with a No. R2214B GNR No. 1730 locomotive,
a No. R2389 Great Western Railway Castle
Class locomotive Builith Castle, and a No.
R2150D Class 9F No. 92156 BR 2-10-0
locomotive and tender, all in original packaging
£150-200

707
Three various boxed Hornby 00 gauge boxed
locomotives, all in original packaging to include
a No. R2265 Humorist Class A3 locomotive, a
No. R2343 Southern Region Class Q1
locomotive, and a No. R2228 Class 8F No.
8510 LMS locomotive and tender, all in original
boxes
£100-150

708
30 various boxed Bachmann and Dapol 00
gauge box wagons to include a G&KER one
plank wagon, an S Loney & Co 7-plank wagon
together with various others
£100-150

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

695
Two Bachmann Branchline locos: 32-881
Fairburn 2-6-4 tank 42015 early emblem,
weathered, 8DCC(NM-BE); with 31-627A
Class 3F 3709 LMS black, 21DCC (NM-BE)
£80-120

696
Three locos: Bachmann Branchline tank loco
31-604 2-6-2 V3 tank BR late crest ‘67666’
with hopper type bunker (E-BVG); same maker
31-010 class 7F 2-8-0 53806 unlined BR black
early emblem 21DCC (NM-BNM)
£60-80

697
Five locos: R3154 Patriot No.45539
‘E.C.Trench’ will benefit by cleaning (G-BVG);
Mainline 37-053 Standard class 4, green
No.75001 (E-BG); Mainline SDJR 4-4-0 loco &
tender lined blue (E); Replica Railways Pannier
tank 0-6-0 BR black ‘8743’ (VG-BG); R2026
GWR 0-4-2 class 14xx GWR 1458 (E-BG)
£90-140

698
Large cardboard box containing approx. 35
empty boxes & presentation cartons for various
makes of 00 gauge items eg Farish, Wrenn,
GMR; Dapol, EFE etc. Offered as seen. Overall
(BVG-E)
£15-20

699
Tray containing eight unboxed 00 gauge locos:
Triang 0-6-0 with tender LMS 3183; Mainline 4-
4-0 BR 40567; Hornby diesel class 25; Hornby
D6110; Hornby GWR Pannier tank 8773;
Hornby ‘Smoky Joe; Mainline GWR Pannier
7785; Bachmann LT Pannier L97.
£60-80

700
Shoebox containing six 00 gauge locos all in
some way broken and in need of repair;
Hornby 0-6-0 with tender BR 44331 black;
‘Lord Anson’ BR green 30861; Hornby tender
drive ‘Rover’ 30911; Bachmann 43xx GWR
green 6384 (BVG); L&Y Yorkshire Pug 627; CR
0-4-0 blue Pug.
£40-60

701
Two unboxed Triang or Triang/Hornby DMU’s:
2-car Metro-Cam green unit M79079 &
M79632; with Class 110 Birmingham 3-car
green: E51812, E51829 & E59695. Both (VG-E)
£40-60
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709
A Bachmann 00 gauge box locomotive group,
three various examples to include No. 32-257A
War Department Austerity Vulcan No. 90732
loco together with a No. 31-956 Class A4
Golden Eagle, and a No. 31-560 Class V2
Green Howard LNER Darlington locomotive
and tender No. 4806 all in original boxes
£100-150

710
32 various boxed Dapol and Bachmann 00
gauge wagons and rolling stock, various mixed
examples to include a 14 ton tank wagon Lee &
Green Ltd (BRM) limited edition example,
together with a 16 ton slope sided mineral
pressed door wagon, and others
£150-200

711
A Hornby 00 gauge Royal Train related boxed
locomotive and coach group to include a No.
R2370 The Royal Train Great British train pack,
together with the accompanying No. R4197
coach pack, and a single boxed No. R4284
Royal Household Sleeper Coach No. 2915, all
housed in original packaging
£150-200

712
16 various boxed Hornby 00 gauge passenger
stock coaches to include a No. R159 Great
Western Railway composite coach and others
£150-200

713
A collection of mixed boxed as issued Ratio,
Mopok, and Kings Cross products 00 gauge
rolling stock kits to include a No. 592 Southern
Region 28 ton bogie B van, a Midland Railway
48’ clerestory bogie non-corridor coach and
others
£100-150

714
A Bachmann No. 31-426 Class 411 four car
EMU set, late Southern Region multiple unit
finished in green housed in the original box (21
DCC)
£100-120

715
Five boxed Hornby 00 gauge locomotives, all
housed in original packaging, examples to
include a No. R188 Arsenal LNER Class B17
locomotive, a King George II King Class No.
R303 loco and tender, and others
£100-150

716
25 various bagged Parkside Dundas,
Coopercraft and Kirk Coach kits, 00 gauge
rolling stock kits to include a LNER fruit van,
LNER bulk grain wagon and others
£100-120

717
30 various boxed and bagged Parkside Dundas,
Slaters and similar plastic 00 gauge rolling stock
kits to include an LNER standard cattle truck, an
LNER bogie brick wagon and others
£100-150

718
Four various boxed Bachmann 00 gauge
locomotives to include a No. 31-801 Class
93XX Great Western Railway locomotive,
together with a No. 32-300 No. 2251 Collett
Goods Great Western Railway green
locomotive and tender and two others
£100-150

719
A collection of six boxed Lima and Hornby 00
gauge locomotives all housed in original
packaging, examples to include a No. R300
Great Western Railway Class 56XX
locomotive, a No. R297 LMS Class 8F
locomotive and tender, together with four
others
£100-120

720
11 various boxed Hornby Southern Region
coaches all housed in original packaging to
include a No. R162 Southern Region composite
coach finished in olive green, and others
£100-120

721
15 various boxed Hornby 00 gauge items of
rolling stock and passenger stock, mixed various
examples to include a No. R468 LMS four
wheel coach, a R423 LMS brake coach and
others
£100-120

722
Five boxed Hornby 00 gauge locomotives, all
housed in original packaging to include a No.
R2325 Class J3 locomotive (LNER 9832)
together with a No. R186B Great Northern
Railway class J13 No. 1226 locomotive, and
three others
£100-120

723
16 various boxed Great Western Region and
LNER teak boxed passenger coaches, mixed
examples to include a Collett 60’ 3rd Class
Great Western chocolate and cream coach,
and others
£100-150

724
A Bachmann No. 31-760 National Railway
Museum Great Northern Railway Atlantic Class
C1 locomotive and tender, lined green, and
numbered 251, 21 DCC fitted, and housed in
the orignial box
£100-120

725
A Hornby No. R4254 Venice Simplon Orient
Express coach pack containing four coaches
from the set, together with three boxed as
issued Hornby Pullman parlour cars, all housed
in original packaging
£100-120

726
30 various boxed and bagged Ratio, Foremost
Models, Cambrian, and similar 00 gauge wagon
kits and rolling stock accessories, to include a
Ratio Midland 8’ coach bogies with wheels set,
a Colin Ashby Great Western Railway fish van,
and others
£150-200

727
33 various boxed single issue and twin pack 00
gauge wagons and rolling stock by Bachmann,
Mainline, Dapol and others, mixed examples to
include a Dapol G&KER coal wagon, a
Bachmann Southern Region 25 ton Queen
Mary brake van and others
£150-200

728
Five various boxed Hornby 00 gauge
locomotives all housed in original packaging to
include a Lord Rathmore Patriot Class No.
R308 locomotive and tender, a Cranleigh
Southern Region Schools Class locomotive and
tender, together with a No. R320 Southern
Region West Country Exeter limited edition
loco, and two others
£100-150

729
12 boxed Bachmann, Airfix, Mainline and similar
00 gauge passenger stock items, mixed regions
and liveries to include a GMR Railways LMS 57’
brake 3rd coach, together with a quantity of
Bachmann 57’ BR Mk1 suburban crimson
coaches and others
£100-120

730
40 bagged and sealed 00/H0 scale plastic rolling
stock, kits and accessories by Ratio, Foremost
Models, Mail Coach Miniatures, and others,
mixed examples to include a Shire Scenes
Great Western Railway W1 parcels van,a Ratio
Models 10’ wheel base under frame kit, and
others
£150-200

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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731
One box of various bagged, sealed and loose
plastic and metal 00 scale modelling accessories
to include coach kits, coach accessories, bogies
and other related items, mixed examples by
Wheel Tapper Coaches, Kings Cross Products,
and others
£80-120

732
One tray of boxed Hornby, Dapol, Replica
Railways and similar, rolling stock and passenger
coaches, mixed examples, including a Hornby
Northern Belle Mk 3 sleeper coach, an Anglia
Railways Mk2 coach, an Anglia Railways 1st
Class coach, and others (16)
£100-150

733
A collection of various Model Power Rivarossi
and Mehano boxed American Outline
locomotives and passenger stock to include
four locomotives and 21 various items of rolling
stock, mixed to include Mehano Pacific Premier
4-6-2 No. 5125 Canadian National locomotive
and tender, three various boxed Denver and
Rio Grande Western Model Power coaches
and others
£200-300

734
Two trays containing various 00 gauge part built
locos, coaches, wagons and mixed rolling stock,
various manufactures to include Ratio kits,
Hornby, and other examples included (a/f)
some examples built to a good standard, others
just spare parts and accessories
£80-120

736
A collection of Hornby LMS related
locomotives and passenger stock to include a
Hornby Railways R450 LMS Class 2P Fowler
locomotive together with eight accompanying
LMS passenger coaches, all housed in original
boxes
£80-120

737
One tray containing a quantity of various used
and unused white metal plastic 00 gauge spare
parts, kits, plans, and other related modelling
effects, to include a mail coach spare parts for
Gresley locomotives, a PC Models 4mm coach
kit for a LNW non corridor brake 3rd and
others
£80-120

745
Three Bachmann Branchline 00 gauge locos: 31-
954 A4 60007 ‘Sir Nigel Gresley’ BR Express
blue, double chimney; 318-854 J39 64960 BR
black early emblem with 4200 gallon tender,
weathered; 31-703 B1 61010 ‘Wildebeeste’ BR
lined black, late crest. All (E) (BVG)
£80-120

746
Six 00 gauge items: unboxed R687 Hornby 3-
car class 110 DMU (E); Mainline 37093 parallel
boiler ‘Royal Scot’, loco & tender ‘Prince of
Wales Volunteers’ (E-BE); R4377 Hornby
‘Devon Belle’ observation car (E-BE); R4116 Mk
1 Full Parcels Coach S81542 (E-BE)
£80-120

747
Five Canadian items: Model Power ‘CP Rail’ Bo-
Bo diesel 8776; Model Power ‘CP Rail’ diesel
6602; Model Power EMD E7 ‘CP Rail’ diesel
1405; Burlington Bo-Bo diesel 980 with one
freight wagon. Overall (G-VG) all but last two
items are boxed (BG)
£60-80

748
An assortment of Continental items: 4 electric
locos, 2 diesels & 4 steam with two bogie
coaches & one goods wagon. Most will benefit
by cleaning
£50-70

749
Trix F106 Warship Bo-Bo diesel hydraulic loco
D801 ‘Vanguard’, green, Dublo style couplings.
(E) (BG) includes outer strawboard box
£40-60

750
Two ViTrains class 37 diesel locos: 37425
‘Concrete Bob’ blue with yellow cabs & BR
large logo blue with yellow ends & BR small
logo, in box for 37423. Both (E) (BE)
£60-80

751
Six 00 gauge locos stated by vendor to be
damaged or not working. Offered as seen.
Heljan 47624 ‘Saint Andrew’; Dapol D6327;
Heljan 5201 D1037 ‘Western Enterprise’;
Heljan class 17 D8604; Heljan class 17 D8511;
Lima 37502 ‘British Steel Teeside’
£60-80

752
BR Engineers’ yellow train consisting of 4
power/dummy HST locos and 8 coaches. (G)
£40-60

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

738
A Bachmann boxed 00 gauge locomotive
group, four examples, to include a No. 32-175
Crab LMS crimson No. 13098 locomotive and
tender, together with an N Class No. 1824
Southern Green locomotive and tender, a J72
Class tank locomotive, and a box No. 31-601
Class V1 BR black locomotive, all in original
packaging
£80-120

739
A collection of four Bachmann and Dapol
boxed locomotives, all in original packaging to
include a Bachmann No. 31-850 J39 LNER
lined black locomotive and tender, together
with a Robert Blake Maunsell Lord Nelson 855
Southern green locomotive and tender, and
two others
£100-120

740
One tray of mixed 00 gauge Hornby and
similar rolling stock to include the Silver Jubilee
Coronation Class coaches, Southern Region
Hornby Triang coaches and various other
related items
£80-120

741
Two boxes of various mixed 00 gauge track,
points, accessories, and various Airfix boxed
kits to include Biggin Hill, Airfix Series 2 Railbus,
and other examples
£70-100

742
Two Marklin 2-rail H0 train sets: No.2934
Goods set comprising 0-6-0 tank loco 89006
with a hopper wagon & low sided open wagon,
track, controller. Hardly used. (E) (BG) with
instructions. With set No.0965 KLVM 0-6-0
tank loco, same two wagons as previous set,
track but no controller. (VG-E) (BP)
£60-80

743
Two Proto 2000 locos: item 23583 Great
Northern 608 orange & black (E) (BVG) with
item 21641 Northern Pacific 359 yellow &
black (E) (VG)
£70-90

744
Three Proto 2000 items all Southern Pacific red
& orange: Loco 21689 loco 6009 with loco
21688 6005. Both locos with light & dynamic
brakes. With item 21691 no.5912 unpowered
PB with dynamic brakes. All (VG-E) (BVG)
£90-140
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753
Large plastic crate containing a mix of 00 gauge
items: Sufficient track to make a reasonable
layout (hardly used); approx. 15 coaches and
approx. twenty locos of many types. Offered as
seen.
£80-120

754
Large tray containing Hornby-Dublo items:
EDP1 ‘Sir Nigel Gresley’ passenger set
comprising loco & tender of same name LNER
blue with two teak coaches, track & controller.
Overall (G) (BP); with 8 assorted Super Detail
maroon coaches in boxes, nearly all showing
very early signs of corrosion; 14 coaches
suitable for spares or renovation
£80-120

755
Tray of Hornby-Dublo items: 2-6-4 tank 80054
3-rail; Mallard loco only no tender 2-rail; 8F 2-8-
0 loco & tender 48094 3-rail; total repaint
Duchess loco & tender 46232; Wrenn
‘Duchess’ tender unlined BR maroon; Wrenn
LMS 2234 2-6-4 tank. All (F-G). With 6 BR(S)
green short suburban coaches – 5 br/2nd &
one 1st/2nd (G-E) two are boxed (BE)
£80-120

756
Kato N gauge Japanese items: Hankyu 6300
series 10-051 4-coach set, deep maroon colour
(NM-BE)
£50-70

757
Kato N gauge Japanese items: Kumoha53 007 +
Kuhaa68 400 IIDA line 10-1445 2-coach EMU
blue/cream (NM-BE); with Kiha58 Series
(Special Colour Version) 10-032 2-car set
white/red (E-BE)
£60-80

758
Kato N gauge Japanese items: E231 series Saro
E230/E231 10-470 double deck coaches, silver
with orange & yellow stripes (NM-BE); three
single coaches, same livery, unboxed (E); two
other coach bodies different liveries.
£50-70

759
Two Kato N gauge Japanese steam outline
locos & tenders, both black: 2013 C57-180, 4-
6-2 with bogie tender; C58 2010 2-6-2 with
bogie tender. Both (E) (BVG)
£90-140

760
Two N gauge Japanese steam outline locos,
both black: Kato D51 2009 2-8-2 with bogie
tender (E) (BE); JNR Class C11 item no. TW-
NC11A 2-6-4 tank loco (E) (BE)
£80-120

761
Brawa N gauge Steuerwagen Bybdzf 482.1
(NM) (BE)
£60-80

762
Tomix N gauge items: 2372 J.N.R. Electric car
MOHA-102 electric car blue (NM) (BE); 8475
J.R.Type KIHAA40 500 Coach Niigata area red
(NM) (BE); JR ED75 1000 Electric loco red
(NM) (BE)
£80-120

763
Modemo N gauge NT 49 articulated 2-car
electric set, green & cream (NM) (BE)
£80-120

764
Two N gauge locos: Tomix 92125T J.R. electric
EF 63 blue (NM) (BE); Kato Re4/4-460-SBB-
CFF/465-BLS blue (NM) (BE)
£80-120

765
Small box five N gauge electric outline Bo-Bo
locos 4 x DB & one DR. All unboxed. All (E)
£70-90

766
Five N gauge unboxed locos: Farish GW prairie
tank; German electric loco missing pantographs;
HGK Bo-Bo electric; JRP Co-Bo diesel;
unidentified blue electric ‘EF 6624’ Overall (VG-
E
£70-90

767
Various N gauge items: Lima German Airport
Express Lufthansa yellow/white 4-car set (NM)
(BVG); Tomix 92210 J.N.R. Suburban train
series 415 ‘old colour’ 4-coach set (E) (BVG);
Tomix Special wagon set 2001 ref 92919 (NM)
(BE); Lima SNCF electric silver (E) (BG)
£60-80

768
3226 Hornby-Dublo 3-rail ‘City of Liverpool’ 4-
6-2 loco & tender BR maroon 46247 (NM)
(BVG-E) with oil, instructions & test tag
£200-300

769
3221 Hornby-Dublo 3-rail ‘Ludlow Castle’ loco
& tender BR lined green 5002. Ringfield motor.
Corrosion to copper chimney otherwise (NM)
(BG) oil but no instructions
£200-300

770
3224 Hornby-Dublo 3-rail 2-8-0 8F freight loco
& tender BR black 48094. Ringfield motor.
Corrosion to tops of safety valves, otherwise
(M)(BE). Instructions, oil, guarantee & test tag.
£200-300

771
3223 Hornby-Dublo 3-rail Co-Bo D5713 diesel
electric loco. Non-strengthened battery boxes.
Light corrosion on pick-up spoons, otherwise
(M) (BVG) instructions, guarantee. The board
protection around the body is missing but the
original string is present and with original knot.
It remains in situ for the purchaser to take his
own action
£100-200

772
3223 Hornby-Dublo 3-rail Co-Bo D5713 diesel
electric loco. Non-strengthened battery boxes.
Light corrosion on pick-up spoons, otherwise
(E). No paperwork. There is a numerical label –
13374 – on the inside of one battery box
suggesting that the loco had been returned to
Liverpool for repair. (BP) lid paper badly torn
£70-90

773
3235 Hornby-Dublo 3-rail ‘Dorchester’ loco &
tender BR lined green 34042. Driving wheels
R/h side have been removed (but present) and
same side valve gear disconnected. All other
aspects of loco & tender are (E) (BVG-E)
£80-120

774
Hornby-Dublo 3-rail TPO Mail Van set missing
switch and bags, otherwise (M) (BVG-E); with
Triang R425 maroon parcels coach (VG) (BF);
R 238 Depressed centre wagon with cable
drums (BF) and maroon & cream bogie coach
(G)
£25-40

775
Bachmann Branchline 31-932 Midland
Compound 4-4-0 loco & tender BR black
40934 early emblem. (E) (BE)
£70-90

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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776
Two locos & tenders: Bachmann Branchline 31-
201 Rebuilt Patriot ‘Planet’ 45545, 4-6-0 BR
lined green (E) (BVG); Replica Railways 11152
Modified Hall BR lined green ‘Lady Margaret
Hall’ 7911 (E) (BVG)
£50-70

777
Four Hornby locos: R683 SR 4-4-0 Schools
class ‘Repton’ green; R154 SR green ‘Sir
Dinadan’ Southern green; R374 SR Battle of
Britain ‘Spitfire’ green; R103 SR M7 0-4-4 tank
loco 249 green. All (E) (BVG). Most with
instructions.
£90-140

778
Three Hornby locos: R380 SR Schools class
‘Stowe’ Southern green, with smoke (NM) (BE)
with instructions; R866 SR Battle of Britain class
‘Fighter Pilot’ Southern green (E) (BVG);
unboxed probably R3458 Schools class 4-4-0
‘Shrewsbury’ green (E)
£100-150

779
Four Locos and one EMU: 2-HAL EMU
consisting of driving coach and trailer S1057S &
S1052S (E); Dapol D70 0-6-0 Southern Terrier,
green 2635 (NM) (BG); Hornby R157 E2 0-6-0
Southern black 103 (E) (BE); Triang 2-6-2 tank
repainted black ‘Great Western’ (G); Hornby 0-
6-0 E2 Southern 104 (E)
£80-120

780
Shoebox containing eleven 0-4-0 or 0-6-0
locos, some diesel some steam outline, some
clockwork, some electric, some push-along.
Overall (VG)
£40-60

781
Hornby/Royal Doulton ‘Time for a Change’
50th Anniversary collection ‘Tonbridge’ Schools
class loco & tender Southern green 905 with
accompanying Royal Doulton plate. Loco &
plate (NM) but box has had the cover torn
away but present (BP)
£50-70

782
Large tray containing 11 boxed and 17
unboxed 00 gauge coaches, mainly Hornby,
mainly Southern. Many (NM), some (E) others
(VG). Boxes (BG-VG)
£100-200

790
One tray of various railway related and naval
interest plastic kits to include an Airfix BR
Moghul 00 gauge locomotive and tender, and
others
£50-60

791
Three various boxes Hornby and Lima 00
gauge locomotives to include a Hornby R550
BR black 2-10-0 locomotive, a Hornby brush
type 4 diesel electric loco and a Lima boxed
King George V No. 6000 Great Western
locomotive and tender
£60-80

792
A collection of 00 gauge Hornby boxed
controllers and train sets to include Harry
Potter and the Chamber of Secrets, a Hornby
Railways diesel electric train set, together with a
Hornby 01 Master control unit, all in original
boxes
£70-100

793
A collection of N gauge related railway items to
include a lifelike trains New York Central No.
2112 American Outline locomotive, and a Atlas
AT & SF American Outline 0-6-0 tank loco
together with a quantity of Peco track, Ratio
plastic kits and other related accessories
£60-80

794
Small supermarket tray full of mainly boxed
Hornby-Dublo 3-rail track. ‘Something of
everything’ including straights, large radius
curves, 9 electric points, 5 manual points, 6
short rails and more. Not all contents of boxes
have been checked but overall appear (VG)
although some in need of cleaning.
£50-70

795
Small tray containing Hornby-Dublo locos,
wagons & coaches: EDL18, 2-6-4 tank loco BR
lined black 80054 (F-G) (BF); EDL17, 0-6-2 BR
tank loco lined gloss black 69567 (G) (BG); 2 x
D12 maroon & cream coaches (E)(BG);
approx. 25 goods wagons, most boxes not
checked – but appear (G-VG); 2 furniture
containers.
£60-80

796
Post-war EDP1 Hornby-Dublo ‘Sir Nigel
Gresley’ passenger set comprising loco &
tender of same name, LNER blue No.7 (G) but
dull; two teak coaches, silvering deteriorating(F-
G) and some track – not a full circle as should
be in box. With D1 controller. (BP)
£50-70

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

783
Large tray containing 36 boxed and approx. 25
unboxed 00 gauge wagons with R408 Hornby
electrically operated turntable (Completeness
not guaranteed). Most of the boxed wagons
are coal – Pugh & Co; Bodell; Pilkington. 4
Bachmann wagons - two Southern ‘Queen
Mary’ brakes; a SR open & China clay hooded
wagon. Boxed wagons appear (M-NM) (BE)
£80-120

784
Small collection of Hornby-Dublo. Two each
L/h & R/h manual non-isolating points, straight
terminal rail, 2 half straights, 8 standard curves,
all (VG-E); BR(W) Park Royal goods brake (E);
3 other wagons (P)
£15-25

785
Hornby R1142 ‘Western Messenger’ goods
train set comprising 0-4-0 steam outline loco
‘Truro’ four wagons, track, Trak-Mat and a few
other items included in the set. (M)
£50-70

786
Four various boxed Hornby and Wrenn 00
gauge boxed locomotives to include a
repainted Wrenn Railways 2-8-0 LMS
locomotive and tender, together with a Hornby
Railroad 2020 Hornby Collectors’ Club
locomotive, a BR black Hornby Collectors’
Club 2-14 locomotive, and a Hornby Railways
boxed Oliver Cromwell No. 70013 locomotive
and tender, all in boxes
£70-100

787
One tray containing a collection of various
boxed and loose 00 gauge and H0 scale
locomotives to include a Triang Railways
Aurora No. 27002 diesel electric locomotive, a
Hornby 00 No. 2231 diesel electric shunting
locomotive, together with a Bachmann
American 4-4-0 Burlington & Quincy Chicago
Railways loco and tender together with others
£100-120

788
One box containing a collection of various
boxed and loose 00 scale and H0 scale boxed
passenger stock, lineside vehicles etc to include
a Wrenn Railways North Eastern brake van,
and others
£50-60

789
19 various boxed Hornby 00 gauge Trans-rail
Sealion and Mainline YGBC cow engineering
rolling stock to include a Trans-rail Sealion No.
R6330B weathered hopper wagon and others
£150-200
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797
Large box containing 00 gauge accessories:
Approx 15 wooden buildings, not all are fully
assembled – including signal box, cinema, shop,
brick shelter, parcel depot, post office and
more; Dublo D1 level crossing (M) (BE); Dublo
footbridge (G); wooden footbridge; 7 red & 3
black Dublo switches. Four modern diecast
vehicles. Small collection of Dublo literature and
catalogues.
£50-80

798
3 boxed HOrnby acHO OO Gauge Sets
comprising 1. a steam Locomotive S.N.C.F
131TB42 and 3 passenger carriages, 2. an
electric Locomotive S.N.C.F. BB16009 and 3
passenger carriages, and 3. set No. 6100 Train
de voyageurs “L’Aquilon” in its original pictorial
card box
£80-120

799
A boxed Hornby Dublo No. 5083 Terminal or
Through Station Composite Kit - contents
unchecked
£80-120

800
One tray containing a large collection of N
Gauge Locomotives and various accessories
from Lima, Bachmann, Arnold and others, sold
with a Stewart Products white metal 25 ton
diesel-electric Locomotive Crane Kit, and
various Micro Machines diecast models
£100-150

MODERN USSUE DIEC AST 

801
A Corgi Hauliers of Renown Special Edition and
Limited Edition 1/50 scale road transport
diecast group, four boxed examples to include
Ref. Nos. CC14038, CC13754, CC14116, and
CC13752, all complete with wing mirrors and
certificates
£120-150

802
A Corgi 1/50 scale Hauliers of Renown Special
Edition and Limited Edition road transport
diecast group, four boxed examples to include
Ref. Nos. CC12941, CC13746, CC13756, and
CC12825, all in original boxes
£120-150

803
A Corgi Hauliers of Renown 1/50 scale road
transport and commercial vehicle diecast group,
four examples to include Ref. Nos. CC12942,
CC15209, CC13740, and CC15209, all in
original packaging
£120-150

804
A Corgi Hauliers of Renown 1/50 scale road
transport and commercial vehicle diecast group,
four boxed examples to include Ref. Nos.
CC13739, CC14804, CC13737, and CC15301,
all housed in original packaging
£120-150

805
A Corgi Hauliers of Renown 1/50 scale road
transport and commercial vehicle diecast group,
four boxed examples to include Ref. Nos.
CC13432, CC12940, CC13727, and CC14802,
all in original packaging
£120-150

806
A Corgi Hauliers of Renown 1/50 scale Limited
Edition and Special Edition Release road
transport and diecast group, four various boxed
examples to include Ref. Nos. CC13764,
CC13718, CC14802, and CC12819
£120-150

807
A Corgi Hauliers of Renown 1/50 scale road
transport diecast group, four boxed examples
to include Ref. Nos. CC14801, CC14804,
CC12828 and CC13721, all in original
packaging
£120-150

808
A Corgi Hauliers of Renown Limited Edition
and Special Release 1/50 scale Truckfest 25 and
Road Haulage diecast group, four various
examples to include Ref. Nos. CC12820,
CC12821, CC13736 and CC12823, all in
original packaging
£100-150

809
A Corgi 1/50 scale Hauliers of Renown and
Truckfest road transport tractor unit diecast
group, six examples to include Ref. Nos.
CC12834, CC12225, CC12839, CC12225,
limited edition CC13772, and CC12831, all in
original packaging
£150-200

810
A Corgi Hauliers of Renown 1/50 scale road
transport diecast group, six examples to include
Ref. Nos. CC12839, CC12834, CC12832,
CC12827, and two boxed Create Your Own
Livery Modeller examples, all in original
packaging
£150-200

811
Six boxed Corgi Hauliers of Renown 1/50 scale
road transport commercial vehicle diecast
group, six examples to include Ref. Nos.
CC12921, CC13729, CC13703, CC12813,
CC12922, and CC13701, all in original
packaging
£150-200

812
Six boxed Corgi Hauliers of Renown 1/50 scale
road transport diecast group, six examples to
include Ref. Nos. CC13706, CC12920,
CC13707, CC12429, CC13711, and CC12224,
all in original packaging
£150-200

813
Six boxed Corgi 1/50 scale Road Transport and
Hauliers of Renown diecast group, to include
Ref. Nos. CC13712, CC13608, CC12924,
CC12934, CC13902, and CC12929, all in
original packaging
£150-200

814
Seven boxed Corgi Hauliers of Renown limited
edition 1/50 scale Road Transport diecast
group, to include Ref.Nos. 12927, 12928,
CC12933, CC12919, CC13708, CC137013,
and CC12814, all in original packaging
£150-200

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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815
A Corgi Hauliers of Renown 1/50 scale boxed
and part boxed Road Transport diecast group,
seven examples to include Ref. Nos. CC12219,
CC12916, CC12217, CC12902, CC12910, and
76601, together with a part boxed CA Smith
Scania T-Cab with Bulk Tipper Trailer, in the
polystyrene packaging only
£150-200

816
A Corgi Hauliers of Renown 1/50 scale Road
Transport diecast group, six boxed examples, all
in original packaging to include Ref. Nos.
CC12907, CC12905, 76402, CC12204, 76404
and CC12209
£150-200

817
A Corgi 1/50 scale Hauliers of Renown Road
Transport and Haulage diecast group, six boxed
examples to include Ref. Nos. CC12913,
CC12809, CC12808, CC12801, CC12805, and
CC12803, all in original packaging
£150-200

818
Six boxed Corgi Hauliers of Renown 1/50 scale
Road Transport and Commercial Vehicle
diecast group, to include Ref. Nos. CC12220,
CC12211, CC12901, CC12013, CC12221 and
CC13109, all in original packaging
£150-200

819
A Corgi Hauliers of Renown 1/50 scale Road
Transport diecast group, six various boxed
examples to include Ref. Nos. CC13101,
CC12223, CC12811, CC12812, CC12212, and
CC13505, all in original packaging
£150-200

820
Six boxed Corgi Hauliers of Renown 1/50 scale
Road Transport diecast group, six examples to
include Ref. Nos. CC12410, CC12415,
CC12008, CC11803, CC12911, and CC76401
all in original packaging
£120-150

821
A Corgi 1/50 scale Hauliers of Renown and
Truckfest boxed Road Transport diecast group
to include Ref. Nos. CP12837, CC13728,
CC13704, CC12904, CC12214, CC13714, and
CC12206, all in original single issue window
display boxes
£100-150

829
A Universal Hobbies and WSI 1/50 scale Road
Transport diecast group to include a Universal
Hobbies No. 5655U, a 1/50 scale model of an
SATE Scania R620 tractor unit, WSI
Collectables No. 01-116 Top Transport Scania
R500 Topline 4x2 tractor unit, and a WSI No.
01-1022 Cargo Four Mercedes Benz Actros
MP3 tractor unit and trailer, all in original
packaging
£100-120

830
A Lion Toys 1/50 scale Road Haulage diecast
group, to include a GS Gordon & Sons Volvo
FH12 460 tractor unit with aggregates tipping
trailer, together with an M Way & Sons Volvo
FH12 Globetrotter tractor unit with matching
trailer, together with a T.French & sons of
Cunnock Scania 420 tractor unit with matching
aggregates trailer, all in original window boxes
£100-120

831
A Lion Toys, Moto Art and Eligor 1/50 scale
Road Transport diecast group to include a Lion
Toys Gary Smullen Scania T-Cab with bulk
powder trailer, a Lion Toys model of a heavy
haulage and tractor unit recovery tow truck, a
Moto Art 1/50 scale model of a Volvo FH12
finished in silver, together with a loose model
by Eligor of a Williams of Huntingdon Scania
420 6x2 tractor unit with 40’ box trailer, loose
example
£80-120

832
Corgi Aviation Archive “The Berlin Airlift”
1/72nd scale limited edition aircraft group of 2
comprising No. AA37205 Handley Page
Halifax/Halton, and No. AA38201 Douglas C-
47A Skytrain USAF 86th Air Base Group - both
as issued in their original card boxes
£80-100

833
Corgi Aviation Archive limited edition model
group of 2 comprising No. AA36905 1/72 scale
model of a Lufthansa Junkers JU-52, and No.
AA36901 Junkers JU-52 (Floatplane) both
appear as issued in their original polystyrene
packed boxes
£100-150

834
A Corgi Aviation Archive limited edition group
of 2 comprising No. AA36102 Catalina - 2nd
Emergency Rescue Squadron, and No. AA
36105 Canadian - Vickers SA-10A Catalina 4th
Air Rescue Squadron - both appear as issued in
their original polystyrene packed boxes
£100-150

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

822
A Corgi Hauliers of Renown and 50th
Anniversary 1/50 scale Road Transport diecast
group, six examples to include Ref. Nos.
AN13710, CC12426, CC13510, CC12216,
CC12807, and CC12219, all in original
packaging
£120-150

823
A Corgi No. CC99147 1/50 scale HE Payne
Transport Ltd Storage & Distribution gift set,
housed in the original box
£50-80

824
A Corgi Hauliers of Renown limited edition
No. CC99169 Barry Proctor Services Ltd,
boxed gift set group, housed in the original
packaging
£60-80

825
Seven boxed Corgi 1/50 scale Truckfest
vehicles, all housed in original window display
packaging to include a No. CC12817,
CC13702, CC12938, CC13808, CC12815,
CC13808, and CC12826
£120-150

826
11 various loose Corgi 1/50 scale Road
Haulage diecast tractor units and commercial
vehicles, to include a G Owen & Sons Scania
tractor unit, a HE Payne Transport Scania 420
124L tractor unit, a Maguires of Cheltenham
Scania 460 T-Cab, together with various others
£100-120

827
11 various loose Corgi 1/50 scale road
transport tractor unit diecast vehicles to include
a Larkins Scania 420 T-Cab, a P Hinchcliffe of
Carlisle Volvo FH12 tractor unit together with
various others
£100-150

828
A collection of five various boxed and
associated boxed 1/50 scale road transport
diecasts, to include a CSE Compact Special
Europe model of a DAF XF 430 Cargomatic
tractor unit and boxed trailer, together with a
Tekno 1/50 scale The British Collection No.
100 Mike Beer DAF XF 430 tractor unit and
tipper trailer, together with three others, all in
packaging
£100-150
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835
Corgi Aviation Archive limited edition model
group of 2 comprising No. AA32606 1/72nd
scale model of an Avro Lancaster MK.10MP
Rescue Unit “Royal Canadian Air Force”, and
No. AA33303 Boeing B-17 Fortress 11A -
FL459 RAF Coastal Command 1942, both are
housed in their original polystyrene packed
boxes (NMM-BNM)
£100-150

836
Corgi Aviation Archive limited edition group of
2 comprising No. AA38201 Douglas C-47A
Skytrain “The Berlin Airlift” anniversary issue
1948, and No. AA38202 Douglas DC-3 “British
European Airways” 1959 - both appear as
issued in their original polystyrene packed
boxes
£80-120

837
A Corgi Aviation Archive 1/72nd scale limited
edition group of 2 comprising No. AA38204
Douglas C-47 Dakota - RAF Battle of Britain
Memorial Flight, Conningsby 2009, and No.
AA38209 Douglas C-47 Skytrain “Fassberg
Flyer” US Air Force, Berlin Airlift 1948 - both as
issued in their original boxes (NMM-BNM)
£100-150

838
Corgi Aviation Archive 1/72nd scale boxed
model group of 7 all in their original packaging,
comprising reference numbers AA33420,
AA37603, AA37606, AA39101, AA32712,
AA32715, and AA32714
£120-150

839
Corgi Aviation Archive 1/72nd and 1:144 scale
boxed model group of 6 all in their original
packaging, comprising reference numbers
AA34703, AA32711, AA32705, AA35003,
48703, and 49803
£100-120

840
Corgi Aviation Archive 1/72nd scale boxed
aircraft group of 5 comprising reference
numbers AA34707, AA34706, AA33218,
AA35010, and AA33412
£80-100

841
Corgi Aviation Archive 1/72nd scale boxed
aircraft group of 7 comprising reference
numbers AA99110, AA38506, AA32811,
AA27301, AA36210, AA39103, and AA32101
£100-120

842
Corgi Aviation Archive 1:144 scale boxed
aircraft group of 10 comprising reference
numbers AA30501, 47401, 47605, 47203,
47601, 47604, 47607, 47110, 47107, and
47108
£100-120

843
Corgi Aviation Archive 1/72nd and 1:144th
scale boxed aircraft group of 9 comprising
reference numbers AA31307, AA31002,
AA30005, AA30006, AA32703, AA32708,
AA32303, 47114, and 48102
£100-120

844
Corgi Aviation Archive 1:144th scale boxed
aircraft group of 7 comprising reference
numbers AA31504, AA30506, 48501, 48502,
48106, 48602, and 48105
£100-120

845
Corgi Aviation Archive 1:144th scale boxed
aircraft group of 6 comprising reference
numbers AA31301, 48103, 48505, 48403,
47506, and 48503, sold together with 5 loose
models
£100-150

846
A Hobby Master Air Power Series 1/72nd scale
boxed aircraft group of 5 comprising model
numbers HA3010, HA1954, HA1978, HA2107,
and HA1012 - all appear as issued in their
original boxes
£150-200

847
A Hobby Master Air Power Series 1/72nd scale
boxed aircraft group of 5 comprising model
numbers HA3204, HA3223, HA2310, HA1503,
and HA1522 - all appear as issued in their
original boxes
£150-200

848
A Hobby Master Air Power Series 1/72nd scale
boxed aircraft group of 5 comprising model
numbers HA1954, HA2103, HA2110, HA1011,
and HA1917,
£150-200

849
A Hobbymaster 1/72 scale Air Power Series
boxed Aircraft group, four examples to include
Ref. Nos. HA1054, HA3106, HA3109, and
HA3003, all housed in the original packaging
£150-200

850
A Gemini Aces Battle of Britain Memorial and
Royal Air Force Phantom boxed aircraft group
to include Ref. Nos. GARAF1009, GARAF4005,
GARAF4004, and GARNS4006, all in original
packaging
£150-200

851
A collection of five various boxed 21st century
Wings Falcon Models and Sky Guardians, boxed
aircraft group to include a Sky Guardians Fairey
Gannet HMS Hermes May 1970 XA45F, a Sky
Guardians Panavia Tornado F3 RAF56 Firebird
Squadron, a Sky Guardians Fairey Gannet, Royal
Australian Navy, a Century Wings model of a
US Navy Fighting Checkmates F-8E Crusader,
and a Falcon Models Wings of Fame Royal
Canadian Air Force T-33AN, all housed in the
original boxes
£100-150

852
No Lot

853
A Bravo Delta Models and a Socatec Aircraft
Models 1/72 scale boxed wooden and hand
painted aircraft with display stand group, to
include a L-1049 Lufthansa Lockheed Super
Constellation together with an Air France
Douglas DC-6 both housed in the original foam
packed boxes
£100-120

854
An exclusive models and Socatec 1/72 scale
wooden and diecast aircraft and display stand
boxed group to include an Exclusive Models
1/72 scale model of a British European Airways
DH89 Dragon Rapide, together with a Royal
Dutch Airlines The Flying Dutchman, boxed
aircraft with Around the World display stand,
housed in the original foam packed box
£100-150

855
Two boxed 1/72 scale Charlie Bravo Models
boxed wood, resin and display stand aircraft
group to include an Air France Lockheed L1049
Super Constellation, together with an Air
France L01049G Super Constellation, both
housed in the original foam packed boxes
£100-150

856
A Franklin Mint collection Armour No. B11C
969 1/44 scale boxed model of a C47 D-Day
USAAF aircraft housed in the original window
display packaging
£70-100

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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857
A collection of mixed 1/72 scale boxed diecast
aircraft by Oxford Witty Wings, Corgi Aviation
Archive and others, 17 examples to include a
Swiss Wings 1/72 scale model of a DH89
Dragon Rapide aircraft, a Corgi Aviation
Archive No. AA30014 Douglas DC-3 Air
Atlantic passenger aircraft, and others
£100-150

858
21 Corgi Original Omnibus Company 1/76th
scale bus and coach models, specific examples
to include a Dennis Dart in “Eastern National”
livery, an AEC 404 Single Deck Coach in
“London Transport” livery, and others - all as
issued in their original plastic and card boxes
£80-100

859
16 boxed EFE 1/76th scale mostly bus and
coach models, with specific examples to include
a Bedford OB Coach “Premier Travel”, a Bristol
LS bus “Eastern National”, and others, the lot
also includes 3 gift set packs - London
Transport, Southdown, and Timpson’s & Surrey
Motors Coach Set
£80-100

860
24 boxed EFE 1/76th scale bus and coach
models, with specific examples to include a
Routemaster Bus “Burnley & Pendle”, Leyland
Atlantean “London Transport”, and others
£80-100

861
24 boxed EFE 1/76th scale bus and coach
models, with specific examples to include a
Bedford SB Duple Vega in “Grey Green” livery,
an AEC Regal Windover coach in “Timpsons”
livery, and others
£80-100

862
Collection of 7 various 1/18th scale modern
issue diecast vehicles by Joy Ride, Maisto, Motor
Max and others, examples to include The Fast
and Furious 2001 Nissan Skyline and others
£80-120

863
52 various carded Nascar Racing Champions
Diecast Vehicles, all sealed on original backing
cards to include Jeff Gordon 1993 Edition Race
Car and others
£70-100

864
25 various carded Hotwheels Mattel diecast
vehicles, all on original backing cards, to include
Mercedes 540K, Sugar Rush Mazda MX-5 and
others
£70-100

873
One tray containing a quantity of mixed scale
Polistil motorcycle diecasts to include a BMW
R75 UK police motorcycle, a 1/10 scale
Kawasaki 900, together with five various boxed
miniature scale diecast motorcycles by Polistil
£50-80

874
One box of mixed scale Polistil diecasts, mixed
vehicles and motorcycles to include a Polistil
Renault racing car tractor unit and trailer with
contents, a Polistil Rolls Royce Corniche drop-
head, a Suzuki 750cc motorcycle, and others
97)
£60-80

875
Two trays containing a collection of mixed
emergency service related diecast to include
Corgi Toys, Bburago, Verem and others, mixed
examples to include a Bburago Alfa Romeo 75
Police vehicle, a Corgi Collection, Hughes
Police helicopter, a 999 series Daimler
Ambulance, and others
£70-100

876
One tray of mixed Polistil diecast to include a
Jaguar XJ6 L, a Polistil Alfa Romeo Mille Miglia
1930 race car, a Polistil Ferrari 312 T3 Formula
One race car, and others
£70-100

877
Two trays of mixed modern issue diecast to
include Solido, Vanguards, Corgi, and others,
mixed examples to include a Vanguards Ford
Classic 100 9E diorama gift set, a James Bond
Aston Martin DB5, a Polistil Mercedes 280E,
and others
£60-80

878
Two trays containing a collection of emergency
service-related diecast vehicles by Solido, Corgi,
Lucky Toys and others, mixed examples to
include a Solido Mercedes Nacelle No. 3108
fire engine, a Corgi C63 Intervention Police gift
set, and others
£60-80

879
One tray containing a collection of Polistil
mixed scale diecast vehicles to include 1/18 and
1/25 scale, specific examples to include a Polistil
SN21 Lamborghini LP400 Countach, a Lotus 80
F1 race car, a Renault RS01 race car and others
£70-100

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

865
28 various boxed Vanguards Emergency
Services related diecasts to include Mini Van,
Pinky and Perky 2 Piece Set, Ford Consul GT
3000 and others
£100-150

866
3 trays containing an extensive collection of
Royal Mail and Delivery Service related diecasts
and model trains to include Hornby The
Queens Own Mercian Yeomanry Diesel
Locomotive, Corgi Toyota Race Car, various
loose Royal Mail diecast etc
£150-200

867
Collection of 7 various boxed 1/18th scale
diecasts to include Burago and Maisto, mixed
examples to include Ferrari F50 1995, Ferrari
F40 1987, a Bugatti EB110 and others
£60-80

868
5 various boxed Chrono 1/18th scale diecast
vehicles, to include H1071 Lotus Elise GT1
Benneton A.Boldrini, a H1070 Lotus Elise GT1
Franck Muller and others, all in good clean
condition
£100-150

869
Collection of 4 various boxed 1/18th scale Le
Mans and High Speed Racing diecast models to
include a Maisto Mercedes CLK-GTR and
others
£50-70

870
3 trays of mixed modern issue diecast, partly
started kits, Classix HO Scale diecast, Scalextrix
etc,
£100-150

871
A collection of boxed Mercedes Benz NZG
1/35 scale diecast vehicles to include a 280 SEL,
a 500 SEL, a Cursor Models Mercedes Benz
300 SEL and various others, the majority
housed in the original boxes
£80-120

872
One tray containing a collection of modern
release Solido 1/43 scale diecast vehicles to
include a Solido No. 373 cattle transporter, a
Solido 1/43 scale R5 turbo, together with
various other examples
£60-80
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880
Two trays containing a collection of mixed scale
mainly Corgi loose and playworn diecast
vehicles, to include a Bburago Peugeot 205
Turbo 16, a Corgi Porsche 911 Turbo, together
with various others
£60-80

881
One tray containing a collection of modern
release carded Hotwheels diecast vehicles, to
include Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles, Batman,
The Beatles, and other related TV franchise
models
£50-80

882
Two trays containing a collection of mixed
playworn and loose diecast to include Corgi
Rockets, Corgi Juniors, Hotwheels and other
examples to include a Corgi Juniors Aston
Martin DB5, a Corgi Spiderman US van,
together with various others
£70-100

883
Two trays containing a quantity of mixed Corgi,
Matchbox and Dinky Toy large scale diecast to
include a Corgi Toys Starsky & Hutch vehicle,
Corgi Toys City Sanitation refuse truck, a Corgi
Buick Regal, and others included
£60-80

884
Two trays containing a collection of mixed scale
modern release diecast to include Oxford,
Tonka, Base Toys and others, specific examples
to include Base Toys No. D-39BRS parcel
services delivery lorry, a Tonka articulated
tractor unit and trailer, together with other
various examples
£60-80

885
One tray containing a collection of mixed
Gama, Bburago, Siku and Schuco modern
release diecasts to include a Gama Mercedes
Coupe 300CE, a Bburago Mercedes Benz
300SL, a Siku No. 3426 Mercedes Benz 500SEL
and others
£50-80

886
One tray containing a quantity of loose diecasts
by Nacoral, Herpa, Schabak, and Cursor
Models, and others, mixed examples to include
a Cursor Model Mercedes Benz 200-300E, a
Schabak Mercedes Benz SL500 and others,
together with a Betacom Betacar telephone,
other mixed large scale diecasts
£60-80

887
Two trays containing a large collection of mainly
Ford Transit and Ford related diecast
commercial and delivery vans, to include a
Matchbox Ford Transit flatbed, a Matchbox
Adidas Ford Supervan, a Pointers Real Food
Fast Corgi Toys Ford Transit and others, all
mixed condition
£60-80

888
Two trays containing a collection of mixed
Polistil Bburago, Pilen, and similar, mixed scale
diecasts to include a Polistil 1/18 scale Jaguar
XKE 4.2L, a Bburago Fiat 127, Urban police car,
and others
£80-120

889
Two trays containing a quantity of mixed issue
Corgi Eligor, Oxford and similar, Modern Issue
diecasts, to include a Corgi Toys Ford Transit
RAC wreck truck, a Corgi Toys No. 94030
Rolls Royce Corniche, together with various
other mixed diecast
£50-80

890
Two trays containing a quantity of mixed
modern release diecast to includeCorgi, Eligor,
Vitesse, Siku and others, mixed examples, to
include a Siku No. 2521 Ale KW white truck, a
Corgi Toys No. 376 customised Chevrolet
Corvette Stingray, a Hong Kong tin toys No.
WT-302 1927 Bugatti Royal and others
£50-80

891
A collection of Taxis Del Mundo by Altaya
release diecasts, 11 examples, all various taxis
from the world housed in the original plastic
display casing with a quantity of paperwork
£60-80

892
Two trays containing a collection of mixed
Matchbox, Solido, Models of Yesteryear, Gama,
and similar modern release diecasts to include a
Matchbox Specials Zackspeed Ford Mustang, a
Polistil March 761 F1 race car, and Models of
Yesteryear Morris Courier, Weetabix delivery
van and others
£60-80

893
A collection of Altaya police related 1/43 scale
diecast vehicles, 14 various examples to include
a 1981 Spanish Seat, Ritmo 75C police car, and
other plastic cased examples
£50-80

894
Two trays containing a collection of mixed scale
Corgi, Hotwheels and similar carded and boxed
diecast to include a Corgi XJ40 police
emergency services vehicle, a Hotwheels No.
3256 Rapid Transit coach, together with various
others
£50-80

895
Two trays containing a quantity of mixed
playworn diecast to include Corgi Toys,
Matchbox, and others etc
£50-80

896
One tray containing a quantity of mixed
playworn diecast to include Corgi, Matchbox
Superfast, Dinky Toy and others
£40-60

897
7 various boxed Corgi and Vanguards 1/43rd
scale diecasts, all in original packaging to include
Hillman Imp MK2 Super and others
£50-60

898
Tray containing mixed plastic and diecast
vehicles to include Dinky Toys, Budgie Models,
Impy and others, examples include No.261
Telephone Service Van, Impy Roadmaster
No.25 Tractor, Budgie Models LMS Scammel
scarab and others
£40-60

899
3 trays containing a quantity of mixed modern
issue diecast to include Solido, Days Gone,
Deagostini and others
£60-80

900
1 tray of mixed play worn Corgi and Matchbox
larger scale diecasts to include commercial
vehicle and emergency services interest
£50-60

901
1/18th scale boxed car group, 2 examples to
include a Model Car Group BMW 2000,
together with a Universal Hobbies MCG GT
1969, both in original boxes
£50-80

902
2 boxes of mixed modern issue diecasts to
include EFE, Corgi Original Omnibus, Siku
1/87th scale commercial vehicles and others
£50-80

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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903
Large scale plastic model of a Vodafone
Mclaren Mercedes Formula 1 racing car, finished
in silver and red with Vodafone livery, some
small parts missing (A/F)
£30-50

904
A Franklin Mint 1/12 scale precision cast model
of a Connoisseur Series 1907 Rolls Royce Silver
Ghost, premier edition, finished in silver with
green interior and Connoisseur Series booklet,
nicely displayed in an oak framed and glass case
with display plinth
£100-150

905
A collection of Franklin Mint precision diecast
models, all 1/24 scale to include an MGTC, a
1907 Rolls Royce Silver Ghost, a 1957
Mercedes 300SC, and a 1904 Mercedes
Simplex, three examples housed in the original
packaging, the Rolls Royce is housed in a
perspex display case
£100-120

906
Two trays containing a quantity of various
mixed Matchbox models of Yesteryear,
Hotwheels Modern Release diecast and other
associated diecasts to include a Hotwheels
Mattel Quicksilver series Chevy Stocker and
others
£50-80

907
A Sun Star 1/18th scale 1966 Mercedes Benz
600 Pullman in white, housed in its original
window style box (NMM-BNM)
£40-60

908
ERTL Collectibles American Muscle 1/18th
scale 1969 Dodge Charger “General Lee” from
the TV show “The Dukes of Hazzard”, the
model appears to have been on display as is a
little dusty inside (NM-BVG)
£80-120

909
Greenlight Collectibles 1/18th scale No. 12829
1980 Pontiac Trans-Am from the feature film
“Smokey and the Bandit II” (NMM-BNMM),
together with a Corgi Classics CC54508
Pontiac Firebird with Burt Reynolds figure
(NMM-BNMM)
£80-120

918
Corgi modern issue limited edition 1/50th scale
road transport group of 6 comprising reference
numbers CC12705, CC12410. 75701, 76102,
75103, and a partially boxed Scania 380 “Eddie
Stobart” tractor unit with “Guinness” curtain
side trailer
£100-150

919
10 boxed Corgi Superhaulers 1/64th scale
diecasts, with specific examples to include No.
59530 Volvo Tanker “Guinness”, No. 59548
Renault Curtainsider “P&O Ferrymasters”, and
others - all as issued
£70-100

920
A collection of 11 EFE 1/76th scale bus and
coach models together with 9 Lledo Vanguards
1/43rd scale models, specific examples include
an EFE No. 25509 RML Routemaster London
Transport, Lledo Vanguards VA10006 Morris
Traveller, and others as issued in their original
packaging
£70-100

921
A collection of Corgi modern issue “Eddie
Stobart” diecast models including No. 75601
Renault Premium Curtainside, CC12502
Atkinson Borderer Flatbed Trailer, 58112 Ford
Transit, and others - sold with a partially built
Italeri 1/24th scale Volvo Rigid Box Truck
£100-150

922
12 Corgi Toys modern issue diecasts to include
Heavy Haulage No. CC11802 Leyland DAF 85
Tractor tandem axle jeep dolly, bogie &
concrete beam load, Kings of the Road
CC12504 Atkinson Borderer Flatbed Trailer,
and others, all as issued in their original
packaging
£100-150

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

910
A Paragon Models 1/18 scale boxed model of a
Rolls Royce Silver Shadow MPW 2-door coupe
finished in silver, housed in the original card
box - the model has one mirror missing
£50-80

911
11 boxed Corgi and Lledo Vanguards 1/43rd
scale models, specific examples include VA
08606 Jaguar XJ6 Racing, VA08404 Jaguar MkII
Tour De France, and others
£60-80

912
Corgi modern trucks to include Hauliers of
Renown, Truckfest, and Roadscene 1/50th and
1/76th scale group of 8, specific examples
include CC13221 DAF XF Space Cab curtain
side “Parsons Nationwide Distribution Ltd”
Exeter, CC15308 Scania 141 Tilt Trailer “David
W. Haig” Transport Scotland, and others
£60-80

913
A collection of Corgi Toys “Eddie Stobart”
trucks, with examples including No. 59538
Renault curtain side trailer, No. 59503 Scania
curtain side trailer, No. CC13101 Volvo F88
box trailer, and others
£60-80

914
Corgi Heavy Haulage group of 3 comprising
No. US51401 International Transtar with girder
load, No. US55702 Kenworth W925 with Low
Loader and boiler load, and US50705 Mack LJ
Logger - all appear as issued in their original
card and polystyrene packed boxes
£70-100

915
15 Burago, Maisto, and ERTL 1/18th scale
diecast models, specific examples to include
Burago No. 3001 Rolls Royce Camargue, No.
3016 Jaguar E Type Cabriolet, Maisto No.
31833 Jaguar MkII 1959, and others
£70-100

916
Minichamps No.150 089070 1/18th scale
model of a Ford Capri RS 1970 finished in
yellow, housed in the original window box
£60-80

917
Corgi modern issue limited edition 1/50th scale
road transport group of 6 comprising reference
numbers CC12801, 76801, 74901, 76401,
76404, and a partially boxed CC12409 Volvo
FH12 in “McBurney Transport” livery
£150-180
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923
Franklin Mint 1/32nd scale Emergency One HP
105 Platform Fire Engine with display platform,
appears as issued in its original polystyrene and
card box (NMM-BVGNM)
£600-800

924
A Franklin Mint 1/24th scale Humvee M966 in
military camouflage, as issued in its original
packaging with paperwork (VGNM-BNM)
£70-100

925
A Franklin Mint Precision Models 1/43rd scale
Mack CH 600 box truck in “Coca-Cola” livery,
as issued in its polystyrene packed box (VG-
NM,BG)
£100-120

926
A Franklin Mint Precision Models 1/10th scale
Harley Davidson WLA Military Motorcycle in its
original polystyrene packed box (VGNM-BG)
£100-150

927
A Franklin Mint 1/24th scale 1962 Volkswagen
Micro Bus comprising of a brick red lower body,
with cream upper body and interior, includes
folding roof and opening rear boot - the model
has one windscreen wiper missing
£70-100

928
A Franklin Mint Precision Models 1/43rd scale
Classic Texaco Tanker with Mack B-61 Tractor
- the model appears as new and is in its original
packaging (NMM-BNM)
£60-80

929
A Franklin Mint American Eagle Chrome Tanker
together with a Mack E9-500 Tractor Unit in
black, the tractor unit requires some repair,
both models are housed in their original
polystyrene packaging, with the trailer having its
outer card box
£100-150

930
A collection of 9 Minichamps, Onyx, and
Vitesse 1/43rd scale racing cars, specific
examples include a Minichamps Mclaren
Collection F1 GTR Le Mans, a Porsche 911 GT
1 Le Mans 1996, and others, all as issued in
their original plastic cased boxes
£80-120

931
A large collection of Corgi Classics modern
issue diecasts with specific examples to include
No. 52304 Mack B Series Container Truck, No.
55303 Diamond T980 Transporter, No. 98965
VW Van & Bedford CA Van in “Dan Dare”
livery - all as issues in their original boxes (28
pieces)
£150-200

932
A collection of Minichamps 1/43rd scale
diecasts comprising mainly BMW’s, with specific
examples including No. 400 012104 BMW M3
GTR, No. 430 020301 BMW M3 (E30), and
others, also sold with 2 1/43rd scale Le Mans
Racing Cars that appear to be signed
£80-100

933
NZG, Conrad and Gescha construction models
group of 4 comprising NZG No. 163 Off
Highway Dump Truck, No. 164 Tracked
Crawler, Conrad No. 411 Terex TS-14B Earth
Scraper, and a Gescha No. 410 Terex 71-72
Loader - all models have been played with and
may have parts missing
£60-80

934
A group of 3 Franklin Mint boxed 1/24th scale
diecast models as follows, 1954 Mercedes-Benz
300 SL, 1961 Jaguar E Type cabriolet, and a
1938 Jaguar SS100 - all appear to be complete
and in the original packaging
£60-80

935
A group of 3 Franklin Mint boxed 1/24th scale
diecast models as follows, 1985 Lamborghini
Countach 5000 S, 1993 Rolls Royce Corniche
IV, 1955 Rolls Royce Silver Cloud, the model
has been on display and the windscreen wipers
are slightly bent out of shape - all appear to be
complete and in the original packaging
£60-80

936
A group of 3 Franklin Mint boxed 1/24th scale
diecast models as follows, 1938 Alvis 4.3 Litre,
1930 Duesenberg J Derham Tourster, and
1937 Cord 812 - all appear to be complete and
in the original packaging
£60-80

937
A group of 3 Franklin Mint boxed 1/24th scale
diecast models as follows, 1935 Mercedes-Benz
770 K, 1911 Rolls Royce Tourer, and a 1925
Rolls Royce Silver Ghost - all appear to be
complete and in the original packaging
£60-80

938
A group of 3 Franklin Mint boxed 1/24th scale
diecast models as follows, 1930 Bugatti Royale
Coupe Napoleon, 1936 Bugatti type 57 SC, and
a 1929 Rolls Royce Phantom 1 Cabriolet de
Ville - all appear to be complete and in the
original packaging
£60-80

939
A group of 3 Franklin Mint boxed 1/24th scale
diecast models as follows, a Duesenberg 20
Grand, a Mercedes 500K Special Roadster, and
a 1929 Bentley Blower - all appear to be
complete and in the original packaging
£60-80

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

Lot 923
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940
A group of 3 Franklin Mint boxed 1/24th scale
diecast models as follows, a 1912 Packard
Victoria, a Rolls Royce Silver Ghost, and a Stutz
Black Hawk Boattail Speedster, this model has a
broken door - all are sold in the original
packaging
£50-60

941
A Franklin Mint 1/24th scale 1921 Rolls Royce
Silver Ghost fitted with a copper covered body,
the model appears to be complete an is sold in
a partial box
£40-60

942
A collection of Franklin Mint 1/24th scale
diecast models to include a boxed 1998 Rolls
Royce Silver Seraph, 2x 1962 Jaguar E Type
XKE - one partially boxed, a Rolls Royce
Corniche IV in a display case, and various other
loose models
£60-80

943
14 Corgi and Lledo Vanguards 1/43rd scale
diecast, with specific examples including a Ford
Zephyr MKII New Zealand Police Car, a Ford
Transit MK1 from the hidden treasures series,
an Austin Mini Cooper rally car, and others
£100-120

944
27 Lledo Vanguards 1/43rd scale diecast
models, examples to include a Ford Transit Van
MK1 in “Blackpool Transport” livery, a Reliant
Regal 3 wheeler in “Nottingham Water” livery,
and others
£100-150

945
A Lledo Land Speed Legends collectors set
containing 5 record-breaking cars including
Thrust 2, a limited edition set numbered
401/1800, sold with 2x Lledo Paul Smith limited
edition Mini’s and a 40th anniversary of Mini
No. 1
£40-60

946
One tray containing a quantity of Corgi Classics
modern issue diecasts, with examples including
a Rallying with Ford Set, a Royal Mail Morris J
Van, a selection of Comic Classics vehicles, and
others (20+)
£80-120

954
20 Solido and Eligor 1/43rd scale diecast, with
specific examples including a Solido Peugeot
203 Rally 1954, an Austin Healey Sprite, an
Eligor Citroen “H” Van in Gendarmerie livery,
and others
£80-120

955
25 Vitesse 1/43rd scale diecasts, with examples
including a Porsche GT2 Le Mans 1997, a Jaguar
MKII 3.8 “Roy Salvadori” winner Silverstone
1960, a Chevrolet Corvette Le Mans 1971, and
others
£80-100

956
A collection of mixed 1/18th and 1/24th scale
diecasts including a Danbury Mint James Bond
Aston Martin DB5, a Franklin Mint 1940 Ford
Pick-Up, a Jouef Evolution Ferrari 330 P4
collectors club model, and others
£80-100

957
A Franklin Mint Connoisseur Series 1/12th scale
1967 Corvette L88 with its wooden stand, the
model has been on display and is slightly dusty
£60-80

958
Old Cars of Italy 1/43rd scale No. 642 Ferrari
Team Racing Car Transporter housed in the
original polystyrene tray sliding box
£60-80

959
A collection of mostly Schuco Piccolo including
a boxed 1998 set containing a VW Karmann
Ghia, a Mercedes 180, and a Ford 12M, various
other boxed and loose models, a No. 1038
Mercedes 220 S from the Micro Racer series, a
tinplate Porsche 356, and a Hamleys Toy Shop
limited edition Trabant with a real piece of the
Berlin Wall
£50-80

960
Corgi Classics Heritage Collection group of 9
including No. EX02401 Volkswagen Van, No.
EX70518 Renault 1000Kg, and others as issued
in their original boxes
£50-80

961
2 boxes containing a large quantity of Corgi
Classics modern issue diecast, with specific
examples including No. CC26105 Routemaster
London Bus, No. 97970 Foden Regent Tanker,
and others (30+)
£150-200

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

947
Corgi Classics modern issue TV/Film related
group of 3 comprising No. CC05301 Dodge
Charger “General Lee” from the television
series “The Dukes of Hazzard”, No. CC05901
Ford Mustang from the film “Bullitt”, and No.
CC 01901 Rover 3500 V8 from the film “Lock,
Stock & Two Smoking Barrels”
£40-60

948
8 Trofeu 1/43rd scale diecast Ford Escort MK1
models in different racing colours including No.
509 Roger Clark’s 1600 TC 1st Acropolis Rally
1968, No. 521 Vic Preston’s 1600 TC Safari
Rally 1971, and others all in their plastic cases
£70-100

949
Trofeu and GTS 1/43rd scale model group of
6, examples to include a Trofeu No. 024
Toyota Celica GT4 1989, No. 809 Alpine
Renault A110 1600S 1971, a GTS No. 53
Panhard Le Mans 1962, and 3 others all as
issued in their plastic and card boxes
£40-60

950
11 mixed modern issue 1/43rd scale diecasts
from various manufacturers, with examples to
include an Onyx Porsche 962 Le Mans 1990, a
Brumm Porsche 356 Coupe 1959, 5 Quartzo
Kremer Porsche 935 models, and others
£60-80

951
Two trays containing a quantity of 1/43rd scale
diecast, with specific examples including a
Universal Hobbies MGB Monte Carlo Rallye
1966, a Vitesse Fiat Abarth 695 SS 1964, a
Solido Opel GTE Rallye, and others
£100-120

952
Two trays containing a quantity of 1/43rd scale
diecast, with specific examples including a
Minichamps Porsche 911 Supercup 1994, an
IXO Renault 4CV Le Mans 1950, a Brumm
Auto Union Rekordwagen 1935, and others
£100-120

953
A tray containing a quantity of mixed 1/43rd
diecast and Scalextric cars, with specific
examples including a Universal Hobbies Land
Rover Series III Soft Top, a Norev Peugeot 404
East African Rally, a Road Signature Bentley S2
Continental, and others - sold together with a
Scalextric No. C2338 Porsche 911 GT3R, 2
unboxed Mercedes CLK LM, and a Ninco
Porsche 356 Coupe
£100-120
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962
2 trays containing a large quantity of mostly EFE
and Corgi Original Omnibus 1/76th scale bus
and coach models, with specific examples
including an RMA Routemaster London Bus in
London Transport livery, a Leyland PD2 in
Devon General livery, and others (40+)
£150-200

963
A SpecCast 1/25th scale No. CON001 Schield
Bantam C35 Shovel in its original polystyrene
and card box, the model appears to be
complete and has been on display as is a little
dusty
£50-70

964
2 Mettoy by Corgi limited edition reproduction
Routemaster London Buses, with one in the
traditional red, and one in green, both models
come with their limited edition certificates and
their keys (VNM-BVGNM)
£40-60

965
2 Sunstar 1/24 scale boxed diecast comprising
of a No. 2904 RMC 1453 Greenline double
decker bus housed in the original polystyrene
packaging with certificate No. 0629/5000
released, the model would benefit from a clean,
and No. 2901 RM8 Routemaster Bus in London
Transport livery, sold with its original box and
numbered certificate 2973/5000 - both models
appear to be complete, both boxes have
significant water damage
£80-120

966
A Minichamps 1/12 scale Motorcycle No. 122
043946 Yamaha YZR-M1 pre-season test 2004
“Valentino Rossi” in its original box
£50-70

967
A Minichamps 1/12 scale Motorcycle No. 122
093046 Yamaha YZR-M1 Fiat Yamaha Team
MotoGP 2009 “Valentino Rossi” in its original
box
£50-70

968
A Minichamps 1/12 scale Motorcycle No. 122
053096 Yamaha YZR-M1 Gauloises Yamaha
Team MotoGP Laguna Seca 2005 “Valentino
Rossi” in its original box
£60-80

969
A Minichamps 1/12 scale Motorcycle No. 122
043007 Yamaha YZR-M1 Gauloises Fortuna
Yamaha Team MotoGP 2004 “Carlos Checa”
in its original box
£50-70

970
A Minichamps 1/12 scale Motorcycle No. 122
061069 Honda RC211V Repsol Honda Team
MotoGP 2006 “Nicky Hayden” in its original
box
£60-80

971
2 Minichamps 1/12 scale Motorcycles as ridden
by Valentino Rossi comprising No. 122 017946
Honda RC211V summer test bike 2001, and
No. 122 063046 Yamaha YZR-M1 Camel
Yamaha Team MotoGP 2006 - both as issued
in their original boxes
£80-120

972
2 Minichamps 1/12 scale Motorcycles
comprising No. 122 031311 Ducati 999R FO3
Team Ducati Fila WSB 2003 “Ruben Xaus”,
and No. 122 0161146 Honda NSR 500 Team
Nastro Azzuro 500cc GP 2001 - both as issued
in their original boxes
£70-100

973
2 boxed Minichamps 1/12 scale Motorcycles
comprising No. 122 011200 Ducati 996 RS
Superbike 2001 “Neil Hodgson”, one handle
grip has been reglued back on, and No. 122
062271 Suzuki GSX-R1000 WSB 2006 “Yukio
Kagayama”, both brake levers are broken
£40-60

974
2 boxed Minichamps 1/12 scale Motorcycles
comprising No. 122 120002 Ducati 996 from
the film “Matrix Reloaded”, and No. 122
011255 Ducati 996 R Superbike 2001 “Ben
Bostrom” - both models have had a handle grip
reglued
£40-60

975
An Ebbro Premium Collection 1/24 scale
diecast model of a Honda RA273 Formula One
1966 Italian Grand Prix race car, housed in the
original box
£60-80

976
One tray containing a collection of mixed
modern issue diecast to include racing interest,
examples to include an Onyx Nigel Mansell
World Champion 992 gift set, an Onyx
Maclaren Honda MP4 and others included (18)
£80-100

977
A Franklin Mint Precision Models 1/24 scale
Morris Mini Cooper 1967 boxed diecast group
to include the Rally Montecarlo 1967 version,
comprising of red body with white roof and
racing number 177, together with the Morris
Mini Cooper S 1967 example finished in red
with black roof, both sold with perspex and
wooden display cases
£80-120

978
A collection of mixed boxed and loose Mini
Cooper Scooter and Landspeed Record Car
related diecast vehicles, picture puzzles, and
ephemera to include two Mini 30 Corgi Release
diecast models with brochures, a genuine
Lumar Sir Malcolm Campbell’s Bluebird puzzle
(complete) together with various other boxed
Mini related diecast models and a Corgi Lotus
Esprit Turbo, James Bond 007 diecast vehicle
£50-70

979
Formula One interest, Bonhams The Williams
Formula One Reserve Collection 2005
catalogue, together with a trade pack
comprising of Williams Formula One Team bag,
lanyard, two pens, performance sunglasses,
mouse mat, and various other ephemera that
was sold with the original catalogue
£30-50

980
3 Minichamps 1/12th scale motorcycles
comprising No. 122 016319 Yamaha YZR 500
Team Gauloises Yamaha GP 2001 “Olivier
Jacque”, and No. 122 991211 Ducati 996 “Carl
Fogarty 1999, this model has been on display as
is a little dusty, one handle grip is broken,
together with a Minichamps Yamaha YZR 500
Team Gauloises Yamaha Tech 3, has been
displayed but in good condition - models are in
their original boxes
£80-120

981
Schuco 1/10th scale diecast model of a BMW
R25/3 Motorcycle and Sidecar, cream example,
housed in the original window box
£70-100

982
Jaguar 1/18th scale boxed diecast group, 2
examples to include a Auto Art 1/18th scale
Jaguar XK-SS, together with a Maisto Jaguar
MK2, finished in cream, both in original window
boxes
£50-60

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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983
Collection of mixed boxed Motorcycle diecast,
to include Polistil BMW K1, Polistil Honda Gold
Wing, Maisto Harley Davidson Servi-Car, a
Revell MV Agusta 750S, a Guitoy Yamaha YZR
M1, and a Guitoy Indian Motocycle, all in
original boxes
£60-90

984
Collection of mixed diecast and motorcycle kits
to include Franklin Mint Triumph Bonneville
(Needs Cleaning), together with a Nichimo
Yamaha XV750 Special Kit (Started), Revell
Triumph Tiger 100, Matchbox BMW R100 RS
and others
£40-60

985
Tray of various boxed Motorcycle diecast
models to include Majorette, Maisto, New Ray,
Solido and others, to include Majorette Yamaha
650 XVS, Triumph Speed Triple, and others
£50-60

986
Vullierme SA of France plastic promotional
model of a Citroen BX 14, finished in red with
grey interior, housed in the original card box
£40-60

987
A Corgi Toys No. 76901 Eddie Stobart Ltd
30th Anniversary gift set, together with No.
CC86610 The Eddie Stobart Story set - both
appear as issued
£70-100

988
Corgi Toys modern issue 1/50th scale trucks
group of 3 comprising No. 76901 Eddie Stobart
Ltd 30th Anniversary gift set, CC12936 Corgi
‘Sights & Sounds’ Scania Topline Curtainside
Trailer “Eddie Stobart”, and CC12401 Volvo
Globetrotter Curtainside “Eddie Stobart” - all in
their original packaging
£70-100

989
Corgi Toys modern trucks limited edition
1/50th scale boxed road transport group of 6
to include Reference Numbers CC12802,
CC13401, CC13201, CC13101, CC12607, and
75601 - all appear as issued
£100-120

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

990
14 Corgi Toys “Eddie Stobart” boxed models
including No. 21601 AEC Ergomatic 6 Wheel
Tipper, No. 60024 Forklift Truck & Box Van,
No. 13601 Foden S21 ‘Mickey Mouse’ with
Trailer, and others - all appear as issued in their
original boxes
£100-120

991
A large collection of mostly Corgi and Lledo
“Eddie Stobart” models, with specific examples
to include No. 31704 Morris 1000 Pick-Up &
Thames Trader platform lorry, No. CC18004
Volvo FH Fridge Trailer, Lledo Beano and
Dandy Comics anniversary sets, a Corgi No.
CC82272 24ct Gold Plated 50th Anniversary
Austin Mini, and others, also sold with 3
ceramic Eddie Stobart collectible models
£150-200

992
A Corgi Toys limited edition Ford Escort RS
No. RS00001 four-piece boxed gift set, housed
in the original lift-up display box No.
0386/1000 released (M,BNM)
£80-120

993
A Conrad 3074 1/50 scale of a Leo Gottwald 2
axle mobile crane, housed in the original card
box
£20-40

994
A 1/43 scale boxed diecast group to include a
Mini Champs Bentley State Limousine housed
in the original Bentley branded brown card box
together with a Corgi No. VA10599 limited
edition pre-production raw metal casting of the
Triumph TR7, both in original boxes
£40-60

995
Burago 1/24th scale No.0192 diecast model of
a Renault 14 TL Service Course Vehicle,
housed in the original window box
£50-60

996
Kyosho 1/18th scale diecast model of a Austin
Healey 3000 1964 Austrian Alpine Rally Carm
finished in red with racing number 2, housed in
the original polystyrene packed box,
windscreen requires repair
£80-120
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RACING MODELS 

1001
A Minichamps 1/18 scale boxed Formula One
Racing diecast gro9up to include a limited
edition 1 of 900 pieces Benetton Renault Sport
Jenson Button 2001 Showcar, together with a
Jenson Button Benetton Renault Sport B201
Formula One race car, together with a
Benetton Playlife B200 Jenson Button First Test
Drive, Jerez, December 5th 2000 race car, all
housed in the original window display boxes
£100-150

1002
A Minichamps/Pauls Model Art 1/18 scale
boxed Ferrari F1 race car group to include an E
Irvine Ferrari F300 F1 car, an E Irvine Ferrari
F310B race car, together with an E Irvine Ferrari
412T3V10 1996 race car, all housed in original
window boxes
£100-120

1003
A Minichamps Pauls Model Art 1/18 scale
Williams F1 limited edition boxed F1 race car
group to include a Super Tec FW21 Ralf
Schumacher 1999 race car, a First Edition
Promotional 1999 Show Car Ralf Schumacher
limited edition 1 of 333 released, together with
a Williams F1 first edition promotional 1999
show car, Ralf Schumacher limited edition 1 of
323 pieces, all in original window boxes
£100-150

1004
A Minichamps mixed F1 racing boxed diecast
group, four examples to include a Panasonic
Toyota Ralf Schumacher 2005 show car, a
Panasonic Toyota Racing TF102 A McNish F1
race car, together with a J Wilson limited
edition 1 of 1500 pieces, Jaguar Racing R4 race
car, and an M Brundell 1996 Jordan Peugeot, all
housed in original window packaging
£120-150

1005
A Minichamps 1/18 scale boxed F1 racing
diecast group to include a David Coulthard
Maclaren MP4/12 test car, a David Coulthard
Maclaren MP4/14 together with a Mercedes
Benz collection David Coulthard No. 7 MP14
F1 race car, all housed in original window
display packaging
£100-150

1012
A Minichamps Williams F1 Team, boxed 1/18
scale diecast group to include Williams F1
BMW FW23 Ralf Schumacher 2001 First GP
Win, a Ralf Schumacher Williams F1 FW24, a
Williams BMW FW22 2001 Show car, and a
Williams BMW FW22 Ralf Schumacher F1 race
car, all in original window boxes
£150-200

1013
A Minichamps Maclaren Mercedes boxed
diecast group to include a World Champions
Collection Lewis Hamilton Vodafone Maclaren
Mercedes MP4-23 2008 World Championship
race car, a Maclaren Mercedes MP4-21 Lewis
Hamilton First roll out Silverstone September
19th 2006, together with a Lewis Hamilton
Vodafone Maclaren Mercedes MP-4 25 2010
race car, all in original window boxes
£120-150

1014
A Hot Wheels Racing 1/18 scale model of a
Vodafone Maclaren Mercedes No. M8742 F1
race car housed in the original polystyrene
packed box
£60-80

1015
A Minchamps No. 110160044 Lewis Hamilton
2016 Mercedes AMG Peronis F1 Team W07
Hybrid boxed F1 race car in the original
window box
£80-120

1016
A Minichamps Red Bull Racing David Coulthard
related 1/18 scale F1 race car group, to include
a limited edition 1 of 1314 pieces 2005 Show
car, together with a Red Bull Racing Cosworth
RB1 David Coulthard 2005 race car, both in
original window boxes
£80-120

1017
A Minichamps Vodafone Maclaren Mercedes
1/18 scale boxed diecast group to include a
Lewis Hamilton 2007 MP4-21 race car,
together with a Lewis Hamilton 2012 MP4-27
race car, both in original window boxes
£100-120

1018
A Minichamps Pauls Model Art Maclaren
Mercedes/Maclaren Peugeot boxed diecast
group, to include a Martin Brundle Maclaren
Peugeot MP4/9, together with a David
Coulthard Maclaren Mercedes MP4/11, both in
original window boxes
£100-120

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

1006
A Minichamps Pauls Model Art Grand Prix
range 1/18 scale boxed diecast group, to
include a Damon Hill Williams Renault FW15,
an Ayrton Senna FW15 Williams Renault,
together with a David Coulthard FW16
Williams Renault, all in original window boxes
£100-150

1007
A Minichamps 1/18 scale Williams F1 boxed
diecast group to include a 2002 launch version
BMW FW23, together with a Williams Renault
96 Damon Hill World Championship 1996
race car, and a Williams F1 Team Jenson
Button promotional show car 2000, all in
original boxes
£100-120

1008
A Minichamps Maclaren Collection 1/18 scale
boxed diecast group, three examples to include
a David Coulthard Maclaren Mercedes MP4-18
2003 Test Car, together with a Maclaren
Mercedes MP4-16 David Coulthard F1 race
car, and a David Coulthard Maclaren Mercedes
MP4-17 all in original window boxes
£100-150

1009
A Minichamps Maclaren Collection 1/18 scale
boxes F1 race car group, to include a David
Coulthard Maclaren Mercedes MP4-18 2003
test car, a David Coulthard Maclaren Mercedes
MP4-17D together with a David Coulthard
Maclaren Mercedes MP4-17 all in original
window boxes
£100-150

1010
A Minichamps 1/18 scale Maclaren Collection
diecast group, to include a David Coulthard
Maclaren Mercedes MP4-19, a David Coulthard
Maclaren MP4/13 and a David Coulthard
Maclaren Mercedes MP4/12 all in original
window boxes
£100-150

1011
A Minichamps Maclaren Collection and Team
Maclaren Mercedes boxed 1/18 scale diecast
group to include David Coulthard Maclaren
Mercedes MP4/15 together with a Team
Maclaren Mercedes David Coulthard F1 race
car No. 5, and a West Maclaren Mercedes
David Coulthard No. 3, all housed in original
window boxes
£100-150
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1019
A Minichamps Jordan Peugeot 1/18 scale boxed
diecast group to include an Eddie Irvine Jordan
Peugeot EJR195 race car, together with a R
Firmin Jordan Ford EJ13 race car, a Nigel
Mansell Jordan Ford EJ14 Regent Street Parade
2004 London limited edition 1/1260 pieces
released, all in the original polystyrene packed
or window display boxes
£100-120

1020
A Minichamps Pauls Model Art Ralf
Schumacher Collection and Jordan related 1/18
scale boxed diecast group to include a Jordan
Peugeot 197 Ralf Schumacher, a Jordan Honda
198 Ralf Schumacher, together with a G
Fisichella Jordan Ford EJ13 Formula One race
car, all in original window boxes
£100-120

1021
A Minichamps Grand Prix Series 1/18 scale box
diecast group, to include a Damon Hill Williams
Renault FW16 together with a Williams Renault
FW16 racing No. 2, and a Damon Hill Williams
Renault FW18, all in original window boxes
£100-120

1022
A Minichamps 1/18 scale Williams Renault
boxed diecast group, three various examples to
include a Williams Renault FW16 David
Coulthard, a Damon Hill Williams Renault
FW17, together with one other, all housed in
original window boxes
£100-120

1023
A Minichamps Williams Formula One Team
1/18 scale boxed diecast group, to include an
FW22 BMW Ralf Schumacher Race Car,
together with a Ralf Schumacher Williams F
BMW FW25, and a limited edition 1 of 3000
pieces Williams F1 BMW Ralf Schumacher
2003 Show Car, all in original window boxes
£100-120

1024
A Minichamps 1/18 scale Jordan Formula One
diecast group, to include a G Pantano Jordan
Ford EJ14, together with a Damon Hill Jordan
Mugan Honda 198, and a Damon Hill Jordan
198W Tower Wing Formula One race car, all
in original window boxes
£100-150

1025
A Minichamps Vodafone Maclaren Mercedes
Lewis Hamilton 1/18 scale boxed diecast group
to include a limited edition 1/7999 pieces, 2007
Canada Grand Prix 1st Win MP4-22 race car,
together with a Lewis Hamilton 2007 MP4-22,
all in original window boxes
£100-120

1026
A Minichamps Williams Formula One Team
1/18 scale boxed diecast group to include a Ralf
Schumacher Williams Formula One BMW F26,
together with a promotional show car 2000,
and a Jenson Button FW22 BMW race car,
together with one other, all in original window
boxes
£120-150

1027
A Minichamps Maclaren Collection 1/18 scale
boxed diecast group, to include a David
Coulthard MP4-18 2003 Test Car, a David
Coulthard MP4-19, and a David Coulthard
Maclaren Mercedes MP4/12, all in original
window boxes
£100-120

1028
A Minichamps 1/18 scale Red Bull Sauber
Petronas boxed diecast group to include a
Benetton Renault B195, a Johnny Herbert
Sauber Petronas C16, together with a J Herbert
1996 Sauber Ford Zetec C15, and one other
Benetton Renault B195 Race Car, all in original
window boxes
£120-150

1029
A Minichamps Formula One Grand Prix Ferrari
related diecast group, to include a Michael
Schumacher Ferrari F310B 1997 race car, an
Eddie Irvine F1 Asprey No. 4 race car, and a
Ferrari F1 Eddie Irvine No. 2 race car, all
housed in original window boxes
£100-120

1030
A Minichamps BAR Honda 1/18 scale boxed
Jenson Button diecast group to include BAR
Honda limited edition 1 of 1104 pieces 2003
Show Car, together with a BAR Honda 006
Jenson Button race car, a BAR Honda Jenson
Button Show Car 2004 1 of 1002 pieces, all
released in the original window display boxes
£100-120

1031
A Minichamps BAR Honda 1/18 scale boxed
diecast group to include a 005 Jenson Button
race car, together with a BAR Honda 007
Jenson Button 2005 race car, and a Jenson
Button Show Car 2005 1/2106 released, all in
the original window boxes
£100-120

1032
A Minichamps 1/18 scale Vodafone Maclaren
Mercedes F1 race car to include a 2010 Jenson
Button MP4-25, together with a Lewis
Hamilton MP4-25 2010 race car, and a Lewis
Hamilton 2009 MP4-24 race car, all in the
original window boxes
£100-120

1033
An Onyx 1/18 and 1/24 scale boxed Williams
Renault diecast group to include a David
Coulthard FW17 No. 6002, 6006, together
with a Damon Hill No. 6001 Williams Renault
FW17, and a No. 5016 C Williams Renault
FW16 French Grand Prix Race Car, all housed
in the original window display packaging
£100-120

1034
A collection of ten various 1/43 scale Hot
Wheels F1-related boxed diecasts to include a
Jordan Grand Prix Damon Hill 1/43 scale race
car, together with a No. 26751 David
Coulthard Maclaren Mercedes race car,
together with others
£80-120

1035
A Hot Wheels Racing F1 boxed diecast group
to include a Jaguar Racing R2 Eddie Irvine, a No.
26741 Eddie Irvine Jaguar Racing Collection
diecast, together with two others, all in original
window display boxes
£80-120

1036
A Hot Wheels 1/18 scale boxed Formula One
Race Car group to include a Ralf Schumacher
Imola/San Marino 2001 race car, a 1999 Ferrari
F399 Ralf Schumacher, together with a Damon
Hill Jordan Racing F1 diecast model, and various
others
£100-150

1037
15 boxed Onyx 1/43 scale Formula One
Collection diecast group to include a Michael
Schumacher Benetton B192, a No. 119 Nigel
Mansell Williams Renault FW14, together with
various others
£100-120

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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1038
18 plastic cased Onyx 1/43 scale diecast
vehicles, to include a No. 196A Jordan 194
Sasol Eddie Irvine, Johnny Herbert Benetton
Ford B194 Australian Grand Prix car and others
£100-150

1039
15 plastic cased Onyx mixed F1 diecasts to
include a David Coulthard 1995 Wiliams
Renault FW16 1995 Test Car, together with an
Ayrton Senna Williams Renault FW15 1994
Test Car, and others
£100-120

1040
A collection of Williams Renault related 1/24
diecast and display helmets to include a Damon
Hill Williams Renault FW16 No. 5017 boxed
race car, together with a David Coulthard’s S
racing helmet, and others
£80-120

1041
Minichamps 1/43 Formula 1 group of 8 West
Mclaren Mercedes MP4/13 and MP4/14, all of
David Coulthard and in their original plastic
cases
£120-160

1042
Minichamps 1/43rd scale Formula 1 group of 8
Mclaren Mercedes MP4/12, MP4/15, MP4/16,
MP4/18, and MP4/19, all of David Coulthard
and in their original plastic cases
£120-160

1043
Minichamps 1/43rd scale Formula 1 group of 8
Mclaren Mercedes MP4/17 and MP4/19, all of
David Coulthard and in their original plastic
cases
£120-160

1044
Minichamps 1/43rd scale Formula 1 group of 8
Mclaren Mercedes with various drivers including
David Coulthard, Mika Hakkinen and others in
their original plastic cases
£120-160

1045
Minichamps 1/43 Formula 1 group of 8
examples to include David Coulthard Red Bull
Racing RB1, 2, 3, 4, and the 2005 Showcar
limited edition, together with 3x Jensen Button’s
Honda from 2007 and 2008 including the ‘Earth
Dreams’ car
£120-160

1053
A Minichamps 1/43 scale boxed Formula One
racing diecast group to include a Martin Brundle
Tyrrell Yamaha 022, a Brabham Judd BT60
1992 Damon Hill race car, a Martin Brundle
Jordan Peugeot 1996 Launch Version race car,
together with others
£120-150

1054
Minichamps 1/43rd scale Formula 1 group of 8
B.A.R. Honda with Jensen Button - specific
models include B.A.R 006 1st Pole Position San
Marino GP 2004, limited edition Concept and
Showcars from 2004, and others, all in their
original plastic cases
£120-160

1055
Minichamps 1/43 Formula 1 group of 8
featuring Jensen Button with teams Honda and
Brawn GP, specific examples include, Honda
Showcar 2006, Brawn GP BGP 001 winner
Spanish GP 2009, and others, all in their original
plastic cases
£120-150

1056
Eight various plastic cased Minichamps 1/43
scale limited edition and special edition Formula
One diecast models to include an A Davidson
Honda Racing F1 Team 2006 Test Driver car, a
Jaguar Racing R4 J Wilson, a JP Montoya
Williams F1 BMW FW26, and others
£120-150

1057
Nine various plastic cased Minichamps 1/43
scale F1 related diecast to include an Eddie
Irvine Jordan Peugeot EJR 195, a Nigel Mansell
limited edition 1 of 4444 pieces Indie World
Class Series 1994 Lola T94 Ford, a European
Minardi Cosworth PS03 J Wilkinson and others
£150-200

1058
Eight various Minichamps 1/43 scale Williams
Renault Formula One related diecasts to
include a Damon Hill FW15 Renault, a 1995
Damon Hill Presentation FW16 Renault, an
Ayrton Senna Williams Renault FW16, and
others
£120-150

1059
A Minichamps Formula One Team 1/43 scale
plastic cased diecast group, to include a Jenson
Button Promotional Show Car 2000, a Williams
BMW FW22 Ralf Schumacher Brazil Grand
Prix, a Juan Pablo Montoya Williams BMW
FW22 2001 Show Car, and others
£120-150

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

1046
Minichamps 1/43rd scale Formula 1 group of 4
Mclaren Mercedes with Lewis Hamilton -
specific models are MP4-21 Roll Out
Silverstone September 19th 2006, MP4-22,
MP4-22 1st Win, Canada GP 2007, and a
limited edition Showcar numbered 560/4000,
all in their original plastic cases
£100-120

1047
Minichamps 1/43rd scale Formula 1 group of 5
Mclaren Mercedes with Lewis Hamilton - with
specific models 2x MP4-22, 2x MP4-23, and a
2007 Showcar, all in their original plastic cases
£120-160

1048
Minichamps 1/43rd scale Formula 1 group of 5
Mclaren Mercedes with Lewis Hamilton -
specific models are MP4-23 2008, MP4-24
2009, and limited edition show cars from 2008,
2009, and 2010
£120-160

1049
Minichamps 1/43rd scale Formula 1 group of 8
Mclaren Mercedes with Lewis Hamilton and
Jensen Button - specific models include MP4-25
Jensen Button 2010, Lewis Hamilton Showcar
2011, and others, all in their plastic cases
£120-160

1050
A collection of eight various plastic cased
Minichamps 1/43 scale diecast vehicles to
include a Martin Brundle Maclaren MP4/9
Peugeot, a Jenson Button Renault F1 Team
B201 Barcelona Test Car, a Ralf Schumacher
1999 Williams F1 Supertec FW21 and others
£120-150

1051
A Minichamps 1/43 scale plastic cased diecast
group to include an A Davidson KL Minardi
Asiatech PS02 Formula One race car, a Martin
Brundle Benetton Ford, a Ralf Schumacher 1st
Edition Promotional Show Car 1999, a Jenson
Button B201 Benetton Renault Ford, together
with others
£150-200

1052
Eight various plastic cased Minichamps 1/43
scale boxed diecast group to include a Damon
Hill Supporters Club Today Arrows Yamaha
FA18 race car, together with a David Coulthard
FW17 Williams Renault, a David Coulthard
Maclaren Mercedes MP4/11, together with
various others
£120-150
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1060
A Minichamps 1/43 scale Williams Formula
One Team boxed Formula One diecast group,
to include a Williams F1 BMW F24 Ralf
Schumacher 2nd Half of the Season 2002 race
car, a Ralf Schumacher 2003 Show Car limited
edition 1 of 2160 pieces, and others
£120-150

1061
A Minichamps 1/43 scale plastic cased Formula
One diecast group to include an Eddie Irvine
Ferrari F310, a Ralf Schumacher Panasonic
Toyota Racing TF105, together with a Jordan
Mugan Honda 198 Ralf Schumacher, all in
original plastic casings
£120-150

1062
A Minichamps 1/43 scale F1 racing diecast
group, including a Martin Brundle Ligier Honda
JS41, a Martin Brundle Jordan Peugeot 196, a J
Herbert Sauber C17 Petronas, and others
£120-150

1063
Five Minichamps 1/43 scale limited edition
diecast F1 models to include an AUK Damon
Hill limited edition F1 race car, a Jenson
Button’s First Test Drive for Benetton
December 5th 2000, together with three
various others
£100-120

1064
A collection of mixed scale 1/18, 1/64 and 1/43
Minichamps display helmets, pit crews, and
racing cars, including an Eddie Irvine Ferrari
F300, a Damon Hill 1997 race hat, four various
boxed Maclaren Mercedes 1/43 scale pit stop
crews, together with others
£100-150

1065
A collection of Formula 1 prints including Stuart
McIntyre’s tributes to Ayrton Senna, Nigel
Mansell, and Damon Hill, a signed limited
edition numbered 64/950 print of Eddie Irvine
driving a Jaguar-Ford by artist K.W Davies, and
others, sold with 2 boxed Mercedes Benz
Formula 1 Calendars - 2009 and 2011
£60-80

1066
A collection of Minichamps, Hot Wheels and
Onyx unboxed Formula 1 models including a
Minichamps Jordan Peugeot, Red Bull, Williams,
a Hot Wheels Ferrari, and others - some are
broken
£40-60

1067
A collection of boxed Formula 1 models to
include a Hot Wheels 1/18th scale No. 26742
Jaguar F1 Racing “Johnny Herbert”, a
Minichamps 1/43rd scale McLaren Mercedes
MP4-24 “Lewis Hamilton” 2009, a Spark No.
S3022 McLaren Mercedes MP4-26. and others
£100-120

1068
Exoto Grand Prix Classics, GPC 97006, 1/18th
scale diecast model of a Lotus type 49B, driver
Mario Andretti, in the original box, as issued
(NM-M,BVG)
£120-160

DINKY TOYS 

1101
A Dinky Toys No.156 Rover 75 saloon in two-
tone green body with mid-green hubs in the
original correct colour spot box (E-BVG)
£60-80

1102
Dinky Toys boxed model group of 5
comprising No. 132 Packard Convertible, No.
108 MG Midget Sports, No. 422 Fordson
Thames Flat Truck, No. 255 Mersey Tunnel
Police Van, and No. 429 Trailer - all models
generally excellent to near mint with fair to
good boxes
£120-150

1103
Dinky Toys model group comprising No. 621 3
Ton Army Wagon (VNM-BVG), No. 674
Austin Champ (VNM-BG), No. 676 Armoured
Personnel Carrier (VG-BF), an unboxed No.
641 1 Ton Army Truck (NM), No. 401
Coventry Climax Fork Lift Truck (NM-BG), sold
together with a partially boxed Britains No.
1263 Royal Artillery Gun, and 2 boxed
Matchbox 1-75 models
£80-120

1104
A collection of play-worn Dinky Toys diecasts
including No. 480 Bedford “Kodak” Van, No.
470 Austin Van, No. 30W Hindle Smart Helecs,
and others
£80-100

1105
2 Dinky Toys Captain Scarlet models
comprising No. 104 Captain Scarlet Spectrum
Pursuit Vehicle, metallic blue body with rocket
firing mechanism, the rocket is missing and the
model has some light play wear, housed in the
original sliding tray all-card box, both outer flap
box tongues are missing (VG,BF-G), and No.
105 Maximum Security vehicle, white and red
body with white antenna, with packing crate
accessory, the model has some play wear, sold
with the original all-card box, one box end flap
tongue is detached and in the box (VG-
NM,BVG)
£100-120

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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1106
A collection of boxed Dinky Toys military
vehicles, examples include No. 667 Missile
Servicing Platform Vehicle (VNMM-BNM), No.
674 Austin Champ with four passenger figures
(VNM-BVGNM), No. 641 Army 1 Ton Cargo
Truck (E-BE), and 4 others, the Military
Ambulance and Army Water Tanker have
reproduction boxes
£120-160

1107
A Dinky Toys pre-war No. 22B closed sports
coupe comprising yellow and green body with
gold washed coloured wheels, tinplate radiator
with Hornby series cast to underside,
crack/fatigue to rear of car, see photo,
otherwise a very nice example
£320-380

1108
A collection of ship interest boxed and loose
miniatures to include Dinky Toys and Gilbow,
examples to include a Meccano Dinky Toys No.
52 Cunard White Star Liner, No. 534, together
with a boxed Gilbow RMS Titanic, and RMS
Olympic, together with a loose Dinky Toys
Empress of Britain, all in good clean condition
£30-50

1109
Dinky Toys boxed Land Rover group of 4
comprising No. 604 Bomb Disposal Unit with
surveillance robot kit, No, 277 Police Land
Rover with standing figure, No. 282 Fire
Appliance, and No. 1032 Army Land Rover kit
£60-80

1110
Dinky Toys No. 304 Fire Rescue gift set
containing 3 models comprising a Range Rover
Fire Service Car in red with blue roof light and
cast hubs, a Fire Rescue Truck in red with white
jib and basket, and black Speedwheels, and a
Land Rover Fire Appliance in red with blue roof
lights, and cast hubs (VNM-BE)
£50-80

1111
Dinky Toys boxed model group of 3
comprising No. 442 Land Rover Breakdown
Crane with a white body, red doors & bonnet,
blue roof sign, and jewelled headlights, in its
original and undamaged bubble packed box (E-
NM,BVNM), No. 282 Land Rover Fire
Appliance with a red body, blue lights, and
ladder & hoses, in an undamaged bubble
packed box (VNM-BNM), and No. 277 Police
Land Rover with a blue body, white canopy
which has slight discolouration, and Policeman
figure, the side label is missing (E-BVG)
£50-80

1119
Dinky Toys boxed model group of 4
comprising No. 961 Blaw Knox Bulldozer, No.
965 Euclid Rear Dump Truck, No. 971 Coles
Crane, and No. 401 Coventry Climax Fork Lift -
the models are in generally very good to
excellent condition with good boxes
£60-80

1120
A collection of Dinky Toys brochures and
pocket catalogues from the 1960’s and 1970’s
including a 1966 1st edition, a No. 5 from 1969,
and others - all in excellent condition
£60-80

1121
A collection of Dinky Toys comprising mostly
racing cars and including No. 236 Connaught
Racing Car, No. 110 Aston Martin DB3 Sports,
No. 108 MG Midget 2 Seater Sports Car, and
others - several would benefit from a clean
£100-150

1122
A collection of Dinky Toys comprising mostly
racing cars including No. 23N Maserati, No. 23K
Talbot Lago, No. 23G Cooper Bristol, several
Crescent Toys racing cars, and others
£100-150

1123
A collection of Dinky Toys original and
reproduction trade boxes, some with contents
to include No. 34C Loud Speaker Van, No.
152B Reconnaissance Car, No. 139A Ford
Sedan, and others - all models / boxes are in
play worn condition
£100-150

1124
A collection of Dinky Toys original and
reproduction trade boxes, some with contents
to include No. 27F Estate Car with Hudson
Dobson box label, No. 30PA/441 Castrol
Petrol Tanker, No. 27D Land Rover, and others
- all models / boxes are in play worn condition
£100-150

1125
A collection of mostly Dinky and Corgi Toys
including a Dinky Toys No. 157 Jaguar in sage
green, No. 481 Bedford “Ovaltine” Van, a play
worn boxed Corgi Toys No. 302 Hillman
Hunter Rally Car, No. 339 BMC Mini Cooper S,
and others
£100-150

1126
One tray containing mostly Dinky Toys in play-
worn condition, examples to include a No. 981
British Rail Horsebox, No. 914 AEC Articulated
Lorry, No. 25P/251 Road Roller, and others
£150-200

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

1112
Dinky Toys No. 27D / 340 Land Rover original
trade box containing 3 models consisting of
green body and hubs, tan interior and driver in
excellent condition, housed in the original
yellow card box with lift-off lid, one side of the
box lid is torn (E-NM,BG-VG)
£100-120

1113
Dinky Toys No. 27M Land Rover Trailer
original trade box containing 4 examples all in
green with green hubs, housed in an original
pale yellow 50161 coded card box (NM,BE-
NM)
£100-150

1114
Dublo Dinky Toys No. 073 Land Rover and
horse trailer, Land Rover with black treaded
wheels as has the trailer, black ramp, with
horse, some paint loss to the front of the trailer
and the roof of the trailer has been retouched
in a couple of places (VG-E,BE-NM)
£80-100

1115
Dinky Toys No. 195 Jaguar 3.4 MkII saloon, in
cream with red interior, gloss black base, and
spun hubs, minor paint lifting to the boot lid,
sold in light yellow picture box (E-NM,BNM)
£50-80

1116
A tray containing mostly Dinky Toys military
vehicles in play worn condition including No.
689 Medium Artillery Tractor, No. 651
Centurion Tank, and others
£60-80

1117
A collection of Dinky Toys TV / Film related
models including No. 100 Lady Penelope’s FAB
1 Rolls Royce, No, 359 Eagle Freighter, No.
103 Spectrum Patrol Car, and others
£80-120

1118
Dinky Toys No. 984 Car Carrier, red body with
grey ramps and ‘Dinky Auto Service’ transfers, a
few small chips, but otherwise very near mint,
housed in the original Supertoys lidded box
with packing piece, the box lid is torn to one
corner (E-NM,BG)
£70-100
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1127
A collection of boxed Dinky Toys models
comprising, No. 960 Lorry Mounted Cement
Mixer, No. 511 Guy Lorry, No. 591 AEC
Tanker, No. 964 Elevator Loader, No. 481
Bedford Van - all of these models/boxes have
some wear, sold with a No. 966 Marrel Multi
Bucket with a replacement box, 2 repainted
Foden 8 wheeler trucks, and an unboxed No.
360 Space 1999 Eagle Freighter
£100-150

1128
A collection of Atlas Editions Dinky Toys
models, with examples to include No. 943
Leyland Octopus Tanker, No. 435 Bedford TK
Tipper, No. 39A Packard Eight Saloon, and
others (35+)
£150-250

1129
Dinky Toys boxed model group of 2
comprising No. 982 Pullmore car transporter,
dark blue cab and chassis with light blue back
and matching hubs, sold in the original all-card
box, tear to box lid, with an original No. 794
loading ramp (VG-E,BG), and No. 512 Guy flat
truck, dark blue cab and chassis with light blue
hubs and red back (G-BVG)
£50-70

1130
A Dinky Toys No. 919 Golden Shred
Robertsons delivery van comprising of red body
with yellow Supertoys hubs, and Golden Shred
Robertsons livery, housed in the original blue &
white striped Supertoys box (VG,BVG)
£250-300

1131
Dinky Toys No.514 Slumberland Mattresses
Guy Van, finished in red with matching hubs
and Slumberland Livery, housed in the original
all card box (VG-BVG)
£120-150

1132
Dinky Toys No. 968 BBC TV roving eye vehicle
with dark green body and grey detailing, with
cameraman figure and plastic aerial attachment,
the model may benefit from a clean (VG-
E,BNM)
£50-80

1133
Dinky Supertoys No. 986 Mighty Antar low
loader with a propeller, comprising a red
tractor unit with grey low loader trailer and
matching grey Supertoys hubs, with pallet and
bronze plastic propeller load with “Scimitar”
decal, in the original blue & white striped
picture lift-off lid box with plinth and packing
piece in excellent-near mint condition in a very
good - excellent box.
£150-200

1134
Dinky Toys No. 983 Car Carrier and Trailer,
comprising of Dinky Auto Service No. 984 car
carrier, red body with grey decks, grey hubs,
with matching No. 985 Trailer for car carrier,
red body with grey decks and hubs, in the
original blue and white all card Supertoys box,
with packing pieces and leaflet, in superb
condition (VNM-BVGNM)
£150-200

1135
A Dinky Toys No. 433 Guy Flat Truck with
Tailboard original empty box, a later issue
yellow card box showing a green model with a
blue spot in near mint condition
£30-50

1136
A Dinky Toys No. 903 Foden Flat Truck with
Tailboard original empty box showing the rare
issue blue and cream model in excellent to near
mint condition
£30-50

1137
Dinky Toys original empty box group of 4
including No. 934 Leyland Octopus Wagon,
No. 408 Big Bedford Lorry, No. 409 Bedford
Articulated Lorry, and No. 430 Commer
Breakdown Lorry - all in excellent condition
£60-80

1138
Dinky Toys No. 359 “Space 1999” Eagle
Transporter in green, white and red, including
side and rear thrusters, complete with
unapplied decal sheet, housed in a very crisp
and clean box with unpunched header card
(NMM-BNMM)
£120-160

1139
Dinky Toys boxed model group of 3
comprising No. 275 Brinks Armoured Security
truck, grey and blue body with cast hubs, labels
have peeled slightly (E-BNM), No. 111
Cinderella’s Coach (NMM-BVG), and No. 128
Mercedes Benz 600 Limousine in metallic red
(NM,BF-G)
£40-60

1140
Dinky Toys plastic cased diecast model group
of 2 comprising No. 216 Ferrari Dino with a
red body, blue interior, and wire wheels (E-
BVG), and No. 163 Volkswagen 1600TL
Fastback with a red body, white interior, and
cast hubs (NM-BVG)
£60-80

1141
Dinky Toys No. 262 Volkswagen Beetle Saloon,
“Schweizer Postwagen PTT” issue with a yellow
& black body, grey interior, chrome spun hubs,
“PTT” door decals, sold in the original hard
plastic case (NM,BVG-E)
£80-120

1142
Dinky Toys No. 60H Singapore Flying Boat
comprising of a silver body with RAF roundels
and four 2-blade silver propellers, some rusting
to the wings, housed in the original blue ground
card box (VG,BVG)
£70-100

1143
Dinky Toys 28 Series type 2 Delivery Vans
group of 3 comprising “Seccotine Everything
Sticks” in blue, “Atco” in green (Repainted), and
“Viyella” in light blue (Repainted) - all models
have replacement front tyres, all 3 have had
some sort of conservation glue applied to the
underside to prevent metal fatigue that this
model often has
£80-100

1144
Dinky Toys No. 205 Lotus Cortina rally car,
comprising of white and red body with blue
interior and racing No. 7, housed in the original
picture sided all-card box (E-NM,BE-NM)
£80-100

1145
A small collection of mixed vintage diecast
comprising a Dinky Toys No. 415 Mechanical
Horse and Open Wagon in blue and cream,
sold in its original card box (E-BG), No. 641 1
Ton Army Truck, a Benbros AA Road Service
Land Rover, and a Matchbox No. 8 Caterpillar
Tractor - one track broken
£40-60

1146
A tray containing a large quantity of play-worn
Dinky Toys diecasts, with specific examples
including No. 179 Studebaker President, No.
176 Austin A105, No. 183 Fiat 600, and others
£200-250

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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1147
A collection of mostly Dinky Toys military
diecast, with specific examples including No.
642 Pressure Refueller, No. 661 Scammell
Heavy Tractor, and others
£100-150

1148
2 Dinky Toys roadside rescue Mini Vans
comprising: No. 274 Morris ‘AA’ Mini van,
yellow body & roof, blue interior, with patrol
service to sides, spun hubs (E-NM,BG), and No.
273 Morris ‘RAC’ Mini van, blue body with a
white roof, red interior, spun hubs and road
service labels (VNM-BNM)
£100-150

1149
Dinky Toys No. 111 Triumph TR2 sports car
comprising a salmon pink body with blue
interior and hubs, with driver figure in the
original correct colour spot box (NMM,BE-NM)
£80-100

1150
Dinky Toys plastic cased model group of 3
comprising No. 128 Mercedes Benz 600, No.
158 Rolls Royce Silver Shadow, and No. 188
Jensen Interceptor
£60-80

1151
Dinky Toys No. 359 “Space 1999” Eagle
Transporter in green, white and red, including
side and rear thrusters, housed in a bubble-
packed box with a card base, the card has
some crushing to one end, the bubble is in
excellent condition with a couple of minor splits
£120-160

1152
Dinky Toys Mini Dinky 12 car collectors case -
models include No.18 Mercedes Benz, 2x
No.61 Lotus Racing Car, No.10 Ford Corsair,
No.11 Jaguar E-type, 2x No.12 Corvette
Stingray, No.13 Ferrari 250 Le Mans, No.14
Chevrolet - some fatigue to the roof, 2x No.16
Ford Mustang - both models have metal fatigue,
and No. 21 Fiat 2300 Station Wagon - also
showing signs of fatigue, all models come with
an individual garage and are all housed in a
“Mini Dinky” card box with garage dividers - a
rare set
£400-600

1158
Mixed diecast and plastic models to include a
foreign-made 3.8 litre Jaguar Fire Chief car, a
Dinky Toys No.956 turntable fire escape and 1
other
£50-60

1159
A Dinky Toys pre-war No. 44 AA hut
motorcycle patrol and guides gift set, housed in
the original card box comprising of tin plate hut,
motorcycle and sidecar and two guides
(VG,BG-VG)
£150-200

1160
An original 1950s Dinky Toys oak and glazed
shop display cabinet comprising of rear sliding
doors with four interchangeable shelves with
Dinky Toys green lettering to the front
£250-300

1161
A reproduction Dinky Toys style oak and glazed
shop display cabinet comprising of rear sliding
doors with four interchangeable shelves with
Dinky Toys green lettering to the front
£150-200

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

1153
French Dinky Toys pre-war No. 25C Flat Truck
with a light turquoise body, brown open
chassis, smooth black cast hubs, white
“Dunlop” tyres, a possibly restored model as
the colour combination is unusual
£30-50

1154
2 Dinky Toys Saloon cars comprising No. 39e
Chrysler Royal Sedan in dark grey with silver
trim and black ridged hubs (E-NM), and No.
30b Rolls Royce in fawn with a black chassis
and black ridged hubs (VG)
£50-80

1155
A collection of Dinky Toys commercial vehicles,
with specific examples including No. 25d Petrol
Tank Wagon in orange, No. 25e Tipper
Wagon in brown with grey ridged hubs, No.
35a Austin Seven Saloon, and others
£80-120

1156
A very interesting prototype model of the
Dinky Toys Captain Scarlet Angel Interceptor,
is believed to be one of the last prototypes of
this particular models with leading authors
suggesting it dates between 1979-1980. First
evidence of the Captain Scarlet Angel
Interceptor prototype was provided by The
Dinky Toys Encyclopaedia compiled by Jacques
Du Jardin. This model is part of the David
Cooke Collection. Please do not hesitate to
contact us for any further information.
£30-50
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KITS 

1251
Nichimo 1.24 scale plastic kits, No .12 Porsche
935 Turbo ‘ Black’ 1978 Grp.5 #2 & No.2
Porsche 935 Turbo ‘ Martini’ 1978 Grp.5 #40,
late 1970’s pt issue ex Swiss shop stock - 2 kits.
£70-100

1252
Nitto 1.28 scale plastic kits group, No.20 1976
Mazda RX-7 Savanna & No.22 Mazda RX-7
#22 Racing, mid 1970’s issue ex Swiss shop
stock - 2 kits
£50-70

1253
Nichimo 1.24 scale plastic kits, No.29 1972
Mazda Savanna RX-3 GT RE dr #14 & No.18
1974 Mitsubishi Galant GTO 2000 GSR 2.dr
#31, early 1970’s 1st issue ex Swiss shop stock
- 2 kits.
£70-100

1254
Nichimo 24 scale plastic kits, No.15 1972
Nissan Skyline 2000 GTR 2.dr #1 & No.19
1974 Datsun 1601 Turbo Violet SSS 2.dr Race
#123 K.Takahashi, early 1970’s 1st issue ex
Swiss shop stock - 2 kits.
£70-100

1255
A Tamiya 1/24th scale Sports Car Series No.
24193 Avex Dome Mugen NSX - appears as
new in unopened packets
£40-60

1256
2 Tamiya 1/24th scale Sports Car Series models
comprising No. 24186 Porsche 911 GT1, and
No. 24192 Nissan R390 GT1 - both models
appear as new with components sealed in the
original plastic packets
£40-60

1257
L.S 1.24 scale plastic kit, C526 1979 Nissan
Skyline Turbo Silhouette #55 Grp.5 ‘Nissan
Team’ & CS 19 Mitsubishi Galant 2.dr 2000
Super Touring/GSR Race, early 1970’s 1st issue
Swiss ex shop stock - 2 kits.
£70-100

1258
Heller/Humbrol 1.24 scale plastic kits, 3201
Renault RS Turbo ‘ Elf’ #7 1982 T De Corse
Rally, and 53215 Renault RS Turbo ‘ Elkron’
#79 F.Giriox Grp.2 Race. All Rare USA only ‘
Bobcat’ issue inc paint/glue/brush, all early l
980’s issue, ex Chicago shop stock - 2 kits
£90-100

1259
L.S 1.24 scale plastic kit group to include, CS
14-1 Lamborghini P300 Urraco #8 inc working
lights, and a CS 15-2 Lamborghini 3000
Silhouette #23 inc working lights, mid l 970’s1st
issue, ex Swiss shop stock - 2 kits.
£70-100

1260
Mitsuwa 1.28 scale plastic kits 1969-72 Le Mans
Series, 612 Porsche 917 ‘ Martini’ #21 V. Elford,
611 Porsche 917K ‘ Shell’ #23 R.Attwood, 614
Ferrari 312 ‘ DPR Oil’ #17 D.Piper & 613 Lola
T-70 Mk3B Chevy IV8 #1 M.Donahue,early l
970’s issue ex Zurich shop stock - 4 kits.
£80-100

1261
ESCI 1.24 scale plastic kits, 3018 Mercedes-
Benz 450SLC 5.0 Ltr 1979 Bandama Rally #4
B.Waldegaard & 3008 Volkswagen Golf Gti Mkl
Rally 1978 #5 H.Bohne, early1980’s l5’ issue ex
shop stock - 2 kits
£70-100

1262
Otaki 1.24 scale plastic kit, OT3135 1978
Camaro Z28 IMSA #11 M.Andretti (rare pink
issue), Academy 1.24 1531 Ferrari 250LM #26
J.Rindt inc photoetch kit & Academy 1.24 1530
1968 Corvette Stingray IMSA #7, ex shop
stock - 3 kits.
£80-100

1263
Otaki 1.24 OT3 l 17 Lamborghini Cheetah inc
scale plastic kit inc jerry cans working lights ,
M.Thompson tyres, Nichimo 1.20 No.8 Toyota
Land Cruiser mid 1970’s 1st issue ex Zurich
shop stock - 2 kits
£80-100

1264
Tamiya 1/24th scale boxed plastic kit group, 3
examples to include a Mazda 787B 1991 Le
Mans Race Car, a No.2453 Toyota Toms 84C
and a No.24093 Nissan R89C, all in original
card boxes
£70-100

1265
Tamiya 1/24th scale plastic High Speed Racing
and Le Mans Kit group, 3 examples to include
No.24098 Cabin R90V Nissan, a No.24047
Porsche 956, and a No.24089 Porsche 962C
FROM A, all housed in the original card boxes
£70-100

1266
Tamiya 1/24th scale plastic Le Mans Racing kit
group, 3 un-made examples to include
No.24011 Alpine Renault A442B Turbo, a
No.24091 Sauber Mercedes C9, and a
No.24084 Jaguar XJR-9LM, all in original boxes
£70-100

1267
Eidai 1.20 scale, 103-800 Bertone Panther
Gullwing Concept Car inc doors & engine
cover, 1st issue Mint Swiss ex shop stock -
Super Rare.
£45-60

1268
Eidai Grip 1.20 scale, 106-100 Nissan R.381
Can Am Coupe inc opening gullwing doors &
engine cover, 1st issue Mint Swiss ex shop
stock - Super Rare.
£45-60

1269
M.P.C 1.25 scale Connoisseur Classics, 1984 last
year of M.P.C independence, 1-3102 1932
Chrysler Imperial Le Baron 4.dr Conv & 1-3104
1932 Chrysler Imperial Custom 8 2.dr Conv,
Mint Sealed - 2 kits.
£40-60

1270
Revell 1.24 scale, 1988-1994 Drag Race Funny
Cars,7122 Ed McCulloch’s ‘Miller’ Olds AA/FC
Funny Car 1988 IHRA Champion, 7460
B.Larson’s ‘Sentry’ Olds AA/FA Funny Car 1989
NHRA Champion &7607 K.C Hollywood’s
‘Fruit of the Loom’ 1994 Dodge Avenger Funny
Car (Mint Factory sealed) - 3 kits.
£60-80

1271
Revell 1.25 scale, 1990-1991 Fuel Rail Dragster,
7425 G.Ormsby’s ‘Castrol’ “Hemi” 1990 Top
Fuel Rail, 7496 L.John’s ‘Jolly Rancher’ JP-1
engine 1990 Top Fuel Rail & 7497 T.McEwan’s
‘Mobil 1’ K & B blown engine 1991Top Fuel Rail
(Mint Factory sealed) - 3 kits.
£60-80

1272
Jo-Han 1.25 scale, C3666 1966 Rambler Marlin
& GC2500 1969 American S/C Rambler 2dr
390, early 1970’s ex Swiss shop stock (Factory
sealed) - 2 kits.
£55-80

1273
Jo-Han 1.25 scale, C4369 1969 AMX Javelin
Fastback Coupe & GC1600 1971 AMC Javelin
AMX ‘Hurst’ Pro Stocker 2 in 1 kit, early 1970’s
ex Zurich shop stock (Mint Factory sealed) - 2
kits.
£55-80

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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1274
A boxed Revell 1/24 scale plastic kit for
Mercedes Benz Unimog U1300L fire tender
with action figures and paints included
£20-40

1275
3 various built model kits comprising a
Monogram No. 77010 1/8th scale E Type
Jaguar, a 1/8th scale Lindberg Exterminator
Dragster with twin engines and working
steering, and a 1/12th scale 1929 Bentley
Blower - all are built to a high standard
£40-60

1276
A Tamiya No. 58168 1/10th scale radio-
controlled Alpine A110 Racing Car, appears to
be complete, and sold in its original pictorial
card box, sold with 4 other model kits - not
checked for completeness
£100-150

1277
A collection of mostly military model kits,
examples to include an Airfix 1/72nd and
1/48th scale Dam Busters 60th anniversary gift
set sealed in its original packaging, a Tamiya
1/35th scale Quad Gun Tractor and Field Gun,
an Airfix 1/48th scale Hawker Hurricane Mk1,
and others - 14 kits in total, not checked for
completeness
£80-100

1278
A collection of mostly Rosebud Kitmaster HO
OO and TT3 scale railway-related model kits,
examples include a 241P Mountain Loco, a
Rebuilt “Royal Scot”, and others - kits not
checked for completeness
£30-50

1279
IMAI Toys of Japan Captain Scarlet and
Thunderbirds kits comprising of a Captain
Scarlet Patrol Car, a set of 6 figures from the
show, a Comansi set of Thunderbirds plastic
figures, and a Jimco records Thunderbirds
plastic figure kit with a set of 6 miniature CD’s
£40-60

1280
An Airfix Series 1 trade box of 12 hang packs
of H.M.S. Victory housed in the original plain
brown card box
£40-60

1281
An Airfix Series 1 trade box of 12 hang packs
of Santa Maria housed in the original plain
brown card box
£40-60

1289
Three various wooden and handbuilt approx
1/72 scale 1930s and 1940s British model
aircraft to include a 1938 Saro A33, a 1940
Saro Lerwick, together with a 1935
Supermarine Scapa, all executed to a very fine
standard with exceptional detail
£50-80

1290
Four exhibition quality hand built approx 1/72
scale model aircraft models to include a 1926
Supermarine Swan, a Short Cockle 1924, an
English Electric Ayr 1924, and a Blackburn
Sidney 1930 aircraft, all built to an exceptionally
high standard
£70-100

1291
Four exhibition quality wooden and hand built
1/72 scale aircraft models to include a Short
Calcutta 1928, a Hansa-Brandenburg W12
1917 aircraft, a Short 166 1916 aircraft,
together with a Supermarine Air Yacht 1930, all
built to a good standard
£70-100

1292
Three various wooden exhibition quality hand
built 1/72 scale models of aircraft of the world
to include a Short Rangoon 1931, a Blackburn
B20 1940, and a Saro Cloud 1930, all loose
examples but built to a very high standard
£60-80

1293
A collection of wooden and handbuilt
exhibition quality passenger aircraft and early
military aircraft, five examples, to include a
Curtiss Model F 1912 aircraft, a Sopwith Bat
Boat No. 1 1913, a Wight converted seaplane
1916, together with a Wight No. 1, and a
Sopwith Bat Boat No. 1A 1913, all built to an
exceptionally high standard with very fine
detailing
£80-120

1294
Three wooden exhibition quality hand built
British model aircraft, all built to a very high
standard, to include a Short Knuckleduster
1933, a Blackburn Iris 1929, and a 1935 Short
Singapore 3
£60-80

1295
Five wooden and hand built exhibition quality
approx 1/72 scale aircraft Miniatures of the
World, to include a 1910 Wight A1, a Short
Kawanishi 1930, a Blackburn Kangaroo 1918,
and two others
£70-100

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

1282
A very well made hand built model of a Santos-
Dumont Demoiselle 1909 Aircraft, hand built
and constructed to an exhibition standard,
housed in a wooden framed and glazed display
case, with name plaque, wingspan of model
measures 27cm
£50-80

1283
An exhibition quality wooden and hand made
model of a Ferguson 1911 Monoplane
handpainted with cream body, wooden
components and grey engine with twin stained
wood propellers, housed in a purpose-built
wooden display case, wingspan of model 27cm
£50-80

1284
An exhibition standard high quality hand built
model of a Blackburn heavy monoplane 1908,
comprising of cream wings with wooden
components, and overall a very well detailed
model, housed in a purpose built wooden and
glazed display case, complete with name
plaque, wingspan measuring 42cm
£60-90

1285
An exhibition quality wooden handmade
model of a Hanriot 1910 monoplane, hand
built to a very high standard, and sold in a
glazed and wooden display case, wingspan of
model 44cm, complete with a name plaque
£60-80

1286
An exhibition quality wooden and balsa wood
model of a Fokker E3 1915 aircraft, finished in
cream with silver engine cowling and twin blade
propeller, fully housed in perspex and wooden
purpose built display case, wingspan 41cm
£50-70

1287
A four-piece exhibition quality display case
containing four various early 20th century
model aircraft to include an Antoinette 7
monoplane, an Avro 4 tri-plane, a Sandhos du
Mont Demoiselle, and a Bristol Box Kite all
constructed from wood, fine wire and
miniature metal components, max wingspan
19cm, housed in a glazed and wooden display
case
£80-120

1288
A collection of Land Rover model kits including
a Revell 1/24th scale Land Rover Series III
LWB, a JB Models 1/76th scale Land Rover 1
tonne FC Truck, and others
£30-50
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1296
A wooden purpose built and perspex glazed
display cabinet to measure 60cm x 30cm x
15cm lined with a green baize and removable
top
£40-60

1297
A collection of Revell Star Wars plastic kits to
include a Millennium Falcon Snow Speeder,
Imperial Star Destroyer, a Star Wars Revell
#Millennium Falcon advent calendar together
with another No. 03600 Millennium Falcon, all
appear boxed as issued
£30-50

1298
One box containing a collection of Revell and
Airfix aircraft, Space, F1, and car related kit
group to include a Revell Marc Weber Red Bull
Racing RB8 1/24 scale kit, a Revell 1/144 Apollo
Saturn V plastic kit and others
£70-100

1299
An Airfix 1/12 scale plastic kit for a 1930
Bentley 4.5L super charged, appears as issued in
the original box
£70-90

1300
An Airfix Flight Deck play set contains Phantom
Jet, a simulated carrier deck, instrument console,
and pulley system, the model has been used,
not checked for completeness, and sold with a
Monogram US Space Missiles model kit with
instruction sheets - appears complete although
not checked
£30-50

1301
An exhibition quality approx 1/72 scale
wooden hand made model of a Hensons
(proposed) aerial steam carriage 1845, housed
in a purpose built glazed display case, model is
suspended in the case as if it were flying over
the shoreline, case measures 69cm x 54cm x
48cm high, excellent example
£150-200

1302
A very well made 1/72 scale The Wright
Brothers first powered flight diorama depicting
a Kittyhawk at the Kill Devil Hills, December
1903, housed in a purpose made wooden and
glazed display case measuring 70cm x 20cm
high and 60cm deep
£100-120

CORGI TOYS 

1351
One tray containing playworn Corgi Toys, Spot
On, Matchbox, and similar vintage diecast to
include a Corgi Toys 267 Batmobile, a Spot On
Glass & Homes, delivery van and others
£70-100

1352
2 trays containing a collection of Corgi Toys
later issue window box models comprising
mostly Ford Escort and Transit Vans, with
specific examples to include a Ford Escort Van
in “Hotpoint” livery, a Ford Transit in “Dairy
Crest” livery, and others
£50-80

1353
A collection of Corgi Toys and Husky Toys
brochures and pocket catalogues including a
1965 pocket catalogue, 9x Husky models
catalogues, a Corgi Juniors collectors album, and
others
£70-100

1354
A collection of 22 Corgi Juniors Ford Transit
Vans in their original boxes and sealed on their
backing cards
£40-60

1355
Corgi Juniors and Husky group of 5 blister
carded models on different backing cards
comprising 3x No. 40 Ford Transit Caravan, a
No. 20 Ford Thames Van, and a No. 54 Ford
Skip Lorry - there is slight damage to the
bubble on the green Transit
£70-100

1356
A collection of 12 boxed Corgi Toys Formula 1
Racing Cars including No. 158 ELF Tyrrell Ford,
No. 154 JPS Lotus, No. 152 Ferrari 312 B2, and
others - all models are near mint to mint in
storage worn boxes
£100-150

1357
A collection of Corgi Toys comprising mostly
TV / Film related models and includes a boxed
No. 270 James Bond Aston Martin DB5, a
boxed No. 269 James Bond Lotus Esprit, an
unboxed No. 267 Batmobile together with a
Batboat, and others
£150-200

1358
Corgi Toys group of 4 comprising No. 437
Superior Ambulance in red and cream with
spun hubs and “Ambulance” decals, some small
chips (E-BE), No. 1127 Simon Snorkel Fire
Engine (NM-BG), 2x Corgi Classics No. 9032
1910 Renault, and 2x Dinky Toys No. 1014
Beach Buggy Kits
£50-80

1359
Corgi Toys 1138 Car Transporter with Ford Tilt
Cab H series tractor unit and trailer, comprising
of red and blue body with cast wirework hubs,
housed in the original sliding tray box with
protective packing piece, both mirrors are
missing as is one box inner flap (ENM-BVG)
£60-80

1360
A Corgi Toys No. 1121 Chipperfields Circus
crane truck comprising of red and blue body
with silver crane and light blue hubs, housed in
the original blue & yellow all-card box with
packing piece and two leaflets, slight paint flaw
to one front wheel arch (NM,NM)
£70-90

1361
2 Corgi Toys No. 468 Routemaster London
Buses, one with “Naturally Corgi Toys” and
“Corgi Classics” adverts, and the second with
“Outspan” adverts, both come with their
original card boxes, model/box conditions (E-
NM,BG)
£50-70

1362
Corgi Toys No. 468 London Transport
Routemaster Bus, red body, spun hubs with
Church’s Shoes livery, a very small amount of
paint loss around ‘London Transport’ and
‘Church’s Shoes’ decals to one side of the bus,
and one small advert missing, a clean and crisp
box with very minimal wear, 9/6 written in pen
to one end (E-BNM)
£60-80

1363
Corgi Toys No. 805, Hardy Boys Rolls Royce
Silver Ghost with Figures, slight damage to the
hood ornament and splits in the protective
plastic figure window, sold in the original blue
and yellow window box (E,BG-VG)
£70-90

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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1364
Corgi Toys boxed group of 2 comprising No.
319 Lotus Elan Coupe, red and white body
with cream interior, fitted with cast hubs and
housed in the original blue & yellow card box
with Corgi Toys leaflet (VG,BVG-E), and No.
154 Ferrari Formula 1 Racing Car, red body
with cast hubs and RN36, the box has some
crushing (VG-E,BG)
£50-80

1365
Corgi Toys No.224 Bentley Continental in two-
tone green and fitted with a red interior and
jewelled lights, housed in a good original Corgi
blue and yellow picture sided box (E-NM,BG)
£50-70

1366
Corgi Toys No. 315 Simca 1000 Competition
Model, comprising of a chrome body with red
interior and blue, red and white racing stripe
with spun hubs and racing No. 8 housed in the
original blue & yellow card box (VNM,BVG-E)
£50-80

1367
Corgi Toys No. 321 BMC Mini Cooper S
“Rallye Monte Carlo” with red body and
interior, white roof with “autographs”, spun
hubs, racing number 2 and jewelled headlights,
housed in the original pictorial yellow card box
with 1966 Monte Carlo label applied
(VNM,BVG-E)
£250-300

1368
Corgi Toys boxed Mini group of 2 comprising
No. 339 Mini Cooper S Monte Carlo Winner,
red body with white roof, racing number 177, 2
spare wheels in roof rack, in the original blue
and yellow pictorial card box (VG-E,BNM), and
No. 317 B.M.C Mini Cooper with red body and
white roof, fitted with yellow interior, jewel
headlights and no.37 decal on door and Monte
Carlo decal on bonnet, some overall wear (G-
VG,BF-G)
£100-150

1369
Corgi Toys No. 249 Mini Cooper Deluxe with
wickerwork sides, comprising of a black body,
wickerwork sides and red roof, complete with
spun hubs and jewelled headlights, in the
original blue & yellow ground card box (VNM-
BE)
£80-120

1370
Corgi Toys No. No. 216 Austin A40 saloon,
blue body with dark blue roof and silver trim,
flat spun hubs, in the original blue & yellow all
card box (VNM-BE)
£50-70

1378
Corgi Toys boxed model group of 4 comprising
Gift Set 31 Safari Land Rover and Animal
Trailer with Lion and game warden, slight
crushing to cellophane window, No. 30 Jean
Richard “Pinder Circus” Land Rover and Animal
Trailer with animals and ringmaster figure, No.
426 Jean Richard “Pinder” Chevrolet Van
Booking Office, and No. 421 “Royal Mail” Land
Rover - all models appear to be near mint to
mint, with storage worn boxes
£60-80

1379
Corgi Toys Gift Set 36 Tarzan, contains Jungle
Land Rover with animal trailer, a dingy on a
trailer, tree house, Tarzan. Jayne, Boy and
Cheetah, hunter figure, lion, elephant, crocodile
& snake, vines plus 3-D jungle card panorama,
in near mint original condition, the outer card
box is in excellent condition, slight split to the
plastic inner (NMM,BE-NM)
£200-250

1380
Corgi Toys No. 33 Land Rover with a boat on
trailer, finished in white with red labels, a
German issue equivalent of the RNLI with the
translation “German Life Saving Society” and
“Water Rescue”, slight crushing to the box
window (NMM-BNM)
£40-60

1381
A Corgi Toys Gift Set 8 Lions Of Longleat,
comprising Land Rover with gamekeeper figure,
the model has cast wheel hubs, set contains a
plastic den with 3 Lions (glued in place), 2 joints
of meat, and barrel, in an original box, the
window has been replaced as has the
polystyrene
£60-80

1382
A Corgi Toys Whizzwheels No. 438 LandRover
109WB comprising a metallic green body with
yellow interior, and green plastic tilt, with black
tow hook, in the original blue & yellow window
box (VNM,BNM)
£40-60

1383
2 Corgi Toys boxed models comprising Gift Set
19 Land Rover, Nipper Aircraft and Trailer, blue
Land Rover with matching trailer and orange
Nipper aircraft, housed in the original window
box (VNMM-BE), and Gift Set 15 Land Rover
with Rice’s Beaufort Double Horse Box, light
blue Land Rover with white canopy and
matching horse box, with mare and foal figures,
original window box (VNM-BG)
£70-100

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

1371
A Corgi Toys No. 201 Austin Cambridge,
comprising of silver over metallic green body
with spun hubs, housed in the original blue &
yellow all-card box (VNM-BE)
£70-100

1372
A Corgi Toys No. 412 Bedford Utilecon
ambulance comprising of cream body with
glazing and flat spun hubs complete with
ambulance decals, housed in the original blue
ground all-card box (VG-NM,BE-NM)
£80-100

1373
Corgi Toys No. 511 Chipperfields Performing
Poodles Gift Set, comprising of a Chevrolet
Impala delivery van, with poodles, Mary
Chipperfield figure and green play base, housed
in the original window display blue & yellow
card box, the interior bubble section is as new,
excellent example, with slight loss to the
underside on passenger side and lower sill
(NM,BVNM)
£200-250

1374
Corgi Toys No. 313, Ford Cortina in bronze
complete with Graham Hill figure in near mint
condition, comes in the original and much
more difficult to find “Whizzwhells” misspelled
window style box, small tape repair to the box
window (VNM-BE)
£120-160

1375
Corgi Toys Gift Set 26 Beach Buggy and Sailing
Boat finished in purple with driver figure and
plastic sailing boat with sail (VNM-M,BVNM)
£50-70

1376
Corgi Toys Gift Set No.38 Mini 1000 camping
set, comprising of Mini 1000, tent, barbecue,
and two figures, housed in the original window
box, appears as issued (M,BVNM)
£250-300

1377
Corgi Toys boxed group of Land Rover models
comprising No 44 Mounted Police Set, No. 47
Pony Club, No. 421 Forest Fire Warden, and
No. 617 Roadworks Land Rover - all models
are near mint to mint in storage worn boxes
£60-80
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1384
A Corgi Toys No.472 Public Address Vehicle
“Vote for Corgi”, comprising a green body with
yellow back and spun hubs, comes complete
with two figures, in an original blue and yellow
picture card box. (NM,BF-G)
£50-70

1385
Corgi Toys Gift Set No. 17 Land Rover with
Ferrari racing car on trailer comprising of red
body, lemon interior, spun hubs and peach
canopy, together with a yellow trailer and red
Ferrari car load, housed in the original sliding
tray all-card box, some light play wear with
some small chips, but overall in excellent
condition (E-NM,BE)
£80-100

1386
Corgi Toys Gift Set 2 Land Rover and pony
trailer, green Land Rover with a tan tilt with
bright red horse-box and horse figure with flat
spun hubs, in the original sliding tray all-card
box with packing piece (E,BVG-E)
£80-100

1387
Corgi Toys No. 426 Chipperfields Circus
Mobile Booking Office, comprising red and blue
body with spun hubs, some small chips, housed
in the original blue & yellow picture sided card
box (E-NM,BG)
£60-80

1388
Corgi Toys No. 487 Chipperfields Circus Land
Rover Parade vehicle, red body with blue back,
standing figure, and monkey figure, housed in
the original blue & yellow card box with packing
piece (VNM-M,BVGNM)
£80-100

1389
Corgi Toys No.1123, Chipperfields Animal
Cage, 2 examples comprising of a red body
with blue raised logo, yellow chassis with spun
hubs, blue plastic sliding doors, 2 polar bear
figures in one, and 1 lion in the second, both
models have some small chips and are sold with
their original all card pictorial boxes (E-
NM,BNM)
£80-100

1390
A collection of Corgi Toys Chipperfields Circus
models comprising Gift Set 19 Land Rover with
elephant cage on trailer (VG), No. 503
Chipperfields Circus giraffe transporter (G), and
No. 426 Mobile Booking Office (F-G)
£30-50

1391
Corgi Toys Gift Set 23 Chipperfields Circus set
comprising of No. 1121 crane truck, 2x No.
1123 animal cages, 503 TK giraffe truck, and
Chipperfields Land Rover with elephant cage
trailer, 2 polar bear figures, 2 lions and 2 giraffe
figures, all models have some light play wear, in
the original polystyrene tray box with pictorial
lift-off lid box, the polystyrene is quite worn and
the box lid has been repaired (VG-BF)
£80-100

1392
2 Corgi Toys No. 1144 Chipperfield Circus
crane trucks, Scammell Handyman Cab
comprising of red and light blue body, with
rhinoceros in a cage, housed in the original
window display box with plastic insert, both
models have some small chips, one box has a
replacement window, whilst the second box
window has split (VG,BF-G)
£80-100

1393
Corgi Toys No.1139 “Chipperfields Circus”
Scammell Handyman Menagerie, finished in red,
blue, cast hubs with 3 x Animal Cages and 6
correct animal figures, in the original blue and
yellow window box, with polystyrene inner tray
(E-NM,BVG)
£100-150

1394
2 Corgi Toys boxed Chipperfields Circus
models comprising Gift Set 19, No. 438 Land
Rover with blue plastic tilt and 607 elephant in
cage on trailer, the model has some small chips,
sold in the original blue and yellow sliding tray
box, the outer box is very worn (E,BP-F), and
No. 1130 Horse Transporter with horses, in
red and blue, with 6 horses, the model has a
few small chips, housed in the original all-card
box with sliding tray interior and packing piece,
one end flap is missing (E-NM,BF-G)
£80-120

1395
Corgi Toys boxed Chipperfields Circus models
group comprising 2x Gift Set No. 12 Crane
Truck and cage, red and light blue crane truck
with yellow back and silver jib, together with
matching trailer containing Polar Bears and
Lions, one trailer has been repainted, 3x No.
1121 Crane Truck in red and blue, one is
repainted, and a No. 1123 Circus Animal Cage
- all boxes are in poor condition
£50-80

1396
Corgi Toys boxed model group of 4 comprising
No. 416 R.A.C. Radio Rescue Land Rover, No.
357 Land Rover Weapons Carrier, No. 417
Land Rover Breakdown Truck, and No. 406
Land Rover 109 WB - all models and boxes
have play wear
£50-70

1397
Corgi Toys No. 1103 Euclid TC12 twin crawler
tractor comprising of a green body with grey
tracks and plastic seats, with driver figure,
housed in the original lift-off lid card box with
model club leaflet and packing piece (NM-
BVGNM)
£60-80

1398
Corgi Toys Gift Set No. 4 Bristol Bloodhound
guided missile set, comprising of 351 RAF Land
Rover (NM), No. 1151 Bristol Bloodhound
Missile, the missile has a replacement tip (VG),
No. 1116 Bloodhound launching ramp (E), and
No. 1117 Bloodhound loading trolley (E), with
the original blue and yellow lift off lid box, with
2 internal packing pieces and ‘The Rocket Age’
original leaflet
£150-200

1399
Corgi Toys Gift Set No. 9 to include Corporal
Missile Erector Vehicle with Launcher and Tow
Truck all in generally excellent condition, some
tarnishing to the launcher bare metal parts,
white and red missile has some damage to
percussion head and some paint loss, the box
base is generally good, the blue and yellow lift
off lid is fair with repairs to the corners, sold
with a large instruction leaflet, folded leaflet,
“Rocket Age” leaflet, and a smaller photocopied
leaflet - a difficult to find set
£150-200

1400
Corgi Toys No. 1113 ‘Corporal’ guided Missile
on Erector Vehicle in green with silver hubs,
and a white and red missile, comes in the
original box with 4 packing pieces - one is a
replacement, and 2 Corgi leaflets (E-BVG)
£60-80

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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1401
Corgi Toys boxed model group of 2 comprising
No. 1109 Bristol Bloodhound guided missile on
loading trolley, comprising, military green trolley
with white red and yellow missile, the missile
has a new nose cone, sold in the original lift-off
lid, blue & yellow all-card box with replacement
packing piece (VG-BVG), and No. 1112
Corporal Guided Missile on Mobile Launcher
comprising green and base metal launcher with
a white and red missile, the nose cone is a
replacement, sold in the original all-card box
with packing pieces and Corgi leaflet, the box
lid is torn on 2 corners (G,BG)
£40-60

1402
Corgi Toys group of 3 boxed models
comprising No. 1106 “Decca” Mobile Airfield
Radar (VG-BG), No. 1112 Corporal Guided
Missile on Mobile Launcher (VG-BVG), and No.
1113 Corporal Guided Missile Erector Vehicle
(VG-BG)
£60-80

1403
Corgi Toys group of 3 boxed models
comprising No. 1118 International 6x6 Army
Truck (E-NM,BVG), No. 1116 Bloodhound
Rocket Launcher, with replacement box insert
and leaflet (VG-BG), and No. 1108 Bloodhound
Missile with Launching Ramp, the missile has a
replacement nose cone, the rocket age leaflet is
a reproduction (VG,BG-VG)
£40-60

1404
Corgi Toys boxed model group comprising No.
1112 ‘Corporal’ Guided Missile Mobile
Launcher, No. 1115 ‘Bloodhound’ Guided
Missile, No. 1116 ‘Bloodhound’ Launcher, No.
1106 “Decca” Mobile Airfield Radar, and 2x
No. 353 Decca Airfield Control Radar 424
Scanner, one has a reproduction box - all
models and boxes have play wear
£60-80

1405
A tray containing a collection of play-worn
Corgi Toys military diecasts including No. 1113
‘Corporal’ guided Missile on Erector Vehicle,
No. 352 R.A.F. Staff Car, Gift Set 3 Thunderbird
Missile & R.A.F. Land Rover, and others
£80-100

1414
A Corgi Toys No. 54 Massey Ferguson MF50B
tractor with shovel comprising of red and
yellow body with red plastic hubs housed in the
original window display box
£50-80

1415
A Corgi Toys No. 460 Neville Cement tipper,
comprising of ERF yellow cab and chassis with
silver back and spun hubs housed in the original
blue & yellow card box
£40-60

1416
A Corgi Toys gift set 37 Fiat X19 Carlsberg
power boat gift set housed in the original
window display packaging
£60-80

1417
A Corgi Toys No. 388 WhizzWheels Mercedes
Benz C111 comprising of red body with black
interior housed in the original orange and
yellow window display box
£40-60

1418
A Corgi Toys No. 280 Rolls Royce Silver
Shadow comprising of silver body with brown
interior and gold detailed hubs, housed in the
original yellow & blue card packaging
£30-50

1419
Corgi Rockets No.1927 Autobatic Speedset,
housed in the original packaging, appears
complete with various accessories and track
parts, including carded Saint Volvo with blue
bonnet sticker,
£150-200

1420
Collection of boxed and loose Corgi and Dinky
Toy diecasts, to include No.197 Morris
Traveller, Corgi No.225 Austin Seven, No.226
Morris Mini Minor and 2 loose Mini models, all
with slight play wear and wear to boxes
£70-100

1421
Corgi Toys Golden oppurtunity 2002 “James
Bond” Aston Martin DB5 (1/36th scale) - taken
from the film “Goldfinger” - this promotional
issue is gold plated and is boxed in a Ingot style
card box, with outer white card box, very rare
example, no certificate
£150-200

1422
A Corgi Toys reissue No. 474 Walls Ice cream
delivery van housed in the original box with
certificate No. 623
£40-60

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

1406
Corgi Toys No. 351 Land Rover RAF vehicle,
RAF blue body and canopy with flat spun hubs
and RAF roundel sticker to the front, in the
original yellow and blue all card box, one set of
end flaps has been taped (VG-BG), sold
together with a No. 350 Thunderbird guided
missile on trolley, with packing piece, one box
end flap is a replacement (E-BF)
£40-60

1407
Corgi Toys, 352 RAF Standard Vanguard staff
car, blue body with silver detailed grille, smooth
hubs, with RAF roundel to bonnet, in the
original blue and yellow all-card box, with
model club leaflet (NM-BVG)
£70-100

1408
Corgi Toys Gift Set No.3 ‘Thunderbird’ guided
missile on assembly trolley and RAF Land
Rover, silver missile with red rubber nose cone,
slight discolouration to one corner of the Land
Rover roof, sold with the original pictorial blue
box with corrugated card protector and Corgi
Toys leaflets (NM,BVG)
£100-120

1409
Corgi Toys Volkswagen Delivery Van finished in
light blue with a lemon interior and spun hubs,
with “Franz Carl Weber” decals, a rare
promotional issue in clean, lightly used
condition (VG)
£150-200

1410
A Corgi Toys No. 852 Magic Roundabout gift
set, comprising of plastic carousel with various
figures housed in the original card box with
Swiss musical movement
£150-200

1411
A Corgi Toys No. 260 Renault 16 comprising of
maroon body with yellow interior and cast hubs
housed in the original window display box
£50-70

1412
A Corgi Toys No. 233 Heinkel Economy car,
comprising red body, yellow interior and silver
spun hubs housed in the original blue & yellow
pictorial card box
£50-80

1413
A Corgi Toys No. 437 Superior Ambulance on
Cadillac chassis comprising of red and cream
body with brown interior and spun hubs,
housed in the original blue and yellow card box
£50-80
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1423
Gibson Corgi Toys 1000 piece Jigsaw Puzzle
depicting various Corgi Toys models and boxes,
in the original box, complete
£30-40

1424
A Corgi Toys No. 1130 circus horse
transporter with horses comprising of red and
blue body with spun hubs housed in the original
sliding tray card box with packing piece, rear
label with red background (NM-BVG)
£90-120

1425
A Corgi Toys Man from UNCLE No. 497 gun
firing thrushbuster comprising blue body with
yellow interior complete in the original card
box with Waverley ring and outer card
packaging
£150-200

1426
Corgi, Major Gift Set No.16 Ecurie Ecosse
racing car transport and three racing cars,
metallic light blue, red lettering, with 150S
Vanwall red, 1525 BRM green and 154 Ferrari
red RN36, in lidded box with correct insert,
excellent example in very clean condition
£400-600

1427
Corgi Toys No. 261 James Bond Aston Martin
DB5 comprising gold body with red interior and
wire work hubs, mechanisms in fully working
order with two bandit figures, unused lapel
badge, secret instructions, secret instructions
envelope, and Corgi, and model car makers to
James Bond leaflet,all housed in the original
picture sided all-card box with sliding tray
interior, very slight rub to roof (E,BNM)
£200-250

MATHCBOX & MODELS OF
YESTERYEAR 

1501
Three trays containing a quantity of Matchbox,
Husky, and similar scale vintage diecasts, mixed
examples to include a Matchbox Superfast,
Ford Group 6 finished in metallic purple with
Racing No. 45, and various others
£70-100

1502
A tray containing a quantity of mostly
Matchbox Super Kings King Size models
including K23 Scammell Container Truck, K59
Ford Capri, K90 Matra Rancho with boat trailer
and others
£60-80

1503
A collection of boxed
Matchbox Super Kings King
Size models including K16
Ford LTS Petrol Tanker, K7
Racing Car Transporter, K5
Muir Hill Tractor & Trailer, and
others
£80-100

1504
2 Matchbox Lesney collectors cases containing
72 Superfast models - the majority of which are
in mint condition, specific vehicles are No. 70
Dodge Dragster, No. 9 AMX Javelin, No. 48 Pi-
Eyed Piper and others, all contained in 2 very
clean cases
£150-200

1505
A collection of Matchbox Toys brochures and
pocket catalogues including the years 1959,
1961, 1965, and others
£70-100

1506
A collection of mostly Matchbox Superfast
models, with specific examples to include a
Graffic Traffic set containing 3 vehicles, Ford RS
200, various Ford Transit models, and others
£50-80

1507
A collection of boxed Matchbox Lesney
Superfast models comprising No. 5 Lotus
Europa, No. 60 Lotus Super Seven, and 3x Ford
Transit models, all sold with 5 Matchbox pocket
catalogues
£60-80

1508
Matchbox Lesney Super Kings boxed group of
6 Ford Transit models comprising 5x K29 Ford
Van with different liveries including “Jelly
Babies” and “Avis Truck Rental”, and a K167
Ford Transit in “Milka” livery
£60-80

1509
40 Matchbox Models of Yesteryear “Straw
Box” issues, specific examples include a Y12
Ford Model T in “Sunlight” livery, Y20
Mercedes Benz 540K, Y3 Ford Model T Tanker
in “Zerolene” livery, and others
£40-60

1510
50 Matchbox Models of Yesteryear later issue
window box models, with specific examples to
include Y2 Bentley Super Charged, Y21 BMW
507, Y3 Ford Model T Tanker in “Carnation”
livery, and others
£40-60

1511
A collection of Matchbox Models of Yesteryear,
with most being boxed and including a Y11
Lagonda Drophead Coupe, Y16 Mercedes SS
coupe, Y18 Atkinson Model D Steam Wagon,
and others
£60-80

1512
A collection of 10 boxed Matchbox Models of
Yesteryear including a Y4 Sentinel Steam
Wagon with black plastic wheels, Y8 Morris
Cowley, and others - all models are very good
to near mint, although some would benefit
from a clean, with fair to near mint boxes
£70-100

1513
A collection of boxed Matchbox Models of
Yesteryear including a Y8 Sunbeam Motorcycle,
Y1 Ford Model T, and others, sold with one
empty Yesteryear box, 2 loose models, and 2
boxed Matchbox Superfast models
£60-80

1514
2 trays of mixed Matchbox Lesney, Superfast
and King Size diecast to include Military interest
£60-80

1515
2 trays of mixed playworn Matchbox, Dinky
and similar diecasts to include Matchbox King
Size and military interest
£80-120

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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1516
One tray containing a quantity of Matchbox
Blue boxed issue and modern release diecasts,
mixed various examples to include My First
Matchbox ABC taxi, a Matchbox 22 Jaguar
XK120, a Matchbox 67 Ikarus Coach, and
others
£50-80

1517
One tray containing a collection of mixed
orange and blue boxed single issue Matchbox
diecast to include an MB42 mobile crane, a
Matchbox 47 Jaguar SS100, and others
£60-80

1518
Two trays containing a collection of mixed
Matchbox, Corgi, Husky, and similar scale loose
diecasts, mixed examples to include a Corgi
Juniors Aston Marti DBS, A Corgi Juniors
Porsche Carerra, and others
£70-100

1519
One tray containing single issue blue box and
carded Matchbox diecast vehicles to include
American editions ambulance, a West Midlands
Travel London bus, a Matchbox 61 wreck truck,
and others
£70-100

1520
One tray containing a collection of mixed
Matchbox Superfasts, Hotwheels, and
Hotwheels Redlines, to include a custom
Eldorado, a custom Volkswagen, a Silhouette,
together with various other mixed examples
£150-200

1521
Two trays containing a collection of mixed
Matchbox, Husky, and similar scale Superfast
diecasts, other brands included but specific
examples include a Matchbox Porsche 928, a
Matchbox Flareside pickup, a Matchbox 1984
Dodge and other examples
£60-80

1522
One box containing a collection of mixed loose
Matchbox and Lesney and Superfast diecasts,
various play worn examples to include a
Matchbox Volkswagen Camper No.23, a Corgi
Juniors caravan, together with a matchbox carry
case, containing a number of similar style
diecasts
£60-80

1531
Matchbox Lesney Super Kings group of 4
boxed models including No. K13 Aircraft
Transporter in silver, K2 Car Recovery Vehicle
with a Ford Capri, K77 Highway Rescue
Vehicle, and K15 London Bus - all models
appear to be as new, with all boxes having
some wear
£60-80

1532
A Matchbox Lesney Accessory MF-1 Fire
Station with a green roof and red brick labels,
an excellent example in a very clean box
(NMM,BVG-E)
£80-120

1533
A Matchbox Lesney Accessory MG-1 BP
Service Station comprising service station,
petrol pump island, BP sign, 3 flags still attached
to the sprue, and card layout, roof sign, housed
in the original and clean card box, slight tear to
one end (NM-BVG)
£60-80

1534
A collection of five Matchbox Roadway Series
fold-out card and paper roadway sections, Ref.
Nos. to include No.1 layout R-1, R-2 and R-3,
unchecked for full completeness but appear
near complete
£40-60

1535
Matchbox Lesney Superfast group of 8 boxed
models including a No. 17 AEC Horsebox, No.
57 Eccles Caravan, No. 35 Merryweather Fire
Engine, and others - all models in generally near
mint condition with good to near mint boxes
£80-120

1536
Matchbox Lesney Superfast No. 32 Leyland
“ARAL” Petrol Tanker, in blue and white, with
“ARAL” labels, comes with the correct picture
box, one end flap has been reglued, a rare issue
(E,BF)
£40-60

1537
Matchbox Lesney Superfast No. 8 Ford
Mustang, orange body with a white interior,
housed in its original box, one end flap has
been reglued and the other has graffiti (E,BF-
VG)
£70-100

1538
A Matchbox Lesney No. 5 Routemaster
London Bus in red with a white interior and
“Visco-Static” labels, housed in an “F” type box
- a rare box (VNMM-BE)
£40-60

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

1523
A Matchbox Lesney MG-1 Service Station
comprising a white building, petrol pump island,
roof sign, BP sign, flags still attached to the
sprue, and cardboard road layout, a lovely
example in a superb box (NMM-BVNM)
£100-120

1524
One tray containing a large collection of play-
worn diecasts including Matchbox, Corgi, and
Dinky Toys
£60-80

1525
2 Matchbox Lesney collectors cases containing
48 models, with specific examples to include
No. 70 Dodge Dragster, No. 54 Ford Capri,
and others, sold with 2 boxed Speed Kings
models, No. K52 Datsun 240 Z, and K61
Mercedes Benz Police Car
£70-100

1526
2 Matchbox Lesney collectors cases with one
containing 48 vehicles, and one being empty,
sold with a tray of mostly King Size and Convoy
models, and a Corgi Toys 50’s Classics boxed
No. 819 Jaguar XK120 in white having been
won in a competition with Whoopee Comics
£70-100

1527
A Matchbox Lesney MOKO large scale
Coronation Coach comprising a gold coach
and 8 horses, with Queen figure only, the
model has had more detailed painting applied,
and is sold in its original box with card packing
piece (VG-RP,BVG)
£40-60

1528
A large quantity of Matchbox Lesney Models of
Yesteryear, with examples including a Y1 Ford
Model T, Y15 Rolls Royce Silver Ghost, Y14
Stutz Bearcat, and others (60+)
£80-100

1529
Matchbox Lesney King Size and Major Pack
boxed group of 3 comprising K12 Forden
Breakdown Truck, the window glass is loose
(VNM-BNM), K15 Merryweather Fire Engine
(G-BF), and Major Pack M8 Guy Warrior Car
Transporter, the box has had some ink spilled
on one side (VG-BP)
£30-50

1530
A Matchbox modern release plastic shop
display stand containing a collection of carded
Matchbox Miniatures to include Hotwheels
City, Hotwheels Workshop, and others
£40-60
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1539
Matchbox Lesney group of boxed models
including No. 46 Mercedes Benz 300 SE Coupe,
No. 14 Iso Grifo, a Fred Bronner six pack, and
others
£100-150

1540
A Matchbox Lesney Retailers Enamel Shop
Display Header Board Only “Matchbox Series
No’s 1 to 75 1’ 11d - this would have originally
been the header board to a wire rack
dispenser, the sign has some surface rusting
£100-150

1541
A Matchbox Motorcity No. MC-563 Intercom
City play set containing various buildings and
scenery, also includes some Matchbox Vehicles
in original brown paper bags, the set appears to
have not been used, although the outer box
has some fading
£40-60

1542
A collection of boxed Matchbox Toys
comprising a No. 54 Ford Capri in maroon, 2x
King Size K15 The Londoner London Bus, and a
later “Blue Box” issued No. 44 Skoda 130LR
Rally Car - this model has a rub to the roof
£30-50

1543
Six 12 section trays containing 72 various
Matchbox, Husky, Corgi Juniors, and similar
scale diecast vehicles in varying conditions from
a/f to NM, mixed examples to include a Husky
Models Mk10, a Husky Models Jaguar E-type,
together with various other examples, in mixed
condition
£80-120

1544
Matchbox Pre Production No.25 Flat Car and
Container, comprising black flat car, with rare
yellow Deutsche Bundespost Container with
red plastic doors, housed in the original card
box
£60-80

1545
One tray containing a collection of various
Matchbox Kingsize diecast vehicles to include
No. 5 Foden dump truck, an Aveling & Barford
tractor shovel, a Matchbox Kingsize Scammell
6x6 tractor unit with trailer and bulldozer load,
and others
£40-60

1546
Two trays containing a quantity of mixed
diecast, lead hollow cast, plastic, and similar
diecast miniatures and accessories to include
Matchbox Models of Yesteryear giftware,
Charbens road rollers, Morestone Foden tipper,
and other Britains Crescent and other lead
hollow cast items
£30-50

1547
A collection of Matchbox Models of Yesteryear
limited edition release diecast vehicles and
display cases to include a Maggi Y-22 Ford
Model A van gift set, together with a Bang &
Olufsen gift set, and a Matchbox Models of
Yesteryear plastic display case all housed in
original packaging
£30-50

1548
A Moko Made in England boxed Muffin the
Mule Junior housed in the original card box of
usual specification with original string and
circular rings (VG,BG)
£150-200

1549
Matchbox Regular Wheels Boxed Diecast
group, 3 examples to include No.34
Volkswagen Camper, silver BPW, E Type Box,
together with a No.9 Boat and Trailer, F Type
Box and a No.50 Kennel Truck, F Type Box,
(All NMM-BNM)
£80-100

1550
A Matchbox Regular Wheels boxed E&F type
boxed group to include a No. 12 Safari
Landrover comprising blue body with black
plastic wheels in the original E-type box,
together with a No. 7 refuse truck finished in
orange with black plastic wheels, also in the
original E-type box, and an F-type box No. 4
stake truck, comprising of yellow cab and
chassis with green back and black plastic wheels
(all NM,BNM)
£60-80

1551
Three various boxed Matchbox Regular
Wheels F-type boxed commercial vehicles
include a No. 10 pipe truck comprising of a red
cab and chassis with black plastic wheels,
together with a No. 58 DAF girder truck
comprising a white body and chassis with black
plastic wheels and red plastic load, and a No.
51 Douglas 8-wheel tipper comprising of the
orange body with matching chassis and Douglas
livery, all in the original packaging (NM,BNM)
£80-120

1552
Four various boxed Matchbox Regular Wheels
diecasts to include a No. 22 Pontiac Coupe
comprising of red body with grey interior and
black plastic wheels, together with a No. 27
Mercedes Benz 230 SL comprising cream body,
red interior, black plastic wheels and a No. 19
Lotus racing car finished in green with racing
No. 3, and yellow plastic wheels, and a No. 52
BRM race car finished in blue with racing No. 5
and yellow plastic wheels, all in the original card
boxes
£80-120

1553
Three various boxed Matchbox Regular
Wheels diecasts to include a No. 3 Mercedes
Benz Binz ambulance, comprising a cream body
with red cross transfers and black plastic
wheels, together with a No. 71 Esso wreck
truck and a No. 59 Fire Chief car, all housed in
original card boxes
£70-100

1554
Matchbox Regular Wheels boxed diecast
group, 4 examples to include No.44
Refrigerator Truck, No.47 DAF Tipper
Container Truck, No.60 Site Truck with Hut,
and a No.37 Cattle Truck, all in the original box
£70-100

1555
Matchbox Regular Wheels Boxed Diecast
Group, 3 examples to include No.66
Greyhound Bus, No.12 Safari Land Rover, and a
No.73 1966 Mercury, all in original boxes
£60-80

1556
Matchbox Regular Wheels boxed diecast
group, 3 examples to include No.16 Scammell
Mountaineer Snow Plough, No.15 Refuse
Truck, and a No.13 Dodge Wreck Truck, all in
original boxes (All NMM-BNM)
£50-70

1557
Matchbox Regular Wheels boxed diecast
group, 3 examples to include No.54 S and S
Cadillac Ambulance, a No.57 Land Rover Fire
Truck, and a No.29 Fire Pumper Truck, in the
original boxes
£60-80

1558
Matchbox Regular Wheels boxed diecast
group, 3 examples to include No.34
Volkswagen Camper, No.9 Cabin Cruiser and
Trailer, together with a No.6 Ford Pick Up, all in
the original boxes
£60-80

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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1559
Matchbox Regular Wheels boxed diecast
group, 3 examples to include No.31 Lincoln
Continental, No.64 MG 1100 and No.33 Ford
Zephyr, all in original boxes
£60-80

1560
Matchbox Regular Wheels Boxed diecast
group, 3 examples to include No.30 8-Wheel
Crane, No.28 Mack Dump Truck, and a No.51
8-wheel tipper, all in original boxes
£50-80

1561
Five various boxed Matchbox Regular Wheels
diecasts to include a No. 63 Dodge crane truck,
a No. 11 Jumbo crane, a No. 32 Leyland petrol
tanker, a No. 1 Mercedes truck and a matching
No. 2 trailer, all in original boxes
£60-90

1562
Four various boxed Matchbox Regular Wheels
diecasts to include a No. 18 Caterpillar
bulldozer, a No. 51 tipping trailer, a No. 39
Ford Tractor finished in yellow and blue,
another No. 39 Ford tractor finished in all blue
with yellow plastic hubs, all in original boxes
£50-60

1563
A Matchbox No. 8 Regular Wheels Ford
Mustang comprising of white body with red
interior and spun hubs housed in the original
type F card box
£40-60

1564
Matchbox 1/75 series No.32 Jaguar XK120,
housed in the original Type B card box, red
body with GPW (E-BVG)
£60-80

1565
Blue Box Plastic Toys Series “Garage Set”,
No.7452, complete with cars and filing station,
excellent example in the original card box
£50-60

1608
Micro Models of Australia group of 3
commercial vehicles with International cabs - a
box van, tow truck, and a bottle wagon - all
models are in excellent to near mint condition
£60-80

1609
Micro Models of Australia group of 2 Commer
Trucks - one a tanker in white, yellow & black,
and one an open back wagon in red, white &
black - both model are in excellent condition
with minor paint loss
£60-80

1610
A collection of Kemlow military diecast models
comprising 3x Armoured Car, with one having
the trailer gun, and an armoured Quad Tractor
in near mint condition
£50-80

1611
Timpo Toys group of 4 diecast vans comprising
2x Ever Ready Van in blue with a white roof
and “Ever Ready” decals, and two delivery vans,
with one in grey, and the second in light blue
with “Pickfords” decals
£50-80

1612
Tootsie Toys pre-war group of 2 Sedan Cars
comprising of one in red with black chassis,
brown roof, 2 spare wheels mounted on the
running boards, and a tinplate grille (G), and
another in light green with a dark green chassis,
tinplate grille, and a spare wheel mounted to
the boot lid (G)
£30-50

1613
Dyson Models pre-war closed sports coupe,
(very similar to the Dinky Toys No. 22B),
finished in red with white tyres and tinplate
wheel discs, stamped underneath Dyson and
British Made, a very unusual and rare model in
very good condition
£200-300

1614
Kembo Toys group of 2 clockwork models
comprising a Police Car in black with roof siren,
and a two-door coupe in green - both models
are in very good to excellent condition
£50-70

1615
CIJ, No.3/75 Renault Pile G2, comprising of grey
tractor unit and trailer, with red, white and blue
pipe load, with additional detachable bogie
trailer, grey plastic hubs, to read “Babcock and
Wilcox” on load, the model would benefit from
a clean (G-VG)
£50-80

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

OTHER VINTAGE DIEC AST 

1601
A collection of 11 Hotwheels Redlines and
Zowies, mixed examples to include a Custom
Eldorado, Custom AMX, Custom Cougar, and
others
£100-120

1602
A collection of various toy brochures and
pocket catalogues, with specific examples to
include a Triang Spot-On 7th edition, a Solido
1979 catalogue, Siku 1974, and others
£30-50

1603
Lone Star Tuf-Tots countertop trade box, 24
models comprising Mercedes, Dodge Dart,
Citroen, Caravan, Corvette, and Dodge Dart
Convertible, all models as new in their open
top card boxes
£150-200

1604
Micro Models of Australia group of 3
comprising No. GB2 Coupe Utility in red, No.
G34 Ford Customline in brown, and No. G40
Chrysler in two-tone blue - all models are in
excellent condition
£60-80

1605
Micro Models of Australia group of 3
comprising No. GB25 Volkswagen Beetle in
gold, No. G32 MGA Sports Car in blue, and
No. G41 Vauxhall Cresta in red - all models are
in excellent to near mint condition
£60-80

1606
Micro Models of Australia group of 3
comprising No. G35 Ford Mainline Pick-Up in
brown, No. G 33 Holden Sedan in green, and a
Holden Estate in red - all models are in
excellent to near mint condition
£60-80

1607
Micro Models of Australia group of 3
comprising GB13 Morris Fire Engine in red,
G38 Holden Coupe Utility in green, and a
boxed G41 Vauxhall Cresta in purple - all
models are in excellent to near mint condition
£60-80
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1616
Sabra Models of Israel boxed group of 3
comprising No.8117 Volkswagen Beetle with a
yellow body and “Deutsche Bundespost” livery,
with its backing card, there is a slight rub to the
roof (NM-BG), No. 8100 Chevelle Station
Wagon in blue (NM-BG), and No. 8111
Chrysler Imperial in green (NM-BG)
£80-120

1617
Solido boxed group of 4 comprising No. 130
Aston Martin DB5 Vantage in turquoise with a
white interior, and wire wheels (VNM-BVG),
No. 129 Ferrari 2L5 in red with spun hubs and
RN152 (VNM-BG), No. 100 Jaguar D Type in
British Racing Green with spun hubs and RN7
(E-NM,BF-G), an unboxed No. 118 Lotus F1 in
dark green with spun hubs and RN10, the
model would benefit from a clean (VG), and an
empty box for No. 135 Lola F1
£100-120

1618
A collection of Solido boxed models and some
empty boxes, with models to include No. 241
Hanomag Half Track, No. 242 Dodge 6x6
military transport, No. 65 Citroen CX, and
others
£50-70

1619
38 Solido 1/43rd scale diecast model vehicles,
with specific examples including No. 88 Bugatti
Type 57, No. 1148 Delahaye, No. 35
Duesenberg, and others - all in their original
plastic and card boxes
£100-120

1620
A collection of Tekno Coach models including
3x No. 851 Scania CR 76 851 with one in
“Landmandsbanken” livery, 4x No. 950
Mercedes Benz 0302 with one in “PTT” livery,
and a loose Volvo coach
£80-100

1621
A collection of boxed Tekno Trucks, with
specific examples including No. 426 Volvo F 89
with covered trailer in orange and green in
“Tekno” livery, No. 420 & 452 Scania LBS 141
Truck and Trailer in “Harry Vos” livery, and 2
others
£70-100

1622
A Tekno No. 451 Scania Vabis Truck together
with a No. 452 Wagon Trailer, both in red with
a black chassis, white tinplate covers, and
“Scania” livery (NM-BG)
£40-60

1623
A tray containing a collection of various bus and
coach models, with specific examples being
Lone Star Routemaster London Bus, a
Charbens passenger coach, a tinplate clockwork
coach, and several unmarked diecast buses
£50-70

1624
A tray containing a quantity of vintage British
diecast trucks from various manufacturers
including Louis Marx, Arbur Products, Mettoy
and others
£60-80

1625
A collection of vintage diecast models from
various manufacturers, with specific examples
including a Marklin NSU RO80, a Mebetoys
Porsche Carrera 10 racing car, a boxed
Mercury Ferrari 330 P4, and others
£80-120

1626
A collection of mixed vintage diecast model
cars including Scammold, Betal, Arbor Products,
Timpo, and others, all sold with a Crescent
Garage Car Lift with a car lift and Police Car
£80-100

1627
A tray containing a collection of vintage diecast
models including a Benbros ESSO Petrol
Tanker, a Charbens Dumper Truck, a Condon
Gravel Loader - this is incomplete but a rare
model, and others
£60-80

1628
A collection of mixed vintage diecast models
including a Budgie Toys Tonibell Ice Cream
Van, a Lemco Ford Sedan, a boxed Kay Midge
Mechanical clockwork ESSO Petrol Tanker, 2
boxed Morestone / Modern Products
Locomotives, and others
£80-100

1629
A collection of vintage diecasts including a John
Hill & Co. Army Truck, 2x LondonToy model
Buses, 2x Depose of France Tractor Crawlers, a
boxed Barclay Manufacturing Co. Double
Decker Car Transporter with cars, and others
£80-120

1630
A collection of Tootsietoys including a Texaco
Petrol Tanker, 1929 Ford Model A, a boxed set
of Milk Trailers, a Contractor Set, and others
£80-120

1631
A tray containing mostly Budgie and Benbros
play-worn diecasts, with specific examples
including a Benbros Guy Wagon, a Budgie
Coca-Cola Truck, an empty box for a Budgie
No. 262 Racing Motor Cyclist, and others
£50-80

1632
A large collection of Triang Minic and Dinky
Toys Ships including a boxed R.M.S. Aquitania,
several part complete trade boxes - HMS
Jutland, HMS Diana, P.S Cardiff Queen, some
pre-war Dinky ships including the Queen of
Bermuda and H.M.S York, 3x Basset Lowke
wooden waterline models - a large collection
£150-200

1633
3 Pilen of Spain diecasts comprising No. 355
Citroen CX, No. 299 Peugeot 504, and No.
329 Seat 124 Sport Coupe - all in their original
plastic cases, sold with a boxed Polistil Mini, and
4 boxed Russian Diecast
£80-100

1634
Morestone Modern Products, 2 boxed models
comprising a Daimler Ambulance in cream with
a silver base and trim, and a red cross to each
side (NM-BVG), and a Police Car in black, with
roof aerial, the model is missing the siren and
would benefit from a clean (G-BVG), sold with
a blister carded Budgie Miniature Express Parcel
Delivery Van
£70-100

1635
3 boxed vintage diecasts comprising a CIJ 3/62
Renault Minibus “Correspondence SNCF” -
beige body, red plastic hubs, black rear step,
housed in the original card box (VG-BG), A
Tekno No. 913 Mercedes Benz delivery lorry in
white with a red chassis and “Tuborg” livery,
one side shutter has partially broken inside the
model, the model might benefit from a clean
(VG-E,BP), and a Corgi Toys No. 457 ERF 44G
platform lorry, with light blue cab and dark blue
bed (NM-BG)
£80-100

1636
A tray containing a mixed selection of play
worn military diecasts, examples including a
Benbros Guy Truck, a Budgie Military Police
Land Rover, a Dinky Toys Scammell Recovery
Tractor, and others
£80-100

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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1637
A collection of mixed aircraft models
comprising 6 boxed AHM 1/100th scale planes
including a Ryan Monoplane “The Spirit of St
Louis”, a Boeing F4B-4, a boxed Mettoy
clockwork Helicopter, an Aero Mini collector
series BOAC Super VC-10 - the model would
benefit from cleaning, and others
£50-80

1638
A collection of mixed plastic models including 2
boxed Penguin cars - a Jowett Javelin and a
Riley, a boxed Mettoy friction drive single deck
bus, a Norev No. 81 Citroen 1200KG delivery
van, some Tomte Laerdal & Galanite rubber
vehicles, and others
£100-120

1639
A box containing various mixed empty model
boxes, specific examples to include a Majorette
counter top outer box, a Lone Star Roadmaster
Major Series Farm King Tractor, a Budgie Enid
Blyton’s Noddy and his Engine, and others
£40-60

1640
A Budgie Models group of mostly Routemaster
London bus models in different liveries such as
DHL Worldwide, Watford FA Cup Final 1984,
25 Faithful Years, a boxed Budgie No. 238
British Railways Articulated Delivery Van
(VNM-BF), and others
£80-100

1641
A collection of Hot Wheels Farbs, 4 mixed
examples including Myles Ahead, Hy Gear, and
2 others - all in very good to excellent
condition.
£60-80

1642
Hot Wheels Red Lines Heavyweights No. 6005
Funny Money Truck in silver with orange plastic
bull bar, and “Funny Money Truck” labels to the
doors, the model has been resealed on its
original backing card (VNMM-BVG)
£70-100

1643
A Hot Wheels Red Lines Heavyweights
Scooper Dumper Truck in spectraflame green
with a yellow & white plastic back, the model is
sealed on its original part complete backing card
with button
£80-120

1644
Hot Wheels Red Lines group of 6 including a
Custom Volkswagen in spectraflame red, a
Custom Mustang, a Hot Heap, and 3 others
£30-50

1652
A boxed Budgie Corgi and Tekno diecast group
to include a Corgi Toys No. 409 Unimog
tipper, a Budgie models Budgie Service
Volkswagen delivery van, and a Tekno No. 17M
Ford Taunus all in original boxes
£30-50

1653
Spot On Models by Triang No. 157 Rover 3L,
comprising of light grey body with red interior
and white steering wheel, housed in the original
card box with binder leaflet and other leaflet,
boxed (VG-BG)
£70-100

1654
Spot On No.166 Renault Floride, white body
with red interior, housed in the original worn
card box (VGNM-BFG)
£70-100

1655
A Husky No. 3005 Holiday Time gift set
comprising of eight various vehicles, housed in
the original card and plastic display packaging,
mixed vehicles to include Jaguar E-type,
Studebaker wagon, Volkswagen 1300, various
others, all models in exceptional condition and
outer packaging very good, some slight cracking
to plastic section but all appear in good
complete condition
£400-600

1656
Spot On No.185 Fiat 500, yellow body with off
white interior, green roof stripe, housed in the
original card box
£80-120

1657
A pair of boxed Morestone Scammell liquid in
bulk tankers, one comprising of orange cab and
chassis with white back, the other with cream
back, both housed in original card boxes
£30-50

1658
A TP Series loose diecast group
to include Sports Coupe and
haulage contractor tipper truck,
the coupe comprising of red
body with silver flash, the
commercial vehicle comprising
of red cab and chassis with blue
back and haulage contractor
livery, sold with a selection of
box remains from both models
£40-60

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

1645
Tekno boxed Ferguson Tractor and attachment
gift set, comprising of Ferguson Tractor, green
trailer, plough, harrow and attachments,
together with a selection of milk churns and
sacks, housed in the original labelled card box
£200-250

1646
Tekno No.819 Volkswagen Saloon “Polizei”
dark green body with red interior, blue roof
light, cast hubs, in the original red and white
window box
£70-100

1647
Tekno Commercial Vehicle group, to include
Ford Taunus finished in maroon and grey with
spun hubs, together with a PFAFF VW Van,
comprising red and cream body, with PFAFF
livery, body damaged/with fatigue
£50-80

1648
Edil Toys Alfa Romeo Giulia TI, grey body, red
interior, plated plastic bumpers, hubs, (G)
£60-80

1649
A Lone Star Flyers No. 7 Vauxhall Firenza in
metallic blue-green with an off white interior
and silver base, dashboard needs re-attaching
correctly, housed in the original box
£80-120

1650
Norev No.59 Renault Alpine A110, finished in
blue with grey interior, with roof light and
aerial, housed in the original window box
£30-50

1651
Taiseiya Co Ltd, Cherry CA Phoenix No.9
diecast model of a Karmann Ghia, finished in
red with grey interior, fitted with white wall
tyres and spun hubs, housed in the original card
box, very rare example
£400-600
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1659
A tray containing a collection of various boxed
and loose diecast and tin plate vehicles to
include Tudor Rose boxed 15 ton rear dump
truck, a Budgie Toys Aveling Barford road roller,
a Lipkin part complete tractor together with a
Gescha tinplate and clockwork B-720 crawler
tractor with scoop and driver figure, together
with other diecast agricultural and emergency
service vehicles
£60-80

1660
A collection of original and repainted Tootsie
and Manoil diecast vehicles to include a Manoil
tow truck comprising of silver body with black
running boards and red hubs, together with a
repainted Tootsie Toys Chrysler Airflow saloon
and others
£50-80

1661
A Sabra (Made in Israel) plastic cased model of
a Ford Mustang with flower power livery,
comprising red body with red interior and silver
spun hubs with psychedelic decals/racing stripe,
model No. 8106/1
£50-80

1662
Tekno No.819 Volkswagen Beatle comprising
of metallic brown body with spub hubs and
clear glazing, housed in the original all card box
£150-200

1663
Spot On No.276, Jaguar S, comprising metallic
bronze body with red interior, driver and
passenger figure, with spun hubs, housed in the
original window box
£100-150

1664
Spot On Models diecast group, 3 examples all
in partly worn boxes, to include Goggomobil
Super, No.215 Daimler SP250, and a No.115
Bristol 406, all in worn boxes
£80-100

WHITE METAL &
CONTINENTAL DIEC AST 

1699
2 Provence Moulage built model kits comprising
a Jaguar Mk VII No.47 “Fernando Razo Maciel”
Carrera Panamericana Mexico Rally 1951
limited edition numbered 100/200, and a Ford
Escort TC 1600 Mk1 winner Safari Rally 1972 -
both models are well built examples and
housed in plastic cases
£40-60

1700
A John Day Motor Racing Sculpture of the
1957 Le Mans winning Flockhart/Bueb D Type
Jaguar in pewter housed in its original card box
with a signed certificate from its creator
£60-80

1701
Brooklin Collection 1/43rd white metal model
group, 3 examples to include BRK143 1955
Plymouth Belvedere 4-Door Suburban, a
BRK171 1957 Packard Clipper, and a BR64A
1959 Ford Thunderbird Convertible, all housed
in the original foam packed boxes
£100-120

1702
Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale white metal
vehicle group, 3 examples to include BC013
1936 Buick Special 4 Door Trunk Sedan M-41,
a BRK106 1938 Lincoln Zephyr, and a BRK93
Studebaker Commander Roadster, all housed in
the original foam packed boxes
£100-120

1703
Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale white metal
vehicle group, 3 examples to include BRK117
1939 Mercury 99-A Sedan Coupe, a BRK 84
1934 La Salle 350 Coupe, and a BRK88 1931
Studebaker President Convertible Roadster, all
housed in original foam packed boxes
£100-120

1704
Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale white metal
vehicle group, 3 examples to include BRK138
1955 Chrysler Windsor Town and County, a
BRK149 1959 Studebaker Lark Deluxe, and a
BRK 108 1954 Studebaker Constogae Station
Wagon, all in original boxes, models requires
small fittings replaced and restoration required
£80-120

1705
Lansdowne Models 1/43rd scale white metal
boxed vehicle group, 3 examples to include
LDM50 1957 Humber Hawk Estate Iceberg
Green, a LDM109 1966 Ford Zodiac MK4
Saloon, and a LDM41 1964 Ford Corsair 4
door saloon, all in original foam packed card
boxes
£100-120

1706
Lansdowne Models 1/43rd scale white metal
boxed vehicle group, 3 examples to include
LDM47 1936 Railton Fairmile 3 Position Drop
Head Coupe, and a LDM66 1935/6 Triumph
Gloria Vitesse, and a LDM64 1950 Bentley MK
VI, all in original foam packed boxes
£100-120

1707
Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale white metal
boxed vehicle group, 3 examples to include
BRK82 1959 Desoto Adventurer Two Door
Hard Top, BRK70 1950 Dodge Wayfarer
Coupe, and a BRK 63 1956 Plymouth Fury, all
housed in the original foam packed boxes
£100-120

1708
Brooklin Collection 1/43rd scale white metal
boxed vehicle group, 3 examples to include
BRK 105 1947 Cadillac, a BRK90 Plymouth 5
door window coupe, and a BRK51 1951 Ford
Victoria, all housed in the original foam packed
boxes
£100-120

1709
Lansdowne Models 1/43rd scale white metal
boxed vehicle group, 3 examples to include
LDM42 1948 Wolseley 18/85 Series 3, a LDM
29A 1935 Triumph Vitesse Flow-free and a
LDM29 1947 MG Saloon (Missing 1 light
fitting), housed in the original foam packed
boxes
£100-120

1710
Brooklin Collection 1/43rd scale white metal
boxed vehicle group, 3 examples to include
BRK189 1960 Cadillac Series 62 Six Window
Sedan, a BRK118 1951 Kaiser-Frazer Henry J,
and a BRK 137 1956 Pontiac Chieftain 860, all
housed in the original foam packed card boxes
£100-120

1711
Brooklin Collection 1/43rd scale white metal
boxed vehicle group, 3 examples to include
BRK86 1938 Cadillac 60 Special, a BRK66 1956
Packard Patrician 4 Door Sedan, and a BRK78
1936 Scout Scarab, all in original foam packed
boxes
£100-120

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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1712
Brooklin Models Buick Collection 1/43rd scale
white metal boxed vehicle group, 3 examples
to include BC003 1937 Buick Special 4 Door
Sedan, a BC004x 1938 Buick Special Touring
Sedan M-41, and BC025 1938 Buick Limited
Limousine 90-L Black, all housed in the original
foam packed boxes
£100-150

1713
The Brooklin Collection 1/43rd scale white
metal boxed vehicle group, 3 examples to
include BRK79 1951 Chrysler Imperial
Convertible, a BRK67 1961 Imperial
Southampton Customs Coupe, and BRK59
1957 Rambler Rebel, all housed in the original
foam packed boxes
£100-120

1714
Brooklin Collection 1/43rd scale white metal
boxed vehicle group, 3 examples to include
BRK147 1952 Cadillac Series 62 4-Door Sedan,
a BRK110 1952 Chrysler Imperial Newport, and
a BRK169 1934 La Salle Series 350 4-Door
Sedan, all housed in the original foam packed
boxes, all models with some minor damage or
parts that require restoration
£80-120

1715
The Brooklin Collection 1/43rd scale white
metal boxed vehicle group, 3 examples to
include BRK 133 1934 Buick 96-S Coupe, a
BRK102 1936 Hudson Terraplane Custom 6-
62, and a BRK116 1931 Marmon Sixteen 2
Passenger Coupe, all in the original foam
packed boxes
£100-120

1716
Brooklin Collection 1/43rd scale white metal
boxed vehicle group, 3 examples to include
BRK 96 1931 Marmon Sixteen Convertible
Sedan, a BRK81 1936 Pierce Arrow 1601
Sedan, and a BRK100 1935 Pierce Arrow
Coupe, all housed in the original foam packed
boxes
£100-120

1717
Lansdowne Models 1/43rd scale white metal
boxed vehicle group, 3 examples to include
LDM9 1953 Austin A40 Somerset, a LDM14
1963 Singer Gazelle, and a LDM12 1958 Austin
A105 Westminster Vanden Plas, all in the
original foam packed boxes
£100-120

1725
Brooklin Collection 1/43rd scale white metal
boxed vehicle group, 3 examples to include
BRK 136 1947 Chevrolet Stylemaster Sedan
Delivery Van, a BRK156 1937 Oldsmobile L-37
Touring Sedan and a BRK80 1937 Pierce Arrow
Travelodge, all housed in the original foam
packed boxes
£100-150

1726
Brooklin Buick Collection 1/43rd scale white
metal boxed vehicle group, 3 examples to
include BC010 1934 Buick Limousine 7
Passenger Model 90-L, BC021 1938 Buick
Special Sport Coupe M-46S together with a
BC024 1934 Buick Series 90 5-Passenger Sedan
M-97, all housed in the original foam packed
boxes
£100-120

1727
Lansdowne Models 1/43rd scale white metal
boxed vehicle group, 3 examples to include
LDM46 1945 Sunbeam Talbot Ten, a LDM16
1961 Humber Super Snipe, and LDM63 1938
AC 16/80 Sports Competition Roadster, all in
the original foam packed boxes
£100-120

1728
Brooklin Collection and Tin Wizard 1/43rd
scale white metal boxed vehicle group, 3
examples to include Tin Wizard No.158 Horch
P240 1955-59, a Brooklin BRK 128 1952
Cunningham C-3 Continental Coupe, and a
BRK40A 1948 Cadillac Sixty One Special, all in
the original foam packed boxes
£100-150

1729
Western Models 1/43rd scale white metal
vehicle group, 4 examples to include WMS 85
1947 Morris Series 8E, a WMS 94 1935 Ford 8
Y 2-Door, a WMS 95 1947 Austin 10 Saloon,
and a WMS 104 1938 Vauxhall 14/6DX, all in
original boxes
£100-120

1730
Brooklin Collection 1/43rd scale white metal
boxed vehicle group, 3 examples to include
BRK55A 1951 Packard Patrician (Hood
Ornament requires re-attaching), a BRK144
1935 Studebaker Dictator 4-Door (Missing
Headlight Bulb), and a BRK125 1953 Nash
Healey Roadster, windscreen requires re-
attaching, all in original boxes
£70-100

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

1718
Lansdowne Models 1/43rd scale white metal
boxed vehicle group, 3 examples to include
LDM70 1957 Wolseley 15/50, a LDM 60 1954
Wolseley 6/90 Series 1, and a LDM77 1957
Riley 1.5 Saloon, all housed in the original foam
packed box
£100-150

1719
Lansdowne Models 1/43rd scale white metal
boxed vehicle group, 3 examples to include
LDM74 1937 Riley 12/4 continental touring
sedan, a LDM26 1953 Jowett Javelin Deluxe,
and a LDM28 1947 MG Saloon Type YA, all in
the original foam packed boxes
£100-120

1720
Brooklin Collection 1/43rd scale white metal
boxed vehicle group, 3 examples to include
BRK 180 1954 Buick Special Four Door Sedan,
and a BRK146 1933 Stutz DV-32 Victoria
Convertible and a BRK94 1949 Lincoln
Cosmopolitan Convertible, all housed in the
original foam packed boxes
£100-150

1721
Heco Miniatures hand-built limited edition
1/43rd scale model of a Bugatti Royale
Weinberger 1932 Saloon, finished in white,
Chassis No.41.121, limited edition No.144/300,
housed in the original card box
£100-120

1722
Heco Miniatures hand-built limited edition
1/43rd scale model of a Bugatti Royale Esder
1932, chassis No.41.111, finished in two tone
green, limited edition No.211/300, housed in
the original card box
£100-150

1723
Heco Miniatures hand-built limited edition
1/43rd scale model of a Bugatti Royale Coach
Carrosserie Weymann 1929, limited edition
No.171/300, housed in the original card box,
£100-150

1724
Heco Miniatures hand-built limited edition
1/43rd scale model of a Bugatti Royale Kellner
1932, limited edition No.195/300, housed in
the original card box,
£100-120
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1731
Matrix Scale Models 1/43rd scale resin factory
built vehicle group, 3 examples to include
Bristol 402 DHC Limited Edition 081/400, a
Steyr 220 Glaser Sport Cabriolet Limited
Edition 249/400, and a Alvis Super TC 108G,
Limited Edition 217/408, all in original boxes
£100-150

1732
Matrix Scale Models 1/43rd scale resin factory
built vehicle group, 3 examples to include
Daimler DE36 Blue Clover Hooper, Limited
Editon 051/408, together with a Daimler DB18
DHC Carlton, Limited Edition 004/408, and a
Mercedes Benz 630K Coupe Chaffeur 1929,
limited edition 196/408, all housed in the
original packaging
£100-150

1733
Matrix Scale Models 1/43rd scale resin factory
built vehicle group, 3 examples to include
Daimler Corsica Concept 1995, a Bugatti Type
40 Roadster, and a 1931 Bugatti Type 51
Dubos Coupe, all housed in the original boxes
£100-150

1734
Matrix Scale Models 1/43rd scale resin factory
built vehicle group, 3 examples to include
Daimler DB18 Hooper Empress, Buick Series
80 Opera Brougham 1938, and a Cadillac
Fleetwood Series 75 1970 Metallic red, all in
the original boxes
£100-150

1735
Matrix Louwman Museum Scale Models 1/43rd
scale resin factory built vehicle group, 2
examples to include 1955 Daimler DK400
Hooper Golden Zebra, and a 1941 Tatra T87,
both in the original boxes
£100-150

1736
Brooklin Collection 1/43rd scale white metal
boxed vehicle group, 3 examples to include
BRK164 1954 Desoto Firedome 4-Door Sedan,
and a BRK157 1959 Desoto Fireflite Station
Wagon, and a BRK148 1935 Nash Ambassador
Eight Sedan, all in the original foam packed
boxes
£100-150

1737
Western Models 1/43rd scale white metal
vehicle group, 4 examples to include WMS 109
1948 Lincoln Convertible, WMS103 1941 Buick
4-Door Sedan, WMS 77 1946 Ford Sedan and
a SW22 1960 Pontiac Parisienne Vista, all in the
original card boxes
£100-120

1738
Western Models 1/43rd scale white metal
vehicle group, 4 examples to include WMS 26X
1929 Mercedes SSK Corsica, WRK17 1962
Ferrari 330P, a 1937 Betley 3.5 Litre Saloon,
and a WMS41 1949 Jaguar MK V Saloon, all in
the original card boxes
£100-150

1739
Lansdowne Models 1/43rd scale white metal
boxed vehicle group, 3 examples to include
LDM79 1936 Railton Cobham Saloon, a
LDM61 1937 Jensen 3.5 Litre S Type, and a
LDM91 1936 Riley Adelphi saloon, all in the
original foam packed boxes
£100-120

1740
Lansdowne Models 1/43rd scale white metal
boxed vehicle group, 3 examples to include
LDM 2A 1957 Vauxhall Cresta E Series,
LDM49 1951 Triumph Mayflower, and a
LDM21 1950 Lea Francis Estate 4 Door
Woody, all in the original foam packed boxes
£100-150

1741
Lansdowne Models International Police Vehicles
1/43rd scale white metal boxed vehicle group,
3 examples to include IPV14 1939-48 Wolseley
18/85 Worcestershire Constabulary, a IPV04
1972 Vauxhall Ventora Huddersfield District
and a IPV03 1952 Singer SM1500, models
require cleaning and 1 roof sign has been re-
glued, all housed in the original foam packed
boxes
£100-150

1742
Mini Marque “43” 1/43rd scale white metal
boxed vehicle group, 2 examples to include
UK22E Riley RME Spatted 1954, and a UK
No.19A Riley RMA Saloon 1.5 Litre, both in the
original card boxes
£100-150

1743
Mini Marque “43” 1/43rd scale white metal
boxed vehicle group, 2 examples to include
No.1B Riley RMB Two-Tone 1948, and a
No.23A Riley RMF Saloon 2.5 Litre, both in the
original boxes
£100-150

1744
Mini Marque “43” 1/43rd scale white metal
boxed vehicle group, 2 examples to include
No.21A Riley RMD Drophead Coupe 2.5 Litre,
and a No.20A Riley RMC Roadster Open 2.5
Litre, both in the original foam packed boxes
£100-150

1745
Brooklin Collection 1/43rd scale white metal
boxed vehicle group, 3 examples to include
BRK 153 1936 Terraplane Custom Six
Convertible Coupe, Factory Special No.5 1938
Cadillac Sixty Special Convertible Sedan
(Missing Hood Ornament), and a BRK151 1956
Pontiac Chieftain 860 4-Door Station Wagon,
all housed in the original foam packed boxes
£100-150

1746
Western Models 1/43rd scale white metal
boxed vehicle group, 4 examples to include
1937 Lagonda 4.5 Litre, a WMS34 1936
Bentley 4.5 Mulliner, a WMS100 1939 Flying
Standard 9CB, and a WMS33 1938 Alfa Romeo
8C 2900B, all in original boxes
£100-150

1747
Lansdowne Models International Police Vehicles
1/43rd scale white metal boxed vehicle group,
3 examples to include IPV16 1952 Ford F-1
Ranger (Missing Wing Mirror), a IPV25 1956
Ford Mainline RCMP (Missing bonnet mascot),
and a IPV13 1971 Hillman Avenger Garda, all
housed in the original foam packed boxes
£100-120

1748
Western Models 1/43rd scale white metal
boxed vehicle group, 4 examples to include
WMS107 1950 Desoto 8-Passenger Sedan, a
SW20 1942 Hudson Custom Commodore, a
WMS75 1941 Studebaker Champion Coupe,
and a WMS79 1957 Pontiac Star Cheif, all in
the original foam packed boxes
£120-150

1749
Brooklin Models 1/50th scale white metal hand
built model of a 1933 Commer Holland
Coachcraft, limited edition No.104/400
released, product number ARC002, finished in
red and housed in the original box with leaflet
£100-120

1750
Heco Miniatures 1/43rd scale resin hand built
model of a Hispano Suiza J12 Rothschild,
Reference number 402M, Limited Edition
164/200 released, housed in the original
wooden box with plastic casing
£100-120

1751
Pathfinder Models 1/43rd scale white metal
hand built vehicle group, 3 examples to include
PFM12 1959 Armstrong Siddeley, together with
a PFM28 Lanchester LD10 1951 and a PFM9
Daimler SP250 1962, all housed in the original
foam packed boxes
£100-120

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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1752
Western Models and Metal43 1/43rd scale
white metal boxed vehicle group, 4 examples
to include Metal 43 No.1022 Mercedes 300S
Coupe, WMS32 1930 Bentley 6.5 Litre, a
WMS54 Alfa Romeo Villa D’Este Coupe, and a
WMS49 1964 Bentley S3, all in the original
foam packed boxes
£120-150

1753
Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale white metal
boxed vehicle group, 3 examples to include
BRK98 1939 La Salle Two Dour Touring Sedan,
a BRK141 1937 Lincoln K 7-Passenger Saloon,
and a BRK122 1939 La Salle 5 Window Coupe,
all with some small parts missing, housed in the
original boxes
£70-100

1754
Brooklin Models 1/43rd scale white metal
boxed vehicle group, 3 examples to include
BRK127 1934 Studebaker Commander Land
Cruiser Sedan, together with a BRK175 1957
Oldsmobile Super 88, and a BRK126 1936
Pierce Arrow Convertible, all in the original
boxes, models damaged and missing parts
£60-80

1755
Western Models and Mini Marque 43, 1/43rd
scale white metal vehicle group, 3 examples to
include a Mini Marque US87B Packard
Caribbean Top Up 1955, a Western Models
WMS 73X Oldsmobile 98, and a WMS78 Buick
Roadmaster Convertible Hood Up, all housed
in the original foam packed boxes
£100-120

1756
Hart Models Ltd/Enstone Emergency Models
1/48th scale resin and white metal vehicle
group, 2 examples to include a Daimler LCC
Ambulance Series, and a Bedford TJ1 Lomas
Ambulance “Herefordshire”, both housed in
the original boxes and would benefit from
cleaning
£100-120

1757
Hart Models 1/48th scale white metal model of
a No.HT30 CHP Chevrolet Military Vehicle,
housed in the original foam packed box
£80-120

1758
Hart Models 1/48th scale white metal and resin
model of a HT37 Bedford QLR Military
Appliance, housed in the original foam packed
box, model would benefit from cleaning
£80-120

1767
Collection of 1/43rd scale white metal and resin
models to include a Spa Croft SPC14 1945-48
Humber Pullman Mk1, Kenna Models
No.KM19B Daimler No.77 in green, together
with a CCC No.203 Voisin C11 1927, all in the
original card boxes
£100-150

1768
Abbey Classics 1/43rd scale white metal model
of a Ford Cortina MK3 L Saloon, finished in
metallic grey, together with a Viscount Models
No.2 Ford Cortina MK3 2000E 1974 Saloon,
both housed in the original card boxes
£80-120

1769
Western Models 1/43rd scale white metal
group, 4 examples to include a WMS 62X Alfa
Romeo Freccia Open, a WMS59 1953 Bentley
R Type, a WMS No.1 Daimler 420 Limousine,
and a WMS18 1951 Morgan Plus 4 (Missing
Windscreen), all housed in the original card
boxes
£100-120

1770
Western Models 1/43rd scale white metal high
speed racing group, 3 examples to include
WMS19 Mercedes C111/3 Record Car, a
WMS39 1939 MG EX135 Record Car, and a
WMS38 1939 EX135 Record Car, all in the
original foam packed boxes
£100-120

1771
Collection of 3 white metal 1/43rd scale cars to
include a SMTS CL28 Aston Martin DB4GT, a
Lansdowne LDM 105E 1939 Embiricos Bentley
1971-1993 road car, and a Heritage Jubilee
Celebration JW8 Jaguar XK120 1949, all in the
original card boxes
£100-150

1772
Ruby Toys Made in England white metal
commercial vehicle group, to include No.42
Dennis Brewers Dray, and a No.43 Welgar
Dennis Van, both housed in the original card
boxes
£100-120

1773
Ugo Fadini Record Cars, No.16a 1/43rd scale
resin hand built model of a Cooper MK5 1951
Record Car, housed in the original card box
with display plinth
£80-120

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

1759
Hart Models 1/48th scale white metal and resin
model of a WW2 Mark V Tank, housed in the
original foam packed box
£100-120

1760
Hart Models 1/48th scale white metal and resin
model of a HT31 Austin K6 Brakedown Gantry,
housed in the original foam packed box
£100-120

1761
World of Miniatures 1/48th scale resin and
white metal model of a Bertram Mills Circus
Travelling Wagon, finished in red and green
with Bertram Mills Livery, boxed
£80-120

1762
An A Smith Automodels part complete kit for
the T242 Nicholas 475 ton girder trailer and
load, housed in six various boxes, two which
are labelled A Smith Automodels, very
expensive kit when purchased new, but
unchecked for completeness, please see images
for full description
£240-400

1763
Heco Miniatures of France 1/43rd scale white
metal and resin factory built model of a Voisin
C20 28Cv, 1931, housed in the original
perspex display case with outer box, limited
edition No.28/300
£120-160

1764
Heco Miniatures 1/43rd scale white metal and
resin factory-built model of a Bugatti Type 41
Royale, finished in black, housed in the original
perspex display case with outer box, limited
edition No.17/300
£120-160

1765
Auto Replicas and Meri Kits white metal
models, group of 6 built models comprising a
Meri Kits Lancia LC4, a Lancia Delta, and a
Lancia Rally - all in “Martini” livery, an Auto
Replicas Fiat Abarth 124 Spider, and 2x
Triumph TR6 - neither has its windscreen
£60-95

1766
Replicarz 1/20th scale resin built model of the
Blue Flame 1970 Land Speed Record Car,
loose example, minor repair required to secure
rear wheel, rare example
£80-95
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1774
Ruby Toys Made in England, 2 examples to
include No.41 Albion Van “Silver Cross”, and a
No.42 Dennis Brewers Dray “Trumans”, both
housed in the original card box
£100-120

1775
Ruby Toys Made in England boxed group, 2
examples to include a No.46 Leyland Bus,
together with a No.47 Jowett Bradford, both
housed in the original card boxes
£100-120

1776
Collection of 3 various white metal 1/43rd scale
vehicles, including a Rob Eddie RE24 1938
Volvo PV802, a Crossway Models CM13
No.316 Morris Oxford and a Kenna Models
271/600 released Standard Vanguard, finished in
maroon, all housed in the original card boxes
£100-150

1777
Lansdowne Models 1/43rd scale commercial
vehicle group, 3 examples to include LDM40
1960 Austin Gipsy Long Wheel Base (Model
Needs Cleaning), together with a LDM69 1948
Bedford PC Van, and a LDM33A 1960 Bedford
Dormobile Romany, all housed in the original
card boxes
£100-120

1778
Collection of 4 various 1/43rd scale white metal
and resin models to include a Western Models
WMS102TT 1938 Morris 8 Series E, a Spa
Croft SPC11 1940 Vauxhall GL Limousine, a
Pathfinder Models PFM24 Daimler Conquest
Century 1957, and a Provence Moulage Jaguar
MK1, all in original boxes
£100-150

1779
Western Models 1/43rd scale white metal
boxed group, 4 examples to include a WP123
1991 Aston Martin Virage Volante, WP120
1990 Jaguar XJRS, K4 Rover 800 Sterling, and
another K4 Rover 800 Sterling (Missing Wing
Mirror), all in original card boxes
£100-120

1780
Western Models and Metal 43, 1/43rd scale
white metal car group, 4 examples to include a
PLU61 1931 Mercedes Mannheim Roadster, a
No.1007 BMW 32B Cabriolet Open, a WMS
13 1931 Daimler Double Six/50 Corsica, and a
WMS35X 1934 Jaguar SS1, all in the original
card boxes
£100-150

1781
Collection of 1/43rd scale resin and white metal
cars to include a Cheshire Scale Models Bentley
R Type 1992 Continental, a BRM Bristol 403,
and a SMTS CL29 Aston Martin DB8, all in
original boxes
£100-120

1782
Spark Models 1/43 scale white metal and resin
model of a Team Lotus 1970 race car
transporter, finished in red, white and silver with
goldleaf Team Lotus livery, appears as issued,
box card outer damaged
£80-120

1783
SVM Modeles and Traditions 1/43rd scale resin
boxed vehicle group, 3 examples to include a
SVM No.96 15 NH Torpedo, a SVM No.001
Peugeot 601 Coach Sport and a SVM No.89
Panhard 29cv 8 CYL 1934, all housed in the
original boxes
£100-120

1784
SVM Mini Route 1/43rd scale resin vehicle
group, 3 examples to include No.58 Citroen C6
Torpedo, a No.86 Renault Nervastella, and a
No.60 Citroen 15 NH 1936, all in the original
boxes
£100-120

1785
A Smith Auto Models (ASAM) 1/48th scale
white metal model of a Heanor Haulage F16 4
Axle Tractor unit, with 7 axle low loader trailer
and load, housed in the original box
£80-120

1786
Alan Smith Auto Models (ASAM) 1/48th scale
kit built model of a Ford Cargo 4x2 Rigid with a
draw bar matching box trailer, finished with
Sketchley Rental Services Livery, in the original
foam packed box
£80-100

1787
A Smith Auto Models (ASAM) 1/48th scale
white metal hand built haulage vehicle group, 2
examples to include a Foden 6x4 Tractor Unit
with 3 Axle Tanker Trailer “Smith and
Robinson”, together with a ERF 6x2 Youngers
Tartan Tractor Unit with tanker trailer, both
housed in the original card boxes
£120-150

1788
Fire Brigade Models FB226 1/48th scale white
metal and resin hand built model of a MAN
Incident Response Unit, housed in the original
labelled box, and built to a good standard,
£100-120

1789
Alan Smith Auto Models ASAM 1/48th scale
white metal Road Haulage Group, 2 examples
to include a Foden S106 6x4 Tractor Unit with
a 3 axle 40ft Tautliner Trailer, finished with
British Telecom Livery, together with a Volvo
FL7 4x2 Tractor Unit with 3 Axle Covered
Trailer, finished with Inter Services Holland
Livery, both housed in the original boxes
£120-150

1790
An Alan Smith Auto Models 1/48 scale No.
C99EC resin and white metal kit for a Scammell
S24 heavy tow Econofreight heavy haulage
tractor unit, housed in the original labelled box
£70-100

1791
Crossway Models and Kenna Models 1/43rd
scale white metal car group, 2 boxed examples
to include a Crossway Models CM15 Rover
Gas Turbine Jet 1, finished in metallic green,
together with a Kenna Models No.152
Wolesley 9, finished in green and black, both in
the original card boxes
£100-120

1792
China Auto Replicas and Hong Kong Model
Company 1/43rd scale fine resin scale model
group, to include a No.CAR101 Star of Chang
An Police Van, together with a Hong Kong
Model Company No.9451A Casualty
Treatment Centre, housed in the original boxes
£100-120

1793
Hong Kong Model Company 1/50th scale resin
scale model of a 1960s Hong Kong Lorry,
finished in red and dark green, housed in the
original card box
£70-100

1794
Collection of Fire Brigade Models and Brooklin
Models Emergency Vehicles Boxed Group, 3
examples to include a Fire Brigade Models
London Ambulance Service Ambulance, a
Brooklin Models CSV02 1954 Studebaker
Conestoga Ambulet, and a Brooklin Models
CSV03 1953 Packard Henney Junior
Ambulance, all housed in the original packaging,
all models with minor losses
£80-100

1795
7 various boxed 1/43rd scale white metal
vehicles to include Western Models, Replica
Kits, Metal 43, Kenna Models and others, all
models require parts replacing and are
considered damaged or in complete
£100-150

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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1796
Privilege D’elegance 1/43rd scale white metal
and resin factory built model of a Cadillac 1976
Ultra Stretched Limo, finished in metallic pink
and white, housed in the original foam packed
box
£100-120

1797
ABC Models 1/43rd scale boxed diorama
display model of a 1926 PLSC Leyland Lion
Single Deck Bus, housed in the original plastic
casing with outer card packaging,
£70-100

1798
Alan Smith Auto Models (ASAM) 1/48th scale
white metal and resin commercial vehicle
group, 3 examples to include Ford 6x4 400
CAT “Dash 1” Tipper Truck, together with a
DAF 80 4x2 Tractor unit with Carbon Dioxide
Livery, and a 8x4 Leyland Constructor Tanker
with Tank Freight Livery, all in original boxes
£120-150

1799
Collection of Emergency Services and Royal
related white metal and resin hand-built
vehicles, all models require some restoration, to
include Brooklin Models CSV15 1938 Flexible
Buick Sterling Ambulance, Brooklin Models
CSV16 1960 Miller Meteor Cadillac Guardian
Ambulance, a Queen Mother Daimler Queen
Mother Saloon, and a MM43 Daimler DS420
Landaulette, all in original boxes
£100-120

1807
A large extensive collection of mixed period
Meccano to include blue & gold, red & green,
various clockwork and electric motors, also
including a quantity of brass components,
specific parts and examples include a geared
roller bearing wheel, a divided chest containing
a quantity of windmill components, pulleys,
hooks, wheels, etc
£150-250

1808
Collection of Nintendo, Playstation and
Nintendo DS Games, to include Super Mario
Galaxy 2, Star Wars Attack of the Clones,
Carnival Fun Games and Harry Potter etc
£40-60

1809
Collection of Games Workshop, Citadel,
Warhammer, Lord of the Rings and Similar
Wag Gaming figures, to include Mordheim,
Dryad, Fantasy Armies, Call of Cthulhu, Dead
Lands and others
£50-60

1810
A large collection of He-Man “Masters of the
Universe”, She-Ra “Princess of Power” and
Hasbro WWF Wrestling figures including
Skeletor, Zoar Eagle Bird, Panthor Savage Cat,
together with a quantity of spare parts including
various weapons and accessories, as well as
some annuals
£150-200

1811
A collection of 1980’s childrens board games to
include Domino Rally, Hollywood, Game of
Knowledge and others - contents not checked
for completeness
£40-60

1812
A collection of 1980’s childrens board games
relating to TV programmes such as The “A”
Team, Allo Allo, Neighbours, Blockbusters and
others - contents not checked for completeness
£40-60

1813
A Triang Minic tinplate and push and go double
decker bus comprising red body with Penguin
Model Boats and Triang Pedal Motors livery (G)
£30-50

1814
A collection of 1960s-1980s childrens board
games to include Advance, Pole Economy, On
The Buses, Campaign, Gambler, Crow Shoot,
and Nations Board Game, all appear in good
clean condition and in original boxes
£40-60

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

TINPLATE & JUVENALIA 

1801
A Skyland Models of England large scale
wooden hand made model of a KLM Royal
Dutch Airlines PH-BKL Boeing 747 passenger
aircraft, finished in white, silver and tow-tone
blue with KLM livery, housed in associated large
scale card box
£100-120

1802
A Yonazawa of Japan tinplate and battery
operated model of an American Airlines DC-
7C California Flagship passenger aircraft,
finished in silver with AA livery and detailed
passenger tinprinted decoration to windows,
two-piece example, complete with four white
propellers
£50-70

1803
A collection of six various Triang Minic tinplate
and clockwork vehicles to include a BP Fuel
Tanker, a blue limousine finished in dark blue
with black running boards, three Triang Minic
military Jeeps, and a 4-wheel delivery truck, all
loose examples
£70-100

1804
Two trays containing a collection of boxed and
unboxed Triang Minic ships, to include a
Battlefleet Waterline Models gift set, a Naval
Harbour set, an RMS Caronia, in the original
box, together with other harbour accessories
£80-120

1805
One tray of Triang Minic, Brimtoy, Polistil and
similar tinplate and diecast vehicles to include a
Gunthermann 6-wheel army battle tank, a
Triang Minic petrol tanker, a Triang Minic
caravan and other associated tinplate items
£60-80

1806
Two trays containing a quantity of mixed
vintage Lego
£40-60
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1815
A collection of mixed 1960s-1980s board
games to include Bermuda Triangle, Battle of
Little Bighorn, Thunderbirds, Exploration,
SpyRing, Changeable Charlie, and Steeple
Chase, all in original boxes
£45-60

1816
One tray containing a collection of 1960s board
games to include Ideal Corporation Spacestrike,
Pallitoy Parker Division The Golden Shot, Merit
Remote Control Driving Test, and Airfix
Skydiver, all in original packaging
£45-60

1818
A Master Replicas 2002-2007 Darth Vader
Force FX Lightsaber collectable, housed in the
original box with outer buff coloured box
packaging
£120-160

1819
Two trays containing a quantity of modern
release Star Wars collectables, ephemera and
action figures, mixed examples to include The
Guinness World Records Officially Amazing
Obi-Wan Rancho gift pack, an original Star
Wars advent calendar, a Star Wars Rogue 1 Big
Figs action figure, a loose model of Boba fett,
together with various others (mixed lot)
£40-60

1820
One tray of various Avengers Marvel comics to
include a No. 1 1973 The Avengers Comic
book, together with various others
£30-45

1821
A Star Wars limited edition collectors’ series
Monopoly board game, shrink wrapped
example in the original packaging
£30-45

1822
A Just Toys Bend-ems Star Wars 10-piece gift
set, housed in the original window display
packaging with outer box, box heavily worn
£30-45

1823
One tray of various Star Wars Kenner and
Palitoy vehicles and accessories to include Star
Wars Droids Factory play base, 2x Star Wars
Return of the Jedi Chew Bacca action figure
belts, Ewok Glider maintenance vehicles and
others
£80-95

1824
Collection of various Star Wars related Topps
Trading Cards, mixed series, sets and singles to
include Disney Store Examples, Star War Lego
Cards, Topps Star Wars Galaxy, Skywalker
Saga, Star Wars Solo, and others
£80-95

1825
Large collection of various Star Wars, Battlestar
Galactica and Sci-Fi Trading Cards by Topps
and Match Attax, mixed series to include Star
Wars Galactic Files, Journey to Star Wars:The
Rise of Skywalker, Star Wars Rogue One
Topps, Topps Chrome, Sticker Cards and
Similar examples
£80-95

1826
Box containing a collection of Topps and Match
Attax Star Wars Trading Cards, mixed singles
and part sets to include Rogue One Topps,
Topps Chrome Perspectives, Topps Attack of
the Clones, Solo Topps, Topps Chrome and
others, all boosters in the lot have been opened
£80-95

1827
Collection of various Topps Star Wars related
collectable cards, to include Master Work and
similar examples, contained in 2 folders with a
quantity of loose/part boxed Master Work
Cards
£60-95

1828
Replica Kenner Star Wars Vinyl Cape Jawa
vintage 3 3/4” figure, cape appears to be a
replica, housed on a reproduction backing card
with weapon
£80-120

1829
Collection of Topps Star Wars Signature Series
and Authentic Autograph Cards, 4 examples to
include Masterwork Steve Blum as Zeb
Orrelios, Archives Signature Series 2018 Major
Ematt signed by Andrew Jack 17/22, Archives
Signatures Series 2018 C’ai Threnalli signed by
Paul Kasey 37/67 and Archives Signature Series
2018 Lovey Signed by Lily Cole 28/65, all in
sealed plastic cases/top loaders
£60-95

1830
Prop Store Ultimate Collectables Promotional
MAD booklet, used in the production of Star
Wars Episode V - The Empire Strikes Back, with
certificate of authenticity
£40-60

1831
Collection of various Topps Authentic
Autograph Trading Cards, 8 various examples
to include Anna Francolini as Imperial Border
Guard, Andrew Woodall as Imperial
Recruitment Officer, Adrian Edmondson as
Captain Edrison Peavey, Lloyd Sherr as Mortis
Father, Genevieve O’Reilly as Mon Mothma,
Valene Kane as Lyra Erso, Hugh Quarshie as
Captain Panaka, and Garrick Hagon as Biggs
Darklighter
£80-95

1832
3 various Star Wars Topps Sketch Cards, to
include Master Work Gold Matthew Hirons
“Han Solo” Sketch Card, Master Work Silver
Humberto Fuentes Imperial Gunner, and a
Chris West Stormtrooper Sketch Card, all
signed examples
£80-120

1833
Collection of Topps Master Work Star Wars
Autograph Cards, 4 Signed examples to include
Guy Henry Voice of Grand Moff Tarkin, Clive
Revill Voice of The Emperor, Marc Silk Voice of
AK5 Moe, and Dee Bradley Baker as Admiral
Trench, all in plastic card cases
£55-80

1834
Collection of Topps and Prop Store Signed and
Limited Edition Collectables to include Topps
Archives Signature 2018 Guavian Death Gang
Enforcer Signed Car, Limited edition 17/26,
Topps Galactic Files Michonne Bourriague as
Aurra Sing 014/188 signed card, Signed Richard
LeParmentier signed Admiral Motti Card, and a
Star Wars Prop Store Ewok Fur collectable
card/fur
£55-80

1835
Collection of Topps Star Wars Signed
Authentic Signature Cards, 7 examples to
include Ian Kenny as Rebolt, Anna Francolini as
Imperial Border Guard, Adrienne Wilkinson as
Mortis Daughter, Mary Elizabeth Glynn as
Governor Arihnda Pryce, Chris Parsons as 4-
LOM, Tiya Sircar as Sabine Wren, and Vanessa
Marshall as Hera Syndulla,
£80-95

1836
Kenner Canada Star Wars Return of the Jedi
vintage Princess Leia Combat Poncho 3 3/4”
figure, un-punched 77 back card, slightly
yellowed bubble, sold in an acrylic slide bottom
case
£160-240

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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1837
Topps Star Wars Masterwork Authentic
Autograph Card Sam Witwer as Mortis Son,
Limited Edition No.14/25 released,
£40-55

1838
Topps Journey to Star Wars: The Last Jedi
Authentic Autograph Card Sam Witner as
Darth Maul, Number 01/10 released, excellent
condition
£40-60

1839
One tray of original signed photographs by
various Star Wars actors to include Angus
Macunnes as Gold Leader, Mickey Lewis as First
Order General, Michael Culver as Captain
Needa, Scott Stevenson as Lt. Adema and
Imperial Officer in Rogue 1, Daniel Eghan as an
ex wing pilot, and Richard Franklin as the
engineer in Rogue 1
£60-95

1840
A collection of signed Star Wars photographs
and memorabilia to include a Cards
Incorporated Authentic Episode 2 Haydn
Christiansen Anakin Skywalker signed photo, a
Truly Unique Collectables No. 100825 signed
photo of Ewan McGregor as Obi-Wan Kenobi,
a Chopper Star Wars Rebel signed limited
edition print, a signed Nalini Krishan Star Wars
Attack of the Clones collectable card, an
unsigned Tops Authentics photograph of Luke
Skywalker, a Movie Star Autographs hand
signed 10”x8” photo of Joe Gibson as the
Gammorrean Guard, and a signed Simon Fisher
Becker, Dorium Maldovar signed photograph,
all appear original
£80-95

1841
A collection of various signed Star Wars
photographs and memorabilia includes a Tina
Simmons Rebel Technician signed photograph,
a signed David Prowse colour photograph of
Darth Vader, a Spencer Wilding signed
photograph depicting Darth Vader, a Brian
Wheeler signed photograph of Return of the
Jedi, another Spencer Wilding signed
photograph depicting Darth Vader, together
with two others, all appear authentic and
original
£60-95

1849
An Alps Toys of Japan plastic and battery
operated model of a Dodge Colt Mitsubishi
Lancer Rally Car fitted with new sound and
Touch-o-matic change action comprising of
white body with racing No. 6 and roof rack
load, housed in the original card pictorial box,
excellent example with clean battery
compartment
£160-240

1850
HC Toys Hong Kong plastic battery-operated
Volkswagen Beetle Police Car comprising of a
white body with chrome bumpers and red roof
sirens, with a red roof light, the model looks to
be unused but does have slight discolouration
to the wings, housed in the original pictorial
card box with inner packing piece
£40-60

1851
A Frog Mk4 Interceptor Fighter, comprising of
paper and tin body with Airscrew, housed in
the original lift-off lid card box
£60-95

1852
A cast iron in the manner of Hubley Toys
American Outline Big Six locomotive
£5-15

1853
A vintage Palitoy Action Man doll with a
selection of accessories, together with an
Action Man Helicopter
£30-45

1854
A Pallitoy Action Man boxed assault craft
comprising of assault craft with powerboard
motor housed in the original card box with
interior packing piece
£30-45

1855
2 boxed vintage battery powered Helicopter
models to include, T.P.S Toys Japan tinplate
Super Flying Police Helicopter (VNM-BG), and
a Marx plastic Moon Scout “NASA” Helicopter
(VG-BG)
£60-95

1856
A collection of various mixed children’s board
games, Scalextric sets and diecast vehicles to
include a Funko Pop Harry Potter advent
calendar, a Scalextric Micro Pro grid racing set,
together with other examples
£20-40

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

1842
Large collection of various Star Wars and
Battlestar Galactica Topps and Match Attax
Trading Cards, mixed sets, part sets and singles
to include 1980 Star File Official Business
Cards, Empire Strikes Back Story Cards from
1980, Topps Star Wars Galaxy, Disney Store
Cards and others
£80-95

1843
Collection of 62 various original Kenner and
Palitoy Star Wars figures, to include Yoda,
R2D2, Jawa, C3PO and others
£250-300

1844
A small collection of Star Wars related
collectables to include Star Wars Gumball
machine two videos and a plastic Novelty Train
Desk Toy
£15-20

1845
One tray containing a large quantity of various
Lord of the Rings Applause Collectables, action
figures to include various Hobbits, Gandalf,
Smeag0l, and other action figures together with
a quantity of related accessories and weapons
£30-45

1846
Two boxes containing a large collection of
various Sindy and associated furniture and doll
accessories to include kitchen units, hotplate,
bathroom fixtures and fittings, two four poster
beds, a quantity of various kitchenalia and
cutlery etc, together with a dining table and
chairs, mixed items related to Sindy and doll
collecting
£60-95

1847
Louis Marx 1930s tinplate and clockwork Coo-
Coo Car, comprising red and black body with
driver figure, fixed key mechanism, some light
rusting to body
£120-160

1848
A large collection of various Sindy boxed and
loose accessories to include Sindy caravan,
wardrobe, Sindy sideboard, Sindy tent, horse &
cart and other related effects
£60-80
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1857
An original cast iron tinplate artillery
moneybank in good clean condition, decorated
in shades of black, maroon and green, with
white lettering
£45-60

1858
A Palitoy Star Wars Death Star 1979 pocket
catalogue showing the range of vehicles and
figures available (NM)
£40-60

1859
Two Triang Spot-On Cotswolds Series
buildings, to include Farmer’s Cottage and
Haystack, the Farmer’s Cottage has had some
heat damage, otherwise the haystack in good
overall condition
£30-45

1860
A Tekno No. 351 tinplate Falck fire engine
comprising of orange to red body with black
chassis and running boards, and a yellow ladder
with Falck to both sides, loose example
£40-60

1861
Wells O London Circa 1925 tinplate and
clockwork Express Transport Delivery Van,
working order, some surface pitting
£45-75

1862
A Matchbox Scream’n Demons Daredevil
Challenge, housed in the original packaging, set
appears complete with control point, track,
rider, connector panel, snap swivels and various
other sections, also with two leaflets, fully
housed in the original box
£45-60

1863
27 various boxed Funko Pop Vinyl Action
Figures, all in original boxes, to include No.1189
Batman, No.04 Prince William, No.325 Helga
Pataki and others
£60-80

1864
5 carded Hasbro Planet of the Apes Action
Figures, all sealed on original backing cards to
include Leo Davidson, Attar, Daena, Ari and
Limbo,
£50-80

1865
27 various boxed Funko Pop Vinyl Action
Figures, all in original boxes, to include 846
Harold, 557 PUBG Sanhok Survivor, No.680 Mr
Wednesday and others
£80-120

1866
Funko Pop Vinyl Marvel Zombies Large Figurine
Group, 3 boxed examples to include Zombie
Hulk, Zombie Wolverine, and Zombie the
Thing, all in original window boxes
£60-80

1867
3 trays containing 22 various boxed Funko and
Dorbz XL Action Figures, all boxed to include
Funko 730 Banquet Room and others
£70-100

1868
Tray of various mixed Lego, to include No.274
Living Room Furniture Set, a boxed No.70828
Pop-Up Party Bus and others
£50-60

1869
5 various boxed Strategy Board Games, to
include Renegade Legion Prefect and others
£40-60

1870
3 trays of various boxed and loose Action
Figures, Comic Books and Figurines, to include
DC Comics Teekeez Heads, DC Super Heroes
Dorbz, HC Sonic the Hedgehog classic figurine
and others
£60-90

1871
Tray of Action Man and Thunderbirds Dolls
£40-60

1872
2 trays of mixed Lord of the Rings action figures
and collectables, to include a Lord of the Rings
Two Towers Chess Set
£50-60

1873
SQS boxed 1/16th scale radio-controlled
model of a German Tiger 1 tank, in the original
box
£40-60

1874
Collection of Kenner Ghostbusters Action
Figures and vehicles to include ECTO 1
£40-60

1875
Collection of various Star Wars related action
figures, toys and related effects to include a
Hasbro Dewback and Sand Trooper Play Set, a
Funko Smugglers Bounty Action Figures, Saga
Collection Republic Gun Ship and others
£80-120

1876
Collection of mixed Board Games, Action
Figures and Games to include a Side Show Toy
Green Hornet Action Figure Set, a boxed MB
Games Crystal Maze Game, Playstation 4 Star
Link Set and others
£50-80

1877
Collection of mixed Xbox, Nintendo Wii,
Nintendo DS, 3DS and other vintage video
games, to include Grand Theft Auto IV, Fable 2
and 3, Gears of War, Madworld, some cases
empty
£50-60

1878
One tray containign a collection of mixed
transformers vintage action figures
£70-100

1879
15 various carded soccer stars action figures,
examples to include Shaun Wright Phillips,
Chris Smalling, and Tim Krul, all appear as
issued
£20-30

1880
A Cobi Toys plastic building brick construction
set for a Vodafone McLaren Mercedes MP425
car with pit crew and pits, appears as issued in
the original all card box
£20-30

1881
Two Ultra Pro Magic the Gathering Fabric shop
display banners, one example depicting Black
Lotus, size to measure 70cm x 100cm
£30-50

1882
A Citadel Warhammer painting method shop
display sign to measure 53cm x 22cm, unused
£20-30

1883
Three original Flesh & Blood trading card game
shop display banners,all depicting various
characters and contact details regarding the
trading card game
£30-50

1884
An original 1980s Lego shop display diorama,
comprising of red base with perspex case and
mirrored back, containing one model from the
1980s Space series (model included is No.
6940 The Space Alien Moon Stalker), size of
case height 27cm, length 52cm, depth 27cm,
overall in very good clean condition
£50-80

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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1885
One tray containing a collection of Jakks Pacific
Incorporated Wrestlemania action figures
including Smackdown Series 2 Stone Cold
Steve Austin and Undertaker
£50-60

1886
A collection of vintage Palitoy Action Man
comprising of one doll, and various accessories
including some clothing and weaponry, sold
together with a Denys Fisher Six Million Dollar
Man and Engine Block
£50-70

1887
A collection of vintage games and puzzles
comprising board games Oscar, Careers, and
Keyword, together with a selection of cased
puzzles from R. Journet and Co including the
titles The Ringtail Cat Puzzle, Twirlywirly Puzzle
and others
£40-60

1888
A large collection of Lego including Star Wars,
Creator, City, and others, specific sets include
No. 31035 Beach Hut, No. 21123 The Iron
Golem, and others - the sets are packed
separately and the vendor states the sets are all
complete, 25 plus sets
£100-150

1889
3 boxed Triang Minic Motorways sets
comprising No. M1514B European Silver Eight
Trophy Race with Aston Martin and E Type
Jaguar, No. M1522 Racing Set with E Type
Jaguar and Mercedes, and No. M1501 appears
to be a partially complete set with Jaguar and
Rolls Royce cars
£80-120

1890
A Denys Fisher Six Million Dollar Man Colonel
Steve Austin action figure with original clothing,
shoes and plastic engine component with light
play wear and housed in the original pictorial
card box
£70-100

1891
A collection of Star Wars memorabilia including
2x souvenir programmes from the first film,
various collectors edition magazines, an original
Star Wars soundtrack vinyl record poster insert,
some trading cards, (cards 1-66 inclusive), and
some Superman Trading Cards from 1978,
(cards 1-66 inclusive)
£30-50

1899
A collection of various Lego comprising No.
8860 Technic Car Chassis, No. 8845 Dune
Buggy, various modern issue Minifigures, and
loose Lego, all sold with a vintage Denys Fisher
Tente battleship construction kit - no sets have
been checked for completeness
£60-80

1900
2 vintage boxed Star Wars models comprising a
Palitoy “Return of the Jedi” Scout Walker
vehicle, the model has been used and has some
sun fading, although appears complete, and a
Kenner Speeder Bike that appears to be unused
in its box with the plastic insert - both boxes
are quite worn, also sold with a collection of
Star Wars printed ephemera
£70-100

1901
2 Triang Minic clockwork Delivery Vans, the
first is in dark blue with LNER livery and
Pedigree Toys & Frog model aircraft advertising
to the sides, the tyres are mis-shapen, and the
box has one end flap missing (VG-E,BF), the
second is in green with Southern Railway livery
and Triang Yachts & Triang Tricycles advertising
to the sides, the tyres are mis-shapen and the
model might benefit from a clean, still with the
original key (VG-BVG)
£80-120

1902
A Triang Minic tinplate clockwork Vauxhall
Town Coupe in blue with a black chassis and a
red base, with key and sold in its original card
box (E-BVG)
£60-80

1903
Triang Minic tinplate clockwork model group of
4 comprising a SHELL Petrol Tanker, a Chrysler
Airflow, and 2 Vauxhall Saloon cars - all in
generally good to very good condition
£70-100

1904
Triang Minic tinplate clockwork group of 2
comprising a Dust Cart in light blue with a red
back and silver top, a rare colour variation (VG-
BG), and a Delivery Lorry in light and dark blue,
again a rare colour variation but with slightly
more wear, one box end flap is missing (G-BF)
- both models might benefit from a set of
replacement tyres
£50-80

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

1892
A vintage Lego Space No. 924 Space Cruiser, a
complete model in clean condition and with its
original very clean box and instructions, the
plastic window has been removed from the
box
£80-120

1893
A collection of vintage Lego comprising Lego
Space No. 918 Space Transport, a very near
complete set with one colour mismatched
helmet, complete with its original box and
instructions, Lego Space No. 894 Mobile
Ground Tracking Station, complete with
instructions but no box, No. 390 Cadillac, a
very near complete set with 4 2x1 stud plates
missing, (easily replaced), comes in its original
box with instructions, and No. 103 Motor Set,
contents not checked
£50-80

1894
3 Schuco tinplate and soft covered clockwork
musicians in the form of pigs, with one playing a
drum, one a violin, and one a flute, sold with a
Schuco clockwork Duck, none have their keys
and as such are untested
£100-120

1895
Richters Anchor Box No. 13 Building Stones
circa 1880, with stones in three colours of
various shapes and sizes, together with some
printed suggested building designs, all sold in its
original wooden box with sliding lid
£30-50

1896
A Triang Minic tinplate and clockwork
commercial vehicle group to comprising two
boxed delivery lorries, one finished in red and
dark blue, the other in red and green, both
models have wooden block loads and come
with their original keys
£70-100

1897
A collection of Jurassic Park film ephemera to
include a boxed Kenner Tyrannosaurus Rex
with realistic sound, (used), 2x Kenner blister
carded Dinosaurs - Velociraptor, and
Dilophsaurus, a Topps Jurassic Park sticker book
- partially complete, a Topps official collector
card album, various other Jurassic Park items
and some Indiana Jones magazines and books
£50-70

1898
A collection of vintage Palitoy Action Man items
comprising a doll and various accessories
including clothes and weapons
£40-60
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1905
Triang Minic tinplate and clockwork group of 6
comprising 3x Road Rollers and 3x Delivery
Trucks, all are in used condition with surface
rusting, sold with a large selection of clockwork
keys
£50-80

1906
A collection of vintage tinplate and clockwork
vehicles, with specific examples including a
Schuco streamlined car, a Pocketoy saloon, a
very play worn Triang Minic saloon car
containing 3 figures, and others
£80-120

1907
Triang Toys Mini Hi-Way Series Racing Car Gift
Set No. 1, contains 3 super detailed racing cars,
the models would benefit from a clean, sold in
its original card box (G-BG)
£30-50

1908
A Triang Minic clockwork Mother and Pram -
cream/blue pram with child, walking mother
figure, housed in a buff coloured box
£30-50

1909
2 Minimodels Scalex friction drive tinplate
Ferrari 4.5, one in red with a blue seat and
RN8, and the second in green with a red seat
and RN5
£30-50

1910
A collection of vintage tinplate including a Wells
Brimtoy clockwork London bus, a Mettoy
SHELL Petrol Tanker, a larger scale Fire Engine
with bell, and others
£40-60

1911
A Triang Minic No. 60M double decker London
Transport bus, comprising red body, with Triang
pedal motors livery with cast metal hubs and
rubber tyres, loose example, some playwear
but displays very well (G-VG)
£50-80

1912
A Schuco No. 3000 Telesteering clockwork
Volkswagen Beetle in white with amber
windows and grey tyres, with original key (G)
£30-50

1913
Mettoy large scale diecast and clockwork group
of 2 comprising an Express Delivery Van in
yellow with black rubber tyres and opening rear
doors, the motor requires some repair (G),
together with a Saloon car in green with the
original key in working order
£40-60

1914
A tray of mixed toys including a Bilbax Toys
“The Silver King” mechanical sports car in its
original card box, an Auto Replicas No. 9 Tatre
streamlined Car, several bare metal body
castings, and others
£60-80

1915
A collection of mostly Triang Minic plastic
clockwork models including a part boxed
Evening News Delivery Van, a Triang Push and
Go Armoured Car, an unbranded plastic
friction drive model of a Standard Vanguard - a
copy of the Dinky Toys model, and others
£50-70

1916
A Triang Toys Jumbo Lorries Morris Farm
Wagon with milk churn load in “County
Farmers Ltd” livery, the window glazing has
slipped down and the box and model are a
little grubby from storage
£40-60

1917
A Triang Toys wooden and card garage and
showroom with an inbuilt car lift, and
accessories including a car ramp and petrol
pumps, all sold in the original brown Triang
Toys card box
£40-60

1918
3 Mettoy tinplate and clockwork open back
trucks comprising a red cab, blue back with a
key wound clockwork mechanism, one has the
original Mettoy paper label, all are in good
condition
£60-80

1919
A vintage Triang wooden garage comprising of
grey roof with red shutter doors and petrol
pump area, hand painted in grey and white with
various advertising signage, together with
another unbranded in the form of a Formula 1
pit lane with pit lane scoreboard and various
advertising
£40-60

1920
A Marklin modern issue tinplate and clockwork
No. 1092 Mercedes 300 SL Gullwing in red
with a cream interior and steerable front
wheels, approx 34cm long
£50-80

1921
A Marklin modern issue tinplate and clockwork
No. 81952 Mercedes 300 SL Gullwing in a
plated finish with a red interior and steerable
front wheels, approx 34cm long
£50-80

1922
A mixed collection of plastic and tinplate
models comprising 2x Schuco Studio No.
01011 Mercedes Racing Car with some
accessories, a boxed Schuco Examico 4001, 3
boxed Jouet Minialuxe models in plastic, and a
1970’s Korean made tinplate clockwork rally car
in its box
£60-80

1923
A collection of A & BC trading cards comprising
Batman Cards, with examples to include The
Batman, Robin Boy Wonder, and the Riddler
(27 cards), The Man From Uncle Cards - a large
amount (100+), and some Battle Cards
depicting wartime scenes (50+)
£40-60

1924
A boxed T.N Nomura “Batman” battery
operated robot (very rare example), battery
compartment looks unused, in superb condition
with a superb original colour picture artwork
box, cape in excellent clean original condition,
model has been well looked after,
£2,000-2,500

1925
Horikawa of Japan, Machine Robot, battery
operated example comprising of the dark grey
body with red feet, clear plastic chest to reveal
geared workings, clean battery compartment
with latch, in the original all card box with 3
packing pieces,
£300-500

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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1926
Masudaya/Modern Toys of Japan, tinplate and
battery operated model of a Gang of 5 Target
Robot, circa 1965, comprising of purple tin
plate and lithograph detailed body with red
eyes, and blue mouth, central red target, with
swinging arms and red hands, very clean battery
box compartment, rare example in excellent
condition, height 38cm
£5,000-7,000

1927
Nomura for Rosko Tested tinplate and battery
operated model of a Three Stage Rocket,
comprising sliver, red and blue body, excellent
clean condition, housed in the original card box,
very rare example
£700-1,000

1934
10 boxed Scalextric slot cars including No.
C2079 Jordan F1 Racing Car limited edition, N.
C2424 Ford GT40 MKII collectors club 2003,
C2363 TVR Speed 12, and others - all models
have been run
£80-120

1935
10 boxed Scalextric slot cars including No.
C2732D Mini Cooper, No. C2160 Toyota
Corolla, No. C2008 Audi A4, and others - all
models have been run
£80-120

1936
Nomura - T.N Toys of Japan battery-operated
tinplate Police Patrol Jeep comprising a white
body with black wings, bonnet light, and 2
seated figures that move when in operation,
comes with its original pictorial card box with
lift-off lid
£80-100

1937
Nomura - TN Toys of Japan large scale tinplate
battery operated Datsun comprising a white
body with orange & yellow striped seats, and
detailed dashboard, the bootlid holds a lever to
enable the user to steer the model, one front
wheel is slightly loose and so makes the front
“sit down” a little
£50-80

1938
A Sutcliffe Models Trojan dumper of steel
construction, comprising of an orange body
with white hubs housed in the original all-card
line drawn box (M-BVG)
£60-80

1939
A reproduction No. 0524 military aircraft
constructors kit housed in a replacement No. 2
aeroplane constructor kit box (reproduction)
£50-80

1940
A Cherilea Battle Force German Army
motorcycle and sidecar comprising of green
body with silver engine and brown seat, housed
in the original box, box with some playwear,
figures not included
£60-80

1941
A collection of mixed vintage games and
accessories to include an Airfix flight deck, an
Ideal Corporation Up Against Time board
game, a boxed Subbuteo set, together with a
Revell Lancaster B3 Dam Busters 1/72 scale
Revell kit and a boxed Eagle Protector, all in
original packaging
£50-80

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

1928
A Meccano of Paris 1950s
construction gift set,
comprising of various red,
green and brass
components, sold with a
quantity of leaflets together
with a boxed Meccano E15R
electric motor
£50-80

1929
Two boxes containing a
collection of various TV-
related children’s toys and
collectables, including Lego
Star Wars, Marvel Thor Hulk
face mask, a Marvel
Avengers Nerf gun, together
with a boxed Star Wars The
Black series Molach action
figure, all housed in the
original packaging together
with a quantity of Star Wars
related plastic kits
£80-120

1930
A large scale metal and
plastic radio controlled
model of a German WWII
battle tank sold with a digital
remote control hand set,
Battle Tank 6mm power ball
bullets, a high power 7.2v
battery together with a
quantity of batteries,
webbing and other fixtures
and fittings for the model,
well made example
£100-120

1931
A collection of 30 mixed Scalextric slot cars
with examples including a March 771 Formula 1
Racing Car, an Audi Quattro, a Ford Escort,
and others, also included is a Scooby Doo
Mystery Machine conversion
£80-120

1932
A collection of 30 mixed Scalextric cars with
examples including a Ford Escort, a Triumph
TR7, a John Player Special Lotus Formula 1
racing car, and others - all sold with 2 boxes of
various track and some digital controllers
£80-120

1933
10 boxed Scalextric slot cars including No.
C2269 Lotus 7 Racing Car, No. C2179 Ford
Focus “Carlos Sainz”, No. C2410 Opel V8
Coupe, and others - all models have been run
£80-120

Lot 1926
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1942
Kenner and General Mills Star Wars Return of
the Jedi Mini Rigs group of 4 comprising a Tri-
Pod Laser Cannon, a Radar Laser Cannon, a
CAP 2 Captivator, and an ISP-6 Imperial Shuttle
Pod Vehicle - all models and boxes have been
played with, but appear to be complete with
instruction sheets
£70-100

1943
Kenner and General Mills Star Wars Return of
the Jedi boxed model group of 4 comprising an
Endor Forest Ranger Vehicle, a Speeder Bike,
an AST-5 Armoured Sentinel Transport
Vehicle, and a One Man Sail Skiff Vehicle - all
models and boxes have been played with but
appear to be complete with their instruction
sheets, sold with 2 Star Wars film storybooks
£70-100

1944
Palitoy and General Mills Star Wars Return of
the Jedi boxed model group of 3 comprising an
X Wing Fighter battle damaged look issue, a
Scout Walker Vehicle, and a Jabba the Hut
action playset, all models appear to be near
complete, the boxes are quite play worn
£70-100

1945
Palitoy Star Wars R2-D2 with pop up
Lightsabre, comes with the Lightsabre, the
paper label is complete, and the dome is very
clean, the backing card has been torn where
the blister has been removed but is otherwise
in very good condition, a rare figure
£200-300

1946
Palitoy Star Wars Return of the Jedi group of 5
figures with backing cards comprising a Biker
Scout, an AT-AT Driver, Klaatu, Weequay, and
a Rebel Commando, all removed from the
blisters with the Biker Scout bubble still
attached to the card
£70-100

1947
Kenner and Palitoy Star Wars Return of the Jedi
group of 4 figures with backing cards comprising
a Kenner Darth Vader with a 1977 backing
card, Luke Skywalker in Jedi Knight Outfit,
Princess Leia Organa in Boushh disguise, and a
Palitoy tri logo Han Solo in Trench Coat with
the bubble still attached to the card
£80-100

1948
Kenner Star Wars group of figures including
Yoda with snake, Lando Calrissian, Chewbacca,
and others, also sold with some spare weapons
£50-80

1949
12 various cast iron diecast and plastic model
cap guns and pistols by mixed manufacturers to
include Hubley, Crescent, Lonestar, Wicke, and
others, specific examples to include a Maverick
cap pistol, a Wicke of Germany Lucky Luke
handgun, a Hubley Toys made in the USA
cowboy cast iron cap gun, and various others
£80-120

1950
One tray containing 13 cap guns and toy hand
guns, various mixed examples to include Wicke,
Crescent Toy Company, Nichols, Gonher,
DDGM and others, specific examples to include
a Range Rider Mk2 revolver cap gun, a Nichols
Stallion 38, a Crescent Toys Auto Snap Rustler
Cost, a Wicke of Germany Ringo hand gun, and
others
£70-100

1951
13 loose cap gun and cowboy model pistols to
include a Lonestar Night Rider, a Crescent Toys
Rustler 45, a Made in Great Britain by Crescent
Toys Sherriff, The Cheyenne Lonestar cap gun
pistol and others included
£80-120

1952
One tray of 12 various loose cap gun pistols
and toy guns to include a Mattel Incorporated
Fanner 50 cap gun together with a Crescent
Toys Silver Dollar, a Super Cowboy Lonestar,
and others
£100-150

1953
A collection of loose cap guns and children’s
toy pistols to include a Starsky & Hutch
revolver style cap gun,a Crescent Toys Secret
Agent cap gun, a Made in England Surefire River
Series Cowboy pistol, together with a Hubley
kit Carson revolver and others, all in good clean
condition
£150-200

1954
15 1950s and later children’s cap guns and
pistols to include a Roy Rogers Hubley Toys
pistol diecast plated by Schmidt with original US
quality black and white holster, together with
various other examples including a Lonestar
Mountie, a Lonestar Cicso Kid revolver, a
Spanish GS-8 hand gun by Gonher, and others
£150-200

1955
One box of loose 1950s and later children’s
cap guns and hand guns to include a Lonestar
Scout, a Lonestar Spudgun, a Crescent Toys
Sherriff revolver, and other mixed diecast and
plastic examples
£80-120

1956
A collection of loose children’s cap guns and
hand guns, mixed examples to include a Hubley
revolver, a Kilgor Ranger, a Lonestar Knightrider,
together with a Western Lonestar revolver and
others, some require restoration
£80-120

1957
A collection of mixed diecast plastic and cast
iron 1950s and later children’s revolvers, cap
guns and hand guns to include a Made in
Germany Ideal Model Corporal hand gun, a cast
iron Made in England Monak hand gun, a Made
in England Fairylight registered cap gun and
others, mixed examples
£70-100

1958
Two trays of modern issue release children’s
cap guns and hand guns, mixed examples to
include Lonestar, Hoot, Edison of Italy, and
similar plastic and metal hand guns, the majority
cap firing and others firing rubber bullets
£60-80

1959
A collection of children’s 1950s and later plastic
diecast bodied and metal rifles, to include a
Lonestar 73 Marksman, an official Winchester
by Mattel saddle gun, a Rustler Laramie
Repeater, Lonestar rifle with sight, and others,
some in need of restoration
£50-80

1960
Eight boxed child’s cap guns pistols to include a
Gonher cowboy 12 shot No. 120 pistol, and a
Super Cowboy Western revolver, a Wicke
western scout revolver, and others
£60-80

1961
Eight boxed and bagged vintage 1950s to
modern day children’s cap guns and hand
pistols, to include a Lonestar Special Agent
shoulder or hip holster set, and a Crescent No.
525TEC Super 8 revolver, a Wicke 100 shot
Stampede Western revolver and others, some
examples in boxes which require restoration,
others complete
£60-80

1962
A collection of boxed vintage to modern day
cowboy pistols and cap guns to include a
Crescent Toys Rustler Gem, an Ideal 100 cap
Kadett cap gun revolver, a Laramy Edison of
Italy revolver, a Crescent Toys Bronco and
other mixed examples, all housed in original
packaging, some packaging damaged and others
complete
£60-80

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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1963
A collection of carded boxed and bagged
vintage to modern day cap guns and pistols to
include an Edison historic Susanna limited
edition revolver, a Lonestar/Wicke of Germany
Super Cowboy pistol, a Crescent Toys Colt and
others included, all in original packaging, some
packaging damaged, others complete
£100-120

1964
A collection of boxed and part boxed Lonestar,
Ginpel, Victor Recreation and similar cap guns
and guns with holsters to include a Ginpel
Western Man Caravan Man gift set, a Lonestar
No. 1482 twin Sherriff Cowboy holster and belt
set with pistols and others, all in original
packaging
£70-100

1965
A collection of children’s leather and leatherette
cowboy holsters and gun belts, mixed
examples, to include Jeff Arnold, all loose
£60-80

1966
A collection of DC Jonah Hex, DC Weird
Western Tales starring Scalphunter, and other
similar DC Weird Western Tales, both modern
and 1970s comic books, mixed examples in
various conditions
£40-60

1967
A collection of Wild West related Marvel
comic books, dating from the 1970s to modern
day release examples, to include The Mighty
Marvel Western featuring strange westerns,
Ringo Kid, Kid Colt Outlaw, Rawhide Kid by
Max Comics, Two Gun Kid by Marvel, the
Rawhide by Marvel together with various other
mixed examples, all in good condition
£50-80

1968
A collection of 2000 AD Judge Dredd Comic
books dating from the 1980s to early 2000s,
mixed examples, to include No. 17 Quality
Comics 2000 AD Presents the VCs and others
£40-60

1969
One box containing a collection of mixed issue
western related comic books to include Marvel
Comic books, Western Gun Fighters featuring
gun hawk, Dynamite One comics, Weird
Western Tales, Vertigo Comics, AC Collectors’
Classic Jesse James and others
£60-80

1977
A collection of leather and plastic cowboy
holsters to include pairs and single issues to
include a Sisco Kid Lonestar revolver with black
and white leather holster, a pair of Italian Edison
US Marshall hand guns, a pair of Lonestar
Stampede revolvers in black & white holsters,
decorated with a cowboy, together with a
Nichols Industries pair of Sixgun handguns in a
jewelled black leather pair of holsters, together
with various other examples
£150-200

1978
A collection of leather and plastic children’s toy
guns and holsters, comprising of a Hilgore
ranger 6 shot cap gun, a Spanish Gonher No.
122 revolver with holster, together with a
Rustler Texan cap gun, a Nichols Gener Autry
cap gun with matching black & white and
jewelled leather holster, and others included
£100-150

1979
A collection of 1950s and later leather and
plastic cowboy cap guns and holsters to include
a BH Roy Rogers 6 shot cap gun housed in the
original red & white leather single holster, a
Nichols Mustang 500 revolver cap gun and a
pair of Crescent Toys Texas Kid revolvers in a
pair of black & white leather with floral
decorated holsters, and others included, mixed
ages
£100-150

1980
A collection of original 1950s and later plastic
and leather cap gun and toy gun holsters and
weapons to include a pair of Nichols Stallion 38
handguns with leather holsters, a pair of
Lonestar Peacemaker pistols with holsters, a
large silver dollar Made in Great Britain
Crescent Toy revolver with a Dean Ambridge
leather single gun holster and others
£80-120

1981
A collection of leather and plastic 1950s and
later cowboy holsters with pistols to include a
pair of Frontier 45 pistols with leather holsters,
a pair of Wicke of Germany Lucky Luke
revolvers, a leather cased model of a Lonestar
Stampede with single shot holster together with
various others
£80-120

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

1970
A collection of Jonah Hex DC 1980s to
modern day comics to include Jonah Hex
Riders of the Worm and such, together with
various other examples to include Batlash, Two
Gun Mojo and others
£50-80

1971
One box containing a collection of Marvel and
DC comics to include Action Force Monthly,
Black Hawk, detective comics, Hawk and Dove,
the Horse Soldier, Ghost Rider and much
more, mixed series and ages ranging from
1970-modern day
£50-80

1972
A collection of vintage and modern day Tarzan
related comic books and jungle interest fan
fiction to include an Edgar Rice Burroughs
Tarzan annual, a Tarzan of the Apes The Land
That Time Forgot by Russ Manning, and other
mixed Tarzan literature
£40-60

1973
A collection of Wild West vintage and modern
release comic books mixed examples to
include Gene Autry comics, The Man with No
Name by Dynamite Comics, Cheyenne Straight
Arrows and other titles included
£40-60

1974
A collection of Wild West cap guns and outfits
to include a BCM Company Authentic Replica
model of an Apache repeating cap pistol, a
boxed Lonestar 7.63mm automatic gun, a De
Luxe toy creations 12 piece cowboy outfit with
others, all in original packaging
£40-60

1975
A boxed Bluebird Promotions Manta Force
Battle Fortress housed in the original carry
handle style card box, unchecked for full
completeness but contents appear in good
clean order
£30-50

1976
A Victory Industries of Guildford plastic and
battery operated model of a 1/18 scale
Vauxhall Velox, model requires minor
restoration to secure the body to the chassis
otherwise housed in the original card box
£40-60
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1982
A collection of leather and plastic 1950s and
later cowboy cap guns, pistols and holsters to
include a Hubley cowboy pair of 6 shot
revolver cap guns with leather twin holster, a
pair of Lonestar Peacemaker pistols with
matching black and white leather holster with
cowboy decoration, a pair of Big 6 gun
Lonestar revolvers, in black leather holsters
together with other various examples
£100-120

1983
A collection of 1950s and later leather and
plastic cowboy holsters with cap gun and
pistols to include a pair of Saddle King of Texas
leather holsters with Western 6-shot cap guns
by Hubley, a single issue Daisy 6 shot revolving
cap gun with later plastic holster, together with
others including a case pair of Hubley Marshall
revolving cap guns with leather holsters etc
£80-120

1984
A collection of leather and plastic vintage to
modern day cap guns and holsters to include a
Texan JR Toys cap gun, with leather and fur
covered holster, together with a Mattel Inc
Shooting Shell 45 Colt Revolver with associated
leather holster, a LH Gene Autry 44 cap gun,
and others
£80-120

1985
A collection of vintage and modern release
leather and plastic child’s gun holsters and
contents, various to include a Western Hero
cased set of Ideal Model Corporation Scorpion
cap guns, a leather holster containing a pair of
Stampede Lonestar cap guns, a holster set of
Cisco Kid cap guns with black and leather
holsters and red horse decorated stocks, and
others
£80-120

1986
A collection of mixed 1950s and later
collectable cap guns and holsters, to include a
Lonestar Sisco Kid cap gun with single leather
holster, and a pair of Hubley 6-shot style
revolvers housed in the original Marx Toys
black twin holster, together with a pair of
Texan Junior pistols in brown leather holster
and others by Hubley and others
£150-200

1987
A collection of vintage 1950s and later leather
and leatherette cowboy gun holsters and cap
guns to include a Made in Englandby Crescent
Toy Company Rustler Bronco cap gun and
holster together with a pair of Rustler Texan
cap guns, also sold with a vintage holster set of
Made in England Cody 45 Lonestar cap guns
with holster
£100-150

1988
A collection of boxed and part boxed Crescent
Lonestar and similar cased sets of pistols to
include a Crescent matching pair of Texan
pistols, a boxed set of the Apache Calibre .44
pistols by BCM Company of Derby, a matched
pair of Outlaw Kid part boxed cap guns, a
Lonestar Ranch Rider Mk2 cartridge loading
repeater cap gun, and various others, four
boxes are complete, one is missing the original
lid, mixed conditions
£150-200

1989
A collection of space related and special agent
toy guns and electronic games to include a
Space Outlaw Race Selector space gun, a
Victory Industries cap gun and a Man from
UNCLE 7.63mm automatic handgun by
Lonestar and a boxed Predator X100 electronic
game by Ideal housed in the original box
£40-60

1990
A collection of vintage and modern release cap
guns and child’s toy pistols to include a
Crescent box set of Kansas Kid presentation
pistols ,a Silva Flash Rustler Laramie 6 shooter
Crescent cap gun, a 1990s Golden Eye James
Bond hand gun and others, mixed conditions
£70-100

1991
A collection of vintage Triang Minic ships all
1/1200 scale, mixed examples to include a
boxed M893 Royal Navy Carrier Task Group,
other ships and lineside accessories to include
customs sheds, warehouses, ocean terminals,
storage tanks and other examples
£50-80

1992
A collection of tinplate and clockwork models
to include an early 20th century JHL tinplate
Dynamobil powering a lineside accessory,
housed on wooden display plinth, a German ?
tinplate and clockwork model of a penny toy
style tractor, together with an S&M of Germany
tinplate penny toy racer, a tinplate German
four-wheel trailer, and a part boxed Triang
Minic clockwork mouse, finished in plastic
£60-80

1993
A collection of eight plastic and tinplate mixed
vehicles to include a Wells of London
Transport Bus, a Triang Minic Scout Patrol car, a
Mettoy No. 3314 Express Transport single fixed
key clockwork delivery van and others
£60-80

1994
A Spot On Models by Triang for the French
market Arkitex 1/42 scale No. 2 construction
gift set, housed in the original divided all-card
box with French catalogue/leaflet, contents
appear in excellent condition
£70-100

1995
A Scalextric C3372A Stig Blomqvist rally legend
three piece gift set comprising of MG Metro
6R4, Ford RS200 and Audi Quattro Sport,
taken from the Classic Collection limited edition
1/3000 released
£70-100

1996
A Scalextric No. C4041A 1969 Gulf Legends
twin pack limited edition 1 of 2000 released,
unopened example, in the original box
£60-80

1997
A Scalextric No. C4030A celebrating 60 years
of Mini Diamond edition commemorative triple
pack limited edition 1/2000 released housed in
the original buff coloured outer packaging
£60-80

1998
A Scalextric C3171A MacLaren MP4-12C
Lewis Hamilton and Jenson Button limited
edition gift set 1/5000 released, housed in the
original box
£50-80

1999
A Vaty Auto electric wooden cased model of a
blue Vaty electrically powered saloon
comprising of blue body with silver lining and
number plate to read 4676-RF3, housed in the
original inside labelled wooden box with power
unit and hand controller, model appears to be
in excellent condition and is constructed from
alloy with electric components
£200-300

2000
A Bandai Made in Japan 1984 diecast and plastic
model of Dynaman action robot housed in the
original lift-off lid window display packaging,
model appears in good complete condition,
potentially unused with original missiles and
leaflets
£50-80

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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2001
A collection of seven various Gund Walt
Disney made in Japan The Jungle Book soft toys
to include Buzzy, Shere Khan, King Louis, Baby
Elephant, Kaa, and others (7)
£80-120

2002
A collection of three loose Steiff goldfish to
include two miniature Flossy examples together
with another large example, as issued and made
for Serneels of Brussels, all in good clean
condition, the two smaller examples complete
with Steiff tags
£50-80

2003
A collection of four Steiff miniature animals to
include Maxi the Mole, Possy the Squirrel,
original Steiff camel, together with a wingspread
owl, all in good clean condition, three examples
with tags, one without
£70-100

2004
No Lot

2005
An original Lego No. 310 Esso service station
gift set housed in the original pictorial topped
card box, appears complete with white, red and
clear plastic Lego brick sections, with petrol
pump and Esso tanker, complete with leaflet
and housed in the original card box
£500-700

2014
A Tipp Co No. 9590 large scale tinplate,
clockwork and battery operated model of a fire
engine, comprising of over-varnished red and
yellow body with tinprinted decoration, and
driver figure with passenger, loose example, (P-
F)
£60-80

2015
Four various mixed size Lego 1970s and 1980s
wooden cases, all appear original containing a
quantity of various components to include
loose bricks, trees, vehicles, boats, wheels and
other related components
£80-120

2016
Tray of various Triang Minic plastic RAF and
Military vehicles, to include public transport
coach, bulldozer, aircraft carrier and tractor unit
and others, some examples with slight damage
£80-120

2017
Louis Marx of japan tinplate and soft covered
model of a Gorilla, comprising of light brown
fur with black face, hands, chest and feet, with
shackles and chain still attached, working order,
together with a part boxed DSK of Japan
Grinning Gorilla, in working order
£150-200

2018
An early 20th century Wells of London circa
1928 tinplate and clockwork Royal Mail delivery
van comprising of red and black body with
driver figure and single fixed key mechanism
with numberplate to read W1928 model is
slightly crushed and distorted to panels, maybe
suggesting restoration, otherwise displays very
well
£150-200

2019
A Scalextric Made in France edition No. C/64
Bentley comprising of green body with racing
No. 19 and driver figure, housed in the original
French script blue, white and pink card box
£80-120

2020
A Scalextric French issue No. CB/1 Typhoon
motorcycle and sidecar comprising of deep red
body with black driver figure an passenger
figure with green racing helmets, housed in the
original French script box with leaflet
£60-80

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

2006
A Lego Original No. 307 car show garage,
comprising of two VW Beetles, together with
white and blue brick components, housed in
the original card pictorial topped lid box, set
appears in good clean and complete condition
£400-600

2007
A Jimson No. 115, plastic and friction drive
model Landrover comprising of grey body with
white roof and red interior, housed in the
original card box
£50-80

2008
A Gescha No. 1 tinplate and clockwork model
of a Mercedes Kompressor race car, comprising
of silver body with white driver, housed in the
original pictorial card box
£60-80

2009
A Bullock Model Company of Great Britain
boxed long range diecast anti-tank gun
comprising of military drab green body with red
hubs and rubber Dunlop tyres, housed in the
original card box (NM,BNM)
£80-120

2010
A Triang Minic tinplate and clockwork model of
a No. 30M double decker bus comprising of
red and cream body with Penguin and Triang
Minic cars advertising, in good clean condition,
housed in the original but repaired all-card box
with original key
£80-120

2011
A Lincoln International plastic and battery
operated model of a Jaguar fire engine
comprising red body with blue glazing and red
roof light, housed in the original all-card box
with funny-action mechanism (VG,BVG)
£40-60

2012
A PN Toys of Germany tinplate and clockwork
model of a PN400 battle tank housed in the
original pictorial and card box, complete with
camouflaged body with twin exhausts and
white rubber tracks (VG,BVG)
£40-60

2013
A Triang Minic pre-war tinplate and clockwork
military searchlight lorry comprising of dark
green body with red chassis, Shell Petrol tank
to running boards, complete with spun hubs
with one replacement tyre, the others original,
loose example in good clean condition
£50-80
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2021
A Scalextric 1/32 scale No. C68 Aston Martin
DB4 GT Marshal car, comprising black body
with white interior, driver figure, complete with
chrome bumpers and grille and white flag
£70-100

2022
A Scalextric loose No. C64 Bentley 4.5L
supercharged racing car comprising of blue and
red body with racing No. 14 and driver figure,
loose example
£60-80

2023
A German tinplate and clockwork Orobwerke
model of four seater saloon comprising of two-
tone grey body with grille with gold
lithographed detailed grille with black spoked
hubs and single fixed key mechanism, model has
some surface rust but still displays well
£60-80

2024
Hermann Teddy Original Large “Spectacle”
Bear, 80cm tall, brown, white and mid brown
hair, with original Hermann Tag to chest,
excellent clean condition
£70-100

2025
A Triang Minic 1/1200 scale boxed Waterline
Models ship group to include No. M713 Antilles
together with a No. M708 RMS Saxonia, both
housed in the original boxes with sealed
accessory packs
£30-50

2026
A collection of 1980s and later Action figures to
include World Wrestling Federation, trolls,
Masters of the Universe, The Simpsons and
others
£40-60

2027
A collection of mixed tin plate plastic and
diecast vehicles and accessories to include a
large scale pressed steel Triang Minic transport
lorry with yellow cover, a boxed modern
release Sky Express tinplate rocket, a Teckno
Falck Zonen fire appliance together with others
£40-60

2028
Wells of London Royal Mail Van circa 1933,
scarce example, tinplate clockwork in working
order, red, with GR Royal Mail to sides, overall
in very good clean condition
£200-300

2029
Plastic Friction Drive and Clockwork boxed
vehicle group, 2 examples to include a ELVIP
Toys No.63 Taunus Station Wagon, and a
boxed Hong Kong Triumph Spitfire MK3, box
requires repair
£50-80

2030
Collection of Mattel Muscle Men plastic figures
£30-50

2031
Marx Doctor Who and the Mysterious Daleks
silver (black base) battery operated Dalek,
c.1964, missing gun and antenna, boxed
£60-80

2032
Modern Toys (Japan) “Satellite X-107” Flying
Saucer - tinplate battery-operated example
made in Japan, with 2 polystyrene flying discs
with figures, housed in the original card box
£150-200

2033
Lincoln Stingray, boxed, remote control plastic
battery-driven model with hand-held control
unit, fitted with forward and reverse motion,
interior lights, whistle and siren, Hong Kong
plastic,1960s issue, housed in the original card
box
£250-300

2034
SH (Japan) “Super Space Machine Lambda II”,
plastic and battery operated example,
comprising blue, white and red body, in the
original box
£30-50

2035
Tomyline TP-288 Tinplate and battery operated
model of Ol Mcdonalds Farm Truck, nice
condition and housed in a worn card box
£50-80

2036
Marx of Hong Kong tinplate and plastic
clockwork model of Garloo, 6 inches tall,
comprising of green and white body with
patterned skirt, working example in good clean
condition
£150-200

2037
Made in Taiwan plastic and battery operated
model of Tel-Robot, black body with yellow
head and red eyes, red telephone, with dial
chest plate
£30-50

2038
Hong Kong plastic and battery operated model
of a Starry Robot, red body with missing battery
box cover, in a heavily worn box
£20-30

2039
21st Century Toys plastic and battery operated
model of a Project Sword Scramble Bug,
housed in the original card box, with leaflet and
lapel badge
£80-100

2040
21st Century Toys plastic and battery operated
model of a Project Sword Moon Ranger,
housed in the original box with lapel badge,
antenna and leaflet,
£80-120

2041
21st Century Toys plastic and battery operated
model of a Project Sword Booster Rocket,
appears complete in the original box with all
parts, lapel badge and leaflet
£70-100

2042
21st Century Toys plastic and battery operated
model of a Project Sword Moon Prospector in
the original card box with leaflet
£60-80

2043
21st Century Toys plastic and battery operated
model of a Project Sword Moon Bus, appears
complete in the original box with leaflet and
lapel badge
£80-120

2044
21st century toy plastic toy group to include
radio controlled battery operated model of
Thunderbird 1, and a loose part complete Jet
Mobile (A/F)
£30-50

2045
Japanese Circa 1955, tinplate and friction driver
model of a Pontiac, comprising light blue body
with chrome details and bumper, with the
remains on the original box lid
£40-60

2046
21st Century Toys boxed battery operated
ZERO-X Boxed Space Vehicle, box with some
wear
£40-60

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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BRITAINS & F IGURES 

2101
A tray containing a collection of various Britains,
Crescent, Corgi, Dinky Toy and similar military
related diecasts to include a Britains 155mm
gun housed in the remains of the original box, a
Dinky Toys US Jeep, various Britains and
Crescent field guns and cannons, Corgi Toys
Corporal Missile Carrier, and others
£150-200

2102
One tray containing a collection of various
Britains, Crescent, Solido, and similar mixed
scale military diecasts to include a Britains
armoured Jeep, a Crescent Toys 6-wheel tank,
a Solido M47 batte tank, a Crescent Toys 6-
wheel tractor unit with trailer, a part boxed
Crescent No. 1250 25-pounder light artillery
gun and others
£100-150

2103
One tray containing a collection of various
mixed Britains diecast tinplate and similar
military models, field guns, and vehicles, to
include a Britains 4.5mm field gun, a Lone Star
Products anti-aircraft gun on trailer, a Jolliboy
cap gun style field cannon, together with various
other Britains and similar military related
diecasts
£150-200

2104
One tray containing a collection of Britains
military related diecasts to include other brands,
mixed examples to include a Lone Star
Products RAF lorry, a Dinky Toys Striker Tank,
a white metal hand painted military Scottish
figurine, a Lone Star anti-aircraft gun, together
with a Lone Star Radar Detection Vehicle and
other related diecasts
£150-200

2105
One tray containing a large quantity of various
Astra-Pharos and similar, boxed, loose, and
damaged military related field guns and
accessories to include fort gun, anti aircraft gun
on base, an Astro-Pharos traffic signal, together
with various other searchlights of differing size
included
£150-200

2112
Four trays containing a quantity of various
diecast white metal and later adapted military
figurines, horseback and associated vehicles,
mixed examples to include horsedrawn carts,
camels with riders, Britains and similar field guns,
mixed lot (a/f)
£100-150

2113
A collection of Prince August and similar
military figure moulds and casts, to include a
Prince August traditional toy Soldiers on Parade
Marching Band mould kit No. 803 together
with others
£40-60

2114
A collection of five Timpo Knights of the Round
Table plastic figures, all in various pose to
include Attack and With Sword,Lunging with
Spear, and others
£60-80

2115
A collection of Britains Historical Series and
similar, Coronation and Stage Coach items to
include the No. 1470 Stage Coach housed in
the original box, together with a quantity of
associated Britains Coronation figures etc
£60-80

2116
Two trays of mixed Britains and Skybirds
military related, vintage and modern release
figures to include Britains No. 1718 Searchlight
on mobile chassis, a No. 1716 mobile chassis
housed in the original box, a Skybirds No. 4
German Flying Corps set, and other modern
release white metal handpainted military figures
£100-150

2117
Three trays of various composition plastic and
white metal military figures to include a
collection of Elastolin and Lineol German
Infantry, and various Elastolin Scots Guards,
Highlanders, and other associated figures
£60-90

2118
One tray of mixed military related vehicles, kits,
and model aircraft to include a Vickers Viscount
plastic and battery operated British European
Airways aircraft, an Aurora King Arthur plastic
kit with matching Aurora No. 883 Sir Lancelot
figure, together with other military related
aircraft and battle tanks
£60-80

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

2106
One tray containing a collection of mixed,
mainly Britains, military related diecasts to
include a Britains Beetle lorry with caterpillar
tracks, a 155mm field gun, a Britains 6-wheel
covered military truck, together with various
other field guns, ammunition trailers and
cannons
£100-120

2107
One tray containing a collection of various
Britains mixed military field guns, and
accessories to include 155mm field gun, one
example housed in the original box, the box
heavily worn and Elastolin tinplate field gun
together with various other loose and part
boxes examples
£150-200

2108
A collection of Britains Deetail and plastic
military figures to include British Mortar Team,
part trade box containing a quantity of French
Foreign Legion Infantry missing the trade box
top, together with other various Britains Deetail
figures, dispatch units, and ambulance crews
£80-120

2109
One tray containing 3 various window boxed
Britains diecast vehicles to include No. 9594
Safari Landrover, a No. 9435 Jeep and mini
trailer, together with a No. 9569 Unimog
tractor lorry
£60-80

2110
Two trays containing a quantity of mixed
Britains Deetail, Crescent Lonestar, Airfix and
similar military figures, horseback, ball games
etc, to include a Midway Story Avalon Hill
Company board game, a Britains for Hong
Kong part boxed British Infantry Troops set
with field guns, a quantity of Airfix building
parts, sandbanks etc, together with a tray of
mixed Britains Deetail soldiers
£150-200

2111
One box of mixed Britains and white metal
release military figures to include Soldiers of the
Queen, The Royal Flying Corps 1914-1918
Mechanics Set by DB Figurines, a Britians No.
5391 United States Army Band of Washington
DC, a Toy Army Workshop Vickers MG and 2
Crew gift set, a Britains Premier WWI British 6”
howitzer with officer and 3 man detachment,
together with various other bagged and boxed
white metal models
£100-120
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2119
Britains No. 7225 The Queen’s Silver Jubilee -
the Queen’s Guard Set, together with a boxed
No. 00233B Ford Transit, a Vickers Machine
Gun, some milk churns, and 2 Corgi Toys
“Leyland” signs
£30-50

2120
A collection of Britains pocket catalogues from
various years including 1970, 1971, 1973 and
others, all in very clean condition
£40-60

2121
A CBG Mignot of Paris lead soldier group,
comprising of 11 French Napoleonic Imperial
Grenadiers of the Guard in Bearskins, Marching
at the Slope (some missing bayonets) together
with officer with drawn sword, eagle standard
bearer, drummer and bearded pioneer with axe
(15)
£40-60

2122
A collection of Britains and radio controlled
children’s toys to include a JCB battery
operated excavator and 3 boxed Britains Little
Farmer sets, all in original packaging
£30-45

2123
A Universal Hobbies 1/32 scale boxed tractor
group to include a Renault D22 and a
Huerlimann XM100 both in original window
boxes
£45-60

2124
NZG and Conrad 1/50th scale boxed group of
3 comprising 2x NZG No. 285 Caterpillar 416
Backhoe Loader - one of these has been on
display and would benefit from a clean, and a
Conrad No. No.2725, CAT 789 Off Highway
Truck, finished in CAT yellow - all models in
original packaging
£55-80

2125
Collection of loose Britains Plastic farm animals
£30-50

2126
Britains Task Force and Outdoor Action Team
boxed group, 3 examples to include 2x
No.9704 Land Yachts Gift Set and a boxed
Task Force No.7606 Assault Craft Crew and
action figures set
£40-60

2127
2 trays containing a collection of mixed loose
and play worn Dinky, Britains, Crescent and
similar Military related diecasts
£100-120

2128
Studio Anne Collection boxed figure group, to
include A195S H.M The Queens Jubilee Chess
Set, and 3 boxed figures
£70-100

2129
A collection of Britains pocket catalogues dating
from the 1970’s through to the early 2000’s
£40-60

2130
A collection of vintage farming-related models
including a Britains Fordson E27N Tractor, a
part boxed Britains Lilliput OO/HO scale
Articulated Lorry, a boxed Salco Series No.
74/4 The Builders Barrow, a Dinky Toys 22E
Farm Tractor, and others
£100-120

2131
A collection of mostly Britains lead hollow cast
military figures and accessories, together with a
boxed Britains No. 1725 Howitzer field gun,
and a No. 1355 4 wheel Army Tipper Lorry in
dark green
£60-80

2132
A collection of mostly Britains hollow cast lead
farm animals and accessories, with a boxed
Britains Picture Pack, some Charbens Circus
figures, and a selection of composite Cowboys
& Native American Indian figures
£80-100

2133
A Franklin Mint 1/12th scale Allis-Chalmers
Farm Tractor housed in a glazed case - the
model appears to be complete
£40-60

2134
2 boxes containing a quantity of Britains Deetail
mounted Knights, American Civil War, and
Native American Indian figures - they are quite
dusty due to being on display
£80-100

2135
A collection of Britains Deetail English and
German WW2 soldier figures, together with
some Britains Super Deetail Paratroopers, 2
motorcycles and a selection of Britains and
SIKU pocket catalogues
£60-80

2136
A collection of John Hill, Britains, and Matchbox
royalty-related models and figures including a
John Hill Coronation Coach in gold, a Britains
larger scale Coronation Coach, a Lesney
Matchbox Moko Coronation coach with
chrome finish with Queen figure only, and
various Britains lead hollow cast bandsmen
figures
£100-150

2137
Britains Cadbury’s Cococubs, First Edition
Jonathan - Boy Eating Chocolate - the first
Cococub produced, originally made as a
promotional in the early 1930’s, some paint
loss, but a rare figure (F-G)
£30-50

2138
A tray containing a large collection of Britains
hollow cast lead figures and accessories
comprising mainly farming-related items
including various animals, farm buildings, figures,
and scenery such as trees, a well, a pond, and
others, sold with a selection of Britains Hunting
figures
£100-150

2139
A small collection of Britains Coco Cub lead
figures including Silas Slink Fox and Gussie
Robbin, a Charbens Ballerina on horseback, a
set of Charbens boxing figures, and others, all
of which are in good overall condition with
minimal paint loss, sold with a part boxed
Triang Minic tinplate clockwork London Bus
with the original key, the model does require 2
new front tyres
£100-120

2140
A collection of Britains Deetail WW2 figures
including British Infantry, Americans, and
German Soldiers
£50-80

2141
One tray containing a quantity of various
Britians Knights of the Sword and Knights of the
Round Table figures to include various knights
on horseback, some with jousts, in various
colourway and pose
£50-80

2142
A small tray containing mixed Britains Detail, to
include American Confederate and Union
Cavalry, together with other examples
£40-60

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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2143
A Zap Toys radio controlled model of a Class
Axion 850 radio controlled tractor housed in
the original window packaging
£20-30

2144
One tray of 1970s and 1980s Britains plastic
zoo miniatures to include zoo keeper, polar
bears, an orangutan, camels, rhino, and other
examples
£70-100

2144A
Five various boxed Britains modern release
soldier sets and Charles Biggs gift sets, to
include the Centenary Set The Boer War, Set
No. 1387 The Crimean War The Charge of the
Light Brigade, No. 1332 Lawrence and the Arab
Revolt 1917, no. 8841 Gurkha Rifles gift set,
together with a Charles Biggs Premier Series
No. 8925 Royal Navy Air Service armoured car,
all housed in original packaging
£100-150

2145
A collection of vintage lead hollow cast figures
and accessories from manufacturers such as
Britains, Taylor, and Hillco, includes Salco Goofy
and Donald Duck figures, sold with a selection
of wooden handmade buildings that fit into a
baseboard
£150-200

2146
Britains Racing Colours group of 5 horses with
riders in different colour combinations including
one with a black jersey with a yellow stripe and
black hat, one with a red jersey with black arm
stripes, and orange hat, and 3 others, also sold
with 2 Britains hunting riders and some hunting
dogs
£250-350

2147
Two trays containing a collection of mixed
Britains FG Taylor and John Hilco mainly
farmyard lead hollow cast and wooden
miniatures to include Hilco Blacksmith set, with
farrier, anvil and horse figure, a Britains Tumbrel
cart, dog with kennel, together with various
sheep, cattle, horseback and other farmyard
accessories
£70-100

2148
A collection of mainly Briains mixed farm and
civilian lead hollow cast miniatures to include a
No. 810 pre-war yachtsman figure, a vicar
holding bible with swinging arm, a carter with
whip, standing policeman figure, golfer and
others, some examples a/f and would benefit
from cleaning
£70-100

2156
A Britains 7-piece boxed gift set Historial Royal
Palace series Henry VIII and his 6 wives, all
housed in original blue ground pictorial boxes in
the original buff coloured trade carton
£40-60

2157
A collection of three various boxed Britains
Landrovers to include No. 5986 Forest
Enterprise Landrover, No. 9507 Landrover
Defender 90 and a Britains Task Force No.
7608 White UN Landrover with action figures,
all in original packaging
£60-80

2158
A Britains boxed tractor group, all housed in
original window packaging to include a No.
9528 Fiat tractor finished in orange, a No. 9526
Deutz tractor finished in green, and a No. 9523
Ford TW20 tractor, all in original window
boxes
£50-70

2159
4 boxed Phoenix World Reproductions, hand
painted white metal figures comprising of No.
PW140 Blitz Fireman in National Service, No.
PW150 a Life is Saved British Fireman 1980,
No. PW110 British Fireman 1960s with Mk 5
proto breathing apparatus, and one other
£30-50

2160
Britains boxed agricultural combine and
construction vehicle group, 3 examples to
include No.9575 New Holland Combine
Harvester, No.9570 Massey Ferguson Combine
Harvester and a No.42702 JCB 3CX Backhoe
Loader, all in original boxes
£80-120

2161
Timpo The Great Train Hold Up Play Set,
comprising of locomotive and tender, coach
and caboose, with contained figures and a
quantity of black plastic track housed in the
original but worn card box
£70-100

2162
A collection of various boxed Britains and Corgi
agricultural diecast to include a No. 42700 Kane
16-ton silage trailer, a Corgi 1111 Massey
Ferguson 780 combine, a part boxed Crescent
Toys tractor-trailer, and a Britains No. 9589
Vicon Grassmower, all in original packaging
£40-60

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

2149
A collection of four John Hilco of England lead
hollow cast Speedway riders, comprising of
four various examples with four riders hand
painted in racing colours with brown overalls,
wirework handlebars, interesting examples
£80-120

2150
A collection of Britains Hilco and Crescent
mixed lead hollow cast figures to include Zulu
War soldiers, a collection of Britains and similar
lead hollow cast hunting figures with hounds, a
collection of Crescent Cowboys and Indians
and other related examples
£50-70

2151
A collection of ten lead hollow cast Stoddart
baby figures, four examples are seated, one
standing, and five crawling, overall in good clean
condition but may benefit from a gentle clean
£60-80

2152
A Britains Racing Colours of famous owners
No. 237 His Majesty the King comprising of
brown horse, with saddle and reigns and jockey
figure wearing the King’s colours, housed in the
original blue & white labelled card box
£200-300

2153
A collection of lead hollow cast and tin plate
mixed gauge figures and lineside buildings to
include Britains, Hilco, Brimtoy and others,
specific examples to include a tinplate Tophill
??? box in the remains of the original card
packaging, together with various Britains
Railwayman figures with lead hollow cast
chocolate machine, stationmaster, various
luggage and other related railway lineside
accessories
£80-120

2154
A collection of French model Depose and
Quiralu lead hollow cast horse racing and track
racing figurines, various examples to include
horse and track driver figure by Quiralu and
others
£50-70

2155
A collection of Britains and similar lead hollow
cast and later motorcycle miniatures to include
a John Hilco police motorcycle with rider,
boxed Britains 9654 Gold plated racing bike
and others
£40-60
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2163
A rare Charbens early 20th century goat and
cart comprising of white goat with brown tack,
complete with green cart with spoked yellow
wheels
£50-80

2164
A collection of various Britains and similar lead
hollow cast and wooden farm animals, diecast
vehicles, wooden playboards, cottages and
accessories, to include a Britains No. 45F milk
float and horse cart, Britains 8F plough, two
trees, a quantity of wooden fencing with a
nicely made wooden cottage, and bridge, all in
very good clean condition
£100-120

2165
A collection of Crescent mixed zoo animals to
include Nile crocodile, tiger, lion, baby elephant,
giraffe, seated camel, zebra and standing figure,
all loose examples in good clean condition
£30-50

2166
A collection of boxed and empty box Britains
figures to include a No. 312 Grenadier Guards
with winter overcoats gift set, together with a
No. 1320 British Infantry set, and an empty box
for an Authenticast History in Miniatures French
Guards empty box, all boxes and models in
good clean condition
£60-80

2167
Pippin Toys/Raphael Lipkin of England, plastic
model Farm tractor, comprising blue body with
black exhaust stack and red hubs, housed in the
original pictorial card box
£80-120

2168
Britains No.9576 Farm Land Rover, comprising
of mid blue body with orange back, driver
figure, farmhand figure and dog, housed in the
original window box, box window worn
£50-60

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

Lot 2167



Both the sale of goods at our auctions and your relationship with us are governed
by the Terms of Consignment (primarily applicable to sellers) the Terms of Sale
(primarily applicable to bidders and buyers) and any notices displayed in the
saleroom or announced by us at the auction (collectively, the “Conditions of
Business”).  The Terms of Consignment and Terms of Sale are available at our
saleroom on request.

Please read these Terms of Sale carefully.  Please note that if you register to bid
and/or bid at auction this signifies that you agree to and will comply with these
Terms of Sale.

1 Definitions and interpretation  

1.1 To make these Terms of Sale easier to read, we have given the following words
a specific meaning:

“Auctioneer” means Lacy Scott & Knight, a partnership registered in England and
Wales and whose registered office is located at 10 Risbygate Street, Bury St Edmunds,
Suffolk, IP33 3AA. 

“Bidder” means a person participating in bidding at the auction;

“Buyer” means the person who makes the highest bid for a Lot accepted by the
Auctioneer;

“Deliberate Forgery” means: (a) an imitation made with the intention of deceiving as
to authorship, origin, date, age, period, culture or source; (b) which is described in the
catalogue as being the work of a particular creator without qualification; and (c) which
at the date of the auction had a value materially less than it would have had if it had
been as described;

“Hammer Price” means the level of the highest bid for a Lot accepted by the
Auctioneer by the fall of the hammer; 

“Lot(s)” means the goods that we offer for sale at our auctions;

“Premium” means the premium that we will charge you on your purchase of a Lot to
be calculated as set out in Clause 4;

“Reserve” means the minimum hammer price at which a Lot may be sold;

“Sale Proceeds” means the net amount due to the Seller;

“Seller” means the persons who consign Lots for sale at our auctions;

“Terms of Consignment”  means the terms on which we agree to offer Lots for sale
in our auctions as agent on behalf of Sellers;

“Terms of Sale”  means these terms of sale, as amended or updated from time to
time; 

“Total Amount Due”  means the Hammer Price for a Lot, the Premium, any applicable
artist’s resale right royalty, any VAT due and any additional charges payable by a
defaulting buyer under these Terms of Sale;

“Trader” means a Seller who is acting for purposes relating to that Seller’s trade,
business, craft or profession, whether acting personally or through another person
acting in the trader’s name or on the trader’s behalf;

“VAT” means Value Added Tax or any equivalent sales tax; and

“Website” means our website available at www.lsk.co.uk . 

In these Terms of Sale the words ‘you’, ‘yours’, etc. refer to you as the Buyer.  The
words “we”, “us”, etc. refer to the Auctioneer. Any reference to a ‘Clause’ is to a
clause of these Terms of Sale unless stated otherwise. 

2 Information that we are required to give to Consumers

2.1 A description of the main characteristics of each Lot as contained in the auction
catalogue.

2.2 Our name, address and contact details as set out herein, in our auction
catalogues and/or on our Website.

2.3 The price of the Goods and arrangements for payment as described in Clauses
4, 5, 7 and 8.

2.4 The arrangements for collection of the Goods as set out in Clauses 8 and 9.

2.5 Your right to return a Lot and receive a refund if the Lot is a Deliberate Forgery
as set out in Clause 13.

2.6 We and Trader Sellers have a legal duty to supply any Lots to you in accordance
with these Terms of Sale.

2.7 If you have any complaints, please send them to us directly at the address set
out on our Website.

3 Bidding procedures and the Buyer

3.1 You must register your details with us before bidding and provide us with any
requested proof of identity and billing information, in a form acceptable to us. You
must also satisfy any security arrangements we have in place before entering the auction
room to view or bid. 

3.2 We strongly recommend that you attend the auction in person.  You are
responsible for your decision to bid for a particular Lot.  If you bid on a Lot, including
by telephone and online bidding, or by placing a commission bid, we assume that you
have carefully inspected the Lot and satisfied yourself regarding its condition.

3.3 If you instruct us in writing, we may execute commission bids on your behalf.
Neither we nor our employees or agents will be responsible for any failure to execute
your commission bid, unless our failure to do so is unreasonable. Where two or more
commission bids at the same level are recorded we have the right to prefer the first
bid made (where this can be reasonably ascertained).

3.4 The Bidder placing the highest bid for a Lot accepted by the Auctioneer will be
the Buyer at the Hammer Price.  Any dispute about a bid will be settled at our
discretion. We may reoffer the Lot during the auction or may settle the dispute in
another way. We will act reasonably when deciding how to settle the dispute.

3.5 Bidders will be deemed to act as principals, even if the Bidder is acting as an
agent for a third party.

3.6 We may bid on Lots on behalf of the Seller up to one bid below the Reserve.

3.7 We may refuse to accept any bid if it is reasonable for us to do so.

3.8 Bidding increments will be at our sole discretion (but will be in line with standard
auction practice).

4 The purchase price

As Buyer, you will pay:

a. the Hammer Price;

b. a premium of 22.5% (plus VAT) of the Hammer Price; 

c. any artist’s resale right royalty payable on the sale of the Lot; and

d. any VAT due.

5 VAT

5.1 You shall be liable for the payment of any VAT applicable on the Hammer Price
and premium due for a Lot. Please see the symbols used in the auction catalogue for
that Lot and the “Information for Buyers” in our auction catalogue for further
information.  

5.2 We will charge VAT at the current rate at the date of the auction.

TERMS OF SALE
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6 The contract between you and the Seller

6.1 The contract for the purchase of the Lot between you and the Seller will be
formed when the hammer falls accepting the highest bid for the Lot at the auction. 

6.2 You may directly enforce any terms in the Terms of Consignment against a
Seller to the extent that you suffer damages and/or loss as a result of the Seller’s breach
of the Terms of Consignment.

6.3 If you breach these Terms of Sale, you may be responsible for damages and/or
losses suffered by a Seller or us. If we are contacted by a Seller who wishes to bring a
claim against you, we may in our discretion provide the Seller with information or
assistance in relation to that claim.

6.4 We normally act as an agent only and will not have any responsibility for default
by you or the Seller (unless we are the Seller of the Lot). 

7 Payment

7.1 Immediately following your successful bid on a Lot you will:

7.1.1 give to us, if not already provided to our satisfaction, proof of identity in a form
acceptable to us (and any other information that we require in order to comply with
our anti-money laundering obligations); and

7.1.2 pay to us the Total Amount Due in cash (for which there is an upper limit of
15,000 euros equivalent) or in any other way that we agree to accept payment.

7.2 If you owe us any money, we may use any payment made by you to repay
these debts.  

8 Title and collection of purchases

8.1 Once you have paid us in full the Total Amount Due for any Lot, ownership of
that Lot will transfer to you.  You may not claim or collect a Lot until you have paid
for it.

8.2 You will (at your own expense) collect any Lots that you have purchased and
paid for either:

8.2.1 not later than seven business days following the day of the auction; or 

8.2.2 not later than seven business days following the date that we have received
payment of the Total Amount Due in cleared funds, if later.  

8.3 If you do not collect the Lot within this time period, you will be responsible for
any reasonable removal, storage and insurance charges in relation to that Lot.  

8.4 Risk of loss or damage to the Lot will pass to you when you (or your agents)
take physical possession of the Lot.

8.5 If you do not collect the Lot that you have paid for within ninety days after the
auction, we may sell the Lot.  We will pay the proceeds of any such sale to you, but
will deduct any storage charges or other sums that we have incurred in the storage
and sale of the Lot. We reserve the right to charge you a selling commission at our
standard rates on any such resale of the Lot.

9 Remedies for non-payment or failure to collect purchases

9.1 Please do not bid on a Lot if you do not intend to buy it.  If your bid is successful,
these Terms of Sale will apply to you.  This means that you will have to carry out your
obligations set out in these Terms of Sale.  If you do not comply with these Terms of
Sale we may (acting on behalf of the Seller and ourselves) pursue one or more of the
following measures:

9.1.1 take action against you for damages for breach of contract;

9.1.2 reverse the sale of the Lot to you and/or any other Lots sold by us to you;

9.1.3 resell the Lot by auction or private treaty (in which case you will have to pay
any difference between the price you should have paid for the Lot and the price we
sell it for as well as the charges outlined in Clause 8.5).  Please note that if we sell the
Lot for a higher amount than your winning bid, the extra money will belong to the
Seller;

9.1.4 remove, store and insure the Lot at your expense;

9.1.5 if you do not pay us within five business days of your successful bid, we may
charge interest at a rate not exceeding 1.5% per month on the total amount due;

9.1.6 keep that Lot or any other Lot sold to you until you pay the Total Amount
Due;

9.1.7 reject or ignore bids from you or your agent at future auctions or impose
conditions before we accept bids from you; and/or

9.1.8 if we sell any Lots for you, use the money made on these Lots to repay any
amount you owe us.

9.2 We will act reasonably when exercising our rights under Clause 9.1.  We will
contact you before exercising these rights and try to work with you to correct any
non-compliance by you with these Terms of Sale. 

10 Health and safety

Although we take reasonable precautions regarding health and safety, you are on our
premises at your own risk.  Please note the lay-out of the premises and security
arrangements.  Neither we nor our employees or agents are responsible for the safety
of you or your property when you visit our premises, unless you suffer any injury to
your person or damage to your property as a result of our, our employees’ or our
agents’ negligence. 

11 Warranties

11.1 The Seller warrants to us and to you that:

11.1.1 the Seller is the true owner of the Lot for sale or is authorised by the true
owner to offer and sell the lot at auction; 

11.1.2 the Seller is able to transfer good and marketable title to the Lot to you free
from any third party rights or claims; and

11.1.3 as far as the Seller is aware, the main characteristics of the Lot set out in the
auction catalogue (as amended by any notice displayed in the saleroom or announced
by the Auctioneer at the auction) are correct.

11.2 If, after you have placed a successful bid and paid for a Lot, any of the warranties
above are found not to be true, please notify us in writing. Neither we nor the Seller
will be liable to pay you any sums over and above the Total Amount Due and we will
not be responsible for any inaccuracies in the information provided by the Seller except
as set out below.

11.3 Please note that many of the Lots that you may bid on at our auction are
second-hand.

11.4 If a Lot is not second-hand and you purchase the Lot as a Consumer from a
Seller that is a Trader, a number of additional terms may be implied by law in addition
to the Seller’s warranties set out at Clause 11.1 (in particular under the Consumer
Rights Act 2015). These Terms of Sale do not seek to exclude your rights under law
as they relate to the sale of these Lots.

11.5 Save as expressly set out above, all other warranties, conditions or other terms
which might have effect between the Seller and you, or us and you, or be implied or
incorporated by statue, common law or otherwise are excluded.

12 Descriptions and condition

12.1 Our descriptions of the Lot will be based on: (a) information provided to us by
the Seller of the Lot (for which we are not liable); and (ii) our opinion (although it is
likely that we will not be able to carry out a detailed inspection of each Lot). 

12.2 We will give you a number of opportunities to view and inspect the Lots before
the auction. You (and any independent consultants acting on your behalf) must satisfy
yourself about the accuracy of any description of a Lot. We shall not be responsible
for any failure by you or your consultants to properly inspect a Lot.

12.3 Representations or statements by us as to authorship, genuineness, origin, date,
age, provenance, condition or estimated selling price involve matters of opinion. We
undertake that any such opinion will be honestly and reasonably held and accept liability
for opinions given negligently or fraudulently. 

12.4 Please note that Lots (in particular second-hand Lots) are unlikely to be in
perfect condition.  Lots are sold “as is” (i.e. as you see them at the time of the auction).
Neither we nor the Seller accept any liability for the condition of second-hand Lots or
for any condition issues affecting a Lot if such issues are included in the description of
a Lot in the auction catalogue (or in any saleroom notice) and/ or which the inspection
of a Lot by the Buyer ought to have revealed.
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13 Deliberate Forgeries

13.1 You may return any Lot which is found to be a Deliberate Forgery to us within
28 days of the auction (but must contact us in writing within 14 days of the auction)
provided that you return the Lot to us in the same condition as when it was released
to you, accompanied by a written statement identifying the Lot from the relevant
catalogue description and a written statement of defects.  

13.2 If we are reasonably satisfied that the Lot is a Deliberate Forgery we will refund
the money paid by you for the Lot (including any Premium and applicable VAT)
provided that if:

13.2.1 the catalogue description reflected the accepted view of experts as at the date
of the auction; or

13.2.2 you personally are not able to transfer good and marketable title in the Lot to
us,

you will have no right to a refund under this Clause 13.2.

13.3 If you have sold the Lot to another person, we will only be liable to refund the
price that you paid for the Lot.  We will not be responsible for repaying any additional
money you may have made from selling the Lot.

13.4 Your right to return a Lot that is a Deliberate Forgery does not affect your legal
rights and is in addition to any other right or remedy provided by law or by these
Terms of Sale.

14 Our liability to you

14.1 We will not be liable for any loss of opportunity or disappointment suffered as
a result of participating in our auction. 

14.2 In addition to the above, neither we nor the Seller shall be responsible to you
and you shall not be responsible to the Seller or us for any other loss or damage that
any of us suffer that is not a foreseeable result of any of us not complying with the
Conditions of Business. Loss or damage is foreseeable if it is obvious that it will happen
or if at the time of the sale of the Lot, we, you and the Seller knew it might happen.

14.3 Subject to Clause 14.4, if we are found to be liable to you for any reason
(including, amongst others, if we are found to be negligent, in breach of contract or to
have made a misrepresentation), our liability will be limited to the total purchase price
paid by you to us for any Lot.

14.4 Notwithstanding the above, nothing in these Terms of Sale shall limit our liability
(or that of our employees or agents) for:

14.4.1 death or personal injury resulting from negligence (as defined in the Unfair
Contract Terms Act 1977);

14.4.2 fraudulent misrepresentation; or

14.4.3 any liability which cannot be excluded by law.

15 Notices

15.1 All notices between you and us regarding these Terms of Sale must be in writing
and signed by or on behalf of the party giving it. 

15.2 Any notice referred in Clause 15.1 may be given: 

15.2.1 by delivering it by hand; 

15.2.2 by first class pre-paid post or Recorded Delivery; or

15.2.3 by email, provided that a copy is also sent by pre-paid post or Recorded
Delivery. 

15.3 Notices must be sent: 

15.3.1 by hand or registered post: 

a. to us, at our address set out in these Terms of Sale or at our registered office
address appearing on our Website; and

b. to you, at the last postal address that you have given to us as your contact
address in writing; or

15.3.2 by email: 

a. to us, by sending the notice to both the following email addresses:
ecrichton@lsk.co.uk and fineart@lsk.co.uk 

b. to you, by sending the notice to any email address that you have given to us as
your contact email address in writing.

15.4 Notices will be deemed to have been received:

15.4.1 if delivered by hand, on the day of delivery; 

15.4.2 if sent by first class pre-paid post or Recorded Delivery, two business days after
posting, exclusive of the day of posting; or

15.4.3 if sent by email, at the time of transmission unless sent after 17.00 in the place
of receipt in which case they will be deemed to have been received on the next
business day in the place of receipt (provided that a copy has also been sent by pre-
paid post or Recorded Delivery as set out in Clause 15.2.3.

15.5 Any notice or communication given under these Terms of Sale will not be validly
given if sent by fax, email, any form of messaging via social media or text message.

16 Data Protection

All client details remain confidential and will not be released to any third parties unless
required by law.

17 General

17.1 We may, acting reasonably, refuse admission to our premises or attendance at
our auctions by any person.

17.2 We act as an agent for our Sellers. The rights we have to claim against you for
breach of these Terms of Sale may be used by either us, our employees or agents, or
the Seller, its employees or agents, as appropriate. Other than as set out in this Clause,
these Terms of Sale are between you and us and no other person will have any rights
to enforce any of these Terms of Sale.

17.3 We may use special terms in the catalogue descriptions of particular Lots.  You
must read these terms carefully along with any glossary provided in our auction
catalogues.

17.4 Each of the clauses of these Terms of Sale operates separately.  If any court or
relevant authority decides that any of them are unlawful, the remaining clauses will
remain in full force and effect.

17.5 We may change these Terms of Sale from time to time, without notice
to you. Please read these Terms of Sale carefully, as they may be different from the
last time you read them.

17.6 Except as otherwise stated in these Terms of Sale, each of our rights and
remedies are: (a) are in addition to and not exclusive of any other rights or remedies
under these Terms of Sale or general law; and (b) may be waived only in writing and
specifically.  Delay in exercising or non-exercise of any right under these Terms of Sale
is not a waiver of that or any other right.  Partial exercise of any right under these
Terms of Sale will not preclude any further or other exercise of that right or any other
right under these Terms of Sale.  Waiver of a breach of any term of these Terms of
Sale will not operate as a waiver of breach of any other term or any subsequent breach
of that term.

17.7 These Terms of Sale and any dispute or claim arising out of or in connection
with them (including any non-contractual claims or disputes) shall be governed by and
construed in accordance with the laws of England and the parties irrevocably submit
to the exclusive jurisdiction of the English courts.

These terms are based upon recommended terms of sale by the Society Of Fine
Art Auctioneers & Valuers (www.sofaa.org )  of which we are members.



COMMISSION BIDDING FORM
28th October 2022

Please bid on my behalf for the lots indicated below which do not include Buyer’s Premium or any VAT payable on lots. Please note
that all lots are subject to buyer's premium of 22.5% (plus VAT) on top of the hammer price. Bids will be executed as cheaply as is
permitted by any other bids or reserves, if any, and special attention is drawn to the Conditions of Sale printed at the back of this
catalogue.  The Auctioneers cannot be held responsible for bids omitted from the sale. Bids to be returned to us by e-mail
(fineart@lsk.co.uk) or post to reach us before 7pm on the day prior to the sale.

      LOT NO                                                BRIEF DESCRIPTION                                                                            BID PRICE
                                                                                                                                                                              excl. premium

Free live bidding through our website LSKlive
Please note that we are unable to book telephone bids on lots with an estimate below £300 

Name: __________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Address:   ________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________    Postcode: ________________________________________________

Telephone Number:   ______________________________________ Email:  __________________________________________________

Signed _______________________________________________       Dated __________________________________________________

Packing and Postage

Most UK parcels can be sent in-house for our flat standard rate of £20 for up to 3 lots and £1.50 per lot
thereafter, please contact our offices for overseas shipping quotes. For high value lots we recommend
MailBoxes (info@mbemail.co.uk ). If you choose an alternative courier we can pack for £8 per parcel. 

We use APC Couriers and everything is sent 24 hour tracked and signed for.  Some exclusions apply for
larger lots such as dinner services, please contact our offices for a quote with regards to larger or bulkier lots.
Jewellery, watches, coins and high value small items will be sent by Royal Mail Special Delivery with maximum
insurance of £2500.  

Please note that this service is NOT insured, therefore if purchasers require further cover, then they must
arrange this themselves. Alternatively we can send by Parcelforce 48 with insurance charged at £4 upto £500
cover, £8-£1000 cover, £12-£1500 and £20-£2500 cover. Lacy Scott & Knight accept no liability for items
which are damaged or lost during postage, and cannot and will not assist in any claims unless insurance cover
has been taken out.
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INVITATION TO CONSIGN FOR
FUTURE TOYS & COLLECTORS' MODELS SALES

Entries invited for our remaining 2022 Toys & Models auction on
16th December 

2023 Calendar coming soon 

Tinplate toys of all makes and description, Diecast, hollow cast and plastic models by all
manufacturers, Sci-fi & fantasy models, Live Steam Models, aero & marine models etc. Railway and
steam memorabilia incl. prints, name-plates, posters, enamelled signs etc. Model Railways of all ages

& gauges and any related objects

Please contact Oliver Leggett to arrange a free appraisal
E-mail: oleggett@lsk.co.uk     01284 748 628

Vendor's commission: 15% plus vat & £2.50 entry fee per lot 

This includes cataloguing, internet hosting, insurance & storage

Entries close four weeks prior to each sale 


